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Introduction 

STUDENTS' BOOK 

CLASS CASSETTES 

WORKBOOK 

STUDENTS'CASSETTE 

TEACHER'S RESOURCE 

BOOK 

ir Language. com 

American Cutting Edge Level 3 is a course aimed at young adults studying general English 

at a pre-intermediate level. It provides material for up to 120 hours' teaching, according 

to how much photocopiable material is used from the Teacher's Resource Book. It is 

suitable for students studying in either a monolingual or multilingual classroom situation. 

American Cutting Edge Level 3 Students' Book is divided into sixteen modules, each 
consisting of approximately 6-8 hours of classroom material. In each module you 

will find: 

• grammar - two Language focus sections
• vocabulary - including a Wordspot section in alternate modules
• reading and/or listening - with extended speaking activities

• Real life (everyday survival language) and/or writing

• Do you remember? - quick spot-check review

In addition, there are Consolidation sections after Modules 6, 11, and 16. 

At the back of the book you will find: 

• Communication activities

• a list of Irregular verbs

• a detailed Language summary
• Tapescripts - for material on the Class Cassettes

Minidictionary: in the back cover pocket of the Students' Book is the American Cutting 

Edge Level 3 Minidictionary, which contains definitions and examples for approximately 
1,500 words and phrases from the Students' Book. 

American Cutting Edge Level 3 Workbook is divided into sixteen parallel modules, 
consisting of: 

• additional grammar practice
• additional vocabulary practice
• Vocabulary booster sections

• skills work - Listen and read and Improve your writing sections 
• pronunciation
• spelling

There is an Answer key at the back of the Workbook. 

The optional Students' Cassette features the Listen and read texts, exercises on 
pronunciation, and some grammar exercises. 

American Cutting Edge Level 3 Teacher's Resource Book consists of five sections: 

• Introduction and Teacher's tips on: 

- Making speaking Tasks work 

- Responding to learners' individual needs 
- Helping students with pronunciation

- Working with lexical phrases
- Making the most of the Minidictionary

• step·by·step teacher's notes for each module - including alternative suggestions for
different teaching situations, detailed language notes, and integrated answer keys

• photocopiable Resource bank - including learner-training worksheets, communicative

grammar practice activities, vocabulary extension activities

• three Tests to follow Modules 6, 11, and 16.

• the Workbook Answer key is at the back of the Teacher's Resource Book
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Introduction 

The thinking behind 
American Cutting Edge Level 3 
American Cutting Edge Level 3 Students' Book has a 
multilayered syllabus, which includes a comprehensive 
grammar and vocabulary syllabus, incorporating systematic 
work on listening, speaking, reading, and writing. It takes an 
integrated approach to pronunciation, and includes learner
training and review. 
We are particularly interested in helping learners to take an 
active approach in their lessons, and in encouraging them to 
use the language they know, even, at this relatively low level. 
To do this, we realize that learners need guidance and 
preparation, and so we aim to take them step by step 
through new language and tasks, providing them with the 
support they need in order to communicate successfully. 

Lexis 

VOCABULARY SECTIONS/WORDSPOTS/REAL LIFE 
The first step to successful communication is a good 
vocabulary, so there is a strong emphasis on lexis in 
American Cutting Edge Level 3. As well as knowing individual 
words, learners need to know how to use them. Often this 
involves knowing the collocations of the word, and looking 
at phrases and "chunks" of language. The Vocabulary

sections in the Students' Book focus consistently on this 
kind of lexis, particularly the regular Wordspot sections, 
which look at the most useful collocations of high-frequency 
words like feel or look. Students will find useful everyday 
phrases in the regular Real life sections too - these focus on 
areas such as telephoning, directions, social chitchat, etc. 

MINI-DICTIONARY 
It is important that learners are active in improving their own 
vocabulary, so American Cutting Edge Level 3 has its own 
Minidictionary containing all the words from the Students'

Book that we anticipate students might want to check, with 
graded explanations and examples that are intended to 
clarify meaning. In the Minidictionary students can find out 
about phrases and collocations involving the key word, as 
well as the pronunciation, any irregularities, and common 
learner errors. The following icon ; occurs whenever it 
might be useful to refer to the Minidictionary.

VOCABULARY BOOSTER/PERSONAL VOCABULARY 
We encourage learners to improve their vocabulary 
independently in other ways too. There are regular 
Vocabulary booster sections in the Workbook, which 
students can study by themselves. These extend simple 
concrete areas of vocabulary (such as parts of the body, 
sports, and activities) via pictures and pronunciation 
practice. In the Students' Book there are Personal

vocabulary boxes on the task pages where students are 
encouraged to ask the teacher for the words and phrases 
they need to express their own experiences. 
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LEARNER-TRAINING 
Of course, many students need to develop the skills 
necessary to use a monolingual dictionary, notice 
collocation, or study vocabulary independently. To this end, 
the Resource bank in this Teacher's Book contains Learner

training worksheets to accompany each module of the 
Students' Book. These also focus on skills such as recording 
vocabulary and guessing meaning from context. 

Grammar 

LANGUAGE FOCUS SECTIONS/GRAMMAR ANALYSIS 
To enable learners to use the language confidently, we also 
aim to provide a sound basis in grammar. Each module has 
two Language focus sections, which first contextualize and 
introduce the new language, then take the students step-by
step through the important rules before they practice using it. 
To encourage an active approach, the Grammar analysis boxes 
in each section ask students to work out some of these rules 
themselves , from the sample language they have seen. We aim 
to make this as straightforward as possible. The Language

summary at the back of the book summarizes the rules in 
greater detail and provides extra information and examples. 

COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICE 
All new language is practiced actively in meaningful 
contexts, through personalization and other communicative 
pairwork activities. Many information blank-type activities 
have additional material in the Communication activities at 
the back of the book. Further practice is provided via a 
range of photocopiable activities in the Resource bank, and 
systematic written practice in the Workbook.

Speaking Tasks 

Many lower-level learners do not feel confident about 
expressing themselves in English, even though they have a 
growing passive knowledge. We aim to develop their 
confidence in communicating by setting regular speaking 
Tasks - one in each module of the book. 

EXTENDED SPEAKING ACTIVITIES 
In these tasks the focus is on an end product or outcome 
rather than on "practicing the language." However, it is likely 
that learners will need some of the language they have 
encountered in the module, in order to accomplish the Task. 
The Tasks involve more extended communication than the 
practice activities, and require students to do many of the 
things that they may have to do in real life: Ask and give 
personal information; tell an anecdote; discuss a plan or a 
problem; describe places or people. 

STAGING OF TASKS 
Of course, most low-level students cannot "just do" this 
without support. For this reason, each Task includes a 
Preparation stage, with a model for students to follow, and a 
Useful language box that they can draw on. We encourage 



students to prepare what they will say before they speak, 
and to ask the teacher for any personal vocabulary that they 
may need to express themselves. 

TEACHER'S NOTES 

The teacher's notes provide step-by-step guidance through 
the Tasks, and suggestions for adapting them to the particular 
teaching situations. There is also a special Teacher's tips 

section in this book to provide more general guidelines. 

Other important elements in 
American Cutting Edge Level 3 

Listening 

American Cutting Edge Level 3 places a strong emphasis on 
listening. Listening material includes: 

short extracts and minidialogs to introduce and 
practice new language. 
longer texts (interviews, stories, songs, and 
conversations) for more extensive listening. Sometimes 
these are models for tasks. 
opportunities to check answers to exercises via listening. 
words and sentences to model pronunciation. 

In addition, the Workbook has an optional Workbook 

Cassette, which includes: 
extensive Listen and read texts. 
pronunciation work on sounds. 
models for new vocabulary. 
some grammar exercises. 

Reading 

There is a wide range of reading material in the Students' 

Book: both short extracts to contextualize new language 
(often stories or quizzes); and more extensive reading texts, 
often in the form of newspaper articles. As well as 
comprehension checks, reading exercises include vocabulary 
work and discussion. 

There are additional reading texts in alternate modules of 

the Workbook and these include simple comprehension and 
vocabulary work. 

Writing 

Writing skills are developed through: 
regular Writing sections covering real-life situations such 
as writing postcards, filfing out forms, formal and 
informal letters. 
Optional writing sections following on from many of the 
Tasks - these give students an opportunity to write 
about what they have discussed. 
Improve your writing sections in the Workbook, which 
provide further practice of the tasks in the Students' 

Book as well as work on specific subskills such as 
paragraphing, punctuation, and linkers. 
Spelling sections in the Workbook, which cover 
important patterns like -ed endings, double letters, etc. 

Introduction 

Pronunciation 

Pronunciation work in the Students' Book is integrated into 
the sections that present new language (Grammar, 

Vocabulary, and Real life) and covers sentence and word 
stress, weak forms, intonation, and a number of key difficult 
sounds like I 3: I or I a /. The Workbook focuses on problem 
sounds, often in relation to spelling. 

Pronunciation work is presented in Pronunciation boxes so 
as to stand out clearly. A range of activity types is used and 
there is an equal emphasis on understanding and 
reproducing the language. Pronunciation sections in both 
the Students' Book and the Workbook are accompanied by 
exercises on the cassette, which provide models for 
students to copy. 

This Teachers' Book includes a Teacher's tips section on 
Helping students with pronunciation. 

Review 

American Cutting Edge Level 3 places a strong emphasis on 
review. The Students' Book reviews and recycles language in 
the following ways: 

a Do you remember? quiz at the end of thirteen modules 
provides quick spot-check review of the main areas 
covered in the module. 
a Consolidation unit at the end of Modules 6, 11, and 16 
combines grammar and vocabulary exercises with 
listening and speaking activities that recycle material 
from the previous five (or six) modules. 
three photocopiable tests in the Resource bank for use 
after Modules 6, 11, and 16. 
constant opportunities for learners to reuse what they 
have learned in the Task sections of each module. 

We hope that you and your students will enjoy using 
American Cutting Edge Level 3. 
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Teacher's tiRS 
. 

O Treat Tasks primarily as an opportunity 
for communication 

Remember the main objective is for students to use the 
language that they know (and if necessary learn new 
language) in order to achieve a particular communicative 
goal, not to "practice" specific language. Although it is 
virtually impossible to perform some of the Tasks without 
using the language introduced earlier in the module, in 
others students may choose to use this language only once 
or twice, or not at all. Do not try to "force-feed" it. Of 
course, if learners are seeking this language but have 
forgotten it, this is the ideal moment to remind them! 

E) Make the Task suit your class
Students using this course will vary in age, background, 
interests, and ability. All these students need to find the 
Tasks motivating and "do-able," yet challenging at the same 
time. Do not be afraid to adapt the Tasks to suit your class if 
this helps. The teacher's notes contain suggestions on how 
to adapt certain Tasks for monolingual and multilingual 
groups, students of different ages and interests, large 
classes, and weaker or stronger groups. There are also 
ideas for shortening Tasks, or dividing them over two 
shorter lessons. We hope these suggestions will give you 
other ideas of your own on how to adapt the Tasks. 

€) Personalize it! 
All the Tasks in American Cutting Edge Level 3 have a model 
to introduce them. Sometimes these are recordings of 
people talking about something personal, for example the 
first time they did something important. However, finding 
out about you, their teacher, may be more motivating, so 
you could try providing a personalized model instead. If you 
do this, remember to: 

plan what you are going to say, but do not write it out 
word for word, as this may sound unnatural. 
bring in any photos or illustrations you can to help to 
bring your talk alive. 
either preteach or explain as you go along any 
problematic vocabulary. 
give students something to do as they are listening 
(the teacher's notes give suggestions on this where 
appropriate). 

This approach may take a little courage at first, but students 
are likely to appreciate the variety it provides. 
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O Set the final objective clearly before 
students start preparing 

Do not assume that students will work out where their 
preparations are leading if you do not tell them! Knowing, 
for example, that their movie review will be recorded for a 
class radio program may make a big difference to how 
carefully they prepare it . 

0 Pay attention to seating arrangements 
Whether you have fixed desks or more portable furniture, 
when working in groups or pairs always make sure that 
students are sitting so that they can hear and speak to ea.ch 
other comfortably. Groups should be in a small circle or 
square rather than a line, for example. Empty desks 
between students may mean that they have to raise their 
voices to a level at which they feel self-conscious when 
speaking English - this can have an adverse effect on any 
pairwork or groupwork activity. 

0 Give students time to think and plan 
Planning time is very important if low-level students are to 
produce the best language that they are capable of. It is 
particularly useful for building up the confidence of 
students who are normally reluctant to speak in class. The 
amount of time needed will vary from Task to Task, but 
normally about five to ten minutes. 
This planning time will sometimes mean a period of silence 
in class, something that teachers used to noisy, 
communicative classrooms can find unnerving. Remember 
that just because you cannot hear anything, it does not 
mean that noth1ng is happening! 
It may help to relieve any feelings of tension at this stage by 
playing some background music, or, if pr�ctical in your 
school, suggest that students go somewhere else to 
prepare - another classroom if one is available. 
Students may well find the idea of "time to plan" strange at 
first, but, as with many other teaching and learning 
techniques, it is very much a question of training. 

f) Provide students with the language
they need

As students are preparing, it is important that you make it 
clear that they can ask you about language queries, so that 
when they perform the Task they are able to say what they 
personally want to say. 



USEFUL LANGUAGE BOXES 

Each Task is accompanied by a Useful language box 
containing phrases which can be adapted by individual 
students to express different ide2c; and opinions, rather than 
anything very specific. Sometimes the Useful language boxes 
include structures which have not yet been covered in the 
grammar syllabus. However, the examples used can be 
taught simply as phrases - it is not intended that you should 
launch into major grammatical presentations here! 
The phrases in the Useful language boxes can be dealt with 
at different points in the lesson: 

before students start the Preparation for the Task. 

during the preparation phase on an individual basis. 
after the Task in the feedback stage. 

(See Teacher's tips: Responding to learners' individual 

language needs, number 9 on page 9.) 

O Give students an opportunity to 
"rehearse" 

This will not be necessary for the simpler Tasks, but for more 
complicated Tasks, or with less confident students, it can 
make a big difference. It will help fluency, encourage students 
to be more ambitious with their language, and possibly iron 
out some of their errors. This rehearsal stage can take various 
forms: 

students tell their story, etc., in pairs before telling it in 
groups or to the whole class. 
students discuss issues in groups before discussing 
them as a class. 
students go over what they are going to say "silently" in 
their heads (either during the lesson, or at home if the 
Task is split over two lessons). 

0 Insist that students do the Task in 
English! 

It may not be realistic to prevent students from using their 
own language completely, but they should understand that 
during the performance of the Task (if not in the planning 
stage, where they may need their mother tongue to ask for 
new language) they must use English. At the beginning of 
the course, it may be useful to discuss the importance of 
this, and the best ways of implementing it. Students will be 
more tempted to use their own language if they find the 
Task daunting, so do not be afraid to shorten or simplify 
Tasks if necessary. However, planning and rehearsal time 
will make students less inclined to use their first language. 

® Let the students do the talking 

If students are hesitant, it is easy (with the best of 
intentions!) to intervene and speak for them. Some students 
will be only too happy to let you do this, and before long 
they won't even attempt to formulate full sentences, 
knowing that you will usually do it for them. Don't worry if 
they have to think for a little while before they can string 

Teacher's tips 

their words together, they will get better at this eventually, 
but only if they get the opportunity to practice! 

� Give your feedback at the end ... and 
make it positive! 

Students of this level are bo.und to make a lot of errors in 
any kind of extended communication, and you may feel that 
you need to deal with these. It is usually best not to 
interrupt however, but to make a note of any important 
points to deal with at the end. Keep these brief though, and 
remember that at low levels any kind of extended speaking 
is a considerable challenge. Keep the emphasis on praise 
and positive feedback, and hopefully your students will be 
eager to do this kind of speaking task again! 
(See Teacher's tips: Responding to learners' individual 

language needs on pages 8-9.) 
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Teacher's tips 

O Encourage students to ask about 
language 

Students who take an active approach to their own learning 
are far more likely to succeed than those who sit back and 
expect the teacher to do it all for them. Make students 
aware of this, and convey to them your willingness to deal 
with their queries. Circulate during pair and individual work, 
making it clear that you are available to answer questions. 
Even if you cannot answer a query on the spot, let students 
know that you are happy to deal with it. 

6 Be responsive, but do not get 
sidetracked 

One danger of this approach is that a teacher may get 
sidetracked by dominant students who want all their 
attention, leading to frustration and irritation among others. 
If you feel that this is happening, tell these students that 
you will answer their questions later, and move quickly on. 
Make sure that you keep moving around during pair/group/ 
individual work. Keep a "bird's-eye" view of the class, 
moving in to help students if they need it rather than 
spending too much time with one pair/group/individual. 

O Encourage students to use what they 
already know 

There is also a danger that students will become over
dependent on you, perhaps asking you to translate large 
chunks for them, that they are very unlikely to retain. 
Always encourage students to use what they know first, 
only asking you if they really have no idea. 

O Have strategies for dealing with 
questions you cannot answer 

Have at least one bilingual dictionary in the classroom 
(especially for specialized/technical vocabulary) for students 
to refer to, although you may still need to check that they 
have found the right translation. If students ask for idioms 
and expressions, make sure you keep it simple - in most 
cases you will be able to come up with an adequate phrase 
even if it is not precisely the phrase the student wanted. 
Finally, if all else fails, promise to find out for the 
next lesson! 
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0 Note down important language points 
to be dealt with later 

Note down any important language points that come up 
during Tasks and discussions and build in slots to go over 
these later on. Write the errors onto the board or overhead 
projector, and invite students to correct them/think of a 
better word, etc. Remember that it is also motivating 
(and can be just as instructive) to include examples of good 
language used as well as errors. Feedback slots can either 
be at the end of the lesson, or, if time is a problem, at the 
beginning of the next. 

0 Select points for these correction slots 
carefully 

Students are more likely to retain a few well-chosen points 
in these correction slots than a long list of miscellaneous 
language points. The following are useful things to bear in 
mind: 

Usefulness: many items may only be of interest to 
individual students - only bring up general language 
with the whole class. 
Quantity/Variety: try to combine one or two more 
general points with a number of more specific/minor 
ones, including a mixture of grammar, vocabulary, and 
pronunciation· as far as possible. 
Level: be careful not to present students with points 
above their level or which are too complex to deal with 
in a few minutes. 
Problems induced by students' mother tongue: 

correction slots are an excellent opportunity to deal with 
L 1 specific errors (false friends, pronunciation, etc.) not 
usually mentioned in general English courses. 
Review: the correction slots are a very good opportunity 
to increase students' knowledge of complex language 
covered previously, as well as to remind them of smaller 
language points. 

f) Don't worry if you can't think of
"creative" practice on the spot

If students encounter a genuine need for the language as 
they try to achieve a particular goal, it is more likely to be 
remembered than if it is introduced "cold" by the teacher. In 
many cases, elaborate practice may be unnecessary - what 
is important is that you are dealing with the language at the 
moment it is most likely to be retained by the student. With 
lexis and small points of pronunciation, it may be enough to 
get students to repeat the word a few times and write an 
example on the board, highlighting problems. 



O Some simple "on the spot" practice 
activities 

If you feel more work is needed, the box below includes 
some well-known activities which are relatively easy to 
adapt "on the spot" (you can always provide a more 
substantial exercise later). A few examples should be 
enough for students to see how the structure is formed, and 
to increase awareness of it. These activities are also useful 
for practicing phrases in the Useful language boxes. 

a Choral and individual drilling 

b Questions and answers: Ask questions prompting 
students to use the language item in the answer. For 
example, to practice the phrase famous for ask 
questions such as: 
What's Monte Carlo famous for?> It's famous for 

its casinos. 

What's Loch Ness famous for? > It's famous for 

the Loch Ness 

Monster. 

c Forming sentences/phrases from prompts: For 
example, to practice the construction it's worth ... -ing 

provide the example: The National Gallery is worth 

visiting, then give prompts like this: 
ROYAL PALACE I SEE > The Royal Palace is

worth seeing. 

THIS DICTIONARY I BUY > This dictionary is 

worth buying.

d Combining shorter sentences/phrases: Give two short 
sentences and ask students to combine them with a 
more complex construction. For example, to practice 
too ... to: 

She's very young. She can't 

do this job. 

He's too old. He can't drive 

a car. 

> She's too young to 

do this job. 

> He's too old ta 

drive a car. 

e Dictate sentences for students to complete: dictate a 
few incomplete sentences including the phrase or 
structure, which students complete themselves, and 
then compare with other students. For example, to 
practice it takes ... to, dictate: 
It takes about three hours to get to ... It only takes a 

few minutes to ... It took me forever to ... 

Teacher's tips 

0 Using the Useful language boxes 

The Useful language boxes are intended to help students 
with language they need to perform the Tasks. It is 
important to get students to do something with the phrases 
in order to help students pronounce them and begin to 
learn them. Here are some suggestions: 

You can write the useful language on an overhead 
transparency. Give a definition/explanation to elicit 
each phrase and then uncover it. 
Give some group and individual repetition if necessary, 
first with students looking at the phrase and then 
covering it up to encourage students to remember it. 
When you have looked at all the phrases, give students a 
minute to try and memorize them and then turn off the 
projector, and students in pairs can try to say them to 
each other, or to write them down. 
If the Useful language box has a lot of questions, you 
could write the answers on the board and see if 
students can provide the questions. Don't write the 
questions. Give group and individual repetition practice 
of each question as needed, continually going back to 
earlier questions to see if students can remember them. 
At the end, students can look at the questions in the 
book. 
Elicit each phrase, as above, and write them on the 
board until you have all the useful language. Then a·sk 
students in pairs to read the phrases aloud to each 
other, and when they finish they should start again. 
Meanwhile you can start erasing individual words 
from the phrases and replace them with a dash. Start 
with smaller words, so that you leave the main 
information words. Keep erasing more and more 
words until all that's left is dashes! See how much 
students can remember of this missing language. 
Write the phrases on cards, and cut the phrases into two, 
e.g. I was ten at the time, and students in groups can try 
to match the two halves. They can then check the Useful 

language box and you can give group and individual 
practice. 
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Teacher's tips 

When people say "you speak good English," very often they 

are reacting to your pronunciation - it is very important in 

creating a confident first impression as a speaker of a 

foreign language. Although most students today are 

learning English for communication in an international 

context (so the perfect reproduction of American vowels, 

for example, is not essential), a high frequency of 

pronunciation errors can make students hard to understand, 

and listeners, whether native speakers or not, may just 

switch off. Setting high standards for pronunciation (even if 

you are not aiming for native-speaker-like production) is 

probably the best practical way to achieve the right kind of 

comprehensibility. And the ideal time to lay the right 

foundations for this is at low levels. 

O Give priority to pronunciation . . . but be 
realistic 

Don't wait for a Pronunciation box to come along in the 

Students' Book. Integrate pronunciation work whenever 

students have a problem. "Little and often" is a particularly 

good principle with pronunciation. 

On the other hand, think about what you want to achieve: 

Clarity and confidence are what most students need, rather 

than perfection in every detail. Individuals vary widely in 

what they can achieve, so don't push too much when a 

particular student is getting frustrated or embarrassed. 

Leave it and come back to it again another day. 

A humorous, light-hearted approach also helps to 

alleviate stress! 

fl Drill ... 
Choral and/or individual repetition is the simplest 

pronunciation activity to set up and possibly the most 

effective. It can help to build confidence, and is often 

popular with low-level students as long as you don't over do 

it (see above). There are models on the cassette that 

students can copy for most key language in American 

Cutting Edge Level 3. 

0 ... but make sure students can hear the 
correct pronunciation before you ask 
them to reproduce it 

Even if students cannot yet produce the target 

pronunciation, it will improve their listening skills if they can 

at least hear it; and it goes without saying that you cannot 

reproduce something that you haven't heard clearly! 

There are various ways of doing this. At low levels it is often 

helpful to repeat the word or phrase two or three times 
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yourself, before you ask students to say it. Sometimes you 

need to isolate and repeat individual syllables or sounds, 

and exaggeration of features like stress and intonation is 

helpful. Or you can contrast the correct pronunciation with 

what the students are producing: either with the way that 

that word or syllable is pronounced in their own language, 

or with a similar sound in English. 

O Pay particular attention to words with 
problematic spelling 

One of the biggest problems for learners of English is the 

relationship between sounds and spelling. Highlight and drill 

problem words on a consistent basis. Think about teaching 

students the phonemic alphabet - this gives them a valuable 

tool for finding out problematic pronunciation themselves, 

and for recording it. You can use the list of sounds on 

page 97 of the Workbook to teach it - but only teach a few 

symbols at a time, and make constant use of them, 

otherwise students will soon forget them again. 

0 Focus on the sounds which most affect 
students' comprehensibility and 
provide practical guidance about how 
to produce them 

Consonants (particularly at the beginning and ends of 

words) are probably more important than vowels here. Use 

any tips you know for helping students to reproduce them. 

You might focus them on a similar sound in their own 

language, then help them to adapt it, or use a trick like 

starting with /u:/ to get students to produce the /w/ sound. 

Anything that works is valid here! Sometimes it is useful to 

contrast the problem sound with the one that students are 

mistakenly producing, via a "minimal pair" (tree and three, 

etc.). Say the pair of words several times, then ask students 

to say which they can hear, before asking them to produce 

the words themselves. 

0 Pay attention to schwa /di 
This is one vowel sound that you shouldn't ignore. It is by 

far the most common vowel sound in English, occurring in 

a very high percentage of multisyllable words. Using it 

correctly will help students to speak faster and will greatly 

increase their comprehensibility. At the beginning of the 

course, make sure that students can produce this sound, 

and focus on it whenever it occurs in new words. Be careful 

not to stress it accidentally though - syllables with schwa in 

them are not normally stressed. To avoid this, drill new 

words starting with the stressed syllable, then add the 

schwa sounds either before or afterward, for example: 

1�1 1�1 

ten . . .  atten . . .  attention 



Consistently marking schwa sounds when you write words 

on the board will also help: 

/'d/ /'d/ 
attention 

f) Focus consistently on word stress . . .

This is an easy area in which to correct students effectively. 

Get into the habit of focusing on word stress whenever you 

teach a new word with potential problems. If students have 

problems, try one of the following ideas when you drill: 
exaggerate the stress. 
clap, click your fingers, etc., on the stressed syllable. 
mumble the stress pattern, before saying the word: 
mm-MM-mm> attention. 
isolate the stressed syllable first then add the other 
syllables. 

Don't forget to mark stressed syllables when you write new 

words on the board, by underlining or writing a blob over 

them, and encourage students to do the same when they 

write in their notebooks. Make sure that students know how 

word stress is marked in the Minidictionary. 

0 ... and sentence stress 
Sentence stress is one of the most important elements in 

helping students to be easy to understand when they 

speak, just as punctuation makes their written work more 

comprehensible. Try to focus on it little and often, for 

example when you teach a new structure or phrase. You can 

use the same methods as for word stress to help students 

to hear and reproduce the sentence stress. 

0 Make students aware of weak forms 
and word linking 

As students become more advanced these features will also 

contribute to comprehensibility and fluency, and at any level 

they are important for the purposes of listening. As you 

teach new phrases and structures, draw students' attention 

to weak forms and linking as appropriate, and give students 

the opportunity to practice them. You can use the same 

method as for schwa sounds if they have problems. 

However, do not worry too much if students do not produce 

these weak forms, etc., spontaneously - this is more likely 

to come naturally when students are more fluent. All you 

can do at this stage is to sow the seeds for the future. 

Teacher's tips 

WMake students aware of intonation 
Intonation is a source of worry to many teachers and 

consequently students. Teachers worry that their students 

(or they themselves) cannot hear it and that whatever they 

do, their stud!:!nts don't seem to "learn" it. In reality, there 

are few situations in which wrong intonation leads to 

serious misunderstanding. Where problems do occasionally 

occur is in the area of politeness, and sounding sufficiently 

enthusiastic (although even here, in real life many other 

factors - such as facial expression - can counteract 

"wrong" intonation!). 

In American Cutting Edge Level 3 we focus on these limited 

areas for intonation work. Again the key idea is 

"awareness"· you probably won't "teach" students the right 

intonation overnight, but by focusing on this problem you 

can help them to see the importance of it. They are more 

likely to improve their overall intonation via plenty of 

exposure to natural-sounding English, and this is something 

that will take time. If students have problems hearing and 

reproducing the intonation patterns that you choose to 

focus on, try some of the following ideas: 

exaggerate the intonation pattern, before returning to 
a more normal model. 
hum the intonation pattern before repeating the words 
(incidentally this is very useful for hearing intonation 
patterns yourself, if you have difficulty). 
use gestures to show the intonation pattern (rather like 

a conductor). 
Mark the intonation on the board using arrows. 

Remember though, that if students are getting frustrated, or 

cannot "get" the correct intonation, it is probably best to 

leave it and come back to it another time! 
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Teacher's tips 

O Become more aware of phrases and 
collocations yourself 

Until recently, relatively little attention was given to the 

thousands of phrases and collocations that make up the 

lexis in English, along with the traditional one-word items. If 

necessary, look at the list of phrase-types, and start noticing 

how common these "prefabricated chunks" are in all types 

of English. They go far beyond areas traditionally dealt with 

in English-language courses - phrasal verbs, functional 

exponents, and the occasional idiom, although of course 

they incorporate all of these. 

Collocations: (common word combinations) including: 

nouns+ verbs (work long hours, have a drink) 

adjectives + nouns (old friends, bad news) 

adverbs + verbs (work hard, will probably) 

verbs + prepositions/particles, including phrasal 

verbs (think about, grow up) 

adjectives + prepositions (famous for, jealous of) 

other combinations of the above (go out for a 

meal, get to know) 

2 fixed phrases: such as: Never mind!, On the other 

hand ... , if I were you ... , Someone I know, etc. 

3 semi-fixed phrases: (that is phrases with variations), 

such as: a friend of mine/hers/my brother's; both of 

us/them/my parents; the second/third/tenth biggest in 

the world, etc. 

4 whole sentences which act as phrases: such as: How 

are you? 1-Je's gone home, I'll give you a hand, I agree 

to some extent. 

Such phrases blur the boundaries between "vocabulary" 

and "grammar" - in teaching these phrases you will find that 

you are helping students with many problematic areas that 

are traditionally considered to be grammar, from the use of 

articles and prepositions, to the use of the passive and the 

Present Perfect. Many common examples of these 

structures are in fact fixed or semifixed phrases. We are not 

suggesting that work on chunks should entirely replace the 

traditional grammatical approach to such verb forms, but 

that it is a useful supplement. 

E) Make your students aware of phrases
and collocations

Students should also know about the importance of such 

phrases. They may look at a phrase like leave home and 

assume that they know it (because the two constituent 

words look "easy"), althpugh in fact they are unable to 

produce the phrase for themselves when appropriate. 

Learner-training worksheet C on page 135 of the Resource 

bank aims to develop students' awareness of such 

collocations. 
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€) Feed in phrases on a "little but often" 
basis 

To avoid overloading students and insure that your lexical 

input is useful, teach a few phrases relating to particular 

activities as you go along. For example, in a grammar 

practice activity, instead of simple answers such as Yes, I do 

or No, I haven't, feed in phrases like it depends or I don't 

really care. The same is true of discussions about 

reading/listening texts and writing activities. 

O Introduce phrases in context, but drill 
them as short chunks 

Phrases can be difficult to understand and specific to 

certain situations, so it is important that they are introduced 

in context. However, students may retain them better if you 

drill just the phrase (for example, have lunch, go for a walk) 

rather than a full sentence with problems which might 

distract from the phrase itself. The drilling of such phrases 

can be a valuable opportunity to focus on pronunciation 

features such as weak forms and linking. 

0 Point out patterns in phrases 
Pointing out patterns will help students to remember 

phrases. Many do not fit into patterns, but you can often 

show similar phrases with the same construction, like this: 

shopping 

swimming 

skiing 

backache 

stomach ache 

toothache 

(:) Keep written records of Rhrases as 
phrases 

One simple way to make your students more aware of 

collocation is to get into the habit of writing word 

combinations on the board wherever appropriate, rather 

than just individual words. The more students see these 

words together, the more likely they are to remember them 

as a unit. Rather than just writing up housework or degree 

write up do the housework or have a degree. In sentences, 

collocations can be highlighted in color or underlined - this 

is particularly important when the associated words are not 

actually next to each other in the sentence. Remind 

students to write down the collocations too, even if they 

"know" the constituent words. 



O Reinforce and recycle the phrases as 
much as you can 

This is particularly important with phrases that, for the 

reasons given above, can be hard to remember. Most 

review games and activities teachers do with single items 

of vocabulary can be adapted and used with phrases. You 

may find the following useful in addition: 

• Making wall posters: help students remember

collocations by making a wall poster with a diagram

like those in the' Wordspot sections in the Students'

Book. Seeing the phrases on the wall like this every

lesson can provide valuable reinforcement. There are

many other areas for which wall posters would be

effective, for example common passive phrases, or

common offers with I'll ... . Always write the full phrase

on the poster (get married not just married) and 

remove the old posters regularly since they will lose

impact if there are too many.

• A phrase bank: copy the new words and phrases from

the lesson onto index card 3 or paper (large enough for

students to read if you hold them up at the front of the

room) and keep them in a box or bag. This is a good

record for you as well as the students of the phrases

that you have studied - you can get them out

whenever there are a few spare moments at the

beginning or end of a lesson for some quick review.

Hold them up and, as appropriate, get students to

give you:

- an explanation of the phrase

- a translation of the phrase

- synonyms

- opposites

- the pronunciation

- situations where they might say this

- a sentence including the phrase

- the missing word that you are holding your hand

over (for example, on in the phrase get on well

with)

- the phrase itself, based on a definition or 

translation that you have given them.

Teacher's tips 

O Build up students' confidence with 
monolingual dictionaries 

Some students may never have used a monolingual 

dictionary before, American Cutting Edge Level 3 

Minidictionary is designed to help students make the 

transition from bilingual to monolingual dictionaries. The 

explanations are graded to level 3, and the dictionary focuses 

on the meanings of words as they are used in the Stuqents' 

Book, so students should have little difficulty in finding the 

information they are looking for. (See the introduction to the 

Minidictionary for a detailed explanation of which words and 

phrases have been included.) If students lack confidence, the 

following ideas may help: 

discuss with them the value of using a monolingual 

dictionary. Point out that they will avoid misleading 

translations, that it may help them to "think in English," 

and that they will be increasing their exposure to 

English. 

look up words together at first, reading out and 

discussing the explanations as a class. Use the 

Minidictionary "little and often" for limited but varied 

tasks (for example, for finding the word stress or 

dependent preposition of a new item of vocabulary). 

encourage students to use the Minidictionary in pairs 

and groups as well as individually so that they can help 

each other to understand the explanations and 

examples. Circulate, making sure that they understand 

definitions. 

f) Explain the different features of the
Minidictionary

Many students do not realize how much information they 

can find in a dictionary, so point out all the features given, 

such as parts of speech, phonemic script, irregular verb 

forms, etc. Leamer-training worksheets A, B, E, I, and K in 

the Resource bank introduce students to these areas. 

€) Discourage overuse of the 
Minidictionary 

There are many other important strategies for improving 

vocabulary as well as dictionary skills, such as guessing 

meaning from context, sharing information with other 

students, and listening to the teacher. Encourage your 

students to use a balance of approaches. 

Discourage overuse of the Minidictionary during reading 

activities by focusing students' attention initially on "key" 

words in the text, rather than "anything they don't 

understand." If students are really keen to look up other 

words, you can allow time for this at the end. 
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O Vary your approach 

If you always use the Minidictionary in the same way, 
students may get tired of it before long. Try using the 
Minidictionary in the following ways..instead for a change: 

a Matching words to definitions on a handout: Make a 
worksheet with the new words in column A and their 
definitions from the Minidictionary mixed up in 
column B. Students match the words with the 
definitions. 

b Matching words to definitions on cards: The same 
idea can be used giving each sroup two small sets of 
cards with definitions and words to match. 

c I know it I I can guess it I I need to check it: Write 
the list of new words on the board, and tell students to 
copy it down marking the words v'v' if they already 
know it, v if they can guess what it means (either from 
context, or because it is similar in their own language) 
and ? if they need to look it up. They then compare 
answers in pairs to see if they can help each other, 
before looking up any words that neither of them 
know. 

d Look up the five words you most need to know: 

Instead of preteaching the vocabulary in a reading 
text, set the first (gist-type) comprehension activity 
straightaway, instructing students not to refer to their 
Minidictionary at this point. Check answers or 
establish that students cannot answer without some 
work on vocabulary. Tell them that they are only 
allowed to look up five words from the text - they have 
to choose the five that are most important to 
understanding the text. Demonstrate the difference 
between a "key" unknown word in the text and one 
that can easily be: ignored. Put students in pairs to 
select their five words, emphasizing that they must not 
start using their Minidictionary until they have 
completed their list of five. After they have finished, 
compare the lists of words that different pairs chose, 
and discuss how important they are to the text, before 
continuing with more detailed comprehension work. 

e True I False statements based on information in the

Minidictionary: Write a list of statements about the 
target words on the board, then ask students to look 
them up to see if they are true or false, for example: 
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The phrase ... is very informal - true or false?

The phrase means ... - true or false?

Cutting Edge has its own dedicated website, with a wide 
variety of resources for you and your students, to 
complement each level of the course. It can also be used 
to support the material found in American Cutting Edge.

The site is updated regularly, taking into account your 
comments and suggestions. Help make www.longman

elt.com/cutting edge your site by exchanging ideas and 
opinions with other Cutting Edge users and with the authors 
and publishers. 
For teachers: 

• Resources to download and use in class
• Teaching tips

Language and Culture
• Perfect Partners (recommended Penguin Readers)
• Discussion forum and ideas share
For students:

• Interactive activities with instant feedback
• Links, unit by unit, to supplement the course
• Language and Culture

Perfect Partners
• Opportunities for real communication
In addition to general Cutting Edge resources, there are
specific web materials for each module. Here is a sample of
web resources for Cutting Edge Level 3:
Module 1: Start the course with the Cutting Edge Level 3

online quiz.
Module 2: Explore the links on the website , that take you to
the vast resources of words to songs on the Internet.
Module 3: Go to the Resources section for extra material to
help your students with error correction.
Module 4: Find out more about festivals around the world
by using the selected links to sites of interest.
Module 5: Let your students compare their favorite famous
people online.
Module 6: Encourage your students to send a Cutting Edge

card to their friends.
Module 7: Opportunities to talk to the stars on the Internet.
Module 8: Go to the Resources section to compare different
views from around the world.
Module 9: Practice the language of shopping online.
Module 1 O: Students can tap into the Internet's vast
resources to find out what their dreams mean.
Module 11: Go to the Perfect Partners section and see this
term's selection of Penguin Readers.
Module 12: See all the latest fashions online.
Module 13: Which is the job for you? Take your students to
the Companion Website to find out their ideal career.
Module 14: Take your students on a virtual magical mystery
tour with these fascinating links.
Module 15: Use these online resources with your students,
and see how much money they can make!
Module 16: Finish the course with these online games.



module 1 ............................................................................. 

Vocabulary and speaking (PAGE 6)

Leisure activities 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13. 

1 a) Focus students on the pictures, then on the 
words/phrases in the box. Students work individually or 

in pairs to match the pictures to the correct words from the 
box. Check answers with the class. 
Introduce students to the Minidictionary here, showing 
them how to find one or two of the words and pointing out 
how the stress is marked in the dictionary entries. 

ANS�!{f:
-:
� i ,. , ,,J,.,l�� _ .;·:�:t;·J;"

The activities-shown in the pictures are: -�,,,t: .. "''.'." ." 
playing' the guitar, eritert�!�ihg fri;ridS: sutfif{g"the "· . 

·' Jnte5net, 90!!19 sho_pping;�:.�,,.,i;.-- fu,,.� .. i�::.f-l.'ii) '.' <. 
""'""'�····�. ,_,_ 

Check the meaning of the other words/phrases in the box. 
Practice the new words/phrases by repetition drilling, 
marking the stressed syllables on the board. Pronunciation 
to check: sunbathing i'sAnbe101IJI, guitar /g1'to:r/, entertaining
/,ent;:ir'tem1IJ/, surfing /s3:rf1IJI. 
b) Before you start this activity, point out that the -ing form
is used for the names of activities, but students should use
the Present Simple to say what activities they do and when.
Focus students on the example and highlight the use of a
lot and never for expressing frequency. Include sometimes
and often if your students are familiar with these adverbs. 
Put students in pairs or small groups for the discussion. 

2 Words to check: survey, fit, healthy. Students work
individually before discussing answers in pairs and with 

the class. 

ANSWERS 

The answers depend on students' age/criteria. The 
only statement which is not tru·e from the ·su�ey is
the second one. ' "' ' ; " _, : 

3 a) If you have a mononationality class: encourage 
students to prepare different lists in groups, for 

example for all ages, for older people, for young people, 
for people who live in cities, for people who live in the 
country, etc. 
If you have a multinationality class: encourage students 
of the same nationality to work together. Circulate. Answer 
vocabulary questions and check that students are using the 
-ing form correctly.
b) Either regroup students so that each student in the new
group has a different list, or ask one student from each 
group to present their list to the class. 

4 a) Show students how useful word locusts are for 
recording word combinations (collocations) particularly 

because they can add new collocations at a later date. 
Students complete the diagrams in pairs or groups before 
checking with the class. 

ANSWERS 

e ef gOiTlg (o:-.a r,e.&tqurqqfill;�,f�·r:·( ;L;� . . >-. ,_., -.,':_r· • .�· ,�: · · +.:;,;+•,t;.,i?if .:\L .� :,;-i� 
• going for a: dri�k, dri��i'��.!�-( ... Ji, h
• going -t -ing: .dancing; sfioppiil.g 
e playin"g:�1fmpilte1t�a�El�}he3gti,.itg?: soccer 
• watching: 'televisio'ri . • i;�� V? .• �i O 'Sf ··t ' 

.. 
•

• listening to: the rafii6� cassetteitci5f .

b) Do an example with the class first, for example going to
the movies. Give students a minute or two individually or in
pairs to think of ideas, then discuss answers with the class. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 

• going to·the movies;. theater, beach 
• going for aride.
• going swimming, riding, saHing 
• playing the pi.ano (an(i other instruments) 
• playing �atds, tennis (and other games and 

·. sports)
• .watching a movie, <i soccer game 
f listening to music,ca concert*-

c) Start with one of the ideas from the additional 
suggestions box below as an example. Give students a
minute or two to think of ideas of their own. If they are
having difficulty, explain/demonstrate one or two more.

Exercise 4c: additional suggestions 

Ideas for remembering word combinations. 
• Correct your partner. Students close their books. 

Read out the word combinations randomly, 
sometimes correctly, sometimes incorrectly (going
to gym, listening the radio, playing the cards). 
Students shout out the correct answer when you 
make a mistake. Students then continue the 
activity in pafrs or small groups. 

• Students think of a typical week and, as quickly 
as they can, write down all the activities that
they do. In pairs, they read out their lists and
compare answers. 

• Students test each other in pairs. For example
one student says going to the. The other student
answers going to the gym.

• Students choose one set of word combinations
to learn every day. They could keep them on a
piece of paper in their pocket/bag, to look back 
at and check. 
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module 1 

• Students make a poster of the word combinations

for the classroom wall or for their room at home.

They look at the poster to remind themselves of

the combinations, and add new ones as they find

them.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary booster: sports, page 9; Vocabulary 

(Phrases with go and play), page 9 

liffil Resource bank: 1 A Get to know the Students' Book,

page 118; Learner-training worksheet A (Using the 

Minidictionary: introduction), page 119. 

Reading (PAGE 8)

1 Students discuss their ideas as a class or in pairs. 

2 Words to check: national passion.

Encourage students to match the pictures to the three 

parts of the article as quickly as possible. Set a time limit of 

one minute. 

3 Students work individually to complete the table. 

Compare answers in pairs before checking with the 

class. 

4 Personalize this by telling the class your answers to

these ·questions first. Then put the students in pairs or 

groups to discuss their answers. 
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Exercise 4: additional suggestion 

Students write a paragraph about the most typical 

leisure activities of their country. Refer them back to 

the paragraphs in the text as models. Suggest that 

they brainstorm ideas for their writing by answering 

the following questions: What exactly is the activity? 

Where do people go to do it? When do they do it? What 

kind of people do it? Why do they like it? Students then 

show their ideas to a partner for comments before 

they write the paragraph. 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 9)

Question forms 

1 Check students understand the difference between a

.sport and a game. Put them in pairs or groups to 

discuss the questions. 

2 Focus students on the pictures and preteach: a race,

a die, a racket, a referee, toss a coin, a draw. Put 

students in groups to do the quiz and set a time limit of 

five minutes. 

Give three points to any group which has answered all the 

questions after five minutes. Then give one point for each 

correct answer (see Exercise 3). 

3 � [1.1] Ask a spokesperson from each group to give

the answer to each question before you play the 

recording. Stop the recording before the next answer and 

repeat the procedure. 

Grammar analysis 

Wh- questions 

Students work individually or in pairs. As you check 

answers, highlight the difference between what and 

which: what= many possible answers, which = only a few 

possible answers. 

2 As you check the answers, elicit some other examples of 

compound question words, to show students how 

common they are, for example How much ... ? What 

time ... ? Which day ... ? 



Word order in questions 
Point out that: 
• in questions where the subject is known, the verb be 

and other auxiliary verbs go before the subject.
• the subject can be a phrase like the Barcelona Olympics

or a pronoun like they.

If you wish , point out that the question word can also be 
the subject. Highlight the fact that, in this case, the word 
order is the same as in a statement 

The white player (subject) starts (verb) in a game of 

chess. 

Who (subject) starts (verb) in a game of chess?

Tell students to look at the Language summary AIB on page 
149 of the Students' Book for more information. 

PRACTICE 

1 
�(1.2) Before starting this activity, you may wish to 
highlight/model the structure It takes (me) ... 

Students work i� pairs or groups on the matching activity. 
It could be done as a race. Emphasize that the questions 
come in a different order on the recording. Students may 
need to listen more than once to get all the answers. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
[§1[1.3] Show students how the main stress falls on the 
words carrying information, for example long, lessons,

who, play and that the auxiliary verbs are squashed in 
between them. Do this by drilling the information words 
first, then adding the auxiliary. 
long . . . lessons? > How long are the lessons? 

Who . . . play? > Who do you play with? 

Play the recording. Stop after each question for students 
to repeat. Help students to hear the rhythm by 
clapping/tapping on the stressed syllables. 

If your students need more pronunciation practice at 
this point, ask them to choose five questions from 
Exercise 1 to ask a partner, paying attention to their 
pronunciation. 

2 Demonstrate using the example. Have a student ask
you the question and answer about yourself. Then ask 

students if they �eed to change the first statement. Put 
students in pairs or groups to prepare their questions. 
Circulate, and monitor their use of question words. 
Have a student from each pair .ask you a question in turn. 
Give students time in their pairs to change the statements 
as necessary. Check with the class. 
If you prefer, students can prepare their questions to ask a 
student from another pair. When the questions are ready, 
they swap partners. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Question forms, pages 5-6 
(RID Resource bank: 1 B Me too! (Present Simple and 
question words). page 120 , 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 1 o)

Present Simple 

1 Discuss briefly what students know about the lifestyles
of the people who do the sports in the pictures. Words

to check: weigh, earn.

2 1§1(1.4) Emphasize that students don't need to
understand everything they hear. They need to pick out 

the relevant pieces of information. Students discuss the 
final question in pairs, or as a class. 
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module 1 

ANSWERS 

Toshi: a, e, g, i, k
Ania: b, d, f, h

Dan: c, j 

Present Simple 
To check students understand the meaning of the Present 
Simple, write up some more examples from Exercise 1 on 
the board, for example lives in a small apartment, enjoys 
her lifestyle. Ask students which things are habits and 
which are generally true. 

2 Elicit the question and negative forms of the examples 
and write them on the board. Alternatively, to save time, 
refer students to the Language summary on page 149 
of the Students' Book. Highlight: 

• the -s on the third person in the positive form.
• the use of do/does in negative and question forms, with

the main verb remaining in the infinitive without to.
• the contractions don't and doesn't.
• the short answer forms:

Yes, llyoulwe!they do. No, /!you/we/they don't.
Yes, he/she does. No, he/she doesn't.

How often? 
Give an example first, then give students time individually 
or in pairs to think of more words. Emphasize the 
position of these phrases: They cannot go between the
subject and the verb We e"ery Elej ge s iFRFR.Rg. Note
that these phrases are more emphatic if placed at the 
beginning of a sentence. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 

every week, day, year, morning, afternoon, evening, 
night 
on Mondays (and all other days of the week) 
once a day, month, year 
twice a month 
three times a year 

2 Write the adverbs in the correct order on the board 
(always, usually, often, sometimes, occasionally, never). 
Ask students for some more example sentences with 
often, sometimes, occasionally, always. Show them that 
these adverbs are often used in combination with other 
time phrases, for example I usually go shopping on 
Saturdays. Practice the pronunciation of usually /'ju:3u�li/ 
and occasionally /;i'ke13dnli/ with a repetition drill. 

PRACTICE 

1 
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The focus here is on word order. Students work 
individually then check answers with the whole class. 

Exercise 1: alternative suggestion 
If you want the exercise to be more challenging for 
your students, encourage them to do it orally, in 
pairs, rather than writing out the sentences. Once 
students have had time to think about their answers , 
put them in groups for quick practice. Students take 
turns to nominate someone else in the group, and 
give them a sentence to put in order, for example 
"Marco, sentence d." 

ANSWERS 

a Ali of them train for many hours every day. 
b Ania andToshi don't earn much money. 
c Ania usuaily gets up at°?:00;_ 
d She never goes to bed-before midnight. 
e ToshHives in a special training camp call�.d a 

heya. · . 
f ,. He often sleeps ori't:J:fe flo.or., 
g He rec�ives lots of fah lette� 'every week. 

. . �- � h DO!]. doesn'.t play in every 9'3fDE!. -

. i He owns tw6'sports cars. 
j He misses his family in Romania. ·" 
k He phones his, m_o�hfr about fom,.u:m,es a. week. 

�- --
. . ;;;.- .__ -� 

. 

2 a) Before you start this activity, put a couple of
examples on the board, reminding students that do 

you? is used with a verb, and are you? is used with an 
adjective. Put students in groups. Refer Group A to page 
139 and Group B to page 145 in the Students' Book. 
Circulate and help with vocabulary as students discuss and 
complete the questions. Words to check: get up/get ready, 
be healthy/be unfit, wake up/be awake, be sleepy/be 
energetic. 
b) Pair up A and B students. Ask a stronger pair to
demonstrate an example. When students have finished, ask
two or three students to tell the class briefly how energetic
or healthy their partner is.

j Exercise 2: alternative suggestion 
: For strong classes, give each group the title (for 
: example How healthy are you?) and one example 
: question only. Ask them to invent five more. You 
: could also give prompts like drink/sleep/smoke and 
; How many ... ? How often ... ? 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Present Simple, page 7; Frequency, page 8 
IBfil Resource bank: 1 C Connected lives (Present Simple 
questions with "How often ... ?" and adverbs of frequency), 
page 121 



Compile a fact file about your 
partner 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs 

on pages 8-9. 

Preparation for task (PAGE 12)

1 Focus students on the pictures. Either discuss the 
question as a class or put students in pairs to discuss. 

Elicit ideas about Zoe's life. For example she's very busy, 

she meets lots of people, she has an interesting life. Ask if 
any students use the Internet to find out about people they 
like, and elicit website. 

2 Give students two minutes to read the website to see
if their ideas were correct. Encourage them to mark 

anything interesting/unusual. Ask students to close their 
books and work in pairs to remember as much as they can 
about Zoe. Words to check: a typical day, shopaho/ic. 

Preparation for task: alternative 
; suggestions 

: a If you have access to the Internet: Print a selection 
of fact files from websites about people that your 
students will be interested in. Put students in 
groups and give each group copies of a different 
fact file to read and remember as much as they 
can. Then students mingle, telling each other 
about the person. Students can use these fact files 
to prepare their questions for Exercise 3. 

b If enough of your students have access to the 

Internet: Ask them to bring in some fact files from 
websites about people they like. Distribute the 
,fact files so that there is one between two, and 
give each pair a few minutes to read and discuss 
their fact file. Students then mingle and tell each 
other about their fact file. 

3 Focus students on the Useful language box and do a
couple more examples with the class. Put students in 

pairs to work on the questions and remind them to write 
them down, as they will need to refer to them later. 
Circulate and help with question formation. Make a note of 
any questions that are causing problems. Go over these 
with the class when students have finished. 

Task (PAGE 13)

1 Make sure students understand that they are going to 
interview someone they don't know well in the class.

Get them to decide at this point who it will be to avoid 

ir Language. com 
module 1 

confusion later. Elicit or give ideas for other topics, for 
example favorite school subject, "pet" hates, favorite TV 

programlsportslbooklmagazinelnewspaper, best friend. 

a)-b) Allow at least ten minutes for students to work 
individually on their questions and answers. They should 
spend some time thinking about their answers, and ask you 
for personal vocabulary. 
If some students are ready before others, help them 
individually with the intonation of their questions, for 
example the importance of sounding interested. 

r) a) Put students in pairs to interview each other and
L complete the fact file. As they do this, circulate, and
note down errors/useful language for analysis and
correction later. Concentrate on the use of question forms
and the Present Simple.

b) Either: put students in groups of 4-8 to tell each other
about their partner. Or: with smaller groups, ask one 
student from each pair to report back. After this feedback,
write on the board examples of language students used
well and/or errors. Ask students in pairs to note the
examples of good language use and/or correct the errors.
Go through the answers with the class.

; Task: alternative suggestions 

: a 

: b 

If you want to provide more language input before 

the task: Do the Real life section before students 
start preparing their questions and answers. 

If you are short of lime: Ask students to read the 
fact file for homework and come to class 
prepared to tell a partner what they can 
remember about it. 

If your students already know each other well: 

• Students pretend to be someone else in the
class and answer all the questions as if they
are that person. Their partner guesses at the
end who they are.

• Students answer the questions as if they are
ten or twenty years older.

• An English-speaking visitor comes to the class
(the director of studies, another teacher) and
students interview him/her.

• Students interview other English-speaking
staff in the school. Students could prepare a
magazine about the school.

• Students interview people in another class
1 

with roughly the same level of English. This
could lead to ether joint activities between the
classes, for example writing and replying to
letters, presentations of tasks, more interviews.
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Optional writing 
Students make any corrections to the fact file they 
completed during the Task. The fact files can be displayed 
on the wall, or put together in a class magazine. If your 
school has contacts with a school in another country, you 
could use the fact files as introductions for a penpal system. 
Alternatively, you could start a website for the class with 
the fact files. For more ideas, see the Cutting Edge Website: 
www.longman-elt.com/cuttingedge 

Real life (PAGE 13) 

Questions you can't live without 

1 Discuss with the class who/where the people are in 
the pictures. Put students in pairs to allocate questions

to pictures. Emphasize that there will be more than one 
question for each picture, and that students should decide 
which they would actually ask, and which they would hear. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 

a What time is it? Where's the nearest _(b�nk)? \: _ 
Do you speak English? -- · 

" 
b Where are you from? What's your date of birth? 

How long are you going to stay? How�do you ;r�?
spell ... ? 

'· 
. . · , . · c Anything else? Can we have the chec�, please?' i:;;.. 

Where are the toilets, please? . . . " , · -_, f

d How do you spell ... ? Sorry, coufd yoii'repeat 
that, please? . • . 

e Can I help you? How much does this cost?· -· :;: 
f Where me you from? Which part of (Poland) afe 

2 

you from? 

a) �][1.5] Students listen and write the letter for the
appropriate situation.

ANSWERS 

1 c (I'n d restaurant.) 2 a (On the street.) 
3 e (In a store.) 

b) Play the recording for students to tick the questions.
Students compare answers as a class. 

ANSWERS 

1 Can I help you, (ma'am)? Where are tbe toilets, 
please? Can we have th� check, pl�ase? 

2 Do you speak English? Where's _the nearest 
(subway station)? Where are you from? And how 
long are you going to stay? · 

3 How much does this cost? Anything else? 

20 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
Although wh- questions do not always go down at the 
end, this is a useful general rule for students. They can 
sound surprised or disbelieving if their voice goes up. 
1 � [1.6] Play the first three or four examples for 

students to listen to. Then play the recording, pausing 
after each question for them to copy the intonation. 
If they have trouble hearing the falling intonation, 
have them add a person's name to the end of the 
question, for example Where are you from, Doctor

Jones? This will help them to hear the voice falling 
after the final stress (from in this case). 

2 Put students in pairs to practice. Encourage students 
to: read a line, look up, speak. This will help stop 
them stumbling over the words and encourage 
natural rhythm. 

3 Give students five to ten minutes to plan and practice
their conversations. Encourage them to give an 

unexpected twist, for example the customer in the bank 
gives very strange answers, the people on the plane realize 
they are related. Choose one or two pairs who have done 
well to act out their conversation. 

Do you remember? (PAGE14)

ANsW£1ts/J.,.,'·.,�If:· : .. lJ:;-1,1>', 
2 a) Wlfo_' "b) What ' c{Ho� lbniF . . 

·. cit When' e) What . -� ,, :· ·; .7� .. _ '· : � . .
3 a) Wlia.t is ihe.,iiqtion<:1(spoi:t·hf fd�r countrr?,.-

b) How do you-spell .youh'urndmii''.'" 
. . . . . 

c) -H-ow many tep.chers· are·there fn your sc}l6ol1 · .
d) .Whp-starts anq stops a soccer.gazpe? ... '

� t·· .... ,�, -,,, . l•it : �-�: , Ii- ···:' ·.� '7,!' ' e) .What tfme �bes your English i:Jass _start? 
f) What sort ofmusic·do yciu.liiten)o?' 

- � - . ·.· rr ,.-_t. ·� · . .  •c .• � -- ._;T4 a). Demi'Moore receives· a.lot·of fan letters:,.
,., • '-' ··., , -� - __ ; .' •• • • ' 'l:.; ,,. 

. • _:cf.,.,_ 

b) I don't alwo.ys'.get up:latE(O�'wet?kends.-\,:�" 
c) coriect •. ·. ' ··, ,. ' ;;:':' , ·' ,.,:{�·, , . \;�y'!: 'c 

d) · s&e Writes't�--h�rlianapareri'is �ery weeJ<..

. OR Every wee� she �tes to her gran<;lpa're:hts. 
e) My boyfriend doesn't earn much mon'ey.

5 b) Who is on a diet ... - Toshi · · • ' !"
c) Who goes for a run .... - Dan 
· d) ... money from his pi:irents ... :... Toshi ·" · ...
e)· WhO liVes wi.tl\ ;.hei- ... i:_ Ania·· �. .f 

. 
I 



·module 2
Language focus 1 (PAGE 15)

Past Simple 

1 Before you start the activity, check that students know 
the movie genres listed. Give students names of some 

well-known movies and ask them which genre each one 
belongs to. Put students in pairs or groups to discuss the 
questions. After the discussion, ask one or two people to 
report back on any interesting points. 

2 Check students understand feature movie (a full-length
movie that tells a story). Ask for one or two examples. 

To stop students looking at the text while guessing the 
answers, write the questions on the board or on an 
overhead projector transparency, or get students to cover 
the text with a notebook. 

3 Give students a time limit to check their answers, to
prevent them from completing the blanks at this stage. 

4 Words to check: stole, robbed, wore, armor,

disappeared, scene, close-up, success, box office. 

This text is challenging in terms of vocabulary. Preteach the 
unfamiliar words yourself, or get students to use the 
Minidictionary. (See Teacher's tips: Making the most of the 

Minidictionary on pages 13-14.) Encourage students to read 
through the whole text to get the gist of it before they 
attempt to fill in the blanks. Check comprehension with 
the following questions: How much did the movie 

cost/make? How many actors played Kelly? Students then 
fill in the blanks individually or in pairs. 

5 [§] [2.1] Play the recording through once and 
encourage students to listen for as much information 

as they can the first time. Then play the recording again, 

pausing as necessary for students to check/change 
answers. 

.:.u{f ost}t"' ! " 

. :, i 1 p1ayJa 
;;, .,,.J2 di(!n't think 
:lnr,.13 ·disqpp�ored 

!� .·hg�to
/ 15' could 

: ,,-- '' ' � ,J:: . ·,.,! 16;,-;op.ened
17 was 

Grammar analysls 

To clarify the use of the Past Simple before looking at the 
form, use the following examples from the text: made the 

first feature movie ... in 1906 (= single finished action); stole 

horses and cattle (= repeated action); people ... hated the 

government at that time (= state). 

If this is review for your class, students can work on 
questions 1, 2, and 3 in pairs. 

As you elicit the answers, focus on the spelling of hated 

and robbed. Encourage students to tell you the rules/give 
you more examples. Refer them to the spelling rules in 
the Language summary on page 150 of the Students' 

Book if they are not sure. 

ANS�RS, �d '· 
Regular v'erbi add -fdto fonfi the· Post Siniple. 

;.Exqri,lple$'ftQffi £xe1:'Cise 14:
1
disq.ppeored, ha.ted, 

rol:>bed, 1Qst�s£,:ployed; opened: · 

2 As you check the answers, refer students to the irregular 
verbs list on page 148 of the Students' Book. Emphasize 
that the verb forms simply have to be learned. Ask if 
students have ideas for how best to learn the verbs 
and/or suggest some ideas such as: 

• choose ten verbs to learn every week. 

• at the end of every day remember all the "irregular"
things you did, for example went to work, bought a

book, had coffee with

ANSWERS 
made·.:.:::r:n.ake told� - tell stole - steal wore - wear 
were ..:: be cost - cost had to - have to/must 
could - can' was - be 

3 Elicit a table for the negative and question forms of the 

verbs onto the board. Alternatively, students check by 
referring to the table in the Language summary on 
page 150 of the Students' Book. Highlight: 

• the use of did for all persons (not with be) . 

• the fact that the main verb remains in the infinitive 

without to.

• the contraction didn't.

• the inversion for the question form of be, and the
formation of the negative was/were not.

If necessary, explain that could operates like was/were 

and had to operates like a normal verb using did ... have to. 
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module 2 ------ --------------------------------

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

!RID Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet B,

page 123 

PRACTICE 

1 Before you start the activity, check these words using 
the pictures in the quiz: degree, vending machine,

space. Give students a few minutes to discuss their answers 
in pairs or groups. Then refer them to page 139 in the 
Students' Book. 

2 a) Put students into pairs or groups, A and B. Refer A
to page 139 and B to page 143 in the Students' Book. 

b) Do an example of your own with the class first. For
example write When/first subway system/open? on the
board and elicit the full question. Give students at least five
minutes to work on the form of the questions and answers,
either individually or in their groups. Circulate, and help
with any problems.
c) Before students ask and answer their questions, help
them with pronunciation. Drill one or two examples,
demonstrating how to sound interested by using a higher
pitch at the beginning of the question. Set up a scoring
system. If a student answers a question correctly, they get
three points. If they answer incorrectly, their partner gets two
points. Give them plenty of time to ask all their questions.
Feed back briefly on which answers were surprising/which
nobody knew, etc., and who got most points.

Pronunciation 

1 Give students a few minutes to check the infinitives 
and meaning of the verbs. Either explain unfamiliar 
verbs yourself or ask students to look in the 
Minidictionary. Check students understand rhyme and 
demonstrate using the first pair of verbs. Point out 
that words which have similar spellings are not 
always pronounced the same, for example know and 
now. Students work individually or in pairs to decide 
which pairs rhyme. 

2 :� [2.2] Play the recording once for students to check
their answers, then again for students to repeat the 
verbs. Encourage students to check the pronunciation 
of any new past forms they meet in the Minidictionary.

Highlight the fact that the -ed ending on regular 
verbs is pronounced /Id/ only when the infinitive ends 
in -t (started) or -d (ended). This will help students to 
see that verbs like appeared and played are not 
pronounced /a'pmd/ and /ple11d/. 

. �sl"viJs' ·,r : - • ·. 'i \,. �·t, j .'.··,)\> ,, 
/:tjie P,Oi��which rhyme_ are: .a, -d;' f; :9, h·;, i,' j. 

.?�.,;- � . ., - f -:, '·. : -..._ • • ' 

3 Demonstrate the activity with a student, then put 
students in pairs. Encourage them to check the 
pronunciation with you if they are uncertain. 

22 

. �-;����;;��;�·�: -��·�;�;:� ·�; ·�;;�����;:� .. �
suggestion 

Put students in groups with a ball. One student says 
the infinitive of the verb and throws the ball to 
another, who has to give the Past Simple. That student 
then says another infinitive form and throws the ball 
to someone else, etc. After a minute or two, introduce 
the rule that anyone who answers incorrectly drops 
out, until there is only one student left. 

3 a) Demonstrate the activity using the board. Write up
three things you did yesterday and invite students to

guess which one is not true. Give students a few minutes to 
write notes .. Circulate and help with vocabulary. 

Exercise 3a: additional suggestions 

To make the exercise more challenging, and/or to 
have each student in the pair working on ideas, 
write up the following: 
• Things you ate/wore yesterday.
• Things you did on your last vacation.
• Good things that happened to you last year.
• Things you did on your last birthday.

b) Focus students on the example in speech balloons. If
necessary, get a student to demonstrate one of his/her own
examples with you. Tell students to change over after each
set of three things. This can also be done as a mingling
activity, where students move on to the next person after
each set of three things.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Past Simple, pages 11-12 
!RID Resource bank: 2A Dead famous (past Simple yes/no

questions and short answers), page 124 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 17) 

Time phrases often used in the past: in, on, at, ago 

Elicit and number the time phrase which is least recent. 
Students work individually or in pairs. If you want to 
encourage some discussion, ask students to try to remember 
and tell each other something about each time/date. 

A:NSWERS_
.

. . . . :.:,· : ,·•: :·',_/B\\ ''.'<" ,.
. T4es�:·wiU-de�nd t<>, $ome,extent �hen'Y!;>:Ur-�-_. :,�: ·-. 

)esson tgk�� place: in<the eighfeehtn'ceritufy/{oo i· ::· 
years ,ago/ in ffie __ 1980s/.11{ 1998,' in No�ember of lctst, 

'year, on January lst thi_s year; four,months ago; last 
,: weeken�: 01i'i-4bnday �omirig,,yesterday afterr'l��n., 

�en hours ago, at eight o'clock this morning. 
\ ,,.. ,

-

i; 



rammar ana ysls 

Refer students back to the time phrases in the box. Give 
them a few minutes individually or in pairs to complete the 
rules. As you elicit the answers, ask students for more 
examples for each rule. 

ANSWERS 

1 a at b on · c: in'; d 0 -
2 the summer ago'is wrong; because ago 1S used for' 

a period of ufuJ
0

from the present to the past, 
showing how far in the pasf something happened 

PRACTICE 

1 �;[2.3] Do this as a written or an oral exercise. Either:

Play the recording while students write their answers.
Ask them to compare their answers in pairs and try to 
remember what each question was. Or: Stop the recording 
after each question and ask students to tell each other their 
answers in pairs, without writing. 

2 Words to check: rent, stay up, perform in a

play/concert. If students play the game in groups or 
teams, they take turns to ask someone else in the group or 
someone from the other team. You may want to use a 
scoring system, especially if you run this as a team game. 
If a student talks for twenty seconds without stopping, and 
uses a time phrase, they get three points. If they cannot 
keep going for twenty seconds, or they fail to use a time 
phrase, the opposing team gets a point. Have some brief 
feedback on any good examples of language use, or 
problems with the time phrases or Past Simple. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Time phrases often used in the past, page 13 
lirnJ Resource bank: 28 The Millionaire's Ball (Past Simple 
and time phrases), page 126 

Vocabulary (PAGE 1 s)

Words to describe feelings 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13 and Making the most of the Minidictionary on pages 
13-14.

1 Students work in pairs or groups to match the words to
the pictures. Some of the words are similar in meaning,

so students may not agree on all the answers. Encourage 
any useful discussion. 

ANSWERS 

a nervous, frightened, worried 

b disappointed, worried, bored, fed up 
c excited 
d excited, in a good mood, surprised 

module 2 

Vocabulary: language notes 

• If nervous is a "false friend" for your students,
check it carefully with examples. You can feel
nervous before an exam because you are worried
about it and can't relax. 

• Nervous and worried are similar in meaning, but 
nervous implies an element of fear, whereas 
worried implies that you are unhappy and cannot 
stop thinking about the problem.

• Fed up is quite informal and means that you are 
annoyed or bored with something and want the
situation to change: I'm really fed up with this

weather.

2 This exercise checks that students have understood
the meaning of the words. Write them in two lists on 

the board. 

ANSWERS 

a positive feelings: excited, in a good mood, 
relaxed 

b negative 'feelings: nervous, disappointed, 
worried, bored, guilty, frightened, angry, 
embarrassed, fed up 
surprised can be positive or negative 

3 Words to check: a line, miss a train/bus, a spider.

Emphasize that students need only write a word or 
phrase, not a whole sentence, as their answer. Give them a 
few minutes individually to answer the questions. Suggest 
that students take turns to ask and answer, and that they 
choose questions at random, to keep the pace going. Feed 
back briefly on any unusual answers. 

Pronunciation 

!�i (2.4] Students listen, write the words and mark the
stress patterns. Ask students to group words with
similar stress patterns together. Write them on the board
to check.

ANSWERS 

•• 

nervous 
worried 
guilty 
frightened 
angry 
fed up 
• • • •

disappointed 

• ••

excited 
embarrassed

• 

bored 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

•• 

relaxed 
surprised 

• • • • 

in a good mood

Workbook: Vocabulary (Words to describe feelings), 
page 13 
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Listening (PAGE 18)

The first time ever I saw your face 

1 Start the discussion by telling students about the last 

CD or cassette you bought. Give .students a few 
minutes in pairs or groups to discuss the questions. 

2 a) Ask students how many of them like love songs, and

elicit some examples of favorites. Write the title of the 
song on the board and do an example. Put students in pairs 
to discuss the words. Students may well be able to make a 
case for all the words being in the song, which is fine. 
Encourage them to explain why. Feed back briefly on some 
of their ideas. 

b) �[2.5) Play the song (students keep the song itself
covered) for students to check their answers.

c) Tell students to look at the song and play the first two

lines only, demonstrating what they have to do. Play the
song through and let students discuss their answers in pairs
before checking with the whole class.

3 a)-b) Students discuss the words and questions in
pairs or groups. Choose one or two students to report 

back to the class. 

Song: additional discussion questions 

If appropriate, continue the discussion with 

questions like: 
• How did you feel when you heard the song?
• Do you believe in love at first sight?
• Do you think first impressions are important?

24 

Wordspot (PAGE 19)

feel 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13. 

1 Explain that in each of these Wordspot sections 
students are going to look at a word with several 

meanings which is used a lot in English. 

Do an example with the class, then give students time 
individually or in pairs to study the diagram. Circulate to 
help and assess the level of knowledge. Elicit more 
examples for each category in the diagram, and highlight 
the following: 

• Fee/ is followed by an adjective when referring to a
person or a thing. He feels stupid. T he room felt hot.

• Feel is followed by about when it means have an

opinion (or think).

• Feel like is quite informal and is followed by a noun or 
an -ing form.

With a mononationality class, translation might be helpful 
to check the meaning by comparison with the students' 
own language. 

2 a)-b) �[2.6) Students work individually or in pairs to
match the sentences. They then listen to the recording 

to check. 

3 Give students a few minutes to study the
conversations. Put them in pairs to practice . 

. . �·����i�;�· � ·��·�. ��. :�;�·;�:·�i�; ............ � 
suggestions 

• Put the lines of the conversations on separate

pieces of paper (either one set per pair, or one

large set stuck to the board, that all students can 

see). Students then put the lines next to each

other when they are matching the lines of

conversations in Exercise 2, and turn over B's part

for Exercise 3.

• Instead of remembering B's part in Exercise 3,

students invent their own lines (trying to use a

phrase with fee[).

CR 
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Tell a first time story 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 20)

1 Start by telling students how many of the "firsts" you 
remember. Ask them to guess which ones they are. 

Students then work individually for a few minutes, checking 
the appropriate boxes on the list. 

2 a) Give students a minute or two to discuss their
ideas. 

b) Students stay in th�ir pairs to predict ideas for the story.
The words in boxes are key to the stories, so check that
students understand them all. Choose a student from one
or two pairs to tell the class their ideas.

c) �[2.7) Before playing the recording, emphasize that
students do not need to understand the stories in detail at
this stage, just the general idea.

3 Choose whether to play one or both of the stories
again depending on how strong your class is, and how 

much time you have. Gi_ve students time to discuss their 
answers in pairs. 

module 2 

. ;;;����·t·i��-;�·; ����:· �l��;�·�;i·��-........ 
� 

l 
suggestion 
• To personalize this stage, you could tell the story

of one of your "firsts." Speak from notes, and if
possible bring in maps, photos, souvenirs, etc., to
illustrate your story. Students answer the same
questions as for the recording (Exercise 3 a-d).

Task (PAGE 21)

1 Refer students back to the list of "firsts" that they 
checked in Preparation for task. Explain that you want 

them to choose one to speak about. Elicit any ideas for 
other important "firsts" that were not on the list. Encourage 
students to spend some time thinking, and to make notes to 
help them remember and structure what they want to say. 
Show students what you mean by notes with an example on 
the board: first pet - 8 or 9 - mom and dad bought - puppy 

- fell in love - so sweet - got up five every day - ran home

from school - played with puppy all the time.

2 Circulate, feeding in language, and prompting less
confident students with questions: Why was it 

important for you? Why did you feel worried?, etc. 

3 Focus students on the Useful language box. They could
spend a minute or two thinking how to improve their 

story by the addition of any of the phrases in part a and 
practicing the listener's phrases in part b. Students then 
practice telling their story to their partner. Deal with any 
problems and questions. Encourage students to give each 
other feedback at this stage: what they liked about the 
story, any parts which were difficult to understand, etc. 

4 The size of the groups will depend on the size of your
class and on how long your students can concentrate 

on listening to other people's stories. While you are 
listening to the stories, collect examples of good language 
use and/or errors for comment and correction later. When 
the groups have finished, a�k one person from each group 
to report on the funniest/saddest/nicest story. 
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: .................................................. .
� Task: alternative suggestions 

: a 

: b 

If any of your students really cannot think of a 
personal first or do not want _to talk about 
themselves: They could tell the story of another 
person's first, a friend or family member, or a
person trom a book or a movie. 
If any of your students lack the confidence or ability 
to speak at any length: They could prepare two or 
three shorter stories to tell. 

: c ff you want to record students telling their story: 

• Students record their stories in a language
laboratory, then change places and listen to
each other's stories.

• Students record their story on cassette at 
home, then give you the cassette for
correction, in the same way as a piece of
written homework (comments and corrections
can be written on a separate piece of paper).

• Groups work in different rooms and record
their three/four stories, to listen to and
comment on later (this is obviously more
suitable for smaller classes).

Writing (PAGE 22)

Linking ideas in narrative 

1 a) Words to check: bus, youth hostel, a silver ring.
Students work individually or in pairs before checking 

with the whole class. 

ANSWERS 
�1�6�7002009006003@8004

• � ' Q., ' • .� .. ,: �°T' '" - :.; 

b) Either: students underline the linking words in their 

books. Or: write the complete text on the board or an 

overhead projector transparency, and go through the text 

with the class. Clarify the following: 

• and is used to join two clauses, I went to London and
stayed for six months.

• because introduces a reason, I stayed at home because
I was sick.

• so follows a reason, I was sick so I stayed at home.

• then is used to show sequence, I went to the 
supermarket, then to the post office.
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• but introduces information which contrasts or is 

unexpected, The weather was terrible but we had a
good time.

If your students seem fairly familiar with the words, point 

out first (used at the beginning of a sequence of events) 

and unfortunately (used to introduce something negative). 

To give students some controlled practice of the linking 

words, put them in A and B pairs. B closes his/her book and 

A reads Marcos's story, saying "beep!" instead of the 

linking words. B calls out the correct word as soon as 

he/she can. A and B change over. 

2 Refer students back to the notes they made for their 

story in the Task. The notes can be used to help them 

structure their writing. Encourage students to plan their 

writing. If there is time, they can write a first draft in class, 

then write a second draft for homework. This will enable 

you to give them some help in the initial stages. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Linkers: but, so , because, then, page 16 

IBID Resource bank: 2C Invent-a-story (Past Simple and 

linkers), page 128 

Do you remember? 
(PAGE 22) 

A�SWERS ·J• .. '!,,
· 2 b). l think the course started about two weeks

ago. 
c) .,He.was liere at etght o'clg�Uhis m.om:ing.

·'''ct) whete di9 you.g6'%r·your_ vacati6n lc;i(t. · · 
• 

0

"year? . :". ._.,,· � . ' 
e) -. <;;Iothes ��i:e yeiyi,different in. the.19:ZOs ..

3 -a) i)eel very�olcf ��a tired: ;:;_� . :,_ . _ 
,_,'�b)_Dcfycm(ee� -liktJ:!drinR? . - . , _ . . "' 
:,;:�.:., c) ''fhis br��d·feels.har-d: Are-rou sure it'��fresh? ·� 

d) bo-you f�el like,having a; sria<:k? _. _ ·
4 a)· W{coulcln't go�be_cause':'Su,e wcis sick .. 

"."i,""v.t:f i "h. _:g;,"' ·"<:"_- - _ �- �- , ·� \. '-"'.,:j. ::'T-�. � 
b) Th! bus)1idn't come;. sQ�l got cUax'i tO"th� , -"' 

station. - . . -r, • ' - -
• -

ct Jh�y lo��d the-'ip.g�e' -b�� I difl�t., ·,..:���" ·" . 
d) No -you;put the,sugar ih first, tjlen.y.:ou add�
: . the cream:

. . " 
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module 3 ............................................................................. 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 23)

Can, can't, have to, don't have to 

1 � [3.1) Write the names of the people on the board.
Play the recording once and elicit as many answers as 

possible to the first two questions. Play the recording again 
to check/fill in the blanks. Students discuss in pairs or as a 
class whose reasons are closest to their own, explaining 
why. 

2 Students work in pairs to choose the verbs. Play 
the recording again for them to listen and check their 

answers. Feed back with the whole class. 

Grammar analysis 

Give students a few minutes individually or in pairs to do 
question 1, before checking with the whole class. As you 
check the answers, highlight: 

• the use of the infinitive without to after can.

• can does not change in the third person, but have to

does, he/she has to.

• negative forms and their contractions, can't,

don'Udoesn't have to.

• question forms, Can ... ? Do //Does he/she have to ... ?

Note 

Must is not treated here to avoid confusion at this level. 
Have to can be used safely by students instead. However, 
if students ask about must, explain that: 

• must and have to are very similar in meaning.

• mustn't and don't have to are different in meaning:
mustn't= can't (it's prohibited), don't have to= it's not

necessary (but you can if you want).

2 To check students understand the difference between 

ability and permission/prohibition, give them some more 
examples, and ask them to divide the examples into the 
two categories, for example: 
a) You can't use your dictionary in the exam. She can

speak four languages. I can't swim.

b) You can come in now.

PRACTICE 
1 �[3.2) Students work individually or in pairs to 

complete the blanks. More than one answer is 

grammatically possible in many cases, but students should 
write the most logical one. Words to check: population, 

alphabet, subtitles. Play the recording for students to 
check. If you wish, pause the recording before each 
sentence for students to call out their ideas (to add an 
element of competition). Feed back briefly on answers 
students found surprising. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

1 � [3.3] Play the recording or say the sentences 
yourself at natural speed. Drill the sentences, paying 
attention to the following: 

• can is unstressed. Help students by first drilling
They choose which language ... Then show them
how can is squashed in between They and choose.

• can't is stressed.

2 Students work individually deciding what they 
can/can't do on the list. They then practice saying the 
sentences carefully to themselves first. Students then 
tell each other what they can/can't do. 

Students can make a note of each other's answers, 
then report back briefly on what everyone in the 
group can/can't do. 

Pronunciation: additional suggestions 

Ask students if there is anything on the list which 
they do/don't have to do. Get them to explain why. 
Students should pay attention to the pronunciation 
of have to. For example: 

I have to remember new people's names because it is very 

important in my job. I don't have to drive - I can use 

public transportation. 
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2 a) �' [3.4] Words to check: any names of school
subjects on the list which your students do not know. 

Let students look at the list before playing the recording. 
Encourage students to make notes rather than writing full 
sentences. For example elementary/high school - have to

study RE/PE - once a week.

-. .

ANSWERS 

• Students have to study RE and PE at least once-a
week in elementary and high schdols;\ �; "':

• Children have to study one lroi.lr perclay of math
and English in elementary sc}:lool. ·' .-;.·"'� " '· -�-

• They don't have to study-geography ctl'i9 history •;.: 
after the age of fourteen. ,;,f,"'iy.� 

• Students have to pass math GCSE cfr they·can't ',
go to college. . . ,. h, 

• Students can stop studying some sti.bject1-after · · ·cs 

the age of fourteen. ,., ;i'ct· - : .-" ·-·f 
• They have to stay at school until the. age of sixteen. ? 

b) If necessary, give students prompts to think about
before writing their sentences: elementary/high school

subjects, exams, finishing school, going to college.

If you have a mononationality class: students work on 
their sentences in pairs, then compare with other pairs. 
If you have a multinationality class: students work 
individually or with students from the same country. They 
then compare with students from other countries. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: cnnlcan't, have to/don't have to, pages 17 
and 18 

Reading and vocabulary (PAGE 25)

1 Words to check: successful, motivation, praise,

realistic, develop an "ear" for something. Give students 
a minute or two to decide on their four ideas. Put them in 
pairs to discuss and give reasons for their choice. 

2 Although there will be some unfamiliar words, be careful
not to preteach the words in Exercise 3. The words in 

Exercise 1 are sufficient for students to do the activity. 
Do an example with the class, referring them back to the 
ideas in Exercise 1. Students compare answers in pairs. 

ANSWERS 

having a good · ,. 
teacher = A/T · 

really wanting to learn 
(motivation) = A/T 

studying lots of 
grammar= T 
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3 Do an example or two with the class. Students work
individually or in pairs before checking with the whole 

class. 

Ideas for helping students to guess 
meaning from context 

• Tell students to look at the parts of speech in the
definitions (for example to become angry is a verb,
often and carefully are adverbs) and to check that
the word they choose in the text is the same part
of speech.

• Do one or two examples with sentences
containing nonsense words. Ask students to tell
you as much as they can about the word. For
example He had some smirkles in his pocket. 

Smirkle is a countable noun, and an object small 
enough to be in someone's pocket. 

Exercise 3: additional activity 

Either put the words in the box and the text below 
on the board or put them on an overhead projector 
transparency. Students use the words/phrases in the 
box to complete the summary of what Alistair and 
Teresa say. Proceed as follows: 
• Ask students to check what part of speech the

words in the box are.
• Show students that they can predict what kind of

word goes in each blank by looking at the
language around it. For example, is after a blank
can mean a noun is missing, to before a blank
can mean a verb is missing.

• Tell students which of the words in the box are 
used twice: hard, motivation, a good teacher,

successful.

• Students work individually or in pairs, then check
with the class.

hard motivation better 
a good teacher successful 
on their own 

imagine 
stupid enjoy 

Alistair believes that (1) is the most 
important thing if you want to learn a language. He 
also thinks that you have to really believe that you 
will be (2) . He thinks it is a good idea 
to (3) yourself speaking the language 
really well. He says that you need to work 



(4) but you should also try to
(5) yourself. We also need to "develop
an ear for the language," and he believes that some
people do this (6) but others need
(7) to help them.
Teresa agrees that (8) is the most 
important thing, and believes that you have to work 
very (9) . Not many people can learn a 
language successfully without (10) - -- --� 
she believes. Adults sometimes feel 
(11) when they start to learn a foreign
language because they speak like children, but if 
they continue to study, many of her students become 
very (12) language learners, and some 
learn to speak English (13) than she 
does! 

ANSWERS ' 1 " 
1 motivation 2 su'ctessfui' . 3 imcigine'""�4 l\ard < •' 

·5 enjoy,; 6 .on their ciwrt '."'7:�-goe>a\eaefler .
8 motivation . 9 hard �·':"19·0 good teacher. . " 
11 stupid 12 successful . 13· better · 

4 Students discuss this question in small groups, or as 
a class. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary booster: things in a school, page 
20; Vocabulary (Word-building), page 21 
l1ffiJ Resource bank: 3A The secret of successful language

learning (Vocabulary extension - wordbuilding), page 129 

Vocabulary and speaking (PAGE 26)

Studying new vocabulary 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13 and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 
pages 13-14.

1 Introduce the topic. Ask students how easy/difficult 
they find learning vocabulary and why, or tell them a 

personal anecdote about your own experiences of learning 
vocabulary in a foreign language. Students discuss in pairs 
then feed back with the class. Highlight the position of the 
pronoun it in look it up, write it down. Show students that 
you can say write down the word, but write down it is 
wrong. Pronunciation to check: explains, guess.

module 3 

Exercise 1: additional suggestion 

Put the sentences on separate pieces of paper (one 
set per pair or group). Students physically put them 
in order. Tell students to turn over all the pieces 
except the first one, and to turn them back one by 
one, trying to remember the next phrase before they 
turn the paper over. This acts as a drill of the phrases. 

2 Give students a minute.or-two to think about their
answers. Elicit examples. Then put students in pairs or 

small groups to discuss the questions. Ask one or two 
students to report back on their answers. 

3 Elicit or give a couple of examples (look up
_
an address,

an important date, a recipe). Put students in pairs or 
groups to discuss the rest. 

.POSSIBLE ANSWERS,3J�,··· 
b .You can check: y�ur telephon� messages, 

· an address, a phqne number: · · .
c You' can find out: SC>tneone's name/phone 

number/ad,dress, why someone dld something. 
d Youtcim guess: theJ>ri�J/weight of spmething, 

. 'why someone did sori1ething. 
�' You 'can practice:· a icinguuge, your part in 

. a play: -·. 
f You cori write down: someone's name/phone 

number, instructions-. .. 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 26)

Should/Shouldn't· 

Words to check: join a club, get a part-time job. Give 
students a minute to read the text and check that they 
understand the situation. Stephanie has won a language 
course in New York, and wants advice about how to 
continue learning outside the classroom. 
Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss the 
best/worst advice and to t.hink of any more ideas. If 
students are studying or have studied in an English
speaking country, they can draw on their own experience. 
Ask one or two students to report back. 
Avoid discussing should at this point. Students deduce from 
the context that it's a way of giving someone your opinion 
about what to do. 

Gr mar analysis 

Give students a minute or two individually or in pairs to look 
at questions 1 and 2. As you check the answers, highlight: 
• should is less strong than have to (and must, if students

ask about it) and is used to talk about what is a good
idea/the right thing to do. This general meaning is more
useful to students than limiting it to should= advice.
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• should operates like can. It does not change in the third

person and it is followed by an infinitive without to.

• the "I" in should is silent, /J;id/.

• the fact that we often use Perhaps ... or I think ... in

front of should, to make it less direct.

ANSWERS 

1 The best explanation of should is this is a good 

idea/the right thing to do. 

2 The negative form is should not (contracted to 

shouldn't). The meaning is this is not a good 

idea/not the right thing to do. 

The question form is Should I .. .?

Practice: additional activity 

Students work with a partner to answer one of the 

questions below. Emphasize that they should use 

should/shouldn't in their answers. 

Either: Think of three pieces of advice for someone 

who wants to practice their English outside the 

classroom in their own country. 

Or: Think of some more advice for someone going to 

stay in the US or another English-speaking country. 

(The advice can be about things as well as language 

learning: money, things to take with you, etc.) 

Elicit an example before putting students into pairs 

or small groups to discuss their ideas. The first 

alternative here is for students studying in their own 

country, the second is for students studying in an 

English-speaking country. If some of your students 

have experience of both situations, get some 

pairs/groups to discuss the first alternative and some 

the second. They then exchange ideas. 

Ideas for advice 

a In the student's own country: 

• Listen to radio programs in English (for

example, Voice of America).

• Find newspapers, etc., in English in the

library.

• Subscrbe to an English magazine.

• Find a movie theater that shows English

movies in the original version with subtitles.

• Find a speaking partner (in your class or

another class) and arrange to meet for an

hour or so every week to speak English.

b In an English-speaking country: 
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• Make friends with students from other

countries, rather than your own country, so

that you have to speak English.

• Don't forget to bring some warm clothes and

an umbrella.

• Arrange a conversation exchange with an 

English-speaking person. Meet for an hour.

Speak for half an hour in English, half an

hour in your language.

• Don't take too much cash. Take traveler's

checks and a credit card.

PRACTICE 

1 a) Start by asking students when they last had to study

for an exam, how they prefer to study, and how

organized they are. Give students a minute or two to find 

the things in the box in the picture. Encourage comments 

about how successful Bruce is in his studies! 

b) Discuss the sentences briefly with the class. Emphasize

that whether students agree with the sentences or not

depends on their view of the right/wrong thing to do.

c) Students discuss their ideas in pairs, then make a written

list. Circulate and help with vocabulary.

Students compare ideas with other pairs or with the whole 

class. Encourage them to give reasons for their ideas. 

2 Words to check: be annoyed with someone, do

something secretly, overweight, put on weight, miss 

a meal. Give students a few minutes to read about the 

situations and to think about what the people should/ 

shouldn't do. Then put them in pairs to discuss their ideas. 

Exercise 2: alternative suggestions 

• Students imagine they are a famous person with a

problem situation: Give them a few minutes to

prepare what they are going to say. Then put

them in groups to tell each other about the

problem and to give advice.

• If you have access to an English magazine with an

advice page (those written for teenagers are best in 

terms of language level): Collect some examples

of letters and distribute them, one per student or

one between two. Students read their letter, then

mingle and tell each other about the problem

and ask for advice.



ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: should/shouldn't, page 18 

fiJ Resource bank: 38 Parents and children (can, can't, 
have to, don't have to, should, shouldn't). page 130 

Make a list of guidelines for a 
language class 

See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual needs on
pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 28)

1 a) Focus students on the picture. Make sure 
they understand the situation, especially the idea of 

classroom guidelines which have been negotiated and 
agreed between teacher and students. Emphasize that they 
are only going to hear about the guidelines for the teacher 
(the ones for the students come later). Elicit ideas for the 
first topic: How much the teacher should speak English/the 
students' language. Students work individually to predict 
what was agreed about the other topics. 

b) i�i[3.5] Students listen and make notes. They then 
compare answers in pairs and/or with the class. 

ANSWERS 

1 The teacher should speak English as much as 
possible, and only use the students' language if 
it's really necessary. 

2 The teacher should give homework after every 
lesson, but not too much. 

3 The teacher should try to make the lessons 
interesting. 

4 , The teacher should try to answer questions. If 
they don't know the answer, they can find out for 
the next lesson. 

5 The teacher should use the coursebook, but bring 
in other materials from time to time. 

6 The teacher should correct important mistakes. 

2 Students discuss the questions in small groups or as a
class. If students are reticent, explain that it is useful 

for the teacher to know what students think: It can be 
beneficial for their learning, class dynamics, etc. 

Task (PAGE 29)

1 Do the first option if your students responded well to 
the material in the Preparation for task section. Do the 

second if your students were uncomfortable with the idea 
of a class contract, or if it is inappropriate for your teaching 
circumstances. Alternatively, students choose which to do, 
and have different groups within the class working on 
different options. Put students in groups of four or five to 
discuss their ideas. Circulate, and help with vocabulary. 

module 3 

2 Focus students on the Useful language box. Point out 
some useful collocations like: make a mistake, do 

homework/tests. You may prefer to do this after the Task so 
as not to interrupt the discussion. 

Encourage students to agree on and write out their list of 
guidelines. Warn them that a spokesperson from the group 
will be asked to present their list to the class in the next 
stage. Ask them to write the list on an overhead projector 
transparency or a poster-size piece of paper that everyone 
can see. At this stage collect examples of good language 
use and/or errors for analysis and correction after the Task. 

3 Ask the spokesperson from each group to present their
list to the class. Tell the other students in the groups to 

make a note of which guidelines were the same. Then set 
up a class discussion and/or vote to decide on the ten most 
important guidelines. 

j Task: alternativt: suggestions

: a If you are short of time: 
Either: Spread the Preparation for task and Task 
itself over two lessons. This also gives students 
time to think of ideas between lessons. 

Or: Leave out the listening in the Preparation for 
task and spend a few minutes discussing the 
ideas of class guidelines and setting up the Task. 

: b If you have a large class, or your students are not 
confident about speaking in front of the class: 
Instead of having "spokespeople" present the lists 
to the class, regroup the students (into groups of 
three/four) with others who have made different 
lists, and ask each person to present their list to 
the rest of the group. 

. . 

.............................................................

Optional writing 

Encourage students to collaborate in their groups to write 
down their guidelines on poster-size paper. If the groups 
already made a poster in Exercise 2 of the Task, they can 
refine it by adding colors, pictures, etc. Put the lists round 
the classroom wall and encourage students to walk around 
and look at them. Alternatively, students write down the list 
on a normal size piece of paper and stick it in the front of 
their notebooks. The lists can be reviewed at a later stage in 
the course, to see how well everyone is keeping to the 
guidelines. 

Real life (PAGE_ 29) 

Making requests and asking for permission 

1 a) Ask students to look briefly at the conversations. 
Establish that all the conversations take place in a

classroom and what each person wants. Ask students to 
guess the missing words in pairs, or as a class, but tell them 
not to write yet. 
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b) �(3.6) Play the recording. Pause after each
conversation for students to write in the missing words.
Students compare answers in pairs and/or as a class.

Note 

Although strictly speaking the positive response to Do you 

mind if I ... ? is No, in practice English speakers are 
inconsistent about this. They simply make it clear through 
the other words they use whether the response is positive 
or not. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

1 �[3.7] Play the recording or say the examples 
yourself. Students will sound more polite if they start 
on a higher pitch. 

2 Play or say the examples again, pausing for students 
to repeat. If necessary, extend this controlled practice 
by giving students prompts to substitute in the 
examples. For example: 
T: use your pen > S: Can I use your pen, please? 

T: say that again > S: Could you say that again, please? 

2 Give students five to ten minutes to choose the
situations and prepare their conversations. If you are 

short of time, ask them to prepare two conversations. 
Check the use of keep + verb -ing to talk about 
repetitive/annoying behavior. Circulate, and help with 
vocabulary. Depending on time, choose two or three pairs 
to act out their conversations. Other students check the 
situations from the list that they are acting out and/or the 
request/permission phrases that they use. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Short answers with modal verbs can, should, 

have to, page 19 
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module 4 
............................................................................ .

Vocabulary and speaking (PAGE 31)

Dates and special occasions 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13.

1 First check that students can say the months of the
year in English. Get them to recite them from 

December backwards. Review ordinal numbers briefly since 
students will need them for saying dates. Then practice by 
getting students to ask each other, "What's the third/fifth/ 
eleventh month of the year?" Put students in pairs or 
groups to discuss the questions. Then feed back on which 
mo ths are the most/least popular and why. 

2 a) If you have a mononationality class: go through
the days with the class, making sure they understand 

them all. Ask students to check the ones celebrated in their 
country. 
If you have a multinationality class: there will be more 
scope for cross-cultural comparison in small groups. 

Note 

Students may have All Saints' Day rather than Halloween, 
which is now a secular occasion in Britain/the US, when 
children play games and dress up as witches, etc. 

2 May Day is also known as Labor Day in some countries. 
Chinese New Year is discussed later in the module. 

Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss the order 
that the days happen in their country/countries. Put an 
example on the board first: Xis in April IX is at the 

beginning of May IX is on June 20th. Ask students to 
number them, for example St. Valentine's Day = 1.

b) � [4.1 J Students number the days 1-10 as they listen
to the recording. Put them in pairs or small groups to
compare answers and discuss the differences between
Britain/the US and their country/countries.

Pronunciation 
See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 

pages 10-11. 

1 Highlight the two ways of writing and saying the dates. 
Elicit some more dates from students, and demonstrate 
the written and spoken forms. 

2 [�[4.2) Play the recording or say the dates yourself 

and point out the difference between the voiced sound 

/0/ in the and the unvoiced sound /fJ/ in fourth, 

fourteenth, thirty-first, twenty-fifth. Students listen 

again and repeat the dates. 

3 Check students understand the word celebrate. Put
them in pairs or small groups to discuss/explain the 

special days and to make a list. 
If you have a mononationality class: expand the 
discussion. Which days do the students like best/least? 
Which days are most important/not really celebrated in their 
families? 
If you have a multinationality class: make sure there is a 
mix of nationalities in the groups. Ask a couple of students 
to report back to the class on days from other countries. 

4 a) Do an example: You visit relatives at Christmas. Then
give students a few minutes to think about what they 

do. Students compare answers in pairs or small groups. 

Note 

Remind students of the usefulness of word locusts 
(Students' Book Module 1, page 7) for collecting phrases 
with a common verb: have a party, have the day off work, 

have a special meal. 

b) Elicit one or two more examples (you have a party for 

someone's birthday, you buy flowers when someone is in 

the hospital). Students discuss in pairs or small groups.
Feed back on.two or three of the best ideas.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary booster: special occasions, page 25; 
Vocabulary (Things people do on special occasions). 
page 26 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 32)

Present Continuous (and Present Simple) 

1 Students look at the picture and discuss briefly what
they think it is like working for a fashion magazine. If

any of your students do work for a magazine, ask them to 
say something about it. Words to check: choose something, 

earn money. Do the first example with the class. Students 
then work individually or in pairs to decide what the three 
people do in their jobs. Students may disagree with each 
other about the answers. That is fine, if they are having a 
useful discussion. 

��i4: 
Imoge_n: b/.e, g 

Carlos: d, h 

Ideas fem What else.do they do? 

Juliet: goes to a lot of mee�ngs. 

Imogen: types letters, organizes meetings and-· .. 

appointments for Juliet. 

Carlos: travels a lot. 
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2 Remind students about the topic of special occasions.

Set the context: It is the May Day holiday. Explain that 

students are going to find out about the three people from 

Glitz magazine who have been given the day off. Tell 

students to read the paragraph about Imogen. Establish 

that she is relaxing at home with her husband. 

Grammar analys s 

First ask students to look back at the text in Exercise 2, and 

underline all the examples of the Present Simple (in one 

color) and Present Continuous (in a second color). Then 

proceed with the exercises in the Analysis box. 

1-2 Give students a few minutes individually or in pairs to 

do the questions. As you check the answers, highlight:

• the use of the Present Continuous both for actions

happening in a present period (this year, this week, 

this term) which may be less familiar for students,

and for actions in progress at this moment.

• the contracted form of be.

• the inversion of the subject and be to form a

question.

• short answer forms: Yes, he is. No, he isn't. 

• the spelling of the present participle, for example

making, running (see Language summary on page 

151 of the Students' Book for the complete rules).

ANSWERS 

1 a they meet friends I Iniogert likes her job '/'she 
doesn't want to be a Secretary ·I sire wants to 
have her own design company 

b Imogen is spending her day off I (they're) 
relaxing 

· 
.,.. '. 

c She's finding the course really usefu).

2 Seep.age 151 of the Language summary for 
formation of ql,lestions and negatives. ,• 

3 Contrast the examples of state verbs with sentences 

containing verbs expressing activity or processes like do, 

go, work. Point out that state verbs are often used with 

feelings and the senses: love, hate, know, think. 

PRACTICE 

1 Start by getting students to predict from the pictures 

what Carlos and Juliet are doing. Words to check: 

wedding anniversary. Students work individually or in pairs 

before checking with the whole class. 

:iNswuis 
�-� . ' . . .. ,· ·. .· ·· 1 is spending 2 lives. 3 doesn't' see 4 are celebrating 
• 5 spends 6 doesn:t like. 7 is looking 8 wants
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2 Do an example with the class first to show that there

are no set answers here. Students work in pairs before 

checking with the whole class. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 

She's spen_di_ng.her dQy off with: he!. family,.1ier 
mothe�, and he; husband antl'baby.""' ' � ', · 10 • 

On the weekends she usually: goes shopping"; does 
hous�work. ;p 1.-� .i-.. • , \ • 
Today she'�: painting, wallpape!}ilg her hou�e . .', ' 

" She isv't shopp,il}9· · { r. �. 

· 

. , , 

Her husbqnd is: reading a, n_ewspaper, lpoking after··· 
the baby1 relaxiµg. . . . ,:'.. ."
She doesn't: like her job,·like �er life. He doesn't: 
help her,.like painting. '"£ ,.}.:: • 

One day she wants to: go and live by the sea:, go· 
. . 

�abroad, leave h�r husb'and. 

.. ��;������ ·� ·���. ;� ·�;;;��·��i;:· :���;:�;:·� � 
Students work in pairs or groups on either Carlos or

Juliet. They then regroup and exchange information 
trying to remember as much as they can rather than 
simply reading the sentences aloud. 

3 a) Do number 1 with the class. Show students that

first they need to choose the correct form of the verb, 

and then finish the sentence with information about 

themselves. Encourage students to think of ideas of their 

own. Words to check: comic, novel, try hard to, busy, tired. 

Students either write sentences, or just think about them, 

before they tell their partner. 

b) Students compare answers, making a note of any that

are the same. Highlight the phrases with both and neither,

then ask a student from each pair to report back to the class. 

We're both learning/trying to ... Both of us like/speak ... 

Neither of us Hkes/is wearing .. .

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Present Continuous/Present Simple, pages 23-24 

Im Resource bank: 4A Party guests (Present Continuous

and Present Simple), page 131 



Wordspot (PAGE 34)

day 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 �[4.3] Elicit suggestions for the first blank, then
students work individually or in pairs to predict the 

others. Sugge·st that students write in pencil, so that they 
can change any answers when they listen to the recording. 
Play the recording and check answers as a whole class. 

2 Ask students to copy the diagram into their notebooks,
so there is enough room to write. Students should have 

a separate section in their notebooks for the Wordspots, so 
they can refer to and add to them easily. Students work 
individually or in pairs before checking with the whole class. 

3 a) �[4.4] Play the first question on the recording. 
Elicit some other possible answers, for example: 

I visited my aunt and uncle. Emphasize that students only 
need to write a word or a short phrase. Play the recording. 

b) Suggest that students exchange pieces of paper to look
at each other's answers. Tell students to try to remember 
the phrases with day, even if they can't remember the exact
question from the recording. 

Listening (PAGE 34)

The New Year in two different cultures 

1 Put students in pairs or groups to discuss the 
questions. For mononationality classes: students 

discuss what people usually do in their country. They can 
tell the class about any customs from other countries they 
know. For multinationality classes: Students tell each 
other about different customs in the different countries. 

2 Students look at the photos of Karen and Johnny. Ask
if anyone knows any of the customs relating to their 

New Years. Put students in pairs and give them a few 
minutes to decide who mentions what. Students check 
unknown words in the Minidictionary or with you. Words to 
check: mushrooms and oysters, envelopes. 

3 a) �[4.5] Put students in pa
_
irs or small groups to

listen and mark the phrases with Kor J. 

Play the recording once. Remind students that they only 
need to understand enough to do the activity. They do not 
need to understand every thing. Play the recording again for 
students to check their answers. Students discuss answers 
in pairs or as a class. 

b) Emphasize that students only need to make notes for
this a_ctivity. Give them more support by writing prompts on
the board. For example:

• food • good luck • children/adults 
• when are the celebrations? • clothes • the house

Play the recording through again. Give students time to 
compare answers in pairs or small groups before checking 
with the class. 

c) Put students into pairs or small groups. If possible, these
should be different pairs or groups from Exercise 1.
Students compare the Chinese and Scottish New Years to
their country/countries.

Lang_uage focus 2 (PAGE 35)

Present Continuous for future arrangements 

1 Words to check: rent. Give students a minute or two to 
think about/discuss which verb goes in each blank, but 

emphasize that they should not write yet. 

2 �[4.6] Play the recording, pausing after each 
person to give students time to write. Students 

compare answers in pairs and/or as a class. They then 
discuss whose plans are most interesting. 
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t.'�)VERS .·
. ,., .. !('·

t,a 'is renting b are coming 'c hm h<1�rig . J
i:'� iscooking e are going. f'b.r�;meeting ,. 
'-�e·verb' form used is the Pres1?f.ih'.:ontinifoiis.
'tO_ghltght:that tn tliis context tt 1snotbe1nfuse!:f t9: .·.:� 
·tali< about the gresent. • d ',: . . ' f."t'\·' ',i 

� ,' " ( • :i � -:,- t�' \i .� 

Gramm alysls 

Write a couple of examples of the Present Continuous from
the recording on the board. Highlight:
• the use of the Present Continuous for future

arrangements. This often means that you have arranged
it with another person or told them about it 

• the fact that the future time is usually given (this New 
Year) or is understood from the context.

Note 
Although many grammar books distinguish between the use
of Present Continuous for future arrangements and going to
+ verb for future plans, in practice the Present Continuous is
often used for plans, for example I'm staying in and 

washing my hair tonight. However, the Present Continuous
is not used for general intentions, for example I'm going to

study hard this year. Avoid discussing this unless a student
asks you about it. Going to is covered in Module 6. 

ANSWER 

The best explanation is c. 

PRACTICE 

1 Words to check: something unusual, go abroad. Do 
one or two examples of possible questions with the 

class. Drill them, demonstrating appropriate intonation for
questions. Give students a few minutes to think about their
questions and practice saying them.

2 Demonstrate how to fill in the answers next to Name
and Notes (see Exercise 1 above). Tell students to stand

up and move around the class, talking to as many different
people as they can. Give them ten minutes. They should not
speak to the same person more than twice.

:.................................................. . 
j Exercise 2: alternative suggestion 

: If you have a large class and it is not possible for 
: your students to move around, put them in groups of 
: four to six to ask each other their questions. They
: can then pair up with someone from another group 
: to compare answers at the next stage.

............................................................ 
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3 Students compare answers in pairs or small groups
and/or with the whole class. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Present Continuous for future arrangements,
page 24
IBID Resource bank: 48 I'm having lunch with Madonna

(Present Continuous for future arrangements), page 133

Prepare and talk about a 
personal calendar 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages
6-7, and Responding to learners' individual language

needs on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 36)

1 Elicit an example of an important date, for example
your birthday, the day you start a new job. Put 

students in pairs or groups to think of others.

2 a) �[4.7) Tell students that they will hear the
recording twice. The first time, they should write only

the dates mentioned, in column 1. Emphasize that they will
not hear a date for every month. Play the recording through
without stopping. Students then compare answers.

b) Tell students they only need to write a word or a date for
each blank in column 2. Play the recording again. Students
compare answers in pairs and/or as a class.

a If you want to make the material more personal: 

• Instead of using the recording, give a short
talk about your personal calendar. Invite 
students to ask questions about anything they
are interested in or don't understand.



• If possible, invite another English-speaking
person to the class (another teacher or a
student from a higher-level class). Students
listen to the two of you discussing your
personal calendars and make notes.

b If you are short of time: Instead of using the 
recording, make a caiendar that has already 
been completed with dates and notes to give 
students a model. Discuss it with the class. Show 
students how the notes are expanded to longer 
utterances when speaking. 

Task (PAGE 36)

1 Students draw a blank calendar in their notebooks. 
Remind students to include dates from the past and

future arrangements, as well as events that happen every 
year. Circulate, helping with vocabulary and making sure 
that students are just writing notes. 

2 Ask students to look at part a of the Useful language

box and give them a few minutes to think about what 
they will say. If appropriate, point out phrases like that's the 
day when, the most important date is, and remind students 
of the different tenses they need to use. Encourage 
students who finish early to practice telling you about some 
of their dates. 

3 Put students in pairs or small groups. Ask students to
look at part b of _the Useful language box. Drill some 

examples of questions to help students with their 
intonation. Students take turns to talk about their 
calendars. Students listening make notes so that the group 
can decide afterward which was the most interesting thing, 
and report back to the class. 

. ����·:. :·.��;��;i��· �·��·��·�;i·��� ............ � � 

a If you have short lessons: spread the Task over two 
lessons. Do the Preparation for task in one lesson, 
then ask students to prepare their own calendar 
for homework. Exercises 2 and 3 of the Task, with 
feedback, can then be done in the next lesson. 

b If you have young students who cannot think of 

enough dates of their own for the calendar: 

• Tell them to make it their family's calendar, so
they include important dates for their parents,
sisters/brothers, etc.

• Tell them to think of a famous person they
like and to fill in the calendar as if they are
that person, inventing dates if necessary.

Real life (PAGE 37) 

Phrases for special occasions 

module 4 

1 Words to check: anniversary, illness, operation. 

Students look at the pictures and predict what the
people are saying before looking at the phrases in the box. 
Students work in pairs or groups, then check with the 
whole class. 

Pronunciation 

� [4.8] Play the recording. Pause after each phrase for 
students to repeat and copy the intonation. 

2 �[4.9] Play the recording, pausing for students to 
write the best phrase(s). Alternatively, to give more 

speaking practice, pause the recording and ask students to 
call out their answers. 

f'.ANS°WERS ', . . . 
�r. .' j .�. • .� ... t 

. "" • • !. • 

; a · Happy birthday! Many happy returns! 
tb. cc:irigratulationsi" P-'"' '• . .), .•. ;�·,·'.'..' ·  1t £·t ":f 
:;_c Goocl!jeo.lth! · · ·> 
;'ti It's lovely, thank: you veq, much. 
:. e ; H,cip"py New Year! ' 

,t · Good.luck!· 
g I nope you feel better soon. 

· h Thanks for coming._

3 Refer students to page 161 in the Students' Book and
put them in pairs to practice. Encourage them to: read 

a line, look up, speak. This will stop them stumbling over 
the words too much and encourage natural rhythm. 
Give students a few minutes to invent and practice their 
own conversations. Invite three or four pairs to act out their 
conversations. The other students decide what the situation 
is in each case. 
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Writing (PAGE 38) 

A letter of invitation 

1 Check the meaning of engagement. Give students a
minute to read the letter and decide what kind of 

invitation it is. Get students to tell you where they found the 
relevant information in the letter. 

..... I" ..... 

ANSWER 
If is an invitation to an .engagement paizfy. 
The relevant information is.in para. 2. · ';":-

2 
Students work in pairs or groups to match each
paragraph to its purpose. 

ANSWERS 
how she can get to the party: para. 3 
personal news about Marina: para. 1 . 
the reason/ details: para. 2 
how to reply: para. 4 

Exercise 2: additional activity 

Students look at the following sentences from 
another invitation. 
a We're going to a new restaurant called 

Moonlighting. 
b Are you still doing that evening course in 

Russian? 
c Can you call me one evening next week to let me 

know if you're coming? 
d I booked the table for 8:30. 
e I'm having a party for my twenty-first birthday, 

and I hope you can come. 
f The restaurant's not far from the station. It's 

about five minutes' walk. 
g I finished my university exams last week. I hope 

I did OK! 
h Go straight down Bearnside Road, then first left 

into North Street. 
Students then match the sentences to the paragraph 
of Marina's letter in Exercise 1. 
Highlight any useful words or phrases at this stage: 
Actually/Anyway/I'm writing to tell you about/I really 
hope you can come/We'd love to see you/It's about five 
minutes' walk/Let me know. 

\:."\31 
ANSWERS 
a : 'i>�t<;t., 2, 
b = para. ·1 

¢'.c =·para. 4 
'<(\ l . d =para. 2 

; 'i. . . ... 
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�=;para. 2 
f= para. 3 
g = para. 1 

, h :d �.ara. 3 

3 If you have time, students could plan their letter and
write a rough draft in class. They then write the final 

draft for homework. Put students in small groups to think of 
an imaginary occasion and write their letters to people in 
other groups. Students who have access to email could 
email their invitations to each other for homework 
(and reply!). 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Improve your writing, page 28 
(rn Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet C (Noticing 
and recording collocations), page 135 

Do you remember? (PAGE38)

ANSWERS. 
1 . ..

February 

••• 
October
N����ber 
oe2ember 

•• 

August 

• 

May. 
Jupe 

.2 Yoµ seiid �o{neone,a mrd f�r a birthday,
Ch�tmas, a' ·;;.,edding anniversary. 

. 
. 

· You spend a· tot of money at Christmas, when you
. 99 on vacation,. when you move. house .
. Yo.9 say congr<1tulations·.when someone gets
engaged/mar[ied, wl;zen.s�meone µasses an exgm. ' ,J

You give a present for s9m_�one'.s birth:day, for · , .
Ch�tmas, to say thank you . .•

3 a) yis!t 'four rel,�tjv!ls b )- df;ess up . c) earn .�bme 
moq�y d) answer the' pll.9pe ·· e) take.some· 

' p.hqtographs f) do the photocopying . 
4 a) sitting' 'b) driving c) studying d) maJ.sing 

Ne)· writing f) traveling 
· 

· / ''' 
5 a) 's making b) visits c) isn't spen�ling

d) 's earning e) Do you know .. f) am
celebrating , . \ ' 

6 a) different: one day refers to the."future 
'the other day, refers to the past 

b) the same
. 

c) 
d) 

the same ' ,' 
different: a day off)s a day not �orking, a 'day
out is a trip somewhere for pleasure 

·e) the same .•
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Language focus 1 (PAGE 39) 

Comparatives and superlatives 

1 Students look at the photograph and discuss the 
similarities between the sisters. 

2 8 [5.1) Check that students understand the 
questions, then play the recording. Students compare 

answers in pairs and/or with the whole class. 

ANSWERS , ' 
Sophie and Emma are ;ecy similar. 

., 
. . I' .. . " No,. Emma is different from her two sisters. 

______ s:::.· " 

3 Words to check: fair hair, forehead, both, organized. 

Play the recording again. If necessary, pause after each 
sentence for students to write. Students compare answers 
in pairs and/or with the whole class. 

ANSWERS 
a oldest, taller than b simHar ·.?<;,look like cl eyes � 
e different frOil} 'f more, t}lah g 'thai:t/f.ii;thdays

rammar analysis 
Give students a few minutes to find the comparative/ 
superlative of the adjectives indiyidually or in pairs. Refer 
them to the examples of comparatives and superlatives 
in Exercise 3. Write the table on the board. As you check 
the answers, elicit one or two more examples for each 
rule, and highlight: 

• the spelling rules for 1-syllable adjectives.

• the different rules for 2-syllable adjectives ending in -y 

and other 2-syllable adjectives.

• the use of the with all superlatives.

See Language summary on page 151 of the Students'

Book for more information.

ANSWERS 

1 syll!)ble 

., 

2 syllables 
ending In -y 

2/3 or more 
syllables . 

irregular form� 

.. _ ....... .

adjective comparative . su�rlative 

!all .,, talle� �;;"' ,, 

slim .slirnmer 
(" r 

pg)� I , p.p1�,�

.. pretty , 
friendly 
organized 
modem 
good' 
bad 

prettier 
-'friendlier ' ..

,. ' . mor� organized· 
more modem 
better 
worse 

the tallest 
the slimmest 
the p_alest 

. th� pre.ttiest 
the friendliest 
the most organized 
the -most modem 
the best 
the worst 

2 Give students a minute or two to match the beginnings 
and ends of the sentences. Write the complete sentences 
on the board. Give students time to look at and to 

remember them. Rub out the prepositions and get 
students to test each other in pairs. 

ANSWERS 
a older than b the tallest in c the same as 
d similar to , e different from f looks like 

3 Use examples to highlight the use of more (and the 

most) with nouns, for example X has more pens than YIZ, 

X has the most pens in the class, etc. 

Note 

If students ask you about less, explain that less is used with 
uncountable nouns and fewer with countable nouns. 

PRACTICE 

1 Words to check: warm/cool, bright/dark, top. Focus 
students on the example. Students work individually 

on their sentences, then compare answers in pairs or small 
groups. 

Exercise 1: alternative suggestion 

Students write their sentences with This person at the 
beginning, instead of the student's name. Then they 
read out their sentences in groups and the other 
students guess who they are talking about in each 
case. 

2 Go through the example with students, showing them
other alternatives. For example My brother is the 

tallest person in my family. My grandmother is the oldest 

person in my family, etc. Students work individually on their 
sentences. 

3 Demonstrate this by talking about your own family, 
then asking students what they can remember. If 

possible, bring in some family photographs to pass round 
while you are talking, and ask students to do the same. 

Pronunciation 
1 �- [5.2] Students work individually or in pairs to put 

the sentences in order. Play the recording and check 
the answers with the class. 

ANSWERS 
See tapescript Module 5, recording 2 on page 161 of 
the Students' Book. 

2 � [5.3] Play the recording or say the phrases 
yourself. Highlight the /;;,/ sound in than, from, to, and 
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as. Show students the following stress patterns and 
drill them if necessary . 
... - older than, different from, similar to

••• - the nicest, the biggest, the same as 

Play or say the sentences from -Exercise 1 for students 
to repeat, rather than asking them to recid from the 
page, as this will affect their rhythm. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Comparatives and superlatives, pages 29-30; 
Prepositions in comparative phrases: as, than, from, like,

in, to, page 30 
IBfil Resource bank: SA Put these in order (Comparatives 
and superlatives), page 136 

Reading and vocabulary (PAGE 40)

1 a) If possible, bring in some photographs of famous
men and women to prompt students for this

discussion. Start by telling students who you think is the 
most attractive man/woman and why. Students discuss in 
pairs or groups, then report back briefly on how 
similar/different their ideas are. 
b) Write the saying on the board and explain beholder

(old-fashioned word meaning person who is looking). Give
students a few minutes to discuss their ideas in pairs. Feed
back briefly with the class. Ask if students agree with the
saying and if they have similar sayings in their own
language(s). Ask students to explain the sayings.

2 a) Focus students on the pictures and do an example
with the class. Students discuss the questions in pairs

or groups, and/or as a class. 
b) Tell students to read the text quickly, to see if their ideas
in Exercise 2a were correct. Give them a time limit to
prevent them from reading too intensively, and reassure
them that they are going to read the text again in a few
minutes. Words to check: tanned/to have a suntan, pale,

4 a) Elicit one or two more examples for different
sections, for example hair- Jong. Put students in pairs

or small groups to find more examples in the text. Copythe 
diagram onto the board for feedback. 

b) Ask students to think of any relevant words and refer
them back to all the exercises in Language focus 1 on pages
39-40 of the Students' Book for more words to do with
appearance. Limit this to one or two more words per
category to prevent feedback from taking too long.
Encourage students to work in small groups, since it is a
good opportunity for them to teach each other.

lead, poisonous, wig, on a diet, brave, to compete.
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• �.

:········:·················:·············:········�· 
Exercise 4b: alternative suggestions •

: Exercise 2b: alternative suggestion • • Allocate a different section of the diagram to
� Students read the text and number the pictures each group. Ask them to report back to the class,
: 1-5 in the order that they are mentioned. explaining any unfamiliar words.

3 Go through the example, getting students to find the
relevant part of the text and to explain why the answer 

is true. Tell students to put? ifthere is nothing in the text to 
suggest that the answer is true. Students work individually 
or in pairs before checking with the whole class. 
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• Ask each group to make a poster of the diagram,
including the words from the text and all the
others they found/thought of. Put the posters on
the walls of the classroom and give students time
to walk around and look at them. Students ask
the people who made the poster about ciny words
that are unfamiliar.



Pronunciation 

1 Show students that a syllable is a part of the word 
with a pronounced vowel sound in it using a couple 
of examples. Demonstrate that although teres in 
interesting looks like two ·syllables because there are 
two vowel sounds, it only counts as one because the 
first 'e' is not pronounced, Put students in pairs to 
decide the number of syllables. 

2 � [5.4) Play the recording once through for students 
to check their_answers. Play the recording again for 
students to repeat, or drill the words yourself. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Describing appearances), page 32 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 42)

Describing what people look like 

Before you start the activity, get students to brainstorm any 
questions they already_know for asking about appearance. 
Do not correct any mistakes at this point, but simply answer 
the questions. 

1 Words to check: wavy l'weivil, untidy IAn'ta1di/, average

/rev;md3/. Do an example first, then students work 
individually or in pairs before checking with the whole class. 

Note 

Differences in meaning and form are covered in the Analysis

box. Students will also see more examples in Exercise 3a to 
help them work out the differences. 

2 Give students a moment or two to look at the photos 
and discuss the questions with the class. 

ANSW'f.R ... 
Richard Gere 
. / r\, ,• .) .• ' 

module 5 

3 a) Put students in pairs to match the answers to the
questions in Exercise 1. Check answers with the whole

class. Pronunciation to check: overweight /,ouv�rwe1t/, 
straight /stre1t/, middle-aged /,m1dl'e1d3d/, tidy /'ta1di/. 

b) Put students in pairs to decide which phrases match the
film stars, and think of ways to describe their appearance.

Grammar analysis 
Give students a few minutes individually or in pairs to fill 
in the blanks in question 1. Ensure they don't look back at 
the examples in Exercises 1 and 3. As you check the 
answers, write the sentences on the board so you can refer 
to them later. Highlight: 
• the word order in the questions: What color is ... ? not

11'Rst is e;e'er ... ?, Does he have ... ? not fie fiees RS' ·e ... ?
• the possessive adjective: He's in his twenties. She's in

her thirties. I'm in my forties. etc.
• the singular form of question e: What is her hair like?

• the plural form of question f: What do they look like?

Drill any questions/answers which your students find 
difficult. For example What ... like? vs. What ... look like?

f���!it ·. .·. ' ' ' if'r::-i : ! o. 
l,;,�;;;,:�;��t� is, lt's ·: b·ffow, ts .'� clias,;.gdt; has
;X''\�. H9.w,"i�J in her.:_: ,e a.re,'like, They're .. 
/,\' f:d9es,;lookdike;;looks, · . ; 
. '2 '.'e asks for ct description/0p,inion of s�mething, 

f <isks about appearance· 

PRACTICE 

1 
Students work individually or in pairs, before checking 
with the whole class . 

. ANSWERS 

a· What's your new dress like? 
b · -�hat color are her eyes? 
c Does .he have long hair? 
d They're in their teens. 
e What does her husband look like? 
f What do her children look like? 
g He· has glasses and a beard. 
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2 If possible, bring in a selection of photographs of
famous people for this activity. Student A thinks of one 

of the people in the photographs. Student B guesses who it is. 
Set up the following scoring system: 
B scores points according to how many questions are asked 
before getting the right answer - 1 O points after one 
question, 9 points after two questions and so on, down to 
1 point after ten questions. If B fails to guess after ten 
questions, A gets 3 points. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Describing what people look like, pages 30-31 
lBiJ Resource bank: SB An alien 'family (Vocabulary for
describing people's appearance), page 137 

Wordspot (PAGE 43)

look 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 Do the first sentence with the class. Students then 
work individually or in pairs. Check with the class. 

ANSWERS 

section a: a, c, e, i section b: b, f s�ction cl:-d -, - -
section c2: j section d: g :·s�ction e:'li�-' · }r,.;; ,, 
Although see and look are 'n&t lnterchar'lgeable, tne':.idea 
of "turning your eyes to son:,ethrng;; -,s the same. �-';, §, : 

::..'"''"' ),!,-<� •:i-· 

2 Do an example with the class and give students a few
minutes to complete the questions individually, before 

comparing answers in pairs or small groups. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (look), page 32 

Describe a suspect to the 
police 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs
on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 44)

1 Discuss the questions with the class. Elicit thief and 
steal something as one of the possible crimes that the 

man committed. 
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,preparation for task: additional 
suggestion 

If there have been any crime stories of interest in the 
news recently, you could bring in the newspaper 
pictures/headlines for discussion and vocabulary. 

2 Set the scene, telling students that thieves have stolen
a valuable painting from an art gallery. Check the words 

description, suspect, elevator, and witness then put students 
into A and B groups. Within each group, students work in 
smaller groups of two to four. Give them time to read their 
cards and check that they understand what they have to do. 
Make sure that As look at the pictures on page 146 for only 
two minutes and choose the suspect. Bs must not look at the 
pictures! Tell As to look at part a of the Useful language box. 
Bs look at part b. Circulate, and help with vocabulary. 
Encourage students to make a note of their description/ 
questions, to help them with the Task later. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary booster: parts of the face and body, 
page 33 

Task (PAGE 45)

1 Put students in A/B pairs and check that they understand
what to do. Make it clear that B (the police officer) can

choose whether to make written notes about the suspect or 
to use the blank outline to draw the face. For the latter, 
students should reproduce the face outline, larger, in their 
notebooks. Demonstrate how B can use questions to check 
the accuracy of the drawing. Circulate and collect examples 
of good language use/errors, for analysis and correction later. 

2 a)-c) As students finish the first part of the Task, direct
them to the pictures of suspects on page 140. Make it 

clear that B (the police officer) has a maximum of two 
chances to choose the right picture. If the first guess is 
wrong, A can explain why, but not point to the correct 
picture until B has had a second guess. 

3 Feed back briefly on how many guesses the police
officers needed. Ask two or three students to comment 

on the accuracy of the witness' description. This leads 
naturally into analysis and correction of the language used 
during the Task. Put the language you collected onto the 
board or an overhead projector transparency. Give students 
time in pairs to decide which are good examples of 
language use, and which need correction. 

Task: alternative suggestion 

a Role-play: if your students enjoy acting out roles, 
give the police officers and the witnesses role cards 
with different characteristics, so they can act out 
the interview "in character." Examples for the 



police officer: It is late in the day. You are tired and
you want to go home./You are a new officer and you 
don't want to make any mistakes. Examples for the 
witness: You don't remember the man very well, but 
you want to help the poli<;e officer as much as 
possible./You have a very good memory and you want 
to know if there is a reward for helping the police to 
catch the thief. 

Optional writing 

Give students a model for this. Write a description of one of 
the other suspects on the board or an overhead projector 
transparency for students to read and choose the correct 
picture. When students have written their description, tell 
them to swap with a partner, to guess who it is. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Improve your writing (Writing a description), 
page 34 

Real life (PAGE 45) 

Social chitchat 

1 Students read the definition of chitchat. Ask students 
if the people in the first picture know each other,

whether they are friends, and what topic(s) from the list 
they might talk about. Students then discuss the other 
pictures in pairs, or continue the discussion as a class. 

2 �[5.5] Tell students to tick the topics in the box 
when they hear them. 

3 �J[S.6) Look at the first answer with the class and 
elicit some possible questions: It's a nice day, isn't it?

It's lovely weather today, isn't it? Students predict the other 
questions. They can do this orally or write their questions 
on a separate piece of paper. Students then write the actual 
questions in their books as they listen to the recording. Play 
the recording. Pause after each question. 

AN:SWERS 

See tapescript Module 5, recording 5 on page 161 of 
tpe Stµderits' Book.'

module 5 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
�[5.7] Play the recording or say the questions 
yourself. Point out that the speakers use a higher pitch 
at the beginning of the question, which makes them 
sound interested. Demonstrate this by giving an 
example of a question with very flat intonation, then 
contrast it with the same question, sounding interested. 
Play the recording again for students to repeat. 

4 a) Put students in pairs to prepare their conversations.
Suggest that they practice the conversation first, so 

that they can act it out without reading from a script. 

b) As each pair acts out their conversation, tell the other
students to think about the three questions in Exercise 4a.
They can then answer the questions when the conversation
is finished.

. �-����i��. �-:. ��;�·;��·;i��-������;i��- ...... �-

If you have a large class: Put students in groups of six 
(three pairs), to act out their conversations. This will 
be less time-consuming than having each pair act 
out to the whole class. Position yourself so that you 
can listen in to parts of conversations from all the 
groups, then do some general feedback on the 
language afterward. 

. ......................................................... . 

Do you remember? (PAGE46)

�J-
""
i' , ,;,,.· �·. ,.-.:-""--

;,�1'1J$��s. ..; .. I ;. 
,r� :-- - , 

l r•a), 1 the ni' st 2 n�rer 3 bigger 4 the most 
�:· ..... : ;un:u.s:ual�::� th� m:ost,:useful 

"<"·" · ;,,;· f: 1 , ,; ;• __ , :,': .: ,-" 2· ,a) attractive b) overweight. c) tanned, 
· d) d9rk. e) short

.3 'q) look ·. · b) J1as · "-c) to · d) from e) lik� 
'; � ·,, ' • -·,. ,· ·,':'f:, ·:.. JJq ' ., 

4 a) beaµty b) attractive ·c) fashionable 
d) to describe

5 a) 1 Did you have'a·good vacation? 
2 Have you:·got ciny_ plans for tomorrow? 
3 Did you see any movies on the weekend? 
4 Sb are' you here on business? 
5 Are you feelirig OK ·to�ay? 
6 ,flow'.s the family? >

. 7 Is this your first time in (New York)? 
' 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

IBiJ Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet D
(Recording new vocabulary), page 139 
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module 6 
Language focus 1 (PAGE 47)

Intentions and wishes: going to, planning to, 
would like to, would prefer to 

1 Focus students on the pictures. Establish that all the 

people have time off from work or school/college. 

Check that students understand the questions and put them 

in pairs or small groups for the discussion. 

2 Personalize the topic of the. quiz by referring back to

the pictures and telling students what you prefer to do 

in your free time. Check that students understand the title 

of the quiz: a live wire= someone who is very active and 

has a lot of energy; a couch potato = someone who spends 

a lot of time sitting and watching television. Get students to 

predict which of these their partner is. Students do the quiz 

in pairs, taking turns to read out the questions and make a 

note of each other's answers. 

3 Keep the discussion light-hearted by suggesting that

students decide if their partner is a live wire, a couch 

potato, or something in between, for example a semilive 

wire, a busy couch potato. Elicit an example of a resolution 

about free time. Students discuss the questions in groups. 

Write senter.ces a and b on the board and elicit one or 

two more examples from the quiz for each verb form, for 

example I'm going to tidy my desk/watch a movie on TV. 

Highlight: 

• the fact that in both sentences the person has thought

about the plan, but in sentence b they have thought

more about it, and possibly how to do it, for example

when to meet the friends.

• the negative form: I'm not going to/I'm not planning to.

• the question form: (What) are you going to ... ? (What)

are you planning to ... ? 

• I'm going (to the movies) is usually preferred to I'm going

to go (to the movies) because it sounds less awkward.

Note 

Students may ask about the difference between this verb 

form and the Present Continuous, which was covered in 

Module 4. Remind them that the Present Continuous is used 

for future arrangements, and that another person is often 

involved (you have made the arrangement with them). There 

is, of course, some overlap here, since I'm planning to meet 

a few friends could also involve some form of arrangement. 

It really depends on how the speaker sees the event. 

2 Write sentences c and d on the board. Elicit another 

example from the quiz for each verb form, for example: 
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I'd prefer to join a health club. I'd like to go on a biking 

tour. Highlight: 

• would like is a less direct, and therefore more polite,

way of saying want.

• would prefer means want something more than 

something else. 

• the question forms: Would you like ... ? Would you 

prefer ... ? 

• the negative forms: wouldn't like and wouldn't prefer

(although the latter is not very common).

3 Elicit that the infinitive is used with all four verb forms. 

PRACTICE 

Note 

You may wish to do the Pronunciation box at this point, 

before students start the Practice activities. 

1 a) Go through the examples with the class. Give

students time to look through the list of ver-bs and

phrases. Point out that res·olutions can be positive and 

negative. Words to check: argue, spend time + verb -ing, 

keep in touch with, stop+ verb -ing. 

b) Elicit an example of a resolution from a good student, or

give one of your own. Put students in pairs or small groups

to compare and discuss their resolutions. Feed back briefly

on some of the more-unusual res.oJutions.

2 Establish the idea of going away for a day or weekend

If possible, bring in pictures/pamphlets from places of 

interest near your school, and find out where your students 

have been recently. Do the first question from the table with 

the class, then give students a few minutes to prepare the 

others. Put students in groups of three to ask their 

questions. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11.

1 [§1 [6.1] Tell sttldents to write the letter.s a-d in their
notebooks and point out that a contraction counts as 



two words. Play the recording, stopping after each 
sentence for students to count and write down the 
number of words. 

2 Say the phrases yourself, showing students that the 
stress falls on the main verbs, for example 
planning/have, going/see and that to is therefore weak. 
Drill the phrases. 

3 Play the recording again, or say the sentences yourself 
for students to repeat. Extend this pronunciation work 
by drilling the question forms of the phrases in 
Exercise 2 and helping students with their intonation. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Intentions and wishes (going to and planning 

to), page 35 

i1rnJ Resource bank: 6A Talk about the future (going to,

would like to, would prefer to, will/won't). page 140 

Vocabulary and speaking (PAGE 49)

Vacations 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 a) Before you start the activity, elicit one or two 
examples of the important features of a vacation. Put 

students into pairs or small groups to discuss their (four) 
most important features. 

b) Encourage students to describe what they can see in
each picture, and whether they are positive or negative
aspects of vacations. Get students to use language they
know, rather than stopping to teach words like delay and 
building site, since these are covered in Exercise 2. 

2 a) Do an example with the class, then give students
a few minutes to divide up the rest of the phrases. 

b) Put students in pairs or small groups to compare their
answers and think of more ideas. Give them a limit of two 
or three extra ideas per category to prevent the activity
becoming too long. As you check the answers, drill the
phrases if necessary.

. �-��-r�i��. ;·�; ·�;����:�;�� -��-��;:�;�·� .... · lJ· 
When you put students into groups to compare 
answers, give each group a set of cards with the 
phrases, and some blank pieces of card. Students can 
then physically move the phrases into groups, and 
can write their own ideas on the blank cards to add 

module 6 

to the groups. Students then take turns to turn over 
some of the phrases in each group and ask their 
partners to remember them. 

3 a) Start by giving students an example of a vacation of
your own. Ask if any of them have had a similar 

experience. 

b) Students tell their stories in pairs or small groups and 
see how many experiences they have in common.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Vacations), page 37 

Listening and speaking (PAGE so)

The vacation in hell 

1 Give students a minute or two to read the brochure 
and ask them why it is a "dream" vacation. 

2 Put students into pairs, A and B. Give them time to
prepare what they are going to say, before acting out 

the conversation. Get one or two pairs to act out their 
conversations for the class. 

Exercises 1 and 2: alternative
suggestion
For stronger groups, put students into A and B pairs, 
and tell As to look at the brochure, and Bs to close 
their books. As prepare what to say about the 
vacation, while Bs think of questions to ask them. 

3 a) � [6.2] Establish that Mark and Rosa have
now come back from vacation and are talking on a TV 

program about how terrible it was. Refer students back to 
the problems in Exercise 2 on page 49 of the Students' Book 

and tell them to underline any they hear. Feed back briefly 
with the whole class. 

tf�S�RS \ !r' .. .,c . . .
;

/;The plane was delayed ang there was bad we,a,ther 
::':-'•" ,·, . ·,: <, ,.·�· ·;, . ';'-'<�- :..., .'-' '-·:·,, ·- � :,:i.,: ,. ' • . -J,: 

} (a hurricane), so they had fo fly fo qnot�er city. 
, ,'.\ �: ,>'. • ;_·· -5:·,;"·. ' .' c. • 

b) Encourage students to predict the second part of the
story, either as a class, or in groups.

Emphasize that students do no need to understand the 
details of the story yet, just enough to get a general idea 
about whether their predictions were correct. Play Part 2 
and give students time to discuss what they heard in pairs 
or groups, before checking as a class. 

ANSWERS 

Tl}e hotel. that Mark_pnd Rosa went to was awfuJ. 
The sea was dirty, there was no. beach, there were 
problems with the swimming pool and the food. 
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4 Before playing each part of the story again, give
students time to look at the sentences. Words to

check: a five-star hotel, sandy beach, ants, lettuce. Play the 
recording and give students time after each part to 
compare answers in pairs. Encourage students to explain 
why the answers are true or false in Part 2. 

ANSWERS ,�-; 
', �a� 1 h'lr,�';, · ,., -,x, ., ,,, ,, • 

cf over £J i{_)()() 1·� ,_May, th� weather's peautiful in 
May ·c there was bad weather i� the Caribbean 
d 12 e there wcis,Q hurricane ( the capital city 
Part 2 . . :· ,. '' ' 
a false b fals� <: false. " d 'true . e true 
f false . g true-- h-true�·3---

5 a) Remind �tude_nts of the conversations they acted
out before listening to the story of the holiday.

Before you start the activity, elicit or give some language for 
the friend to use while they are listening to Mark/Rosa's 
story, for example Oh no, really? You're joking! I don't

believe it! and suggest that they could give advice about 
what to do next, for example I think you should ... 
b) Students discuss the question as a class.

Exercise Sb: additional suggestions 

for writing practice 

Students write a letter of complaint to the travel 
agency who organized Mark and Rosa's vacation. 
• Either: Elicit the whole letter from the students

and write it on the board. Discuss with them the
best way to word each paragraph. Students then
write up the letter for homework.

• Or: give students a cap letter with blanks. They
fill in the blanks with relevant information about
what happened on the vacation, then compare
with other students.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

IBID Resource bank: 68 Vacation crossword (Vacation 
vocabulary), page 141 

Language focus 2 (PAGE s1) 

Predictions: will and won't

Check that students understand the context and emphasize 
that they need to choose only the statements which are true 
of their capital city in August . If you have a mononationality

class: students compare their choices in small groups and 
explain why they made those choices. If you have a

multinationality class: students compare choices in mixed 
nationality groups and see how similar or different they are. 
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Grammar analysis 

Go through the three options and elicit/explain that 
sentences a-h all describe things you expect to happen, 
they are predictions. 

2 Write a positive and a negative example on the board 
and highlight: 
• the use ofwil/ in a positive sentence and won't

(will not) in a negative one.
• will/won't are followed by the infinitive of the verb

without to.

• the use of the contraction 'II particularly after personal
pronouns, it and there.

• the question form Will I ... ?
• the use of be able instead of can after will/won't.

Consolidate by getting students to change the form of 
the other sentences: Change sentence d into the positive, 
sentence f into the negative, sentence g into a question. 

�1�t�iM .. fitl1oi:1e1"01i 

.. · WjU it b:� ve.r-y hotb,
I ':i."";ii\;-r 'I, --h>;;:)""10:>. 'i--

"'

.:gS' '-¥: ·,·._ 

Y0u .can'M'ind·xiliotel, 
...,�- Ci,-; . ):' �,���"', � • -:-

PRACTICE 

Note 

You may wish to do the Pronunciation box at this point 
before going on to the Practice activities. 

1 Put students in pairs and tell them that A is Matt and 
B meets him during a visit to London. Matt asks about 

coming to stay in B's capital city. Focus students on the 
example, an,d suggest some other topics, for example 
accommodations, clothes to take. Students act out the 
conversation in pairs. Feed back brieffy on any errors you 
heard in the use of will/won't during this activity. 

2 a) Establish that if Matt stays longer in the country, he
may want to do some of the things in the box. Students

match the parts of the questions individually or in pairs 
before checking with the class. 

ANSWERS 

1 Will I hb.ve tq _make an appojntment? 
2 Will I have to leave' a tip? 

. 3. Will I have to pay? 
4 Wi}l I need to book a seat? 
5 Will it be crowded? 
6 Will it be expensive? 
7 Will the people be able to speak English? 
8 How long will it take? 
9 What documents will I need? 

10 Will there be anywhere to sleep? 



b) Do an example with the class. Put students in pairs to 
choose questions for two of the situations, for example 
open a bank account: Will I have to make an appointment?

What documents will I need?

Demonstrate the conversation first with a strong student,
then put students into pairs to act out their conversations. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10--11. 

1 Students fill in the blanks individually or in pairs. 

2 � [6.3] Play the recording once for students to check 
their answers. Play it again or say the sentences 
yourself for students to repeat. 

Students then practice further in pairs. One gives a 
prompt, for example hot and the other responds with 
a prediction It'll be hot. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Predictions (will and won't), page 36;

Pronunciation ('II, will, and won't); page 36

Plan your dream vacation 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 52)

1 
a) Focus students on the advertisements and check
that they know where the places are. If you have

access to a world map, make this more realistic by having 
students find the places on the map. 

b) Either: Check these words with the class and elir:it which 
holiday they relate to. Or: Put students in pairs to check the 
words in their Minidictionary and match them to the 
relevant vacation. Pronunciation to check: safari /s;i'fa:ri/, 
cruise /kru:z/, canal /k;i'mel/, rental accommodations /rent;il 
;i,ko:m;ide1J;inz/, excursion /Jk'sk3:r:5;in/.

ANSWERS 

African Wildlife Safari: a safari lodge, the dry 
season, an ostrich 
European City Tour: a cruise, a canal 
The Florida Experience: a theme park, a motel, 
rental accommodations, dolphins and killer whales, 
sailing 
All three vacations: an excursion 

2 

module 6 

Encourage students to predict the answers to the 
questions. Do this as a class, or in small groups. 

Task (PAGE 53)

1 Establish the idea of a dream vacation. Refer back to 
Students' Book page 50, Listening and speaking, if 

necessary. Put students in small groups to decide on one of 
the three vacations. It is important that the students in each 
group agree on the same vacation. If students in any group 
really cannot agree, regroup them with students who have 
the same preference. Alternatively, simply allocate the 
holidays to different groups. 

2 a) Refer students to pages 140, 146, and 144 of the
Students' Book. 

b) Explain that in each fact file there are some choices to
be made, for example how long you spend in each city on 
the European Tour. Direct students to part a of the Useful

language box and remind them of I'd like/prefer to ...

Point out the language for suggestions: How about + verb 
-ing!We could + verb. You may prefer to do this after the 
Task, to avoid interrupting the discussion.

Give students ten to fifteen minutes to discuss the fact file 
and complete the table. 

3 Before putting students with new partners, warn
them that they are going to ask each other about their 

vacations and explain what they have planned. Direct them 
to parts b and c of the Useful language box, and point out 
that going to is used in the questions and answers because 
they are talking about plans. Give students a few minutes to 
think about how they will present their vacation, and what 
questions they will ask their partners. While students explain 
their vacations to their new partners, circulate and collect 
examples of good language use and/or errors for analysis 
and correction later. Ask three or four students to report 
back on the best things about their partner's vacation. 

Task: alternative suggestions 

a If you have access to authentic vacation brochures: use 
this material for Preparation for task and the Task 
itself. Choose a selection of vacations which you 
know will appeal to your students. Use the 
Preparation stage to teach any essential vocabulary, 
and for students to fill in a table similar to those at 
the back of the Students' Book. The Task can then be 
staged in the same way as above. 

b If you want to make Exercise 3 into a role-play: 

A takes the role of a travel agent, and tries to sell 
their vacation to B. A attempts to persuade B to 
change their mind and choose the vacation A 
has described. Students then change partners, 
and change roles, so B is now the travel agent. In 
feedback, students report back on who was the 
most persuasive travel agent. 
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Writing (PAGE 53)

Write a postcard 

Introduce the topic by discussing with the class whether 

they like writing postcards, how ma.ny they usually send, 

any interesting postcards they have received, etc. 

1 a) Do the first pair as an example. Students then work

on the rest individually or in pairs before checking with

the whole class. 

b) Students copy the phrases onto the postcard, then

compare answers in pairs before checking with the whole

class.

2 Give students a moment or two to read the list of 

things to include in their postcard. They then work 

individually or in pairs to write it. Suggest that they address 

their postcard to someone else in the class. Put the 

postcards up on the classroom walls for everyone to read. 

Exercise 2: additional suggestion 

To make the activity more realistic, bring in a 

selection of blank postcards collected from friends, 

colleagues, etc., for students to write on. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Improve your writing (More postcards), 

pages 39-40. 
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Consolidation 

modules 1-6 (PAGEs 54-55)



module 7 

Vocabulary and speaking (PAGE 56)

Ambitions and dreams 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 a) Focus students on the pictures and the examples iri 
the speech balloons. Elicit one or two more examples

of ambitions. To personalize the topic, tell students about 
your ambitions when you were young. 
b) Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss the 
questions. Ask one or two students to feed back from their
pair or group.

2 Do an example with the class. Give students a few 
minutes individually to put the ambitions into the 

categories. Encourage students to use their Minidictionary

here. Check any new words and practice by repetition 
drilling. Pronunciation to check: business /'brzn;:is/, degree

/dr'gri:/, abroad fa'bm:d/, millionaire /,mrlj;:i'ner/, orchestra

/':):rk;:istr.:i/. 
Put students in pairs or small groups to compare and 
explain their answers. 

3 Give students a minute or two individually to think 
about their answers to these questions, and to ask you 

for any language they need. Feedback briefly on some of 
the most interesting ideas and unusual ambitions. 

4 Remind students of the importance of remembering 
word combinations, and of how to record them 

systematically, for example via word locusts (Module 1 ). 
Direct students to the phrases in Exercise 2 and elicit an 
example, learn (how) to drive/speak a foreign language. Give 
students a few minutes individually to underline more 
examples before checking in pairs and with the whole class. 
If students made posters for the combinations in Module 1, 
they can add those with go and play from this exercise, and 
make new posters for have, get, and become. Students can 
then test their partners like this: A: married B: get married

ANSWE,RS 
learn (how). to drive 

. heco,_�.e-fam9u�[ci millionaire/�cilly good at ...
start y<;>ur own. ousiness 
go to college/abroad 
have.a (large) family/a child 
write ;a novel or a poem 
play in a band or an orchestra 
get a degree/married/a job 
buy your own home 
travel around the world 
appear on TV or in a movie 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Ambitions and dreams), page 45 
!RID Resource bank: 7 A Ambition dominoes (Verb/noun 
collocations), page 142 

Reading (PAGE 57)

1 Students discuss as a class which people they have 
seen in movies/on TV, and what they know about them 

(where they are from, what movies they have been in, 
information about their private lives, etc.). 

2 Check briefly that students understand what all the 
jobs are, and what people do in those jobs. Then ask

them, as a class or in pairs, to guess which person did 
which job. 
Tell students to read the text and see if their guesses were 
correct. Words to check: make a living, support a family,

argue with someone. 

AN$'WERS 

D�stiq. tioffman - "".aiter; Hamson ford - carpenter; 
Aptqnio B9i;i.d7:as - modeJ;.Roseanne Barr - : 1 

, assistant chef; Jwa.n McGregor - street musician; 
;',io� f:Ianks T beHman; Michael Caine - soldier 

3 Establish that the questions may relate to more than
one of the people in the text. Put students in pairs 

to discuss the questions before checking with the 
whole class. 

ANSWE�S-
ia Dustin Hoffman "a nervous-looking waiter 

,,spiHed'coffee" 
b' Harris.on Ford "supporting his young family" 
c .Roseaqne Barr "quit after arguing with her boss" 
d · Tom Hanks "play .the role of bellhop" 

M,ichael Caine ''.his experience of military service 
helped him" "her9es weren't all tall, with perfect 
teeth ... but ordinary guys ... that's the way I 
always try to play them.,, 

e Tom Hanks "You make good tips and a nice 
wage, working three, four days a week." 

f Tom Hanks "a nice wage." Possibly Ewan 
McGregor, if students think that £20 a day is 
good for a street musician. 

g Michael Caine "he hated life as a soldier." 
Possibly Dustin Hoffman, and Roseanne Barr 
because she had a bad relationship with her boss. 
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4 Students work in pairs to discuss the questions. Feed
back briefly on any interesting points. 

:.................................................. .

j Exercise 4: alternative suggestion 
: In pairs, students think of other jobs which would 
• provide useful experience for someone becoming an
: actor (or newscaster, TV host, news reporter, etc.).
: They then justify their choices to the rest of the class.

Language focus 1 (PAGE ss)

Present Perfect and Past Simple with for

Language focus 1: notes on the approach to 
the Present Perfect 
Rather than dividing the Present Perfect into several 
different uses, as is customary in many teaching 
materials, our approach is to show that the Present 
Perfect has essentially one meaning: It connects the past 
to the present. The past action or state is still part of the 
present in some way. Therefore, in both Language focus 1 
and 2 students are shown that the Present Perfect refers 
to "a period of time that continues from the past to the 
present," which we believe is more useful for students 
than distinguishing different uses. 

1 Students look at the pictures. See if they remember 
that Antonio Banderas was a model before he was an

actor. Direct students to the two sentences and give them a 
minute or two, individually or in pairs, to consider questions 
a and b before checking with the whole class. 

ANSWERS 

a became famous is finished has been a famous

actor continues up to the present 
b the first sentence uses the Present Perfect, the 

second sentence uses the Past Simple 

2 Establish that students will find the information they
need in the text, but they may need to make the 

sentences themselves, for example Tom Hanks has won

several Academy Awards. Before he was famous, he

worked as a bellhop in the Hilton Hotel. Put students in 
pairs to make their sentences, before checking with the 
whole class. 
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POSSIBLE ANSWERS 

a Tom Hank(has appeared in many movies'lhas 
won several-Academy Awards. Before-he wds 
famous, he worked as a bellhop in. the:Hiltoii Hotel. 

b Roseanne Barr has been ·a comedienne/has 
- appeared on TV,for.;JJ1 any years, Before she
became fa:mou'.s, sh� w�; an assistant chef in an -
expensive restaurant.

c Michael Caine has appe.ared-in over ninety 
movies/has been a movie actor for over forty 
years. Before he was famous, he spent two years 
in the army. 

Language focus 1: alternative 
suggestion 
If you do not have time or do not wish to use the 
reading text in class: 
Either: Give students the reading text for homework, 
then ask them to tell you or a partner as much as 
they can remember about it. Ask them what job 
Antonio Banderas did before he was famous, then 
move on to the Language focus. 
Or: Use the famous people on page 57 of the 
Students' Book for discussion as suggested. Ask 
students to guess which jobs the people did before 
they were famous. Tell them the answers yourself, 
then focus on the pictures of Antonio Banderas and 
proceed with the Language focus. 
In both cases you will need to omit Language focus 1, 
Exercise 2 and move straight from Exercise 1 to the 
Analysis. 

Give students time to match the sentences with the 
timelines. Copy the timelines onto the board, to help you 
clarify the following points in feedback. 
a refers to a finished period of time in the past 
b refers to a period of time that began in the past and 

continues to the present 
c refers to a period of time starting in the present and 

continuing into the future 

ANSWERS 

a - timeline 2 b - tirileline 3 c ...: timeiine-1



2 Elicitthe Past Simple and Present Perfect forms of the 
verbs onto the board. Then elicit the question and 
negative forms for both tenses. Highlight: 
• have and has are often shortened to 've and 's.
• negatives are formed with haven't and hasn't.

• in questions have/has and the pronoun are inverted.
• the form of the past participle. For regular verbs, this is

verb + ed; irregular past participles have to be learned
individually. Refer students to the list on page 148 of
the Students' Book.

3 Point out that we can add for to the end of the questions, 
for example How long has he been famous for? Elicit the 
question forms for sentences a-c in question 1 above: 
a How long were you in New York (for)?

b How long have you been in New York (for)? 

c How long are you in New York (for)? 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

t:irnJ Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet E (Using 
the Minidictionary: irregular verbs - part 2), page 146 

PRACTICE 

Note 
You may wish to do the Pronunciation box at this point, if 
your students would benefit from hearing some examples 
before the Practice activities. 

1 Focus students on the examples. Establish that they
can complete the sentences with either the Past Simple 

or the Present Perfect, depending on what is true for them. 
As students write their sentences, circulate to help with 
vocabulary. 

:· .................................................. . 
j Exercise 1: alternative suggestion 
: For stronger classes, students do the exercise orally, 
: without writing out their sentences first. This also 
: gives more opportunity for student-student 
: correction. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
1 1�][7 .1] Do an example of your own with the 

students first, for example I had my first car for eight

years. Show them how to count the words on their 
fingers, and point out that contractions count as two 
words. Play the recording twice if necessary to allow 
students to get used to this type of exercise. 
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2 Play the sentences again, stopping after each one to 
give students time to write. 

Focus students on the example sentence. Point out 
that for is weak because it is not stressed. Show 
students that the r in for links to the next word if it 
begins with a vowel, for example for/about.

3 Before students practice saying the sentences, ask 
them to look for more examples of weak forms as 
highlighted above. Then play the recording or say 
the sentences yourself, for students to repeat. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

l1ffiJ Resource bank: 78 Life circles (Present Perfect and 
Past Simple), page 143 

2 Put students into pairs and do this exercise as a race:
The first pair to tell you which of the verbs are regular/ 

irregular, then the first pair to complete all the Past Simple 
and past participle forms. Refer students to the list of 
irregular verbs on page 148 of the Students' Book.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

. i1mJ Resource bank: 7C Happy verb families (Irregular past 
tenses and past participles), page 144 

3 Give students a minute or two to look at the ideas and
comment on them with a partner. 

a Students look at the verbs in the left-hand column of the 
list on page 148 of the Students' Book (five verbs are 
enough to remember at once) for about a minute. They then 
cover the column and write as many as they can remember 
on a separate piece of paper. They uncover the column to 
check. 
c Studeots choose two of the verbs from the list and write 
sentences with them. If possible, the sentences should have 
some personal relevance, for example I left home at 7:30 

this morning, as this will be more memorable. 
d Students repeat the verbs in the right hand column to 
themselves several times, then 
e test each other on those verbs. 
Discuss briefly which method(s) different students 
preferred. Set students the task of trying the ideas for the 
next week/two weeks. Ask them to be ready to report back 
at the end of that time. 
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ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Present Perfect (Exercises 1, 2, 3), pages 41-42 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 59)

Present Perfect and Past Simple with other time 
words 

1 Students look at the picture. A!jk them briefly what 
they think each of Robbie's friends is like, from their

appearance. Students complete the sentences individually 
or in pairs, before checking with the whole class. 

ANSWERS 

1 had 2 was 3 went 4 wanted 5 didn't go 
7 studied 8 decided 9 didn't enjoy 6 spent 

10 liked 

2 Encourage students to predict what has happened to
each of Robbie's friends before they read the text to 

see if their predictions were correct. To make this stage 
more structured, write the predictions on the board and ask 
students to underline any information in the text which is 
the same. Then check answers as a class. 

3 Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss the
questions. 

ANSWERS 

a Ameet has had ten different jobs, has started his 
own company, hasn't made a·million pounds. 
Edward has moved to the United States, has 
made a lot of money, hasn't had a girlfriend. 
Lucy has appeared in plays and commercials, 
hasn't been to Hollywood. 
Kate has worked for Greenpeace, has had a baby. 
Hannah has been married three times, has Jived 
in four different countries. 

b Depends on students' ideas. For example they 
might find it surprising that Edward is the one 
who has made a lot of money. 

Give students a few minutes, either individually or in 
pairs, to answer a and b and underline the verbs. 

ANSWERS 

a Exercise 1 i� about a past time that is finished. 
Exercise 2 is about a period of time that 
'conti�ues from the past to the present. 1 

b Exercise 1 uses the Past Simple. Exercise 2 uses 
the Present Perfect. 

'See note on page 50 about the approach to the Present 

Perfect. 
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2 a Elicit more examples of time phrases from students, for 
example in 1999, in March, last week, on Saturday,

two weeks ago, when he left school. Demonstrate how 
these cannot be used with the Present Perfect by 
writing one or two sentences on the board, for 
example l'••e seeR �iFR lest 1t<eelr. M/e':ce BeeA te Fcs:Rre 
t111e )'eB"5 sge. Ask students to correct them. 

b Start by asking students to find more examples of the 
Present Perfect with no time phrase in Exercise 2, for 
example He has worked in the import-export business.

He has been a realtor. Edward has moved to the 

United States. Kate has worked for Greenpeace. 

Hannah has been married three times. 

Check that students understand the meaning of the 
time words. Ask questions like: Which one means "not 

at any time"? Which one means "a short time before 

now"? Which one means "before now, maybe sooner 

than you expected"? Direct students to the Language 

summary on page 153 of the Students' Book for 
further examples. 

PRACTICE 

1 a) If necessary, highlight the difference between been 

and gone before starting this exercise. Put two
examples on the board 1 He's been to the hospital. 2 He's 

gone to the hospital. Ask students in each case: Where is he 
now? 1 He's not at the hospital: he's either at home again, 
or somewhere else. 2 He's either at the hospital or on his 
way there. 

Go through the example in the book with the class. 
Emphasize that students need to put the words in the 
correct order and put the verbs into the Present Perfect. 

ANSWERS 

·1 I haven't finished sch(!Ol yet.
2 I've just had lunch.
3 I've already been on vacation this year.
4 I've never broken an arm or a i!eg.

5 I haven't been to the dentist yet this year.
6 I haven't done anything exciti�g this week.
7 I've never met anyone famous ...
8 I haven't traveled on a plane this year.
9 I haven't played any sports this week.

10 I've never stolen anything.

b) Demonstrate what students have to do, either with the
example or by doing one of the sentences yourself.
Students discuss answers in pairs or small groups.

2 If necessary, give students time to think about their
answers to these questions and ask you for any 

vocabulary they need, before discussing their answers with 
a partner. After the discussion, feed back on any interesting 
points that you overheard. 



: Exercise 2: alternative suggestion 

: Set up the exercise as a survey. In groups of four to 
: six students find out who has visited the most 
( for�ign cities, changed school/job the most times, 
: etc. Groups then compare their findings. 
:........................................................... . 

3 Give students time to think of three or four people that
they knew and to make some notes about them. They 

could also tell a partner about the people, to help them 
clarify what they are going to write. Refer students back to 
Exercise 2 on pages 59-60 of the Students' Book before 
they start writing. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Present Perfect (Exercises 4-8), pages 42-44 

Words pot (PAGE 61)

know 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 
Do the first one with the class. Students then work 
individually or in pairs before checking with the whole 

class. 

ANSWERS 

a I was at school with her. , _ 
b I'm not sure. I'll let you know tomorrow, · 
c You know; the one you borrowed last week. 
d· I'm sorry, I didn't know about it. . 
e Yes, first press VCR on the remote control, then · ... 
f I know. What about som_e perfume? _ -
g he knows a lot about cars. 
h You know the way to Marta's house, don't you? 

Yes ... I wrote it down som�where ... 

2 Give students a few minutes to look at the diagram and
discuss their ideas with a partner. Check the answers 

with the class. 

ANSWERS 

section a: I'm sorry, I didn't know about it. Do you 
know Sylvia's new phone number? 

section b: Do you know how to program this VCR? 
... he knows a lot about cars. You know 
the way to Marta's house ... 

section c: Yes, I know Ally. 
section d: You know, the one you borrowed ... 

I know. What about some perfume? 
section€. I'm not sure. I'll let you know tomorrow. 
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3 Put students in pairs. Refer A to page 140 and B to
page 144 in the Students' Book. Feed back on any 

interesting or amusing answers. 

Exercise 3: alternative suggestion 

Set up the exercise as a team game. Team A asks 
team B their questions and vice versa; Give points 
for accuracy of language, accuracy of content, 
interest (!). 

: .......................................................... . 

Prepare an interview 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9. 

Preparation for task (PAGE 62)

1 Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss the
people in the pictures and find out from each other as 

much as they can about them. If any of the pairs or groups 
know nothing about-any of the people, feed back with the 
whole class, eliciting information from those who do know. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 

Gwyneth Paltrow: movie star. In 1999, won an 
Oscar for Best Actress for her part in the movie 
Shakespeare in Love. Has recently appeared in movies 
such as A Perfect Murder and The Talented Mr. Ripley.

Tony Blair: elected prime minister of Great Britain 
in 1997. 
Venus Williams: American tennis star. Often plays 
doubles with her sister Serena. 
Edgar Davids: Dutch soccer player. Played for AC 
Milan, bought by Juventus in 1997. Chosen for FIFA's 
all-star World Cup squad. 
Steven Spielberg: movie director and one of 
America's most successful movie makers. Has made 
movies such as Jaws, Raiders of the Lost Ark, and ET.

In 1993, won an Oscar for the movie Schindler's List.

In the same year, Jurassic Park became the most 
successful movie of all time. 
Madonna: pop and movie star. Has starred in 
movies such as Evita and The Next Best Thing.

2 Set the scene for an interview with a journalist. Refer
students to well-known magazines or news programs 

which feature interviews with celebrities. Give students 
about five to ten minutes to choose the best questions for 
each person. Limit this to two or three questions per 
person, to keep the pace moving. Encourage students to 
use their minidictionaries to look up any unfamiliar 
vocabulary. Conduct a brief feedback if necessary. 
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Preparation for task: alternative 
suggestion 

If you feel that the people in the pictures will be of 
limited interest to your students, bring in pictures of 
people (from magazines and newspapers) that you 
know will be of more interest. Alternatively, ask 
students to bring in pictures of famous people that 
they are interested in. 

............................................................ 

Task (PAGE 63)

1 Before putting students in pairs to choose their famous 
person, go through the list and elicit an example for 

each choice. If possible, to make this more authentic, bring 
in relevant pictures and articles, for example about 
someone in the news at the moment, or someone visiting 
the country. Students who really cannot think of someone 
for themselves can choose one of these people. Emphasize, 
however, that both students in the pair should know 
something about the person. 

2 Give students ten to fifteen minutes to prepare
their questions. Either: focus explicitly on the Useful

language box at this point and elicit some examples of the 
different questions. Or: simply draw students' attention to 
it. Circulate, and help with vocabulary and formation of the 
questions, encouraging students to be ambitious in their 
language where possible. 

3 While students are practicing their interviews in pairs, 
circulate, and help them to think of convincing 

answers. This is important so that the interview does not 
break down when they perform it. Suggest ways of opening 
and closing the interview, for example Thank you very much 

for joining us today. I'd like to start with a question about

... and Thank you for answering my questions. Good luck

with your next movie/game, (etc.). 

4 Either: pairs take turns to act out their interview for the
class. The other students guess who the person is. 

During the interviews, make notes of examples of good 
language use and errors for analysis and correction later. 
Focus specifically on students' use of the Present Perfect, 
and praise interesting/ambitious questions, good use of 
vocabulary, good use of intonation in the questions, etc. 

Or: record the interviews on audio or videocassette. This will 
take more time to set up, and some students may initially be 
shy of being recorded, but it should ultimately be more 
motivating and rewarding for the students. To give the 
interviews more focus, suggest that students make some 
kind of talk show with several different celebrity guests. 
Choose a more confident student to be the main host, who 
links all the interviews. Provide some useful language, for 
example Welcome to another edition of "Talkabout. "! We're 
very pleased to have with us today ... !Many of you will know 

our next guest from ... !Our next guest is new to the world of

... but she is already famous in . 
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After making the recording, replay it for students to hear/see 
themselves and comment briefly on the performances. Then, 
as an alternative to conducting language feedback on the 
spot, take the recording away and prepare the analysis and 
corrections for the next lesson. Alternatively, if you are able 
to record each interview on a separate cassette, students 
take the recordings away to a language laboratory or study 
center, if they have access to one, and listen/comment. 

Task: alternative suggestions 

a lfyou have short lessons: spread the Task over two 
lessons. Do the Preparation for task, get students 
to choose the famous person and prepare 
questions, in the first lesson. Students practice 
their interviews, act out the interviews, and have 
feedback in the second lesson. 

b lfyou have a large class: Put students into groups 
of eight to ten to act out the interviews. It is too 
time consuming to act out all the interviews in 
front of the whole class. 

Optional writing 

If possible, bring in one or two interviews from well-known 
magazines. Discuss briefly with students the format that 
they use: It is really an interview written down, rather than 
a summary involving reported speech. Students work 
individually or in pairs on the article. They can write up their 
own interview or choose another one that interested them 
to write up. When the articles are finished, make them into 
posters with pictures and colored headlines, etc. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Improve your writing (A minibiography), 
page 46 

Real life (PAGE 63) 

Checking that you understand 

"I � [7.2] Students look at the pictures accompanying 
I the three conversations. Elicit ideas about possible 

problems with understanding in each situation, for example 
in a, you don't understand the technical language the 
salesman uses. Put students in pairs to discuss where the 
phrases in the box go. Suggest that students write them in 
pencil, so they can make any changes necessary when they 
listen to the recording. 

Play the recording, stopping after each conversation for 
students to write in any changes. Check briefly with the 
whole class. 



ANSWERS 

See tapescript Module 7, recording 2 9n page 162 of 
the Students' Book. 

Pronunciation 

1 �[7.2] Play the conversations again. Students 
follow in their books. Stop after each key phrase 
(those from the box) and ask students which were 
the stressed words (those which had more emphasis 
ond which carried the main information in the 
phrase). 

ANSWERS 

• • • 

Could you say thdt again, please? 

• • • 

What exactly is a warranty agreement?· 

• •• 

I'm-sorry, I don't upderstand .. 
•. ... 1 • 

What does '!or Dov:er" mean? 
• L r· . • • .• • 

Can you explain .what _"Bay Yin, Tqr Vey.Zee" is?

. • ·

Sorry, w�at wa§JhaJ? 

--· 

How do you spell it? 

• • 

What do you mean exactly? 

'-

2 Put students in pairs to practice the conversations. 
Remind them to sound polite in their questions, 
especially in the situations where the speakers do 
not know each other. 

2 Students either write out their conversations in full or 
just make notes from which to act out the 

conversations in groups or for the whole class. While 
students are preparing their conversations, circulate to help 
with the wording of the -explanations in a and b. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

l1i:ID Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet F (Spelling 
with double letters), page 146 
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Do you remember? (PAGE 64)

ANSWERS 

1 a) get b) become c) get d) had e) became 
f) have g) became h) got

2 a) spoken/broken rung/sung chosen/frozen 
bought/thought caught/taught driven/given 
flown/known 
b) 1 got 2 said 3 put 4 gone 5 found

3 a) Have you been to the movies this week? 
b) We've just moved to this area.
c) I think we've already seen this movie.
d) I'm sorry, I haven't phoned the bank yet.
e) That book's wonderful: I've read it three times.
f) He's never been abroad.
g) Have you finished in the bathroom yet?

4 a) I lived b) have you been c) She's lived 
d) I had, I sold e) They moved
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module 8 
Language focus 1 (PAGE 65)

Using articles 

1 Students look at the pictures and discuss briefly what 

they can see. Use the pictures to check the meaning of 

bowler hat, foggy, and kilt. Put students in pairs or small 

groups to discuss the statements. Feedback briefly on 

some of their ideas. If you have a multinationality class, 

ask students from the countries mentioned to comment 

on the statements relating to them. 

2 ·� [8.1 J Ask students to listen and note whether the 

speaker says the statement is true or a myth, and why. 

Put students in the same pairs or groups as before to 

compare their answers. If students from one of the 

countries mentioned disagree with the speaker, the 

discussion will be more lively! 

ANSWERS 

1 false 2 true in the south 3 true 

4 more likely to be true in Paris 5 false 6 true 

7 false 8 false - only some areas are dangerous 

9 true for older people 10 false 11 false 12 true 

3 Put students in pairs or groups to discuss this question.

Make it clear that students should talk about what 

other people think of their countries, rather than their ideas 

about other countries, in order to avoid comments being 

misinterpreted. 

Give students a few minutes individually or in pairs to 

look back at the text and think about the rules. If 

students are struggling, prompt them. 

Ask them to find all the names of cities and countries in 

the text, arid elicit the fact that there is no article. Then 

write statement 1 on the board with articles in front of 

the nouns, and ask students to correct the mistakes, for 

example The English businessmen carry the umbrellas 

and wear the bowler hats. Finally, ask students to find 

more examples of "talking about things or people in 

general," for example Italian families, Japanese tourists, 

photos, French women, Scottish men, kilts, etc. Point out 

that the nouns are all in the plural form. 

ANSWERS 

a' we do hot normally use the

. b we do not normally use the 

2 Go through the list of exceptions with the students. 

Ask them to think of more examples, preferably from 

their own country, since this will be more memorable. 
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Ask students what kinds of country take the, then refer 

them to the Language summary on page 153 of the 

Students' Book to check. 

Note 

The Language summary covers more uses of articles: a/an 

and the for first and second mention; using the when 

something is seen as unique; using the with superlative 

forms. Some of these uses may be familiar or 

straightforward for students with a similar article system to 

English. If your students do not use articles in their first 

language, you may prefer not to overload them with all 

these uses at this stage. 

PRACTICE 

1 a) Go through the example with the class.

Demonstrate that students need phrases from b, c, and

e to make complete sentences, and that phrases from a and 

d are optional. Check that students understand general 

statements (talking in general about a group of things or 

people) as in rule 1 a of the Analysis box. 

b) Put pairs together into groups of four or six to read out 

their sentences and agree/disagree. Encourage them to give

reasons if they disagree to introduce an element of

discussion.

2 a) Do the first sentence as an example with the class.

Point out that students have to put in the where

necessary, and decide if the content of the statements is 

true or not. Students work in pairs or small groups to help 

each other with the answers. Check for the correct use of 

the before playing the recording. 

ANSWERS 

1 France, Italy, the United Kingdom, the European 

Union 

2 The River Nile; Asia ··, · 

3 San Jose, San Diego, California '._ · 

4 the Andes, South America 

5 Hawaii, Tahiti, Madagascar, the Pacific Ocean 

6 Lake Superior, Canada, the United States 

7 The River Rhine, Switzerland, Germany, Europe 

b) ,�, [8.2) Students listen and check. You can run this as a

competition, pausing the recording before each answer to

ask what different pairs/groups think. Then play the correct

answer and award points accordingly .

ANSWERS 

See tapescript Module 8, recording 2 on page 162 of 

the Students' Book. 



In order for students to change the sentences, play the 
recording again and stop after each sentence. Students can 
help each other in pairs before checking with the whole 
class. 

ANSWERS 

2 The River Nile is the longest river in Africa. The 
River Yangtze is the longest river in Asia. 

5 Hawaii and Tahiti are both islands in the Pacific 
Ocean. Madagascar is in the Indian Ocean. 

6 Lake Superior is the second largest lake in the 
world. The Caspian Sea, in Central Asia, is the 
largest lake in the world. 

7 The River Danube, which flows through many 
countries including Germany, Austria, Hungary, 
and Yugoslavia/ is the longest river in Europe. 

Exercise 2: additional suggestion 

Students work in small groups to make posters with 
maps and pictures to illustrate some of the facts in 
Exercise 2. They can label them, for example the

River Nile: the longest river in Africa. This helps to 
make some of the rules about the use and nonuse of 
the more memorable. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Articles (Exercises 1-3), pages 47-48 

Vocabulary (PAGE 66)

Geographical features 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13', and Making the most of the Minidictionary on
pages 13-14.

1 a) Students work individually or in pairs to check
the words in bold in their Minidictionary. Each person

in the pair agrees to look up different words. They then 
teach each other. The pronunciation of several of these 
words will be difficult for students to anticipate. Either do 
the Pronunciation box at this point, or drill the following 
words and come back to the Pronunciation box after the 
Practice, as consolidation: coast /koosr/, is/and /'ail;md/, 
canal /k;;i'nael/, desert /'dez;;irt/, cathedral /k;;i'8i:dr;;il/, climate

/'kla1m;;it/, volcano /,va:l'kemoo/, scenery /'si:n;;iri/. 
b) Either: do this as a race, with students working on the
list in teams of three to six until they have found all the 
answers. Or: do this as a quiz game. Call out a number at 
random and the first team to find the answer gets a point. 

ANSWERS 

See page 143 of the Students' Book. 
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Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
�. [8.3] Demonstrate that the e in forest is pronounced 
/;;i/. Point out that the other words in this list have a 
sound which is pronounced differently from, how it is 
spelled. Give students a minute or two in pairs to try 
saying the words. 
Play the recording for students to check their answers. 
Play it again for students to repeat. 

ANSWERS 

/;;i/ /a1/ 
forfst climate 

/i:/ /i:/ 

/e1/ /ail 

volcano �land 
/ou/ /g/ 

/;;i/ 
mountain 
M 

scgnery beach coost cgnal desgrt 

2 Students work individually or in pairs before checking
with the whole class. 

ANSWERS 

a Lake Como b Crete 

Exercise 2: alternative suggestions 

Use the material for listening practice. Students focus 
on the map and cover the sentences. You read the 
descriptions, stopping after each one to see which 
pair can find the answer first. 

3 Direct students to the map in the book or bring in a
map of the country you are teaching in. While students 

work in pairs, circulate to help with the descriptions. 
Students either read out their descriptions to the whole 
class or join up with other pairs to work in groups of six. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Geographical features), page 49; 
Vocabulary booster: things you find in cities, page 50 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 67)

Phrases with and without the

1 Check that students understand the three types of text 
that they need to identify. Encourage them to skim the 

passages quickly without worrying about unfamiliar 
vocabulary for the moment. 

ANSWERS 

a = guidebook for tourists b = a letter to a friend 
c = an encyclopedia 
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2 a) Before students look at the texts again in more
detail, preteach the following: destination, skyline, 

coincidence, coal mining, border. Then give students time 
to find the three phrases identified from passage a. 

b) Establish that students need t_o look for the preposition 
that comes before the nouns listed, and to note whether 
the is used or not. Students work individually or in pairs 
before checking with the whole class. Alternatively, 
students work in two groups. Each student works on a 
different extract, and they then exchange their answers. 

ANSWERS 
b: at school, on vacation, on the coast 
c: in the south, on the border 

Ask students to look through the lists they have just 
written and the phrases here. Elicit the fact that at 

college does not need the because it is a place like home, 
work, or school. Establish that most of the other phrases 
describe geographical location or the exact position of 
something, and stress that students should try to learn 
,these phrases in groups, for example on the coast, on the 

border, in the south, in the north. 

2 Draw students' attention to the pattern in the with parts 
of the day, and point out the exception. 

PRACTICE 

Make sure that students write these sentences on a 
separate piece of paper, so that they can hand them to 

you later. Stress that they can use their own ideas as long 
as they also use one of the phrases with/without the. 

:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-:: It 1••
j Exercise 1: alternative suggestion � 

Students write five sentences about other students in 
the class. They then take turns to read them out, for 
example I think Natasha prefers to study in the evening. 

The student referred to says if they are true or not. If 
a student gets more than two of their sentences 
wrong, they are out. Points can be awarded for the 
sentences they get right. 

2 Take in the pieces of paper, then shuffle and 
redistribute them. Students take turns to read out the 

sentences without saying who wrote them. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 
Workbook: Articles (Exercises 4-6), pages 48-49 

!RID Resource bank: 8A Article snakes and ladders (Use 

and non-use of articles), page 147 
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Complete a map of New 
Zealand 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs 

on pages 8-9. 

Preparation for task (PAGE 68)

1 Students look at the map of New Zealand and discuss 
briefly what they know about the country. Put students 

in pairs and give them a few minutes to look at the quiz. 
Encourage them to guess the answers if they are not sure, 
and to use their minidictionaries for unfamiliar vocabulary. 
If your students really know nothing about New Zealand, 
do not spend long on predicting the answers. Check the 
following words and move quickly on to the listening: 
farmland, fjord, glacier, lamb, wool. 

2 � [8.4] Play the recording and ask students to circle 
the correct answer. Students compare answers in pairs 

before checking with the whole class, and comment on 
anything they found surprising/interesting. 

ANSWERS 
1 b 2 a 3 b 4 c 5 c 6 all of them 7 a 

3 a) � [8.5] Give students a minute or two to familiarize 
themselves with the map and the names of the places 

they need to listen for. Play the recording once and give 
students time to compare answers with a partner. If 
students found this difficult, play the recording again. 

ANSWERS 
Auckland: 4 
The Cook Straits: 2 
Northland: 5 

Stewart_ Island: 1 
Wellington: 3 
The Southern Alps: 6 

b) Ask students to make very brief notes, just one or two 
words, about each feature as they listen again. Students
then look at the tapescript on page 163 of the Students'

Book to check their answers and underline any information 
which they missed. 

ANSWERS 
Stewart Island: smaller than North and South 
Islands 
The Cook Straits: small sea between North and 
South Island 
Wellington: capital city, beautiful harbor 
Auckland: biggest city, one million people, on the 
coast, called "city of sails" because of all the sail 
boats 
Northland: region north of Auckland, hottest part, 
lots of beaches 

----- ---- -- ---



The Southern Alps: very beautiful, has lakes and 
fjords in the so�th, people ski and take part in 
adventure ·sports 

: .................................................... . 
: Preparation for task: alternative 
: suggestions 

a If you know about New Zealand yourself: You may 
prefer to give your own talk instead of using the 

_recording. Make some notes to speak from,
incorporating some of the phrases from the Useful 

language box. This will sound more natural than 
reading out a script. If possible, bring in some 
pictures or items from New Zealand to add 
interest. Encourage students to ask you questions 
as you give your talk. 

b If you have a multinationality class, who will be 

using the second set of instructions for the Task itself: 

They will not need to have prior information 
about New Zealand. Give a talk about another 
country, one that you know well, and that your 
students know very little about. Arouse students' 
interest with a short quiz about the country, and 
provide a map for your talk. Give students place 
names to match to numbers on the map as 
they listen. 

............................................................ :
Task (PAGE 69)

Direct the class to the appropriate instruction card: 
mononationality groups find out more about New Zealand· 
multi nationality groups prepare maps of their own 
countries. 

Mononationality groups: 

1 Direct students to pages 141 and 144 in the Students'

Book and make it clear that they should not look at 
their partner's map. Establish that they will be finding out 
about places on each other's maps. Group all the As and the 
Bs together to prepare what to say. Then pair up one A with 
one B for Exercise 3. 

2 Give students_ individually or in A/B groups five to ten
minutes to think about their explanations, making 

notes if necessary. Draw their attention to the Useful

language box. Circulate, and help with vocabulary and the 
wording of the explanations. 

3 Make sure that both A and B know which places they
have to ask about before they start. If possible, arrange 

the seating so that students cannot easily see each other's 
maps. Students add the new information to the map on 
page 69 in the Students' Book as they listen to each other. 
As students exchange information, make a note of any 
examples of good language use and/or errors for analysis 
and correction later. 
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When they have finished, students compare maps and check 
how many places they marked correctly. Encourage them to 
work out why they marked any places inaccurately, and to 
review what they should have said to be more accurate. 

4 Students c�n stay in the same pairs as before to plan
the tour. Give them a length of time for the tour, for 

example four days, a week, or ask them to limit the tour to 
four to five places. If there is time, ask one or two of the 
pairs to present their tours to the rest of the class. 
Alternatively, students present the tours to each other in 
groups of six to eight. Provide feedback for the students on 
the language used during the Task. 

Multinationality groups: 

1 Have some blank paper for students to draw on and an 
atlas to hand. If you have some students from the same

country, give them the option of working together for this. 
stage. Make sure that students draw their maps on two 
separate pieces of paper, and that they do not show their 
detailed map to other students. Circulate, and help students 
to choose places to mark. 

2 Give students ten minutes to think about how to 
describe the places and make notes as necessary. 

Circulate and help with vocabulary and the wording of the 
explanations. Pair students from different countries and 
make sure that they do not show their partner the detailed 
map. As students exchange information, make a note of 
examples of good language use and/or errors for analysis 
and correction later. 

3 Students compare their partner's map with their
original and review any inaccuracies. 

4 Give students a few minutes to tell each other which
of the places mentioned they would most like to see. 

Then feed back on one or two points of interest. Provide 
feedback for the students on the language used during 
the Task. 

Writing (PAGE 70)

Formal and informal letters 

The aim of this section is to enable students to recognize 
the layout and language of a formal letter. They do not have 
to produce a formal letter at this level. 

1 a)-b) Start by asking students what kinds of 
people/places they receive formal letters from, for

example the bank, a telephone company. Then give 
students a few minutes to look at the questions and briefly 
scan the letters. Students discuss their answers in pairs 
before checking with the whole class. 
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ANSWERS 

a A clerk is writing to Mr. J. Williams to confirm a 

hotel reservation. It is a formal letter: The layout, 

the headed paper, the fact that it is typed, and 

the language tell you this. 

b Andi is writing to his friend Sam to say that he 

can come and stay with him in New Zealand. 

2 

It is an informal letter: The fact that it is 

handwritten, the language, underlining, and the 

exclamation marks tell you this. 

a)-c) Students discuss these questions in pairs or as a 

whole class. 

ANSWERS 

a Letter a has the sender's full address in the top 

right corner, and the addressee's name and 

address set below it, on the left hand side. The 

full date is given. 

Letter b has just the sender's city (although the 

complete address could also be written, or no 

address at all) and the date is written without the 

year. The key thing to poiht out is that the 

address and date are much less important for 

informal letters. 

b The informal letter has contractions. These are 

not acceptable in a formal letter. 

c 1 Dear Sir - Yours faithfully 

2 Dear Mrs. Kemble - Yours sincerely 

3 Dear Kate - Love 

4 My darling Joanna - With all my love 

3 Give students a few minutes individually to find the

formal phrases, before checking in pairs and/or as a 

class. 

ANSWERS 

It's fine for you to stay here - I am pleased to 

confirm your reservation 

about - approximately 

I'll make sure there's somewhere for you to park -

I will reserve a parking space 

I'm sending you - I enclose 

I'm sure you'll have a great time - hope that you 

will have a pleasant stay 

get in touch if you've got any questions - Please do 

not hesitate to contact me if you have any further 

questions. 

I can't wait to see you again - I look forward to 

welcoming you 

4 Encourage students to make notes before they start

, writing. They then tell a partner their ideas, and ask 

them to comment/make suggestions. Students write the 

letter for homework. Alternatively, they can write a first 

draft in class, then a second draft for homework. 
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Exercise 4: alternative suggestion 

If your students would benefit from practice in 

writing a formal letter, ask them to write a similar 

letter to the one in the book, changing the details of 

the reservation. To make this more authentic, bring 

in some travel brochures for students to get relevant 

addresses and prices from. 

Do you remember? (PAGE 71)

ANSWERS 

2 a) the Atlantic - it is an ocean, the others are 

mountain ranges 

b) the Nile - it is a river, the others are

seas/oceans

c) the Suez - it is a canal, the others are rivers

d) the Earth - because the Sun and Moon are in 

the sky 

3 a) at night 

b) on the left

c) at college

d) at the bottom

e) in the south

f) on the wall

g) on the northeast' coast

h) in the middle

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Improve your writing (Formal letters and 

informal notes), page 52 

iJilD Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet G (Noticing

and remembering prepositions and articles in phrases), 

page 150 

CR 
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module 9 
Vocabulary and speaking (PAGE 72)

Modern and traditional 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 
pages 13-14.

1 Ask students to name some of the objects/places they 
can see in the pictures. Then direct them to boxes A 

and B and give them a few minutes, individually or in pairs, 
to match the items, usin_g their Minidictionary where 
necessary. 

ANSWERS 

a fast food restaurant/a traditional·restaurant 
email/letters and telegrams 
a personal computer/a typewriter 
a rock concert/a circus 
a shopping mall/a �brner store 
a CD player/a cassette player 
an electronic organizer/and an addr�ss book· 
a CD-ROM/an encyclopedia 
a computer game/a board game 
a microwave/a stove 
a hypermarket/a market 
a theme park/a fa,ir 

2 Put students in pairs to discuss which box the items
should go in. Students may not agree on which items 

are modern/traditional and this should generate plenty of 
discussion. 

PQSSIBLE ANSWERS 
( f:,l 1 

Box A: a cellphone, the Inteinet,.air�conditioning, 
a photocopier, a fax machine, a superhighway, 
a skyscraper (many of these could arguably be seen 
as traditional by younger students) 

· -

Box B: a library, a .bicycle 

3 Go through the example with the class. Then give
students a few moments individually to choose the 

three pairs of items and think about the advantages/ 
disadvantages, before putting them in pairs or small groups 
to compare their ideas. If necessary, give a personal 
example of an item which you have problems with. The 
question can then be discussed in groups or as a class. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Modern and traditional), page 57; 
Vocabulary booster: technology, page 58 

Reading and vocabulary (PAGE 73)

1 Put students in small groups to discuss the question 
and ask them to report back on the most popular type

of store within the group. 

2 a) Ask students to look at the pictures and predict
what kind of store each person runs, and what the 

advantages of each type of store might be. Then ask them 
to read the text very quickly and match the pictures to the 
paragraphs. Give them a time limit and point out that they 
only need to read the first sentences of each paragraph in 
order to do the exercise. 

ANSWERS 

a paragraph 3 b paragraph 2 c paragraph 1 

b) Give students time to read through the text carefully and
make a note of their answers, before comparing answers in
pairs and/or as a class.

ANSWERS 

Differences: Dilip and Andrija's store sells only 
···stationery, whereas Nitole's store is a hypermarket

and sells everything. Dave Stirling sells only CDs,
but he sells through the Internet, not from a store.
Advantages: 1 Dilip and Andrija offer personal
contact with their customers. 2 In Nicole's
hypermarket people can do all their shopping in one 
place, and it has a restaurant and entertainment for
children. 3 CDs cost much less and people can buy

_them without leaving home.

3 
These questions can be discussed in small groups or as
a whole class.

Language focus 1 (PAGE 74)

May, might, will, definitely, etc.

It is not necessary for students to have read the text on 
page 73 in order to do Language focus 1. The context of 
future changes links back equally well to Vocabulary and 
speaking on page 72. 

1 Establish the context of changes in the future, perhaps 
by referring back to the hypermarket and the Internet

"store" in the reading text on page 73 of the Students'

Book. Check that students understand rep/ace, then put 
them in small groups to discuss their opinions. 
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2 a) .�: (9 .1] Students look at the pictures of the three
people. Tell students to write the letter a, b, or c next 

to the appropriate perso_nipicture as they listen. Ask them 
to comment on whether the people's opinions are the same 
as theirs. 

ANSWERS 

Lucy: b Mary;· a Stefan: c 

b) Give students a minute or two to read through the texts,
and to predict the kind of language that goes in the blanks.
Play the recording again for students to fill in the blanks.
If you think your students will have difficulty hearing the
words, or need help with spelling, write the following
prompts on the board first: probably, definitely, will, won't, 

may, might. Avoid spending time on may, might, etc., when
checking answers as this is covered in the Analysis box.

ANSWERS 

2 probably buy 
3 might stop 
4 definitely be 

5 may not disappear 
6 probably won't replace 
7 will probably use 

Students discuss their answers to questions 1 and 2 in pairs 
before checking with the whole class. As you check the 
answers, highlight: 
• may and might show uncertainty: It's possible that this

will happen, but also possible that it won't. There is not a
significant difference in the degree of probability between
the two: Intonation is more important in showing how
certain you are.

• the use of the infinitive without to in all the forms.
• the pronunciation of may /me,! and might /man/.
• the pronunciation of definitely /'defm:itli/ and

probably /'pra:b;;ibli/.
• probably and definitely come after will and before won't.

• the negative forms: may not and might not (these are not
usually contracted).

ANSWERS 

1 1 will definitely use 2 '11 probably use 
3 may/might use 4 probably won't use 
5 definitely ';VOn't use 

2 a probably and definitely come after will (positive 
sentences) and before won't (negative 
sentences) 
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b may not/might not (mightn't) + infinitive 
without to 

PRACTICE 

1 a) Go through the example with the class. Show
students that they need to give a reason for their

opinion. Give students a few minutes to prepare their 
sentences. 

b) Demonstrate with a student. Then put students in pairs
to compare answers.

Exercise 1: alternative suggestion 

To challenge stronger students: ask students to spend 
a few minutes thinking about their opinions rather 
than writing. T hey then pair up and ask each other 
about their ideas: "What do you think about 
number 4?" etc. 

Note 
You may wish to do the Pronunciation box at this point, 
especially if students have had problems pronouncing won't. 

2 Students work individually on their predictions, adding
a reason wherever possible. They then compare 

answers in pairs or small groups. Feed back briefly to the 
class on any surprising answers. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

1 ·�1(9.2] Ask students to listen to the phrases and 
decide which sounds different: won't, want, or don't. 

2 "� [9.3] Play the sentences for students to hear won't 

in context, and get them to repeat. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: may, might, will, definitely, etc. (Exercises 1-4). 
pages 53-55 

l1rnlJ Resource bank: 9A In the 2020s (will, won't, may and 
might for future possibility), page 151 

Wordspot (PAGE 75)

change 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 Students work on the diagram individually or in pairs 
before checking answers with the whole class. Students 

then copy the complete diagram into their notebooks, into 
the separate Wordspot section, if they have started one. 



ANSWERS 
section a: c 

, section b: a -
section c:b 
section d: f 

section e: e 
section f: d 

2 a)-b) Put students in pairs to discuss their answers to 
a and b. Point out that they need to use change in their 

answers to b. Feed back briefly with the whole class. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 
a change· color: the sky: leaves on trees,· d person's

skin (in the sun) 
' · 

change ap��arance: dye/cut hair, lose/gain 
weight, wea'� a diffe_rent style of clothes, grow a 
beard/mµstac_he · , _ 
need some change: for a vehding_machine, for a 
parking lot, for.a bus fare, to leave a tip in a
restaurant,' foru bridge toll 

b you change your address; you change money; 
you get £38-change; it changes into a prlnce (!) 

3 Before starting the activity, check that students know
how to ask the necessary questions by eliciting one or 

two examples, Have you changed your phone number 
recently? Have you got a lot of change in your pocket? 
Students then move around the class, writing down the name 
of anyone who answers yes to a question. Encourage students 
to ask follow-up questions, for example Why did you change 
it? What name would you ch.ange it to? etc. Get one or two 
students to report back to the class on interesting answers. 

Exercise 3: alternative suggestion 

If it is not possible for the whole class to stand up and 
move around, put students in groups of six to eight to 
ask each other the questions across the group. 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 76)

Present tense after if, when, before, and other 

time words 

1 Students discuss briefly what they can find in 
complexes, why they would/wouldn't go to one, if 

there is one in or near their town, do they use it and how 
often, etc. Direct students to the descriptions and pictures 
of the two proposed sites. Give them a few minutes, in 
pairs, to discuss the good/bad points of each. Feedback 
briefly. Be careful to avoid overlap with Exercise 2. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 
Site A: good for public transportation but could 
cause parking and traffic problems; existing coffee 
shops and restaurants could lose business because of 
the coffee shops and restaurants in the complex. 
Site B: room for a parking lot, and would bring 
entertainment facilities to the area, but would spoil 
the beauty of the area, and cause traffic problems. 
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2 Do the first sentence with the class as an example.
Then put students in pairs to discuss the rest. Feed 

back with the whole class, encouraging students to justify 
their answers. 

ANSWERS 
a both · b site B c both d both e site B 
f site A g both 

Direct students back to sentences a-g and give them a few 
minutes, individually or in pairs, to think about questions 1 
and 2. As you check the answers, highlight: 
• the fact that although the sentences are talking about

the future, we use a present verb form after if, when,
before, as soon as. This may well be different in the
students' own language. Point out that, for example, If 

they will build the complex on this site, more people will
use it. is wrong, and invite students to correct it.

• the fact that the two clauses can be reversed, as in
sentence f, and that there is no comma between the
clauses in this case.

• the difference in meaning between if , when, and as soon
as (see Language summary on page 154 of the
Students' Book).

• the fact that will and won't are most commonly used in
the main clause, but that other verb forms are also
possible, for example may (sentence c) and should 
(sentence g). The Language summary covers other
future verb forms and other modals. Point these out if
you feel it will not overload your students.

ANSWERS 
1 b 2 a the present b will, won't, may, should 

PRACTICE 

1 
a) Students work individually and/or in pairs before
checking with the whole class.

ANSWERS 
2 is, will complain 
3 opens, will create 
4 don't have, will need 
5 be, don't build 

6 will lose, put 
7 find out, make 
8 build, won't be able 

to park 

b) Give students a few minutes to write their sentences
before putting them in pairs or small groups to compare
their ideas and discuss the questions. If you wish, you can
extend this into a whole class discussion/debate and finish
with students voting for their preferred site.
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2 When students have completed the conversations,
encourage them to practice reading them aloud a few 

times· in their pair. They can then act them out for the class 
without referring to their books too much, and will 
therefore sound more natural. 

3 �[9.4) As students listen, they decide which
conversations were most similar to the recorded 

examples. 

Exercise 3: additional suggestion 

The recorded conversations can be used as models 
for work on intonation. Students listen and repeat, 
trying to copy the intonation. They then act out the 
conversations in their pairs. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Present tense after if, when, before, and other 
time words (Exercises 5_ and 6), page 56 

!RID Resource bank: 98 Worried parents (Present tense 
after if, when, as soon as, and other time words), page 152 

Decide on five improvements 
to your school or office 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs 

on pages 8-9. 

Preparation for task (PAGE 78)

1 Introduce the topic of magazine/newspaper 
competitions. You could bring in some authentic

examples to pass around. These do not have to be in English, 
since they are simply to provide a prompt for discussion. Put 
students in pairs or small groups to discuss the questions. 
If any of your students or someone they know has won a 
competition, ask them to tell the class what they had to do, 
what they won, etc. 

2 Students scan the entry form very quickly, so that 
they can tell you it's about making improvements to a 

workplace. Explain facelift if necessary. 

Then ask students to read the entry form again more 
carefully, to answer questions 1-4. Words to check: basic 

equipment, luxuries, redecoration, study/sports facilities, 

your environment, new features. Students discuss answers 
in pairs or groups before checking with the whole class. 

ANS WE.RS 

a Three prizes of between £10,000 and £50,000. You 
have to spend it'on improving your workplace. 

- b You can spend it on the appearance of the place,
study facilities, the outside area, sports facilities, 
a more comfortable environment. 
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Task (PAGE 78)

1 Students need to decide as a class whether they are 
going to enter for their school or workplace (if they all 

work for the same company, for example). Then give students 
time individually to think and make notes about their ideas. 
Circulate and help with vocabulary and wording of ideas. 

Task: additional suggestion 

If your.students need more help with ideas for the 
Task, use the listening on Students' Book page 78 
(Exercise 4, � [9 .5]) to provide a model and some 
ideas. To make sure students think of some original 
ideas, just play two out of the four speakers on the 
recording. Alternatively, tell students that they can 
use one or two of the ideas they hear, but must think 
of at least three for themselves. 

2 Before putting students in pairs or small groups to
compare their ideas, direct them to the Useful 

language box. Either: Go through the Useful language box 
with the class. Point out the use of the modal verbs should, 

will, might and check the meaning. Or: Simply let students 
refer to the Useful language box as necessary. While 
students are discussing their ideas, make a note of 
examples of good language use and/or errors for analysis 
and correction later. 

3 a) Write up students' ideas as you elicit them from the 
groups, or get a confident student to do this. 

b) Students 'decide which they think are the five best
improvements from the list. Make sure. students understand
they can only vote three times each. Gb through the list,
asking for votes (a show of hands) for each idea, and write 
the totals next to them. The five improvements with the 
highest number of votes win. 

4 i�J[9.5) Direct students to the table and establish that 
they need only make notes. After listening, students 

compare answers in pairs before checking with the whole 
class, or in the tapescript on Students' Book page 163. 
Using the tapescript, focus specifically on the language the 
people use to express the reasons for their improvements, 
for example so (that) ... to ... , to help students with the 
Optional writing. 



a If you have short lessons: Leave out the voting and 
the listening stages of the Task. Once students 
have discussed their ideas in pairs/groups (Exercise 
2), ask them to write their entries for homework, so 
there is still a clear outcome for the Task. 

b If you have a large class, and think the voting stage

is too time-consuming: regroup students after 
Exercise 2. T his way they have new partners to 
explain their ideas to. Ask them to agree on the 
best five, as a group. 

Optional writing 

Students write their entry in their notebooks. Take in the 
completed entries and redistribute them, asking students to 
comment on how persuasive they are. 

Real life (PAGE 80) 

Shopping in a department store 

1 Introduce the topic with a brief discussion of 
department stores that students know, what kinds of 

things you can buy there, etc. Focus students on sentences 
a-i and check that they understand the three choices of
place. Put them in pairs to decide where they might hear 
the sentences, before checking with the whole class. 

module 9 

2 �[9.6) Play the recording, stopping after each 
conversation for students to write their answers. You 

will probably need to play the recording twice. Check 
answers with the whole class. Students can then practice 
the conversations in pairs. They can also test each other: 
One reads the first line of the conversation, the other has 
their book closed and tries to remember the second line. 

3 �[9.7) To avoid students calling out all their 
answers together to the situations, put them in pairs. 

Tell them to confer in their pairs when you pause the 
recording. Then nominate different pairs to give you their 
ideas before playing the recorded version. Make it clear to 
students whether their version is acceptable English, even if 
it is not the same as the recording. 

Do you remember? (PAGE 80)

-ANSWERS ... . . . t ;r.,i!< ·: �� .· 
. '1 c): 11i

t

ie'"a princ�ss and:Jill live in a castle. 
I ., �-1· ,,..,. !;,-:-

.,.
.. ., \: . '>t ' 

. : dJ We'might not have telephones. . t • ·' ,;:-, l .l'tt:r'' I' , .... , ' .. :. J :(· ' . 
2 .. a)'.'l,riligq·t watch);'\.?wh�i:>, I get hotjie tonight. • � ,' ·ir� c� .•\, �: ,< 'er t ;:\:��·'"'-"�( '?�' . <,\;I-' 1 . + '.) , ·' • ·. �.;, • . < 

b) J/h.iipJit �·�f's.o�e��T?��t( I_go's}].'oppin,g�' ; . · 
• _

1
., _to�o#ow�J.Ifl Q?.._J�opping t_o�orrow/! i;night

buy some CDs.�. ·. ' =, · ,. . •· · · · · . • • • ' i i - . ' .. ·� ·  � . ·.,_( 
c) . I'll study f4gl\sh i( I hav.e time this weekend /
. ,, lfl ha;e .ti'm�,J�i's:w'¢ekenp, J'll! study English. < 

. ·d). i':m:�oihg, t��6r��P:·;hi�vs. wh�n Ichjt �pe·��; 
· , . El�g�1�� w:11 I �§!1},��}J?Peqk -Inglish �e�1,-;· ' 

· ·J'm gomg to worl<'i� the'US. · .. , : r ... , 
e) I'll �ash �i hgjr_:qs s?qri:�s· i g�t up. . ' : : ·. ·:;, 

• � ci) J>ClY. �y c�eck ·.:o) expand you,rbusiness· ..• '·
-�)keE:ify9ur receipt: d) qeliver.some letters:'' ,!· •
e) 'ch'cit abbut ·the WeaHier -:� ·. . ; -:• -\ 

4 a).in . b) for' c) back d) into" e) on f) pf 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

iMJ Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet H

(Deducing meaning from context - part 1). page 153 
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module 10 
........... . ........................................................................... 

Reading, listening and 
vocabulary (PAGE 81)

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 
pages 13-14.

1 
a) Elicit one or two examples, then put students in 
pairs to make their lists. 

Exercise 1 a: alternative suggestions 

: • Make this activity a race. Give students, in pairs, 
one minute to write down as many health 
problems as they can. Alternatively, without 
setting a time limit, see which pair is the first to 
write down ten problems. 

• Mime a sequence of health problems yourself, for 
example a cold, a cough, a headache, backache, cut 

yourself, burn yourself, hay fever, stress. Then ask 
students to write down as many as they can 

• • remember and compare with a partner. 

b) Give students a time limit to scan the quiz (for example 
thirty seconds) so that they only look at the problems, not
the choices. Feed back briefly on the problems mentioned,
answering any questions about vocabulary.

2 Establish that none, one, two, or all the answers to
each question may be correct. Put students in pairs 

to work through the quiz together. Students use their 
minidictionaries to check unfamiliar vocabulary. 
Give them a limit of three words each to look up, to 
encourage them to use the dictionary only for those words 
which they cannot guess from context. 

3 [� ] [10.1] Tell students to circle the correct answer(s) 
as they listen, and to make brief notes on other 

information the doctor gives. If students find the listening 
challenging, play it again, stopping after each question to 
check the answers. Students discuss the question in pairs 
or as a class. 

ANSWERS 
'· 

1 . c (twerity minutes under the faucet) 
2 c (open-windows,. get in a bath of cool water) 
. 3 c (have hot drinks) . 
4 b anµ c (potatoes, et�., are OK if they are not fried) 
5 . b (<ilittle alcohol is OK) 

, ·(> b (you need to move t(? help the muscles in your back) 
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� , 

Exercise 3: alternative suggestion 

Do this exercise as a "listening jigsaw." Split the 
class into two groups. One group listens to questions 
l--'-3, the other group (if possible in another room) 
listens to questions 4-6. Then studerits from the two 
groups pair up and exchange information. 

: ............................................................ .

4 Go through the examples with the class. Refer students 
back to the quiz to find more word combinations. 

Students work individually or in pairs before checking with 
the whole class. 

. �
S

.�!ta� .. ' . ... . . ·r.· . . " ' it\ a-"' 
I have:.c:Cl:emperahlre/bacl<ache/a p,t1mJn my�fi'esf, 
t� tqReCaspiriii/;egu'lar exef�ise/anti§iotiES· . "' .. 
.to.put: o.'Barid,Aid/water/outter or oil on it 

' ,-···· 
..,'':':f r _  

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
1 Put students in pairs to say the words to each other 

and mark where the stress falls. 
2 [e [10.2] Play the recording for students to check. 

As you go through the answers, point out: 
• aspirin ••, and temperature •••, one of the

syllables is not pronounced.
• ache is pronounced /e,k/.
• the second a in bandage is pronounced fa/. 

ANSWERS 
• • 

Band-Aid,, 

• • 
headache 

• • 
aspirin 

•••••
antibiotics 

•• •
exercise 

• • • • • i. • • 
healthy prescriptionr temperature 

5 a) Go through the example, or get three students to
demonstrate it. Then put students in groups of three 

(and some groups of four if necessary - the fourth person is 
D, and also gives advice) to prepare their conversations. 
Encourage students to do the exercise orally, rather than 
writing out a script. Get them to practice the conversations 
in their groups before acting them out for the class . 
b) While students act out their conversations, make a note 
of good language use and/or errors, for analysis and 
correction at the end of the activity. 



ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

l1ffiJ Resource bank: 1 QA What can I do for you?

(Vocabulary relating to health problems), page 154 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 82)

Used to 

1 Introduce the idea of life two or three hundred years

ago. Either elicit ideas from the whole class, or put 

students in small groups to discuss their ideas first. 

2 Words to check: average, cure, diseases, methods,

hygiene. Focus students on the pictures. Ask them 

what they show about life in those times, for example very 

large families, more people died young, etc. Students read 

the paragraphs quickly and match them to the pictures. 

Grammar analysis 

Direct students to the first example of used to in 

paragraph 1: a lot of babi_es used to die. Give them time 

to find five more examples in the other paragraphs, and 

to decide which explanation is wrong. Students discuss 

answers in pairs before checking with the class. 

2 Students should be able to tell you the negative form, 

from the examples in paragraphs 3 and 4. They may be 

able to work out the question form. If not, write a couple 

of examples on the board: Did people use to have 

enough to eat? Did people use to wash a lot? Highlight 

the use of the auxiliary did and the word order, as in any 

other Past Simple question form. 

PRACTICE 

1 Words to check: pigeons, electricity, witches. Go 

through the example and point out that most of the 

beginnings in A have two possible endings in B. Students 

work individually or in pairs before checking with the whole 

class. 

•• �-����i��. � �. ��;�·;��·;i��- ���-���;i·��- ...... �-
To make this a speaking activity, students work in 
pairs. They look at either at box A or box B and 
cover up the other box. A reads out a beginning and 
B responds with a suitable ending. They then change 
over. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

� [10.3] Play the recording once for students to listen 
to the rhythm of the of the phrases. Highlight the fact 
that to is weak It�/ and that the s in use is pronounced 

Is/, not /z/ as in the verb to use. Play the recording 
again for students to repeat after each part. 

2 Give students a few minutes individually to complete

the sentences. Put students in pairs to compare 

sentences, encouraging them to ask follow-up questions if 

appropriate, for example Why?!Why not? 

Exercise 2: alternative suggestion 

Students move around the class to compare their 
sentences and see how many people have similar 
answers. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Used to/didn't use to (Exercises 4 and 5), 

pages 60--61 

IBID Resource bank: 1 OB The Ghost (used to and Past

Simple), page 155 

Vocabulary (PAGE 83)

Accidents 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 

12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 

pages 13-14. 

1 Focus students on the pictures. Give them a minute 

or two, individually or in pairs, to find the words in 

bold that they illustrate. Encourage students to use their 

minidictionaries to check unfamiliar words. Check the 

meaning of any other new vocabulary, for example slip, 

bump into, slightly and check the pronunciation of: bruise 

/bru:z/, hurt /h3:t/, burn /b3:n/. 

ANSWERS 

The words illustrated are: cut yourself, drop, bump 
into, get a bruise, bleed, fall over, break an arm/leg. 
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2 Go through the example. Emphasize that there are 
several possible answers in many cases. Students 

work in pairs before reporting back to the class. 

t - e)f!f-

�, R� ., . -�' .:t ' . ,, fl; '� l 
. to the comer-of'a;tabler _you'.ll .- . _ ; 

'.'9fft: btui�IY?.li ·wµl_pr�l>?�lY only h�r( -
sUglitl,y. ·• ,"' · . - · \; _, '' • '·'' - •·

'a11·do-;n�on the.sgeet, you'll p;qbably get
�s�/y.o4 might cut yburself/you �gh.t br,e!'.}k 

' '�. �.. '\ • t f � . <-o: �:,, '< _, -_;, a)!·arm qr a leg . _ . _ , 
:·' ou-�Iip"on some· ke� you'll' pi9bably g�t q ·' .

.,. -�. 'l>6ruise/you might hurt yourself badly/you'might
i 1 · ' / t;if.; ;, .,:"._ .}c. 

·
.,
,. ,fbre{;l"k an arm or. a leg. < • / :?ti'f:�" ·- -"r"' 

'''d If you ·cut yourself with_ a sharp b)\f�, y°'u Will
probably'bleed/you might hurt yourself badly.� 

e . If you drop a glass on the floor, you might cut 
. yourself /you will probably only-hunyotirself 

- . ·slightly. 
_,f ,�If you t01,1ch a hot pan, you will probably-bum 
· "· you!5elt 

' -

3 Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss the 
situations. Ask one or two pairs to report back to the 

class at the end. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Accidents, Other health words), 
page 61 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 84)

Past Continuous 

1 Use the pictures to check the following vocabulary: to 

knock someone over, to crash into something, a traffic 

jam, a bike rider, a country lane. 

Elicit the story of what happened in the first cartoon from 
the whole class. Then put students in pairs to explain the 
other three stories. Feedback briefly on their ideas, but do 
not correct any mistakes with the Past Continuous at this 
stage. 

2 Check that students understand the idea of filling out 
a claim form to send to the insurance company, and 

check the following vocabulary: to admit that it's your fault, 

accidentally, unfortunately, half-witted. Then ask students 
to match the extracts to the pictures. 
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Grammar analysis 

Past Simple and Past Continuous 
1 Give students a minute or two, individually or in pairs, to 

look at the example and answer the questions. Copy the 
example and timeline onto the board to highlight the 
different verb forms while checking the answers. 

2 Students work individually or in pairs to find other 
examples of the Past Simple and Past Continuous. 
Check answers with the class. 

3 If necessary, elicit the table for Past Continuous, positive, 
negative, and question forms onto the board. 
Alternatively, refer students to the Language summary 

on page 154 of the Students' Book. Highlight: the 
contractions wasn't/weren't in the negative; the inversion 
of the subject and was/were in the question form. 

Time words 
Other time words in·the claim forms: as, when.

PRACTICE 

1 Direct students back to the cartoon for accident c to
remind them what happened. Th�n refer them to page 

142 iri the Students' Book. Establish th'at the picture shows 
the scene just before the accident. Tell students that they 
need to explain what happened from the picture. Words 
to check: to repair the road, to argue, to fight, a helmet, 

to laugh. 

a) Give students one minute to study the picture. Then tell
them to turn back to page 85.
b) Put students in pairs, A and B, and direct them to their 
question prompts. Demonstrate that students need to make 
the prompts into questions. Drill the example question to 
help students with the intonation. Students take turns to 
ask each other their questions and make- a note of their
partner's answers. While they are doing this, make a note of 
any problems with the question forms for correction after
the activity.
c) Students discuss whose fault the accident was in pairs,
before reporting back to the whole class.



Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
1 � [10.4] Play the example sentences. Highlight the 

fact that the weak forms was /wn/ and were /w;Jr/ 
occur in positive sentences, but not in negative 
sentences. Play the sentences again or say them 
yourself at natural speed, for students to repeat. 

2 � [10.5] Play the six sentences once through for 
students to listen to before attempting to write. Play 
them again, stopping after each one for students to 
write. 

. C· the Stu.dents'. .1},ddk. �, ., . .,.:;_,_· .. 

Drill the sentences. Help students to make was and 
were weak by stressing the present participle: was 
listening. were looking.

2 Before students complete the story, check the 
following vocabulary: furious, brake, to cause damage.

Ask students to read the story through once, to familiarize 
themselves with it before attempting to fill in the blanks. 
They could answer a compreh·ension question like: Why did 

the bus crash into the store window? Students work 
individually before checking answers in pairs and/or with 
the whole class. 

ANSWER$ 
I· went 
2, le�) 
3 · was snowing 
.4 walked 'l'. 
· 5 w.ere standing 
6 QTOVe. 
7 stop�d · 

. 8 tole\ 

3 a) Give students a few minutes to finish the sentences,
then put them in pairs to compare answers.

b) Students test each other by asking about the sentences
at random, for example What was I doing at seven o'clock

this morning? - You were ... , etc. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Past Continuous (Exercises 1-3). pages 59-60 
lRiJ Resource bank: 1 QC Bob's night out (Past Continuous 
and Past Simple), page 156 

Describe a rescue 

and decide who is Hero of 

the Year 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 86) 

1 a) Set the scene. If there have been any stories of 
heroic rescues in the news recently, you could refer to

them to help you. Check students understand each person 
is a hero because they rescued someone. Establish that 
these three people are finalists and the newspaper will give 
the winner £10,000. Put students in pairs to look at the 
pictures and guess what the three people did. 
b) Direct students to the table. They should be able to 
answer the first three questions.

�·. ""� �
ANSWER$ . 

Kathy·' 
I --�-,-�-t-��----�--+'-�--"--�....----,t--��-,,,,., 

: 1. · 32 
2 

2 a) Put students in pairs to put the pictures in order.
They should tell the story to each other as they do so. 

Circulate, and supply vocabulary as necessary, for example 
cigarette lighter, to threaten, to tie up. Then ask students to 
read the story to check their answers (order= d, b, a, c). 
Words to check: to set fire to, a shoelace.

b) Students work individually or in pairs to complete the
first column of the table. They then check with the whole 
class. Ask students to comment briefly on Kathy's story: 
how brave she was, etc. 

., .... 
ANSWERS' • · • 'e 

4 ,I Tl'ie• otd.lady 'ne�ded help
1
becaUSE! am�gger'w(i.� ):

thr:eat�Jii,ng her with e'�nlfe. . . ' '.,. � � ,:: 
5 . She was lighting a cigarette. : · , , , . 

• ·• ',s I 
6 She set fire .to hispanuiwith her lighter, then she'' 

knc4ed.h4n·down, anp tied him up Vfittr,a sh�l��e. 
7 1 Yes, she)s m�ch ��orter .. than the �u_g.ge.r. "': '''.

Task (PAGE 87) 

1 a) Tell students that they are going to find out about
another finalist. Divide the class in half, As and Bs. Direct 

the two groups to pages 141 and 145 in the Students' Book.

b) Put students into pairs or groups of three within their
big A or B group. Tell them to help each other to complete
the relevant column of the table, using the pictures and
words provided. Give students ten to fifteen minutes to do 
this. Circulate, helping with vocabulary and making sure 
that weaker students manage to fill in all the information.
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2 Establish clearly that groups A and B have been
working on different stories. Tell students to pair up with 

someone from the other group. Students ask each other the 
questions from the table to find out about the third finalist, 
and fill in the column. While students are doing this (and in 
Exercise 3), collect any examples of good language use, 
especially of the Past Continuous and any new vocabulary, 
and/or errors for analysis and correction later. 

3 Put pairs of students together into groups of four to
decide on the prizes. Draw their attention to the Useful 

language box. Tell students to be prepared to explain their 
decisions to the rest of the class. Nominate one confident 
student in each group to do this. 

i · ��-��-:. :·,��;��;i��- �-��·�:·�;i·;�� ............ �-;
• a If you have short lessons: Do the Preparation for

task in the first lesson, then the Task itself in the 
second lesson. Divide students into As and Bs at 
the end of the first lesson, and give them the 
relevant story at the back of the book to look at 
for the next lesson. 

b If your students enjoy role-playing: In Exercise 2, 
students take on the role of the person in their 
story, and their partner interviews them about 
their experience, for example Who did you rescue? 

Why were you there and what were you doing? etc. 
Students fill in the relevant column in the table. 

Writing (PAGE 87) 
Using adverbs in narrative 
1 Give students a few minutes to look up the adverbs in 

their minidictionaries. To check their understanding 
before working on the story, give some simple sentences, 
which they complete with the correct adverb, for example 

We were driving along when .......... the car in front stopped . 

. . ........ we couldn't stop in time and we hit it. .......... nobody 

was hurt. I got out of the car .......... and saw that it was 

damaged. I went to talk to the other driver, and .......... after 

a long discussion, he agreed that it was his fault. I was 

.......... glad to get home that day! 

2 Tell students to read the story through once before
attempting to complete the sentences. Students work 

individually or in pairs before checking with the whole class. 
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3 Direct students to the circled and in the text, and point 
out how it joins the two parts of the sentence. Ask 

students to count how many more times and is used in the 
text (5). Tell them to look for other words that join 
sentences or parts of a sentence together. Elicit these from 
the class, or put students in pairs to look for them first. 

4 a) Tell students to choose an option and to spend five
to ten minutes writing the main facts of the story. Tell 

them not to worry about adverbs and linking words for the 
moment. Circulate and help with vocabulary, use of past 
tenses, etc. 

b) If students work in pairs, they can read each other's
stories and suggest places where adverbs/linking words can 
be added. Students then write a final draft for homewor.k.

i · �-;���i��. �-:. :��:·;��·;i��-�����·�;i��- ...... 
�

· i
: for weaker classes 

• Using the pictures and vocabulary for the story of 
: Simon Rowland, elicit the story from the class and 
: write it on the board. Guide students to use adverbs, 
: linking words, and past tenses accurately. Erase some 
• phrases or words from the story, and ask students to 

write the story in their notebooks, supplying the 
missing phrases/words as they do so.

. . ............................................................. 

Do you remember? 
(PAGE 88) """1 



module 11 ........................................................................................ 

Reading and vocabulary (PAGE 89)

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 
pages 13-14. 

1 You could start by telling students about a hobby or 
interest of your own. If possible, bring in pictures/ 

objects to illustrate it. Then put students in small groups to 
discuss questions a and b. Feed back. 

2 a) Focus students on the box. Elicit that the more usual 
things to collect are coins, stamps, and dolls. Students 

brainstorm other things people collect in groups. 

b) Ask students to read the article quickly. They should 
underline any of the hobbies or types of collection 
mentioned, and identify them in the pictures. 

3 Go through the example in the table. Words to check:
honeymoon, to comb hair, to break into somewhere. 

Give students a couple of minutes to complete the first 
column of the table. Students then check their answers in 
the text. Allow students five minutes to read the text and 
complete the second column of the table. Encourage 
students to give reasons in their own words. Put students in 
pairs to compare answers and discuss which obsession is 
the strangest. 

4 Focus students on the example in the puzzle, pointing 
out that they need to look back at the text and that the 

words are not in the same order as they appear in the text. 
Students work individually before checking with the class. 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 90)

Gerunds (-ing forms), verbs of liking and disliking 

1 Students discuss which of the things they like/dislike.
Encourage them to give reasons. 

Note 

If students ask about the difference between like and enjoy, 

explain that like (= think X is nice) can be used to talk about 
any of the things a-e. Enjoy is used to talk about things that 
you do/experience, for example enjoy the walk/shopping. 

2 � [11.1] Ask students to listen and write each item
from Exercise 1 next to one of the photos. All the 

answers can be seen as unusual in some way. Put students 
in pairs to discuss why they are unusual and if they or 
anyone they know has similar feelings. 

3 Check students understand all the words in the box.
Play the recording again for students to write the name 

of the person next to the word(s) they use. 

Grammar analysis 
As you go through the examples, point out the gerund 
and the noun/pronoun in each case. Elicit some other 
examples to add to the tables, for example: 
a Spending vacations with my family is wonderful. 

Being on my own on vacation isn't my idea of fun. 
b I find doing the dishes boring. 

I find taking a bath really relaxing. 
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module 11 

c She's crazy about opera, George Clooney.

She's interested in shopping, soccer. 

Note 

Students may ask about present participles, which are also 
referred to as -ing forms. If so, show them that present 
participles are verb forms, and are often used to make verbs 
continuous, for example She's traveling in Europe./He was 

staying with his friends.!We've been working for hours, etc. 

2 Put students in pairs to decide where the examples go on 
the line. Point out that d is in the middle because I don't

mind doesn't express a preference. Copy the line onto 
the board so that you can put the answers on it in 
feedback. Pronunciation to check: loathe llouol, can't

stand /k;ie:ntstrend/, don't mind /dountmamd/. 

»JSWERS. ·- - . .
:rneidifferepce between ,some of these· verbs, 'for;>,l!l;; •• 

. �?Ca�pl� can�t stand and loatfie,,be crazy aqout an�

·love, •is a matter of style (can't.stand is mere informal
tpgn 1lpatht?). ·The order �el�.w,fa S�99;Stion':- ··

ieast likes ____________ mc:,st like�· 

g f L ·,d e. c· - b h .- a .. 

PRACTICE 

1 a) Go through the example with the class, or do one of 
your own. Emph_asize that students need to think of 

unusual likes/dislikes, like the people on the recording. Give 
students a minute or two individually to think about their 
answers before putting them in pairs to discuss them. 
Remind students to get their partner to justify their 
answers, by asking Why?!Why not? etc. 
b) Tell students to look at column B for examples of more
usual likes/dislikes. Students then compare opinions with
their partner and see what they have in common. Feed back
briefly on any interesting/amusing answers.

2 Students can use ideas from Exercise 1, column B to 
complete the sentences. Alternatively, give them these 

prompts on the board: playing computer games, smoking,

going to.the gym, cooking, walking, politics. Students can also 
use their own ideas. Put students in pairs or small groups to 
compare answers. 

. . �-;���i��. ;�. �;;�·;��·;i��. ���-���;i��-� ..... �-. 

• Students complete the sentences, then stand up
and mingle. They compare answers with as many
different people as possible.

• Students write out their sentences on a piece of
paper. Then, working in groups of four to six, they
shuffle the pieces of paper so that they each have
someone else's sentences. They take turns to read
out the sentences. The rest of the group guesses
who wrote them�
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ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Gerunds (-ing forms), page 64; Verbs of liking 
and dislil<:ing, page 65; Vocabulary booster: -ed and -ing

adjectives, page 67-68 
IBID Resource bank: 11 A The Lovebug Dating Agency

(Gerunds; expressions for liking and disliking). page 158 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 92) 

Like doing and would like to do (gerunds and 
infinitives) 

Elicit briefly some ideas as to what the pictures show. Each 
pair of pictures shows a person doing something they like 
and dreaming/thinking about something they want. Give 
students a few minutes, individually or in pairs, to match 
the sentences to the pictures, before checking with the; 
whole class . 

Do an example with the class. Then give students a few 
minutes, individually or in pairs, to underline the gerunds 
and infinitives. 

2 Students look at rules a and b. As you go through the 
answers, highlight: 
• plan and hope are always followed by an infinitive.
• like and love are followed by a gerund, and describe a

general feeling (love is more emphatic than like).

• would like and would love are followed by an infinitive,
and describe something you want to do ('d love to =
want to very much).

• the question forms are Would you like to ... ? and Do you

like ... ing? (Would/Do you love ... ? is not so common.)

: • . ' • ·� 
;,,·".,!, .. • 

·-���� ,.;' ."�·•·,\-. (;}!f•' .,. . ,I.·,,
"1 Sent�

_
hces with a geruna: 3; 6,. 8 ? :, . 

·serit;iices·witn;cin infinitive: 2, -4, �. 7· • --'"'."" "'\' ,-., -- r , ,-_.,- -/1 -� . • . .., ; , � , 2· a
_, 

. qk�fl?Y�:f �erb : -ing means et1jors·: .. _ 't' .• ' · ·b ' Would· lzke/love + to.+ verb means wants·to. ,,..?C _ _.,,_ ': .'c :;i. • ,� . • • < ":. � � , .-): , • '"' • ·• 

PRACTICE 

1 a) Before directing students to pages 141 and 144 in
the Students' Book, do an example on the board, 

Do/Would you like (learn) English? Establish that the full 
question should be Do you like learning English? because 
it is asking about a general feeling. Elicit some possible 
answers Yes, I do.!Yes, very much.!No I don't./No, not at all.



b) Give students time to prepare their questions. Then put
students into A and B pairs to ask and answer their
questions. Ask students to report back on one or two of
their partner's answers.

2 �(11.2) Put students in pairs to think of possible
endings for the conversations. Ask for some of their 

ideas before playing the recording. As they listen, students 
note which pair's answers came closest to the recording. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

1 Say the two sentences for students. Point out that in 
the first to is weak because it is squashed in the 
middle of the question. In the second to is held for 
longer and is therefore not a weak sound. Ask 
students to look for more examples of the weak to in 
conversations a and b (Would you like to stay .. .? Have 

you been to the ... ?), and for more examples of the 
stronger to in a, b, and d (love. to, like to, hope to).

2 Play the conversations agciin, stopping after each line 
for students to repeat. Put students into pairs to 
practice. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Gerunds and infinitives (Exercises 4 and 5), 
pages 65-66

Wordspot (PAGE 93)

like 

.see Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 Check the meaning of the words in the box. Ask 
students to give you a word or phrase to describe one

or two of them, for example silk - very soft, cats fighting -
make a horrible noise. Elicit ideas for a, then put students in 
pairs to do the rest. Students discuss their ideas in pairs 
then feed back to the class. Point out/elicit that in all the 
sentences, like is used to make comparisons. 

ANSWERS 

a -an gngei, a model·
b a bird, cdts fighting 
c silk.· 
d Q bifd' 

e dish �ater , ,, . 
f a bird, �.angel, ca� .

fightiqg 

2 Establish that this exercise deals with different uses of
like and that the word is missing from each phrase. Do 

the first one with the class. Students work individually or in 
pairs before checking with the class. 

3 Give students a few minutes to put the phrases in the
correct section. Check answers with the whole class. 

4 �[11.3) Put students in pairs and tell them to be
ready to discuss their answers after each question/ 

instruction. They do not need to write their answers. 

Exercise 4: additional suggestion 

To give students practice in forming questions with 
like, ask them, with their partners, to write down as 
many of the questions from the recording as they 
can remember. They then take turns to ask you the 
questions. 

Make a list of the most 
important things in life 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9 

Preparation for task (PAGE 94)

'i Elicit some things that students think are important in
i life, and/or give some ideas of your own. Students look 

at the table and see which things were mentioned by the 
class. Students read statements a-d and decide whether 
they are true or false before discussing answers. 

ANSWERS 
1 •

• 

a false. b true ·-c false .. d false 
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2 Give students a minute or two to think about the
question(s), then put them in pairs or small groups to 

discuss their answers. If you have a mononationality class: 
all the students should answer the same question, 
according to whether their country is represented or not. 
If you have a multinationality class: students answer 
different questions, which should generate some interesting 
cross-cultural comparison. 

3 Focus students on the pictures and discuss briefly what
the people are doing. Then ask students to find the 

activities illustrated in the list of important things in life. 
Give students time to check unfamiliar vocabulary in their 
Minidictionary and/or with a partner. 

Pronunciation to check: religion /n'hd3;:in/
1 

a successful 

career /;:is;:ik'sesfalb'n;:i/, salary /'srel;:iri/, healthy /'hel8i/, 
a busy social life /;:ibrzi's;:iuJ;:ilaif/. 

! · �·;������·i��· ;�; ����=· �,��;�·�;i��· · · · ·· · · · �·
: suggestion

If you have short lessons, start by eliciting some 
ideas for important things in life. Leave out Exercises 
1 and 2, and move straight to the pictures and list of 
important things in Exercise 3. This should enable 
you to complete the Task in one lesson. 

Task (PAGE 95)

1 a) Establish that students have to choose between
the things in each pair. Do a brief model yourself,

explaining your choices for three or four of the pairs in the 
list, and incorporating some of the phrases from the Useful 

language box, part a. Give students about ten minutes to 
think about their choices and how to express their ideas. 

b) Circulate and help with vocabulary. Encourage any students 
who finish early to practice explaining their choices to you. 

2 Put students in small groups to compare their answers.
Point out that they can speak up if they would prefer 

not to talk about a particular subject, and direct them to the 
Useful language box part b. Either go through the language 
in the box explicitly at this point, or simply let students 
refer to it as necessary. While students are discussing their 
answers, note any examples of good language use and/or 
errors for analysis and correction later. Me too!!Me neither! 

and That's the same for me! are covered in the 
Real life section which follows the Task. 

3 Students stay in the same groups to write their list of
the eight most important things (including their own 

ideas). They then compare and discuss them. Ask students 
to be ready to report back on how many of the eight things 
were the same in their group. For feedback, ask a 
spokesperson from each group to report back to the class. 
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4 The first question here is aimed at older students, the
second at younger ones. Students discuss their 

answers as a class or in pairs/groups. 

Task: additional suggestions 

a If your students enjoy role-playing: They can act out 
the interviews. One person takes ttie role of a 
famous person answering questions, and the 
other is the interviewer. 

b For extra listening practice: Make a tape of you and 
another English speaker discussing your choices 
for the most important things in life. Students 
listen and note which things they found 
predictable/surprising, and/or note the language 
used to explain and compare choices. 

Real life (PAGE 96) 

Finding things in common 

1 a) Point out that all the phrases in the box are ways of
showing that you agree. Students work individually or 

in pairs to complete the conversations. 

b) ffl [11 .4] Play the recording, stopping after each
conversation for students to make any changes necessary.

Grammar analysis 

Tell students to look back at the conversations to answer 
the two questions. As you check the answers, elicit an 
example for:_ so and neither and write them on the board, 
for example I go to an aerobics class. - So do I; I didn't 

understand. - Neither did I. Highlight !the fact that the 
auxiliary must match the tense of the original statement, 
and emphasize that so and neither are used only when the 
second speaker agrees with the first. It may help to show 
students how to disagree: I don't like whiskey. - Oh, I do; 

I'm really hungry. - I'm not. (with the stress on the 
pronoun). 

ANSWEltS 

a If y<:>u agree with positive sentenc�s ,ypµ _u�ejo.

b If you agree with negajive sentenses yoµ use . . 

neither.
- · · · '

2 
Students work individually or in pairs before checking
with the whole class. 



Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

1 Drill the two examples. Get students to mumble them 
first, as shown, to feel the rhythm. 

2 � [11.5) Play the conversations, stopping after each 
one for students to practice in pairs. 
We can pronounce neither /'na1oor/or /'ni:oor/. 
In this book we pronounce it /'naioor/. 

3 � [11.6) Play the reco:rding, stopping after each
beep for students to respond. Either ask individuals to 

answer, or invite all the students to call out. 

Real life: additional suggestion 

First, show students how to disagree, for example 
I didn't like the movie. - Oh really, I did. Then give 
them some sentence beginnings. These can be 
dictated or handed out on slips of paper. For 
example: 

When I was little, I wanted to be a ... Last night I was ... 
My last vacation was in ... I really don't like ... 
Students complete the sentences so that they are true 
for them. They then read the sentences to a partner, 
who agrees or disagrees. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Me too, so do I, etc., page 66 

lRiJ Resource bank: 11 B Neither do I (So do I, Me, too,

Me, neither, Neither do I, etc.). page 160 

Consolidation modules 7-11 

d 
e, . 

g 
·s u p p o. r ·t e r 

: t p 

i:VJ · e
s c e· n e 

• < •' i 
s 

y q 
s. n 

d' 

r o w
b 
b 

r y 

E ;_ . .· . .· . 
. There qr� sqc situati_ons for this (!ctivity on page 145 . 

of the 'Students' Boo�,. 
. ' . . 
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module 12 ..................................................................................... 

Listening and vocabulary (PAGE 99)

Designer goods 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 
pages 13-14. 

1 Establish that designer goods are those made by 
well-known and fashionable tjesigners. Elicit some 

names for the products listed, for example Levi's jeans, 
BMW cars, Gucci accessories, Lancome cosmetics. You 
could bring in magazine advertisements for some of the 
products, to pass around or put on the classroom walls. 
Briefly discuss where the products are made and if any of 
them are made in students' countries. 

2 Give students a few minutes to decide which
statements they agree with. Encourage students to use 

their minidictionaries where necessary. Put them in pairs or 
groups to compare answers. Feed back briefly on some of their 
opinions. Pronunciation to ch�k: afford /;i'fo:rd/, advertising

/'::edv;irta1z11Ji, waste /we1st/, possessions /p;i'zeJ;inz/. 

Note 

Point out that "designer labels" means "designer products." 

3 [�j[12.1) Focus students on the pictures of the three 
people. Get them to predict what the people will say 

about designer goods, for example the grandmother will 
probably think they are a waste of money, whereas the son 
will probably say they are better than nondesigner 
products, etc. Play the recording and ask students to make 
brief notes about what each person says. 

4 
Check the meaning of cool in this context
(=fashionable). Give students time to read statements 

a-f. Play the recording again. 
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I. �-�:��i�� · �·= · :�;�·;��;i�� · :���:�;i��- · · · · · · �-

: If you have a strong class, instead of doing Exercise 
: 4, ask students to listen and decide which of the 
� statements in Exercise 2 the speakers agree with. 
. ......................................................... '. 
ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Designer goods), page 73 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 1 oo) 
Passive forms 

Ask students to comment briefly on what they think of the 
products shown in the pictures. Students then match the 
sentences individually or in pairs before checking with the 
whole class. 

·.ANSMRS.:,�7i ,}. 
( T .  · ¥  

�y . - . Jtc, •;,. ,,:'.,'.... • - 1, ,t. ,., . .  ,,\ ·;;:: '"'.t'.�0i-i! Porscheisi:;orts car: c The'y,we,re firsl �- ,tin·' .
'Germariy ih the ·1940s� · e they are·()fte,'°r:tdriven in 
Forniulai races. , ' - · - • �;;;;:., ,,] ;:ct· -.; 

· Sw�_tclfw'a.�ch: b The.design i� ch�rtged �v�ry-'year.
� f ·They wer� first made in Switz�rland, in :the .19.80s. ,
, R,qy-Ban sunglasse�: g They were .worn by Will·· 
_ Smitli�n the movie Men in Black, b. T.l_l�x,.are often

seen'in Hollf'Yood movies. · . ,2. 
• 

' 

Chane) _No. s" perfwnei a More. than io milti9n 
bottles are sold �v.ery yea,r. d It was created oy iL 

clothes'°'<lesigner Coco Chanel 'in 1925: 

Grammar analysis 
Go through the example with the class. Highlight the fact 
that the passive is used when the person who does the 
action is not important or not known. Put the sentence 
More than 10 million bottles are sold every year. on the 
board and ask students why the passive is used (because 
we are more interested in the number of bottles than 
who actually sells them). 

2 Give students a few minutes to answer the questions. 
To check the form of the passive (Past Simple, Present 
Simple and with will). elicit a table onto the board. 
Alternatively, refer students to the Language summary

on page 155 of the Students' Book. As you check 
answers, highlight: 



• The form of be, which changes according to whether
the subject is singular/plural, and whether the time is 
past, present, or future.

• The future formed with will be and the past participle.

• The verb be, which can be contracted, for example
It's made ...

• The question form made by inverting the subject and
be, for example Is it made ... ?

3 Point out that if it is necessary or important to mention 
who did the action, the agent can be included, using 
by. Ask students for another sentence which includes the 
agent, for example They were worn by Will Smith.

PRACTICE 

1 a) Ask students which company is featured in the
pictures, what they make, and what students think the

connection between the pictures is. Then ask them to read 
the text through quickly (without attempting to fill in the 
blanks) to see if their predictions were correct. Words 
to check: manufacturer, to sponsor someone, to sign a

contract, to associate someone with something, to 

recognize something. 

b) Establish that all the verbs need to be in the passive and
do the first one with the class.
c) �](12.2] Play the recording through. Stop if necessary,
for students to check their answ.ers.

ANSWERS 
1 . will be made 
2 is named· 
3 was started 
4 is known 
5 was sponsored 
6 was asked 

Pronunciation 

7 was signed 
8 wiil be assodatea . 
9 ' is recognized 

'lb was created · 
11 was paid 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

1 [�l [12.3] Play the recording once for students to listen
to the stress and weak forms in the sentences. Then play 
the sentences again for students to repeat. Help students 

module 12 

by suggesting that they start with the stressed participle, 
then add the rest of the sentence to it, for example 
started > it was started > it was started in the 19 70s.

2 Put students in pairs to practice reading the 
paragraph. To help them with the rhythm, play the 
relevant part of [12.2] or read the paragraph yourself. 
Ask students to "shadow read": to read at th� same 
time as you/the recording, copying the rhythm and 
speed. 

2 Ask students to read sentences a-j through quickly and 
say which facts they found most surprising. Then do 

the first one as an example. Emphasize that students should 
first decide if the sentence is active or passive. Students do 
the rest individually or in pairs. 

AN�WEJ(,� ' . 
·.a are stolen ·
b · �II.be manufactured 
c designed 

4.d is riac,1· 
{) e pr�duces 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

f was sold 
g eat 
h will be sold 

started 
j. were·made

Workbook: Passive forms (Exercises 1-3), pages 69-70; 
Listen and read, page 73: Active or passive?, page 74 
!RID Resource bank: 12A The Handbag Gang (Past Simple 
passive), page 162 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 102)

Sentences joined with that, which, and who 

1 �(12.4] Give students time to read the rules and 
check that they understand them. Ask How long do you

have to discuss the answer? How many points do you get if 

you know the words in English? Preteach stuff, a general 
word for substance or material. Play the recording, 
stopping after each definition. 

. �;�;;��;;�� -���;;;;;�·�;· ;�; ·�:·.;;�. ;�.�; �:
If you have a multinationality class and it is difficult 
to check if students know the word in their own 
language: 
a Allow students to look up the word in bilingual 

dictionaries, for 2 points. 
b Give teams 2 points if anyone can draw the item. 
c Have the words jumbled up on the board, 

masked with a large piece of paper. If none of the 
teams knows the word from the definition, reveal 
the words on the board for ten seconds. The first 
team to choose and call out the correct one gets 
a point. Alternatively, have the words on an 
overhead projector transparency, and turn the 
projector on for ten seconds. 
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module 12 ____________________________________ _ 

2 This stage is diagnostic. If your students have difficulty 
deciding on the pronoun, move on to the recording 

quite quickly. If students have some ideas about when to
use the pronouns, encourage them to work together and 
help each other. There may be uncertainty about when to
use that. If so, tell students just to use who and which for 
the moment, and deal with that after they have listened to
the recording again. Play the recording once through for
students to check their answers.

ANSWERs'° . ,•' < 
a which b who - c th.cit ;, d,whci . e thcit 
9 tpat h .whic&-"' 1 �ho'-'• i ;hi/h "°;;,, 

rammar ana,ysis 

Go through the examples with the class. Copy them onto 
the board if it helps to clarify them. As you do so, highlight: 
• the relative pronouns who, which, and that replace the 

pronouns it, they, he, etc., in the middle of the 
sentence. It is not necessary to use both, for example 
not It's a hat which if protects ... 

• no comma is necessary in the middle of the sentence. 
• that is often used instead of which.

• that can be used instead of who, but this is not so 
common. (At this level, you may want students to 
concentrate on using who, since they can sound 
unnatural if they overuse that.)

2 Give students a few minutes, individually or in pairs, to
join the sentences.
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PRACTICE 

1 a) Students work individually to match the people to
the definitions, without using dictionaries. They have to 

guess any words they don't know, from the definition. 

t:!�S�RS." _;'CL 4,. . . ·- ·;, 
._"F�qr dealer ":�: jewe1e1:� 'i,3 ant!que qe?le_ 
-.,fp.ewsc;lepler.�·I chef ,;�. realjor , 1-f�q>,en_tet1 

"" . • .• ,,,., .··· ,  . . . . "' :y:,-, . :.� 

b) Go through the example. Give students a few minutes to
write the sentences, then compare answers in pairs/smalr
groups.

.. 
�-����i��- � ·�; ·�;;�����;�� ·;�-��-;��;�·� ..... �

After writing their sentences, students work in pairs.
A closes his/her book and B reads out the sentences, 
but with some wrong answers for A to correct.
s: A person who cooks meals in a restaurant is a

cooker. 
A: No, a person who cooks meals in a restaurant is 

a chef! 

2 a) Put students in pairs, A and B. Direct them to the 
appropriate box and give them time to prepare their

questions. Make it clear that they do not need to think of 
the answer to the questions.
b) Direct students to pages 139 and 145 in the Students'

Book. Go through the example, or get a strong pair of
students to demonstrate. Drill the example question to
remind students to use questioning intonation. As students 
ask and answer the questions, note any problems with 
pronunciation (words like scissors, toothpaste, gloves) to
work on at the end of the activity. 



• 
�����i·��. ;·�; ·�;;�����;:� -�������;�·� ••••• �-

Students work in pairs. Give them a few minutes to 
look at the fourteen definitions in boxes A and B. 
Explain that there are seven pairs (swimming trunks 
- swimsuit). Students close their books and try to
remember the other six pairs of words. This can be 
done as a race. Students try to write down all the 
pairs as quickly as they can. Alternatively, do the 
exercise orally, with students calling out answers
around the class.

, ANSWERS 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Relative clauses with which, who, and that, 

page 72 

Vocabulary (PAGE 103)

Objects 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 

12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on

pages 13-14.

1 a) Students work individually, marking the objects

without looking in their minidictionaries.

b) Students work in pairs, pooling their knowledge and

checking in their Minidictionary. At this stage, encourage

students to see which objects they have with them, and

which they can see around them in the classroom. Bring in

pictures/realia for the items students are not likely to have

with them, so that you can use these for checking

pronunciation. Drill unfamiliar/difficult words, in particular:

billfold /bilfould/, purse /p3:rs/, corkscrew /'b:rkskru:/, identity

card /a1'dent:itika:rd/, cellphone / 'selfoun/, tissues /'t1Ju:z/,

driver's license /'dra,v;irz la,sms/, comb /koum/.

2 Give students a few minutes to put the words on the

diagram. Then ask them to compare answers in pairs or 

small groups. There are no correct answers here, the idea is 

to show students a way of organizing their vocabulary, so 

that they can refer back to it easily. Students work 

individually and in pairs to find words to add to each list. 

They then discuss where to put them, for example 

swimsuit, bathing suit, gloves, socks = things that you wear. 

3 Elicit a few ideas for the first question. Then give

students a few minutes to answer the others. Put 

students in pairs to find five things in common. Ask one or 

two pairs to report back to the class on their findings. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Everyday objects), page 73 

!RID Resource bank: 128 What's this? (Relative clauses with

that, which, and who), page 164 

Decide what you need for 
a trip 
See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 

6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 104)

1 �[12.5) Introduce the idea of going away for a

day or two, or for longer. Discuss with students what 

they always bring with them, how organized they are about 

packing, what things they forget to bring, etc. Then focus 

students on the items in the box and make it clear that as 

they listen, they just have to cross out the two things that 

Neil and Lucy are not bringing. 

ANSWERS · 11 -•· . ·' 
. l"fhela�,Ilot bringing dry".'"e;'s licenses. or sunscreen. 

2 
Put students in pairs to compare answers and discuss

their ideas for questions a-f. 

3 Play the recording again. Give students time to 

confirm/change their answers in pairs before discussing 

them as a class. 

ANSwt;RS ,;!, ' 
a a city (they mer:itii:m�w;lking arouqd sightseeing)
b They are going to�� sightseeing and to the . .

theater. 
c · They� think it w!ll,be h�t. 
d Theyare_going 9-.�r�d.Jhey mentjon passports, 

travelers' checks, and,p_'phraseboo�.
e No. 

· · .. ··.. ' 

f by plane (they are going' to meet at the 1check-in 
desk) 
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�. �·;;�����i��· ;�; ����:· ...................... � . ��;�·=· �·l��;��;i��· �·��·�:·�;i·;�; ............ �
: alternative suggestions 
: a If you are short of time or have short lessons: Do 
:· If you want to provide a model yourself: the Preparation for task in the first lesson and ask 
: Either: Talk about a recent trip you went on, telling students to think about their ten items (Exercise 1 
: students what you took with you and why, and of the Task) for homework. Do Exercises 2 and 3 
• whether all the items were necessary. If possible, of the Task in the next lesson. 
j bring in photos, postcards, etc., to illustrate your talk. b If you want to provide more of a challenge: Introduce 
: Or: tell students about a trip you are planning, and some unexpected factors to the discussion in 
: some of the things you are planning to bring with Exercise 2 of the Task. While the pairs are trying 
: you. Invite suggestions about what to bring/not to to agree on their ten items, go around with slips 
: bring, with reasons why. of paper with information such as: 

Task (PAGE 105)

1 a) Set the scene. Students are going away on a short
trip, and need to decide what to bring with them. Put 

them into pairs: As, Bs, and Cs. Direct them to pages 142, 
145, and 146 in the Students' Book. It does not matter if you 
do not have equal numbers of A, B, C pairs. 
b) Give students a minute or two to read the description of
the trip, then circulate, and check that they understand key
factors, such as the method of transportation, the weather
forecast, etc. Students then prepare their lists of ten items
to bring individually, asking you for any vocabulary they 
need.
c) Give students time to prepare their reasons for bringing
their chosen items. Draw their attention to the Useful

language box, part a. Either do this explicitly, going through
the use of could/should for making suggestions, and 
might/if clauses for prediction, or simply refer to the box 
and leave any explicit language work until after the Task.
Language for making suggestions is dealt with in the 
Real life section after the Task.

2 Students work in their pairs, discussing their ideas until
they agree on the same ten items. As you monitor the 

pairs, make sure they are thinking of reasons for bringing 
each item. Note any examples of good language use and/or 
errors, for analysis and correction later. 

3 How you group students for this stage will depend on 
how many pairs you have. Students either stay in their 

pairs and join up with another pair, for example As and Bs, 
Bs and Cs, As and Cs, or they make groups of three: one A, 
one B, and one C. Students then take turns to go through 
their lists, explaining why they are bringing the items. 
a) Their partners note down their answers to the questions.
b) Once it has been established where they are going and
what kind of trip it is, their partners then suggest items
students have forgotten. Refer students to the Useful

language box, part b. Note language for analysis and/or
correction afterward. Invite one or two groups to report
back on some of the items chosen and how

sensible/strange, etc., they were. 
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• for As - a newsflash saying that
thunderstorms are predicted.

• for Bs - a newsflash warning of train
strikes/delays, or sgying that parts of the
science museum are closed.

• for Cs - a note saying that they have been 
offered the use of a car. 

Students then have to take account of this 
information and see if it affects any decisions 
they have made. 

Real life (PAGE 105) 

Making suggestions 

1 Give students a minute or two in pairs to name all the
objects in the pictures. Circulate, and help pairs with 

any words they are not sure of. 

2 [§] [12.6] Check that students understand the three
questions, then play the recording. Give students time 

to compare answers in pairs before checking with the class. 

ANSWE� °'\•· _'" _ __" . . 
. a a.c�.�ple/

.
o n 'the:pho

_
. 
__ -
�eYpa

_._
sta

.· 
a

_
?
.
·Q,,

_
.:i.

. __ 
·
_
e

_
-
•
. 
_
__ ,_·. � - , 

dec1<l1ng,what to thave f9r dinri�r \ .-� 9 
,·:· _ . 

b . a.sa!�scierk and distoin�rhH:cr"�tor�/pertpme an'.a� 
lip&°rlck .'- ·customer is ctedctlng wliaf fo�·b4y, for iils'',�

' . mdtner· ... ,,,,. 
.. . ' ';''·;'', ,i -� ;;.. :- .• :., 

c two you'nfinale friemls/vis1tirig_ah6tlie( .. ·· _, .. 
coliritry/ashtray and pui-se.'.:.·deotling whqt to.· 
bring'back for-'ci girl'frfond · ·,',,.':: '" --,:,. 7 

. .d mbthefapd son/in a, store·(de�rfment ' 
store )/�ning ,shoJs· ancl bb:ckp�:rnl<:- ff· he ha�' 
the cheaper running shoes,-he can have the · 
backpack- too: 

3 a) [§] [12. 7] Es_tablish that in all the conversations,
people are making and responding to suggestions. 

Focus students on the sentences with blanks, and give them 
a minute or two to predict any of the missing language, 
before playing the recording. 



___________________________________ module 12 

ANSWERS 

. a shall I get 
b don't w.e hav� 
c Lers lipve. . , 
d :.How about·' 

·. think so' ',

b) Once students have completed the extracts, put them in 
pairs to discuss which phrases are used for asking for/
making/responding to (accepting or rejecting) a suggestion.

ANSWERS . . X·. . , ' 
; as

. 
k

. 
for a§

. 
:ugg�ti1�: a, Ji . . ; .· ,'

• Jo, • 
,. ·• 

'r. ·�. ' r ""' � • 

make Cl SUQQ�tiofi: b,·C,'d; f, i,'ck 
,. resl>(!n4 to·a.sugg'�tjon: e (rejecting);' 

g, j (acceptipg); I (acceP-ting reluctpr;itly).j!L;, 
. s:-. ' -�: - ·�� �� . � '. ,�--��;.;;...:;..�;.,�

"'

§.ii,..· 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
� [12.8) Play the phrases on the cassette, or say them 
naturally yourself. Point out how the intonation helps 
the speaker sound interested/polite. Play or say the 
phrases again for students to repeat. 

Pronunciation: additional suggestion 

If your students need more structured practice before 
moving on to the role-play, get them to give you 
some suggestions. Prompt with: I want to go away this 

weeJ<end, but I don't know where to go. or I want to

celebrate my birthday, but I don't know what to do. 

Accept or reject their suggestions. Then give one or 
two students prompts to get suggestions from the 
class, for example What should we do after class today?

What should I do this weekend? 

4. Give students five to ten minutes in pairs to prepare
their conversations. Suggest that they make notes,

rather than writing out the conversation word for word, so 
that it sounds more natural. If you have a large class, and it 
would be too timeconsuming for all the conversations to be 
acted out, put students in.to groups of six (three pairs) to 
act them out. Make a note of any examples of good 
language use and/or errors for analysis or correction 
afterward. 

Do you remember? (PAGE 106)
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module 13 -���i� i��g�;g·�·. ��;
· ................................................. .

Vocabulary and speaking 
(PAGE 107) 

Jobs and personal characteristics 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on
pages 13-14.

1 Check that students understand the jobs given in the
diagram. Ask, for example, What does (an architect) 

do? Check the pronunciation of accountant fa'kaunt;mt/, 
architect /'a:rk1tekt/, and lawyer /'lo:j.:ir/. Put students in pairs 
and set the time limit of three minutes for them to add as 
many jobs as they can. Put pairs together into groups of 
four to compare answers. This enables you to circulate and 
to check spelling and pronunciation of the words. Feedback 
as a class may not be necessary, or can be kept brief with 
discussion only of the less common/familiar jobs. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 
'\ ...money: teller, cashier 

the arts and media: artist, movie dire.cto'r, . . . 
TV producef/host, singer, journalist, editor, musician 
other: engineer, soldier, farmer, gardener, politician 
transportation: bus/train driver, pilot, porter, 
mechanic, driving instructor 
hotels and restaurants: receptionist, bellhop, chef, 
doorman 
building/houses: builder, plumber, carpenter, 
realtor, interior designer 
medicine: nurse, pharmadst, surgeon 
learning: an elementary school teacher, a college· 
instructor, a professor 

2 Y?u could demonstrate how to divide the jobs into the 
different categories by giving a personal example. 

Highlight the meaning of wouldn't mind ... . Then give 
students a minute or two to think about their answers. They 
should be able to give a reason for each one. Encourage 
students to think of ways of describing the qualities needed 
for the different jobs, in preparation for Exercise 3, for 
example I'd hate to be an accountant, because I'm not

good at math. Put students in pairs to discuss their 
answers. 

3 a) Give students a_few minutes, individually or in pairs,
to check the meaning of the vocabulary and decide 

which jobs are being described. The answers will depend 
on which jobs students thought of for Exercise 1. 
Pronunciation to check: patient /pe1J.:int/, experience

IIk'spiri.:ins/, careful /kerfol/, sympathetic /,s11np.:i'8et1k/, honest

/a:n;:ist/. 
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," ,, ":.,, ' ' .,Ir� 
POSSIB{.E"ANSWERS··:v' ,,, . . 

patient,· �xperience·: f�ti<.:her, nurse· - "' 
well qµalifi�d, cru;e{ul� architect,' accountant 
good 'with peopi�, 'sntait, well mqlirt�red! . ·. 
waiter/r7aitress: receptipnist (and qtl{ei:jobs d�aiin 
with the public) ' '/-'.:'i'r:f,f* ,' ,, .'''"�. ' '
sympatpeti�, latest meth1ds; doct '', �e ' ; 
• .. -� • � . � ' :,:,,,,,,_, v-::. ""' 
Imagm.,,..Q!i:On: actOr/OrtiSt (CU'_ld Other CTeQ�Ve, > I 

medii:(jobs) , ,, . '='· 
good .:with .Jftoney �� nJllllbers, honest:
accountont/�oshiei{: teller' "· . '

V ""·-- - ' ��f·c5:1� · --- . 

b) Establish that students can use any of the words/phrases
from Exercise 3a and any other vocabulary they can think
of, to describe the qualities. Then put them in pairs to
practice.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Jobs and personal characteristics). 
page 77; Vocabulary booster: jobs, page 77 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 1 os)

Present Perfect Simple and Continuous 
with the "unfinished past" 

1 Check that students know what is involved in the three 
jobs and put them in pairs or groups to discuss the 

qualities needed. Feed bac_k briefly. 

2 Ask students to read the texts and answer the 
questions in their pairs/groups. Ask one or two 

students tot.till the class their answers and encourage a brief 
class discussion. Words to check: charge (money), strict. 

Focus students on the examples and give them a minute 
or two to consider the question. While they do this, copy 
the examples onto the board so that you can refer to 
them more easily in feedback. 

ANSWER 

The person is still a driving instructor/doctor. 

2 a Remind students that the Present Perfect always 
indicates a connection between the past and present, 
as shown already in Module 7. Demonstrate, using the 



timeline, that the Present Perfect Simple and 
Continuous are used in the same way, for actions 
which started in the past and continue to the present. 

b Point out that with many verbs, the speaker chooses 
to use the continuous form if he/she wants to 
emphasize how long the action has continued. Other 
possible examples: 
I've waited for an hour.ll've been waiting for an hour. 

I've studied English for three years./l've been studying 

English for three years. 

c Remind students that state verbs cannot be used in 
the continuous form. Elicit one or two example 
sentences, She's had that car for ten years. (not &eeR 
�); I've known my teacher for six months. (not 
BeeR .'rRe ·Ag) 
Elicit/Write the table for the form of the Present Perfect 
Continuous on the board. See page 155 of the 
Language summary for a complete table. Remind 
students of the following: 
• the contraction of the subject and verb have.

• the inversion of the subject and verb have in the
question form.

• the spelling of the present participle (see page 151
of the Language summary for rules). 

PRACTICE 

Establish that students should use the Present Perfect 
1 Continuous wherever possible. Do the first one as an
example. Students work individually before checking in 
pairs. 

MJS�RS/:' . ." :··,{
. a . hav'.¢,b en waitiri{pt' 

• 
:f. • •. ,c:' ···){ b

"' 
have you h'.ad' :J·· , .. 

c; haven't.been working. 
. d 'has}ein �aining'�.-- ..

� ,liai'en'(know� . ,·

2 � (13.1) Play the recording. Stop after each
conversation for students to confirm/change their 

answers. Highlight the contractions used. 

ANSWE.RS .. ·. 
a 've been waiting 
b have you had 
c haven't been working 
d · . .'s been raining 
e haven't known 

. ,, 

·f Have -your parents
been fiving

g 's been traveling
h 's Chris· been

module 13 

Practice: additional suggestion 

Students rewrite the conversations, changing one 
or two pieces of information in each. For example 
You look pleased! - Yes, I've been talking to Richard on

the phone, and he asked me to go to the theater with 

him. Students then act out their conversations for the 
class, or in groups of six if you have a large class. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Present·Perfect Continuous, page 75 

[Bi] Resource bank: 13A Century People (Present Perfect 
Simple and Continuous for unfinished past), page 165 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 11 O) 

How long ... ?, for, since, and all 

Do the first question with the class. Then put students in 
pairs to do the other three. 

ANS�R
_
S ·. c . . . .

lfjf · 'tto,iong has'he:t5een trayeli�g? 
\. i tiow'lon:g has she been working with children? 

3·:· How .. long has ;he been working as.'a driving 
r Ci· .iri�tructor?·' .. 
·· ,�/ Ho�' ldng have you -bad your car?

. . .. .. . . . . 

Grammar analy$
'"

s 

Give students a minute or two to answer a and b, 
referring them back to the sentences above. As you 
check the answers, elicit one or two examples of a 
period of time (for twelve years, two weeks, a few days)

and of a point in time (since seven o'clock, yesterday,

Saturday, two weeks ago). 
2 Elicit the answers from students as a whole class. (The 

answers will depend on what time/day/year it is!) 
3 Point out that using all in front of the time emphasizes 

the duration of the activity. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 
all morning/afternoon/evening, all week, 
all weekend, all year, all month, all winter 

PRACTICE 

1 �[13.2) Use the example to demonstrate _the
exercise. Play the recording through, twice 1f 

necessary, for students to complete the rest of the phrases. 
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Exercise 1: additional suggestion 

Use the recording for controlled oral practice. Stop 
after each time phrase for students to respond with 
for/since/all and the time phrase. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

1 1�[13.3) Play the recording, pointing out that the 
stress in each example is on the main verb and/or the 
time phrase. The other unstressed parts of the sentence 
are squashed in between. 

2 To help students to produce the contractions and 
weak forms, drill them in the stressed parts first, then 
add the unstressed parts afterward, for example waiting 

> I've been waiting; known ... long> I haven't known her for

long; How long ... had your car? > How long've you had

your car?

2 Demonstrate what students have to do using the
examples in section 1 of the table. Give students a few 

minutes to think about their questions - if you have a 
reasonably strong class, tell students not to write out their 
questions, but just to practice saying them to themselves. 
Circulate, and help with the wording and pronunciation of 
the questions. 

3 a) Go through the example with the class. Tell students
they should ask five of the questions (if you are short of 

time, reduce this to three or four). Students stand up and 
interview three people that they do not normally work with 
in class. Make sure that all students are involved, and that 
everyone has someone to interview. 

b) Invite a strong student to read out some information,
beginning This person ... . The other students guess who it
is. Then ask a few other students to do the same,
depending on how much time you have available.

I· �-�:��i�� · �-= · :�;�;���i��- �������i·��- •• • • • • �

, If it is impractical for your students to stand up and
move around the class, put students into groups of 
four to interview each other . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Time phrases with for and since (Exercises 2-5), 
pages 75-76 

l1ffiJ Resource bank: 13B Old friends (Present Perfect
Simple and Continuous for unfinished past), page 166 

Words pot (PAGE 111)

how 

1 Students work individually or in pairs before checking
with the whole class. Give students a few minutes to 

add the phrases to the diagram before checking with the 
whole class. 

2 a) Put students into A and B pairs, and direct them to
pages 143 and 147 in the Students' Book. Give them a 

few minutes individually to complete the questions with the 
correct how phrase. 

b) Demonstrate that students should read the question and
the choice of answers to their partner, who has to choose
the correct one. Students score a point for each correct
answer.

Exercise 2: additional suggestion 

Students write two or three multiple-choice questions 
of their own in pairs, using phrases with How. They 
then read them out for the rest of the class to guess. 



Exercise 2: additional activity 

Explain to students that we can also use How ... ! to 

make an exclamation when we want to respond to 

something someone says, or to a situation. Give an 

example: How funny! 

Write the list of adjectives and the situations a-e 

below on the board or on an overhead projector 

transparency. Students work in pairs. Give the pairs 

a minute or two to match the adjectives with the 

appropriate situations and form suitable 

exclamations. 

awful kind stupid rude 

nice strange lovely 

a My boss didn't say hello to me this morning. 

b Dave's had a terrible accident on his motorcycle. 

c Mrs. Woods has offered to look after the children 

this evening. 

d We're going to the Bahamas for our vacation this 

year. 

e I can't find my billfold anywhere - but I had it 

two minutes ago. 

Feedback with the whole class. 

Students can act out the conversations, trying to 

remember the appropriate adjective to use in the 

response. 

Select a new mayor 
for Queenstown 

See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7, Responding to learners' individual language needs on 
pages 8-9. 

Preparation for task (PAGE 112)

1 a) Before discussing the questions about a mayor, use

the pictures to elicit as much as possible about

Queenstown, for example that it is a city on the coast and 

has a large tourist industry, that it has a warm climate, that 

peanut farming is its other main industry. Then discuss the 

questions with students. Ask them to think particularly 

about what the duties of the mayor of Queenstown are, for 
example attending events to publicize and raise the profile 

of the city as a tourist place, attending meetings with 

peanut farmers and finding ways to make the farming 

industry more successful, etc. Ask students about the 

advantages and disadvantages of the job, and whether they 

would like to be mayor or not. 

b) Direct students to the text, to confirm the points about

the city and set the scene for the election.

2 � [13.4] Tell students that they are going to find out

about two of the four candidates for the job of mayor. 

Ask students to look at the pictures of Zelda and Max and 

to give you their first impressions. Which one do they think 

has the appropriate kind of image for a mayor? Give 

students a minute or two to read through the two texts and 

predict the kind of information that is missing, for example 

a number, a verb form, etc. Play the recording once 

through, for students to fill in the blanks. Then ask students 

to compare answers in pairs and with the whole class. 

Words to check: quiz show, fame, slogan, deputy mayor, 

local economy. 

3 Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss the 

candidates. Encourage them to make notes about the 

positive and negative points to refer back to later. If they 

have trouble thinking of points, give prompts to consider 

such as age, experience in politics, relevant work 

experience, promises, image. 

Task (PAGE 113)

1 First check the following vocabulary from the 

information on pages 142 and 146 of the Students' 

Book: a police investigation, a newspaper editor, 

corruption, to reduce taxes, to be better off, volunteer 

work. Put students in pairs. Give them ten minutes to 

complete their fact file. Circulate and, if necessary, help 

students with summarizing their opinion about the good 

and bad points of their candidate. 

2 Give students a minute or two to think about the 

questions they need to ask to complete the fourth fact 

file. Get one pair to demor'istrate: A asks the first question 

and B writes the answer, in note form, in the fact file. Then 

give students time to exchange all the information about 

the other two candidates. Collect examples of good 

language use and/or errors for analysis and correction later. 

3 Give students time individually to prioritize the 

candidates from 1-4. Direct them to the Useful 

language box, parts a and b, to help them explain their 

choice. Either: Highlight the language explicitly now, 

pointing out the use of prepositions: do (a lot, more) for 

someone/prefer X to Ylexperience of/knows more about.

Or: leave it until after the Task, so as not to distract 

students. Circulate, and help students with the language 

they need to explain the reasons for their choices. 
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4 Put students into small groups to explain and compare
their choices. Direct them to part c of the Useful 

language box. Elicit one or two more phrases for agreeing 
and disagreeing, for example That's true .. ./Exactly!II see 

what you mean, but ... . While students are doing this, note 

down examples of good language u-se and/or errors for 
analysis and correction later. If you have time, and students 
seem motivated, ask each group to report back on their 

opinions, and widen the discussion to the whole class. You 
can also have a class vote for the new mayor. 

i · ��;�·,. :·,;�;��;;��. :�;��;;;;� ............. �
If you have short lessons, do the Preparation for task 
in the first lesson. Divide the class into As and Bs and 
direct them to the appropriate fact file (Jack Novak or 
Cristina Scarlatti) and ask them to complete it with 
the relevant information for homework. Then, in the 
second lesson, students can exchange their 
information and do the rest of the Task. 

............................................................

Task: additional suggestions for role-plays 

One of the following role-plays can be done between 
Exercises 2 and 3 of the Task. 

Set the scene for a public meeting, where all four 
candidates for mayor will be presentto speak to 
the people of Queenstown and answer questions. 
Allocate the roles of the four candidates to strong 
students who will have the confidence to make a 
short speech introducing themselves and their 
ideas, and give them time to prepare what they 
will say. Give all the other students in the class 
different roles as people from Queenstown such as 
hotel owners, peanut farmers, store owners, young 
people, retired people, conservationists, etc. Ask 
these people to prepare questions they want to ask 
at the meeting. Also choose someone to chair the 
meeting. Circulate and help with language/prompt 
with ideas. Arrange the seating so that the four 
candidates and the "chair" are at the front, then 
start the meeting. It is probably best not to 
participate yourself, so that you can give students 
feedback on their performance afterward. 

2 Set up interviews between news reporters and the 
four candidates. Ask half the class to be reporters, 
and the other half to be one of the candidates 
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(it does not matter if there are more of one 
particular candidate than others). Give students 
time to prepare what they will say. Reporters 
think about their questions and make notes to 
refer to. Candidates try to anticipate the 
questions and think of convincing answers, and 
make notes to refer to. Put students in pairs to 
conduct the interviews, then have a brief 
feedback session where the reporters tell the rest 
of the class what they found out. 

Writing and Real life (PAGE 114)

An application for a job 

1 
Students look at the photos and information about 

Work Canada. Discuss with them what the different 
jobs involve and which of the jobs they would like to do, or 

whether any of them have done jobs like this in an English

speaking country. Establish that Work Canada is an 

organization that helps young people find temporary jobs 

in Canada. 

2 Ask students to read Iris's letter and to answer

two or three straightforward questions, for example 

Which of the jobs is she interested in? What is she doing at 

the moment? What experience does she have? Students 

discuss their answers in pairs and/or with the whole class. 

Then direct students to the application form and give them 

time to complete it with the relevant information from the 

letter. 

Circulate so that you can check for accuracy and help 

students to make corrections if necessary. Check answers 

with the whole class for any sections which students found 

difficult. 



3 a) Students work in pairs and prepare questions and
answers. For stronger students, suggest they write 

hypothetical questions, such as What would you do if ...

(one of the tourists in your group got sick)? etc. 
b) Students take turns to interview each other. They then
decide whether they are suited to the job(s) they have
applied for. During the interviews, collect examples of good
language use and/or errors for feedback afterward.

Writing: additional suggestions 

a If you want to give students letter writing practice:

Ask them to write a letter like the one from Iris 
in Exercise 1, applying to Work Canada. Ask 
students to look at the layout and content of the 
letter, noting where the writer's address and the 
date are, what information is contained in each 
of the three paragraphs, and how the letter 
begins and ends. The letter can then be written 
for homework. 

b If the Work Canada jobs will not appeal to your

students: Bring in some authentic job ads for 
Exercise 2. Ask students to write a letter applying 
for one of the jobs. In Exercise 3, students 
exchange letters, prepare questions based on the 
relevant job advertisement, and interview their 
partner. 

Do you remember? 
(PAGE 115) 

4 

3 taxi driver 
4 newspaper editor 

·5 sports instructor . . , , 
5 If necessary demonstrate the mrtivity �rst' (using 

teacher as your example). Re�ind students that 
the answer can only tie fes or No. " 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

IBID Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet J 
(Deducing meaning from context - part 2), page 168 
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module 14 
Language focus 1 (PAGE 116)

Some, any, and quantifiers 

1 Give students a minute or two in pairs to think about 
their answers to the questions. Proyide prompts if 

necessary, for example size/location/age/rooms/decoration 
to help students think about why they would/would not .like 
to change where they live. 

2 a) l�l [14.1] Elicit some predictions about extracts 
a-g. Then do the first extract as an example with the

class. Play the rest of the extracts through once. 

ANSWERS 
1 V/? 2 C 3 C 4 V 5 c

zz 

b) Make it clear that students should decide if the opinion 
is positive or negative, not the grammar of the sentence. 
Then play the extracts again. 

ANSWERS 
a nega,tive 
b neg.citive 
c . positiye' 

'c:i ,negciti�e, 
e ,\neg9-tfve' ,,t+. 

r ,.:,,. '.>�'.':�·· f:' negative.?·01 
. ,· :;,.�,-·f ;,: 1;�· 

Grammar analysis 

Some of this should be review for students at this level, so 
give them time to discuss their answers to the questions in 
pairs, before going through the answers with the class. 
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Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10---11. 
�(14.2] Play the recording or say the phrases yourself, 
once or twice. Isolate the links and get students to 
repeat them, for example /z�/, before drilling the 
complete phrases. Students then practice saying other 
examples from the Grammar analysis box which contain 
similar linking. 

PRACTICE 

1 If necessary do the first one with the class, getting 
students to explain why two of the three quantifiers are 

not correct. Students then work individually or in pairs 
before checking with the whole class. 

Exercise 1: additional suggestion 

For further practice, students make true sentences 
about their home town, using some of the ideas in 
the exercise. To structure their work, ask them for 
three positive and three negative points. 

2 a) Tell students to think of a place where they would 
like to visit/go on vacation. It should either be 

somewhere that they know something about and have 
always wanted to go to, or that they have been to perhaps 
once before and would like to go to again. Direct students 
to the prompts in the box and give them a few minutes to 
prepare their reasons for going to the place of their choice. 
b) Go through the example with the class. Emphasize that
students should try to persuade their partners to change 
their minds, and if possible to agree on a place to go. After 
the activity, ask one or two students to report back on how 
successful they were. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: some, any, and quantifiers (Exercises 1-4), 
pages 81-82 

lfilil Resource bank: 14A The Hungry Hippo diner (some, 
any, much, not enough, etc.), page 169 



Vocabulary (PAGE 118)

Describing houses and apartments 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 

12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on
pages 13-14.

1 Check that students understand the choice of text type 
in the question, then give them a few minutes to read 

the extracts. Encourage students to read quickly and not 
worry about unfamiliar vocabulary, since this is dealt with in 
Exercise 2. Students discuss and justify their answers in 
pairs before going through them with the class. 

2 Students work in pairs so they can help each other with

any vocabulary they already know. As you check the 
answers, drill any unfamiliar or problematic vocabulary, for 

example spacious /'spe1J ;;is/, private /'pra1v;;,t/, suburbs 

fsAb3:bz/, old-fashioned furniture /;;,uldfreJ ;;,ndf3:mtJ;;i/, rug 

lrAg/, sunny courtyard lsAm'b:tja:d/. 

3 You could demonstrate the activity by getting students
to ask you the questions first. Check their intonation -

that they sound interested - and give them time to ask the 
questions. Ask them to make brief notes on their partner's 
answers. One or two students report back about their 

partner's apartmentlhouse, or make groups of four to 

exchange information about each other's partners. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Exercises 6-7). page 84; Vocabulary 
booster: things in a house, page 85 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 118)

Describing where things are 

Students work individually then compare answers in pairs, 
in order to pool their knowledge about these prepositions 
and phrases describing position. As you check the answers, 
you may need to deal with the following areas of confusion: 

• opposite means that the two things are facing each
other, whereas in front of does not.

• above means "in a higher position" and may be confused
with over, which can have a similar meaning. However,
over can also be used with movement or to suggest that
one thing is touching the other, for example She jumped

over the wa/1.!He put a cloth over the food.

• inside means that the thing is completely surrounded.
Students may confuse it with into, which implies
movement, for example He walked into the room.
Put the food into those bags.

Pronunciation to check: between /b1'twi:n/, opposite /'op;;,Zit/, 
above /;;,'bA vi, next to /nekst;;,/. 

• • �������� ·;����: ·�;;��-�����-�. �������-i�� �

Use children's building blocks or any other small
wooden/plastic blocks to demonstrate the
prepositions and phrases. Then, if you have enough,
give students three blocks each and instruct them to 
put them in different positions, for example Put one 

on top of the other. Students then complete the
sentences in the book to consolidate.

Students work in pairs to answer questions 1 and 2. Check 
answers with the whole class. 
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module 14 ________________________ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ 

2 
• next to 
• in front of, on top of

PRACTICE 

1 Students work individually or in pairs. To make the 
activity more competitive, set a time limit, for example 

ninety seconds. Ask students to write their answers in their 
notebooks in random order, then close their books and try 
to remember the question in each case, for example My

keys. - Oh yes. What is at the bottom of your bag?

2 Put students into A/8 pairs and direct them to pages 143 
and 147 in the Students' Book. Make it clear that they 

should not show their picture to their partner. If possible, 
ask students to turn to face each other, so that it is more 
difficult to see each other's books. Check the following 
items of vocabulary, which are in both pictures: first/second

floor, curtains, sign, post box, balcony, newspaper seller, 

a man shaving. Tell students that they need to find out: 

• if there are the same things in their partner's picture as 
their own, and 

• if the things are in the same place. Suggest that they put 
a circle in pencil around the differences, or that they 
make a brief note of each difference. Students continue 
until at least one pair has found all ten differences. 

ANSWERS 

IA - sign says "Metro," B - Sigri says 'Sui Stop' 
2A - woman has thre� children, B - womari hcts 

four children 
3A - man, is standing in the main entrance, 

B - man is standing at the right of the 
entr,ance 

4A - man i� not smoking, 8 - m.an is smoltjng ,, . .;., 
SA - cat is on the ground, B - cat is lying on top 

''of mail box 
6B - cat is asleep 
7 A ,... w,:omaJ?. is behind curtains; B - woman is on / 

. �he balcony ,. · • ' 
BA - man sis shaving: on seconc:l floor, B·- man·is 

shaving_ on :first floor 
9A - sign between second and third'wiridow says'·'.� 

"Rooms £25- with shower," B - .sign says 
"Rooms £25 with t;>ath" 

IOA - bird on top of bal<;ony�on:s,econd,floe.rt\4,'.,.�lf�� 
B :... no bird / :•··ff·"' ., ' .. ,· ·¥'1· ·•. ,'r,'-":"'·':"" �

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Prepositions (Describing where things are), 
page 83 
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Real life and Writing (PAGE 119)

Giving directions 

1 Check that students understand why Mark/Lola have 
written the directions. Give them a few minutes to read 

through the directions and fill in the blanks. Students 
compare answers in pairs before checking with the whole 
class. As you check the answers you may need to highlight 
the following: 

• the difference between take the train/bus (meaning 
catch) and it takes ... minutes (for the length of the 
journey).

• the meaning of along, past, and towards. Demonstrate 
these prepositions of movement via drawings on the 
board, or by using suitable objects (pen, ruler, book, etc.) 
to represent streets and buildings.

• the difference between turn right (showing movement)
and is on the right/left (showing position).

ANSWER.� 
1 the ,ttairi 

2 a) � [14.3] Direct students to the map and give them
a minute or two to familiarise themselves with it, 

particularly the position of the bridge and the names of the 
station and the roads. Play the recording through once for 
students to mark Jeff's house. You may need to play it again 
if students have difficulty marking the house on the first 
listening. 

b) Give students time to read through the instructions 
before playing the recording. Students compare answers in 
pairs, then check with the whole class. 



____________________________________ module 14 

Exercise 2: additional suggestion 

Use the completed directions in 2b for pronunciation 
practice, getting students to repeat the phrases after 
you. Then ask students to look back at the map and 
try to remember the complete directions to Jeff's 
house. 

3 a) You could demonstrate this by drawing a rough map
of your area (not marking your house) on the board. 

Tell students how to get to your house from the station/bus 
stop. Ask one or two volunteers to come and mark where 
they think your house is on the map. Students then draw 
their own rough maps and think about how to give 
directions to their houses, using relevant phrases from 
Exercises 1 and 2. 

b) Put students in pairs. Ask them to exchange maps, then
take turns to direct each other to their houses.

Exercise 3: alternative suggestion 

If students have difficulty drawing a map of their 
local area, suggest that they direct their partner to 
somewhere from the school, if possible using a map 
of the town. 

4 First ask students to think of a reason for having a
party at their house. Then give them some ideas for 

how to start the note, for example Dear ... ; I'm/We're having 

a party to celebrate ... ; It's on ... ; at ... ; Please bring ... ; 
Hope you can come! Refer students back to Exercise 1 and 
direct them to the language in the box. Students can address 
their note to someone else in the class, who then telephones 
to accept/decline the invitation, or to check the directions, for 
example if they come by car instead of bus/train. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Improve your writing (Notes giving directions), 
page 86 

!lmJ Resource bank: 148 Where's the nearest bank?

(Language for giving directions), page 171 

Reading (PAGE 120)

1 Words to check: metal, cathedral, tower, pyramid,

observatory, lake, gold. Focus students on the pictures 
and elicit one or two initial reactions from the class. Put 
students in pairs or groups of three or four to discuss and 
justify their answers. Ask a student from one or two groups 
to report back to the class. 

2 Students read the text individually, then discuss
answers in pairs before checking with the whole class. 

ANSWERS 

·. a the cathe\iral in Majo_rada del Campo ·
b BiJl Gcites'. hpuse . 
c. Aaron Spelling's house

d the cathedral in Majorada del Campo 
e Graceland · 
f Graceland 
g Aaron Spelling's house 
h Bill Gates' house 

3 Refer students to paragraph 2 of the text to answer the
first question. Elicit what the possible advantages of 

such a house would be, etc. Then refer students to 
paragraph 3 to do the second question. Let them draw their 
sketch in pairs. Students could then compare in groups and 
decide which sketch is the best. 

ANSWERS 

a It is a revolving house. 

4 a) Students can work individually or in pairs to answer
this question, before feed back in groups or with the 

whole class. 

b) Students work individually on their dream home,
referring back to the text for ideas if necessary. Students
can then compare their descriptions in small groups or as a
class.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

IBID Resource bank: 14C Building your dream (Vocabulary
extension - word building, depe..ndent propositions, and 
collocations), page 172 

Describe a favorite room 

See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 122)

1 Focus students on the pictures of rooms and discuss
which ones they like/don't like and why. If necessary, 

use the pictures to check the names of items of furniture 
and other relevant vocabulary, for example view, cushions, 

ornaments. Then ask students to consider the most/least 
important aspects of a room from the list, and tell their 
partner. Alternatively, ask students to put the points in 
order from 1-5, from most to least important. Demonstrate 
this by showing how you would order the five points. 

2 � [14.4] Mak� sur:e that students understand what
kind of information is required in each section of the 

table. Point out that the speaker may talk about a room they 
like now, or about one they remember from earlier in their 
life. Remind students that while they listen, they should 

write notes, not full sentences, for example parents' house, 

country Nor It is in her parents' house in the country. After 
listening to the recording once, encourage students to 
compare answers. Play the recording again if necessary. 
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ANSWERS 

Where it is/ 
was and:.,. 
what he/she 

.. does/did 
there 

Sandra grandmother's 
, : living worn; ' .·

drink"tea; 
talk,pl<w 
with old. toys 

Tom 

coffee, reads 
the newspaper 

. �;�����·;i��-��·; ����:· ...................... �-
alternative suggestion 

If you want to provide a model yourself, prepare a
short talk about a favorite room, or two favorite 
rooms, one from your childhood and one from the 
present. Incorporate some of the useful language, for 
example I spend a lot of time -ing there.fit's got a view 

of ... . While they listen, students complete a grid or 
draw a plan of the room. Also encourage them to 
ask questions as you give the talk. 

Task (PAGE 123) 

1 
First discuss with students what kinds of place qualify 
as rooms, for example rooms in a private house,

including attic, basement, conservatory (even a yard shed); 
rooms in public places like coffee shops, restaurants, 
libraries, waiting rooms (for example at a station). Give 
students time to choose and start making notes about their 
room, and direct them to the Useful language box. Point out 
that there is a choice of present or past for each phrase in 
the box, depending on whether the room is one they like 
now, or one from earlier in their life. Either focus on 
language here, eliciting ways of completing some of 
the phrases, for example I spend a lot of time 

reading/relaxing/chatting to friends there. It's got a 

friendly/relaxed/lively atmosphere. or leave the language 
analysis until after the Task. Circulate, helping with 
vocabulary and if necessary prompting with questions, for 
example Why do you like the view/atmosphere? What else 

was there apart from the furniture/paintings/plants? 
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Students can rehearse parts of their talk with you, or with 
a partner, to check that what they plan to say is 
comprehensible/interesting/detailed enough. 

2 a) Put students in groups of four or five to give their
talks. Those listening make notes under the three 

headings from the table on page 122, or draw a rough 
plan/sketch of the room. They should also be encouraged to 
ask questions about the room. 

b) After all the talks, give the groups time to discuss which
of the listed activities (or any others not listed) each room
would be suitable for. Note down examples of good 
language use and/or errors for analysis and correction later. 

�. ����·=· �-l��;��;i��- �-��-��·;;i·��-� ............ �-.

a If you have short lessons: do the Preparation for 
task in the first lesson. Ask students to think 
about a room for homework, and perhaps to 
draw a plan of the room to show other students 
while they give their talk. In the second lesson 
students prepare and give their talks. 

b Role-play: students prepare and act out an 
interview between a journalist and a writer/ 
designer/artist, talking about a favorite room 
and how it inspired them. They can base this on 
one of the rooms in the pictures, or you can bring 
in pictures of interesting-looking rooms from 
magazines for them to choose from. 

Do you remember? 
(PAGE 123) 



module 15 
Vocabulary (PAGE 124)

Verb phrases to do with money 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 

12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 

pages 13-14. 

1 a)-b) Put students in pairs to check the meanings of the 

words in the box, using their Minidictionary. Elicit some 

ideas about what is happening in one or two of the pictures. 

Students discuss the rest of the pictures and match them to 

the verbs/phrases in the box. As you check the answers, 

elicit full sentences to describe each picture, so that you 

can highlight the following points: 

• you borrow (money) from someone, and you lend 

(money) to someone.

• you bet (money) on something, for example a horse/

a number. 

• you waste money on things when you spend more than 

you should in a way that is not sensible.

• you owe money to another person/a bank.

Pronunciation to check: can't afford /ka:nt;i'fo:d/, waste 

/we1st/, earn /3:n/, owe /;iu/. 

Note 
The Stock Exchange is a place where stocks and shares are 

bought and sold. 

Exercise 1: additional suggestion 

Students cover the words in the box and use the 
pictures to test each other on the vocabulary. 

2 You could demonstrate the activity by doing an 

example about yourself. Then give students a few 

minutes to complete the statements. Before students 

compare answers, remind them of how to agree with/show 

interest in their partner's answers, for example Yes, that's 

the same for me. I agree. Me too. So do I. Really? Why do 

you think that? Oh dear. Why?!Why not? Students either 

work in pairs or stand up and mingle, choosing different 

statements to discuss with each person they talk to. Ask 

one or two students to report back to the whole class on 

some of the main differences they found. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Verb phrases to do with money), 

page 89 

Language focus 1 (PAGE 12s)

The Past Perfect 

Focus students on the pictures. Elicit some ideas about 

what happened and check students understand the 

meaning of garbage dump. Give students a few minutes to 

read the text and discuss in pairs what Ilona's mistake was. 

ANSWER· 

Ilona threw: away a pair of her hu.sband's,shoes,· not 
knoW:ing that they had £15,000 inside them. 

....  .:, •,-.: '�. . -

Grammar analysis 

Copy the example and timeline onto the board. Go 

through a-c with the class and highlight: 

• the Past Perfect is used when it is necessary to show

that one action happened before another in the past.

• the form is had+ past participle for all persons.

If necessary, elicit a table for the Past Perfect,

positive/negative, and question forms onto the board.

Alternatively refer students to the Language summary

on page 157 of the Students' Book to check.

• had and the subject are inverted in the question form.

• the negative form is had not, often contracted to hadn't.

• the contracted form 'd: I'd, he'd, etc.

2 Refer students back to the text to underline two more 

examples of the Past Perfect. 

ANSWERS 

1 , a · there are two pa�t actions 
b . hiding the money was the first action 
c thfy� is Past Simple, had hidden is Past Perfect

2 Two otn�.r examples of the Past Perfect: what had 
happened, they had burned 

PRACTICE 

1 Students work individually or in pairs to match the 

beginnings and endings, and complete the gaps. 

Check answers with the whole class. 

ANSWERS 

a She couldn't afford the shoes because she had 
spent all her money on lottery tickets. 

b By the time George retired he had earned 
enough money to buy a summer house. 

c Hilda and Jerry bought a new car with the 
money they had won on the lottery. 
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'.r., .. �r,-;, .. -' �;:; �---<v=. . " _,{�T'f"ttyc . . . -�.J ,,t}P"0>;;�'" -�;:> ·'.�-.,;t .. :-�
= ' -eeded SC>IJle :advice bemuse .she had ffevfr

rr}·,·:';,�:-;;. ,,-r-· < .-.�-· · it-., '�_:. , .. ·::Cf : --_ ··. --�/ 
' .• ''orjey befo(e.. •.. . .\ . . . 

. "'::a'die't(·ntt>ody/kne}4l iiia.Fg� 

"';
·,t�

1f�n� of iJ9unds �n d .. �?%(,.,,;ii,.; 

Exercise 1: additional suggestions 

a Students cover the endings in B and, working in 
pairs, try to remember the endings. 

b Students think of different endings for the 
sentence beginnings in A, for example She
couldn't afford the shoes because she had spent a lot 
of money on a vacation. 

2 a) Students read the story quickly to answer the 
question. Check the meaning of: a will. 

b) Students work individually to fill in the blanks, before 
checking answers in pairs and/or with the class. 

ANSWERS · 

1 died ,2. cap1f 3.ha(l r�membered. 4.got 
5 had ll".'ed . ,61:i';ld Il<?!�e��- 7 �ere . 8 heO:rd
9 had left 10 was* d 1 received 
* had be�n is.cilso' po�ible,: because. the al'ti�!; 'is 
repoiti�g �h,c;ii she sc;iid i,11 �he will, "the p�a'!(ha�
been my best friend" . . . . ' . , .

c) Give students a few minutes in pairs to think of reasons
why Justine gave Willi so much money, then discuss all their 
ideas as a class, encouraging them to use the Past Perfect
to explain why. Direct students to page 141 of the Students'
Book to check the real reason (Willi was the owner of the
store where Justine had bought the plant).

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Past Perfect (Exercises 1 and 2). page 87 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 126) 

Reported speech 

1 Focus students on the picture story. Check they know 
the verbs smile and wave. Put students in pairs to work 

out what happened in the story. They can make brief notes 
about each picture, but it is not necessary for them to write 
out the whole story. Ask one or two pairs to tell the class 
their version. 

2 � [15.1] Play the recording, asking students to see 
how near their stories were to the real one. They can 

make a note of any differences next to the relevant pictures. 
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Exercise 2: additional suggestion 

Students act out one of the following situations 
related to the story, using reported speech where 
appropriate: 
• the conversation between the couple and the

waiter/restaurant manager when they receive 
the check. 

• the interview between the old lady and a police 
officer when she is later arrested. 

Grammar analysis 

Make clear to students: 
direct speech = the person's actual words 
reported speech = those words reported by another 

person. 
Point out that, apart from the verb changes, subject 
pronouns and possessive adjectives can also change, for 
example you > she, my daughter> her daughter. Give 
students a minute or two to answer the questions. Check 
answers with the whole class. 

2 Refer students to the alternatives and give them a minute 
or two to answer the question. 

lANSWERs· \' : , . 
l. ",Pfe�ent' Simple > 

Pa�dimpl� > �as(JPer·fect 
·wi)[� �q11ld 1 

2 

PRACTICE 

1 Remind students that some sentences should be false. 
Then give students a few minutes to complete the 

sentences. 

2 Put students in pairs. Demonstrate that they should
take turns to read out their sentences and make a note 

of their partner's answers. 

3 Go through the examples with the class. Show how 
reported speech is used when challenging the 

sentences you think are false. When students have finished, 
ask them to report back on which of their partner's true 
sentences they challenged wrongly. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Reported speech (Exercises 4 and 5). page 88 

[BID Resource bank: 15A Lottery winners (Reported 
speech). page 173 



Wordspot (PAGE 127)

make 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on 
pages 12-13. 

1 � (15.2] Students work individually to fill in the
blanks. They then compare ideas in pairs before 

listening to the recording. 

ANSWERS 
a a phone call. 
b profit 

,, , _ f a c_up of tea 
i, ·g cry 

c dinner 
d friends_ 
e .rfoise. 

,_!1 �·angry_ 

2 
Do the first one with the class. Then give students time, 
individually or in pairs, to add the phrases to the 

diagram. 

ANSWERS 
section a: sentences c, e, f, L 
section b: sentence b 
section c: (make + adjective) sentence h, (rpake + 

. . •••• , Iii· ,, • 
verb).sentences g and j , · J' · · 

section d: sentences a arid d 

Exercise 2: additional suggestion 

Students work in pairs and choose one or two of the 
sentences from Exercise 1 to expand into four-line 
conversations. First get them to decide who the 
speakers are and what the situation is. They then 
prepare the conversation and act it out for the class. 

3 Give students a few minutes to think about their
answers. Then put them in pairs to discuss. Ask one or 

two pairs to report back on which answers were the same. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS 
things that make you angry: traffic jams, pe6pie 
who are rude, people who are late, problems on 
public tran�portation 
things that make a lot of noise: babies crying, men 
repairing the street, thunder, planes flying over your 
house 
reasons people make speeches: at a wedding, at a 
political meeting, to say goodbye to someone who is 
leaving a company 
things that are made in Scotland: whisky, tartan, 
kilts, shortbread (a kind of cookie) 
things that you can make with eggs: cakes, 
omelettes, sauces· 
mistakes that you often make in English: forget 
the third person -s, forget the article 

Exercise 3: additional activity 

Write the following up on the board or on an 
overhead projector transparency. 
Find someone who: 
• is going to make dinner tonight.
• makes more than five phone calls a day. 
• has made a difficult decision recently.
• is wearing something made of wool.
• likes making beds.
• has made someone laugh today.
• would like to make a lot of money. 
• never makes a mess.
Before you start, remind students of the different 
question forms they need, for example Are you going

to ... ?/Do you ... ?/Have you .. .?/Are you ... ?/Would you
like to ... ? Encourage students to ask follow-up 
questions, for example Do you make more than five
phone calls a day? Really? Who do you phone? 

Students then walk around and if possible find 
someone who says yes to each question. Students 
make a list of the names. 
If it is not possible for students to walk around the 
classroom, put them in groups of four to ask each 
other the questions and see how many of them 
answer the same. 

As a round up, ask students if they found out 
anything unusual/surprising. 

Find the differences between 

two stories 

See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 
6-7 and Responding to learners' individual language needs
on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 128)

1 Before students read the first paragraph of the article, 
write the headline on the board and ask them to think 

of ways in which a criminal could be unlucky. Then students 
read and answer questions a-c. 

ANSWERS 
a He was a local businessman. People thought he 

was honest (but the implication is that he is not). 
b He had made some bad investments and lost all 

his money. 
c Possible answers: He decided to rob a bank./He 

decided to leave the country. 
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2 Students read the rest of the article. They then
compare their answers to the questions in pairs or 

small groups, before checking with the whole class. 

Task (PAGE 129) 

1 � (15.3) Students should have the article in front of 
them as they listen to the interview with Carson, so 

they can note down differences as they listen. After 
listening, give students a few minutes individually to count 
the differences they have, and think about how to explain 
them in English. Circulate and help with vocabulary queries 
while they do this. 

2 Put students in groups and refer them to the Useful

language box. If necessary, point out that they need to 
use reported speech to compare what the article said and 
what Carson said. Make it clear that students need to 
produce a list of at least ten differences agreed on by the 
group, that they can refer back to later. As you monitor this 
stage, collect examples of good language use and/or errors 
for analysis and correction later. 

3 r$'. (15.4) Students listen to the recording, then check
in their groups that they identified all the differences. 

ANSWERS . - {� �{· '',)"� 
' .• I � .., 1' ·, ,:,, _- • • :.-

-� .f· • . 

, See tapescript'Module 15, ·recording 4f.on page 167 of 
"th� sfudents' Book. 

. , ; . ·- 'k -. 

Task: additional suggestions 

a If you are short of time: Do the Preparation for 
task and Task as a reading/listening "jigsaw." 
Start with the whole class reading the headline 
and first paragraph of the article. Then explain 
that students are going to find out about two 
versions of Carson's story. Divide them into two 
groups. Keep one group in the classroom to listen 
to the interview, send the other group somewhere 
quiet to read the article and answer the 
questions. Put less confident/weaker students into 
the group who are reading since they will have 
plenty of time to read the article carefully while 
the other group is listening. Provide the group 
who is listening with some comprehension 
questions to guide them, for example: 
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• Did Carson steal £60,000?

• Why did he go to Monte Carlo and what
happened there?

• What happened at the horse race?

• What did he invest in after that?

• Why did he drive to the cliffs, and whose car
was he driving?

• Why did the policeman stop him?

• How long did he spend in jail?

Give both groups time to check their answers 
together, then bring back the group who were 
reading. Pair students up, one from the reading 
group, one from the listening group, and tell 
them to find the ten differences between the 
stories. Get one or two pairs to report back to the 
class about the differences they found. Play the 
recording [15.3] for the class to check. 

b Role-plays: when they have finished the Task, 
students work in pairs and act out one of the 
following situations: 

• the conversation between Carson and the
police officer when he was arrested.

• another interview where Carson is asked to
explain the differences between the two stories.

Real life (PAGE 129)

Dealing with money 

1 Focus students on the pictures. Elicit where the people
are in each case: at a hotel reception desk, near a 

vending machine, in a market, in a bank, in a coffee shop. 
Students then discuss, as a class or in pairs, what the 
people need to do. 

2 
� (15.5) Tell students to write the number of the
conversation next to the correct picture as they listen. 

ANSWERS 
Picture a: conversation ,c, · Picture d,- <tonversation e 
Pi�re ,b: conversati9n a P�cture e: c�nve�tion d 
Pic.ture c: corivei:satibn.b , · . ·•· . '' .. · . . ·



3 Give students a few minutes to read the sentences.
See if they can predict any of the answers. Play the 

conversations again, stopping after each one for students 
to write their answers. Students then compare answers in 
pairs before checking with the whole class. 

4 Go through the example with the class. Point out that
in each case, students have to cross out a word. They 

do not change any of the words. Students work individually 
or in pairs before checking with the whole class. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

�(15.6) Play the recording, stopping after each 
sentence for students to repeat. Make sure that their 
intonation sounds polite. 

5 Put students into pairs and give them time to invent
three situations (one or two if you are short of time). 

Circulate, and help with language questions as they prepare 
their conversations. If you have time, the pairs can choose 
one of the conversations to act out for the class. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

liffil Resource bank: 158 Get Rich Quick! (Vocabulary:
money), page 174 

Do you remember? 
(PAGE 130) 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

liffil Resource bank: Learner-training worksheet K
(Using the Minidictionary to find dependent prepositions), 
page 176 
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module 16 
Reading and vocabulary (PAGE 131)

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on
pages 13-14.

1 Focus students on the pictures and elicit some ideas 
• about why tile 1960s were important, for example the 

assassination of J. F. Kennedy; th_e Vietnam war; peace 
protests; demonstrations against nuclear weapons; the civil 
rights movement; hippies, "flower power" and the "summer 
of love"; the sexual revolution; the music and fashions of 
the period, etc. Then direct students to the photos of John 
Lennon and Martin Luther King, and put them in pairs to 
discuss the questions. Even if students know very little or 
nothing about the two people, they should be able to 
answer some of the questions by looking at the photos and 
captions, and to guess the others. 

ANSwqtS, 
/ f/,{c{_. - ''r;�" 

John Lenn'ori: ,w.a�.a;popcst9r; w
Japanese. worilon;'ieceived an:aw.a 
Queen 
Martin Luther King: was a' tjvj1f!i9P;t�_,l$� 
Nobel Pri,ze; was a Christian mfhister; .c\, 

;.:i .  .\ _! >, ... �'-.""-t:.c;;,;·��:ii�t·i:: 

2 Divide the class into As and Bs and direct them to the 
appropriate texts and questions. Encourage students 

to guess the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary as they read, 
and to use their Minidictionary for any items which they 
cannot guess. Students then discuss answers to their 
questions with people who have read the same text. 
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3 Put students into A/B pairs. Direct them to the set of 
questions referring to the text they have not read. Tell 

students to be ready to answer their partner's questions 
without looking back at the text, so that they sound more 
natural and use their own words to relate the facts. 

4 Give students a minute or two to think about the 
questions. Then put them in groups of three or four to 

discuss their ideas. For the last question, prompt students 
to think of other famous singers/writers/politicians, from 
any time in history or from the present, and tell each other 
about them. 

5 Go through the example with the class. Remind 
students that adverbs are usually formed by adding -ly 

to the adjective (so if the adjective ends in -I, it needs to be 
doubled). The only exception in the exercise is tragic. 

Adjectives ending in -ic add -ally to form the adverb (other 
examples: dramatically, democratically). 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students wfth pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 
�(16.1) Give students a minute or two to look at the 
words and decide where they think the stress falls. Then 
play the recording. Students either mark the stress 
above the stressed syllable, or choose from the following 
stress patterns written on the board: •••. ••. ••••. 
Play the words again, or say them yourself, for students 
to repeat. 



ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: Vocabulary (Wordbuilding). page 94; Vocabulary 
booster: people in politics, religion, and public life, page 95 

Listening and vocabulary (PAGE 133)

Imagine 

See Teacher's tips: Working with lexical phrases on pages 
12-13, and Making the most of the Minidictionary on 
page 14. 

1 Start by briefly discussing the song Imagine. Do 
students know it/what it's about? Do any of them have 

it on CD/tape? Do they like it? Then put students in pairs to 
decide if the pairs of words have the same meaning or not, 
looking up any unfamiliar ones in their minidictionaries. Go 
through the answers with the class. Ask students to explain 
whether the meanings are the same, slightly different, or 
very different. 

·¥��
!:" 

.,,r.f- '�t : � ... 
��SWERS . _ · . , "'.:· .·· t �\.: <·· ... ·
�ll the ineani!;!9� a� .differ�t-,gR<!�}rpmJt1 rasrljt.

isn't har<;l, and possessions/things peoplf q,@ ... · , ,7..;; &' 
v 

••• 
' 4..':' ·i. ,. 

2 �[16.2) Start by giving students a few minutes·
to look at the song and predict which words from 

Exercise 1 go in the blanks. Students then compare their 
ideas in pairs before listening to the song. Play the song a 
second time if necessary (or if students want to sing along!). 

ANSWERS � \ - ·u· · - . 
1 _hea�en. _2 It's easy • 3 below )1s ·4 Abov e us >: . 
5 sky 6 1t isn't ��ref.:: 7 die es pe�ce 9'.la dr e<!,m�r 

10 join · 11 pos�essions 12 wonder ,13 greed' 
14 hunger 15 Sharing 16 a dreamer 17 join 

• l . � ·. : 

3 a) Remind students that they have found out 
information about John Lennon both from the song and 

from the text on page 132. Direct them to the example in 
the box, getting them to explain why it is checked. Then put 
students in pairs or small groups to discuss their ideas 
about the other things in the box. 

FANSWERS 
heaven and hell x. (he did not believe iri re�igion). 
countries X brotherhood ti (He said, "It.doesn't 
matter how long my·hair

. 
is '?r what color my skin is, 

or whether I'm a woman or a. �an.") living for 
today ti possessions X (He said, "If everyone 
demanded peace instead of another television, then 
there'd be peace.") greed X hunger X dreamers ti 

b) Either discuss the ideas as a class (if you feel you will
need to guide the discussion and help students to express 
their ideas about these issues) or put students in small
groups.

Language focus 1 (PAGE 134)

Conditional sentences with would 

Point out that the beginnings of the four sentences are 
ideas expressed in Imagine. Give students a few minutes to 
underline the endings they agree with. They can underline 
both endings, or neither of them if they don't agree with 
them. Put students in pairs to compare and justify their 
answers. 

Grammar analysl 

Refer students back to the four sentences and give them 
time, individually or in pairs, to consider questions a-d. 
As you check the answers, highlight: 
• the conditional with would is used to talk about

imaginary situations (John Lennon's ideas were seen as
dreams).

• the verb after If is in the past, even though the 
sentence refers to present or general time (if students 
have a subjunctive in their language, you could 
compare it to the past form here).

• were is used instead of was in the first and third 
person: If I were president/If she were president

(although nowadays many native speakers use was).
• the form in other part of the sentence is would(n't) +

verb. 
• either clause can begin the sentence (the main clause 

or the if clause). 
2 a Elicit the negative and question forms of would. Write 

a complete table on the board showing positive, 
negative, and question forms. 

b Elicit the contractions. Get students to practice saying 
the contracted forms by prompting them with different 
pronouns, for example Ss: I'd enjoy life more> T: we> 
Ss: We'd enjoy life more.

ANSWERS 
1 a the sentences are about imaginary situations 

b after Jfthe verb is in the Past Simple 
>c we find would+: verb in the main clause

d the sent�nces are about the present/general 
time 

2 b you'd he'd she'd it'd we'd they'd 
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PRACTICE 

1 Students work individually before checking answers in 

pairs and/or with the whole class. 

2 a) Ask students to imagine that they are the president

or prime minister of their country and could therefore 

do things to make it a better place. Direct them to the ideas 

in the box. Give them a minute or two to decide on four 

things they would do and two things they wouldn't, and 

reasons why. 

b) Put students in pairs or small groups to compare

answers and justify their ideas. Students tell each other

their ideas, then one or two report back to the class.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: would and wouldn't, page 92; Second 

conditional, page 92 

Language focus 2 (PAGE 135)

Will and would

1 
Focus students on the picture. They discuss what is 

happening in pairs. Feed back with the whole class. 

2 a) Students work individually to match the words/

thougnts in the speech balloons with the people in the

picture. They discuss answers in pairs. 

b) In pairs, students look at the picture and discuss who

says/thinks the items on the list. Feed back with the class.

Grammar analysis 

Students can answer questions 1 and 2 individually or in 

pairs before checking with the class, since both forms have 

already been covered (If+ present was covered in Module 

9). As you cneck the answers, highlight: 

• If+ present ... , will (won't) + verb is used to talk about a

real possibility in the future.

• If+ past ... , would (wouldn't) + verb is used to talk about

an imaginary situation and therefore refers to the

present/general time.
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• the clauses can be reversed in both cases.

• the form of the questions and negatives.

PRACTICE 

You may wish to do the Pronunciation box at this stage, 

before students practice using both forms. 

Focus students on the first sentence and elicit one or two 

possible endings. Point out that this is a real possibility, so 

will (won't) is needed in the main clause. Words/phrases to 

check: change places with a celebrity, invisible, to turn back 

time. Give students a few minutes to complete the 

sentences, then put them in pairs to compare answers. 

Pronunciation 

See Teacher's tips: Helping students with pronunciation on 
pages 10-11. 

� [16.3] Give students a minute or two to look 
through the phrases. In some cases they may be able to 
predict whether the contraction is 'II or 'd, since these 
are common phrases which students will have heard 
several times before. Play the recording, twice if 
necessary, for students to fill in the blanks. Play the 
recording again, or say the phrases yourself, for students 
to repeat. 

.i.(Nj�1ttf'fl 
.1' •11./2 ·ii" 3 'd" 

\ E 

Pronunciation: additional suggestion 

Put students in pairs. Ask them to choose four of the 
phrases to put into two- or three-line conversations. 
Give them a few minutes to prepare the 
conversations. They then act them out for the class. 
For example: 

A: Have you got any change for the phone? 

B: I'll have a look. Yes, here you are 

A: Thanks. 

Other students guess who/where they are. 



ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

Workbook: First and second conditional forms, page 93; 

will or would (Exercises 5 and 6), page 94 

IBID Resource bank: 16A Conditional squares (Unreal and

real conditionals), page 177 

Choose people to start a 
space colony 

See Teacher's tips: Making speaking Tasks work on pages 

6-7 and Responding to /earners' individual language needs

on pages 8-9.

Preparation for task (PAGE 136)

1 Use the pictures to establish the context of space and

space travel. Ask students whether they would like to 

go to travel in space, etc. Then put students in pairs to 

discuss the questions. Get students to report back for a 

class discussion. 

2 Give students a few minutes to read the text and

answer questions a-h. Students compare answers in 

pairs before checking with the whole class. 

3 Elicit one or two ideas about why someone would be

suitable/unsuitable. Then check the following 

words/phrases: divorced /d1'vo:rst/, retired /n'taird/, a widower 

/;i'w1dou;ir/, pregnant /pregn;int/, health /hel6/, cancer /krens;ir/, 

a judge /;id3Ady', an engineer /;in,end31n1r/, an agricultural 

scientist /;in'regn,kAltJ;ir;il'sai;int1st/, bravery /bre1v;in/. Give 

students plenty of time to read about the candidates and 

think carefully about their suitability for the project. 

Task (PAGE 137)

1 Ask students to choose and make a list of the six best 

candidates, and to make notes on each one. Direct 

them to the Useful language box for help. Circulate and 

help with vocabulary queries, etc. 

2 a) Put students in pairs to compare reasons and try to

agree on the same six candidates. Tell them to be 

ready to justify their choices to other students. As you 

monitor this stage and the next, note examples of 

good language use and/or errors for analysis and 

correction later. 

b) Either put pairs together into groups of four or six, or

bring the whole class together to discuss answers and try

to agree on a final list.

3 Students discuss these questions as a class, or in small

groups. 

Exercise 3: additional discussion 
questions 

• What problems might the people have on the

journey/on Hero?

• What would you do if any of these problems

happened to you?

. ��;�·=· :·l��;��;i��- �-��-��-��i·��; ............ �

a If you have short lessons: Do the Preparation for 

task in one lesson. Then ask students to look at 

the candidates and choose the six best for 

homework. Do the rest of the Task in the second 

lesson. 

b Role-play: Students work in pairs and role-play 

one of the following situations: 

• An interview with one of the chosen volunteers,

just before he/she leaves. How is he/she feeling?

Why did he/she volunteer? What is he/she

hoping/expecting the journey and the planet to

be like? etc.

• An interview with a scientist from the control

station, following reports of some problems with

the mission. What exactly are the problems?

Have any of the volunteers been hurt? What are

they doing to solve the problems? etc.

Creative writing (PAGE 137)

Prepare students for this activity by eliciting language under 

the four headings, for example: 

• the planet: there are lots of beautiful/strange

plantslbirds!animafslinsects; there are (lots of/no)

rivers/streamslfakeslforestslmountains; it's (very)

warmlcooflquietlpeaceful!isolatedlfrightening.

• the journey there: we werelexcitedlworriedlbored

during the journey; I slept a lot/couldn't sleep; we had

some problems with the engines/the fuel supply and we

had to ... ; we arrived at night/in the morning
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• the other people: X seems (very) friendly/shy/bossy!

clever/worried/funny; I like/don't like Y because ... ;

I talked to Y about ... ; z can ... !is good at ... ing.

• how you feel: I feel quite!verylreal/y tired/depressed!

anxious/happy/because ... ; I w.ant to ... ; I hope ... ;

I'm glad that ...

Also elicit some suggestions of how to start/finish the letter, 

for example Dear ... Well, here I am on the planet Hero! 

We've been here for ... days now, ana ... Then ask students 

to imagine they are one of the volunteers and plan what to 

put in the letter. 

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE 

LBiJ Resource bank: 16B Preposition pelmanism (Revision
of prepositions), page 178 

Consolidation 

modules 12-16 (PAGE 138)

ANSWERS· 

GRAMMAR GAME: ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY 

You could use the following game on pages 103-104 as a 

round up/review once you have completed the course. 

Go through the rules of the game with the class, then put 

students in groups of three to four to play. If you do not 

have a die, ask students to write the numbers 1-6 on small 

slips of paper, and put them in an envelope. Students then 

draw a number out of the envelope instead of throwing a 

die. Students can use different size coins instead of 

counters. As each student moves to a square, another 
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student from the group should choose a question from the 

relevant category (indicated by the symbol on the square) 

and read it out. Monitor the game, acting as adjudicator if 

students are not sure about an answer. Make sure students 

move the correct number of squares or throw again if they 

answer correctly. The winner is the first person to the finish. 



Language experts 

Instructions 

• Work in small groups.

• You will need a die and counters.

• The first person to throw a six starts.

• The symbol on the square tells you which

question category you have to answer.

• The other students in the group decide if

your answer is correct - check with your
teacher if you are not sure!

Questions 

ABC = How do you spell ... ? 

Move forward one square if you answer 
correctly. 

1 advertising 

2 driver's license 

3 imagination 

4 experience 

5 accountant 

6 apartment 

7 possession 

8 judge 

! = Correct the mistake

Move forward two squares if you answer 
correctly. 

1 In my job you have to friendly. 

2 I've known him since ten years. 

3 He doesn't have no friends. 

4 It's been rained all day. 

5 A kettle is a machine what heats water. 

6 There isn't many nightlife here. 

7 Who's sitting next David? 

8 She told she was from France. 

PHOTOCOPIABLE © Pearson Education Limited 2004 

? = Look at the answer - what was the 
question? 

Move forward three squares if you answer 
correctly. 

1 About 25 kilometers, I think. 

2 You could buy her some flowers. 

3 I've had it for five years. 

4 They're made of wool. 

5 She's been working here since March. 

6 They're $10 each. 

7 Because he'd won $1,000,000 on the 
lottery. 

8 I'd buy a big house. 

* = Mixed questions

Throw again if you answer correctly. 

1 What is the difference between these 

sentences? 
There are some nice stores. 
There are a few nice stores. 

2 What is the difference between these 
sentences? 

.It's on top of the TV. 
It's above the TV. 

3 Finish these phrases for giving directions. 
get off the ... 
come out of the ... 
cross the ... 

4 What's the difference between these 

sentences? 
There's a lot of noise. 
There's too much noise. 

5 Think of three things you can do with 

money. 

6 What's the difference between these 

sentences? 
When I got home, he cooked dinner. 
When I got home, he had cooked dinner. 

7 Put this sentence into reported speech. 
"I'll be back at nine," he said. 

8 What's the difference between these 
sentences? 
If I feel better, I'll come to the party 
If I felt better, I'd come to the party. 
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Resource bank 
.............................................................................................................................

Index of activities 

Activity Language point When to use Time (minutes) 

1 A Get to know the None first day of the course 20-30

Students' Book 

Learner-training worksheet A Using the Minidictionary: early in the course 20-30
introduction 

18 Me, too! Present Simple and question after Language focus 1, 15-25
words Practice Exercise 2, page 1 O 

1 C Connected lives Present Simple questions after Language focus 2, 20-30
with How often ... ? and Practice Exercise 2, page 11 
adverbs of frequency 

Learner-training worksheet B Using the Minidictionary: after the Grammar analysis 15-25
irregular verbs - part 1 box, page 16 

2A Dead famous Past Simple yes/no questions after Language focus 1, 15-25
and short answers Practice Exercise 3, page 16 

28 The Millionaire's Ball Past Simple and time phrases after Language focus 2, 20-30
Practice Exercise 2, page 17 

2C Invent-a-story Past Simple and linkers after Linking ideas in 20-45
narrative, page 22 

3A The secret of successful Vocabulary extension after Reading and 20-30
language learning (word building) Vocabulary, Exercise 5, 

page 25 

38 Parents and children can, can't, have to, don't have after Language focus 2, 15-25
to, should, shouldn't Practice Exercise 3, page 27 

4A Party guests Present Continuous and after Language focus 1 , 20-30
Present Simple Practice Exercise 3, page 33 

48 I'm having lunch with Present Continuous (for future after Language focus 2, 30-40
Madonna arrangements) Practice Exercise 3, page 35 

Learner-training worksheet C Noticing and recording any time after the end of 15-25
collocations Module 4 

SA Put these in order Comparatives and superlatives after Language focus 1, 20-30
Practice Exercise 3, page 40 

SB An alien family Vocabulary: describing after Language focus 2, 15-25
people's appearance Practice Exercise 2, page 43 

Learner-training worksheet D Recording new vocabulary any time during or after 20-30
Module 5 

6A Talk about the future going to, would like to, after Language focus 1, 20-30
would prefer to, will/won't Practice Exercise 2, page 48 

68 Vacation crossword Vacation vocabulary after Listening and speaking, 20-30
page 50 

7 A Ambition dominoes Verb/noun collotations after Vocabulary and 15-25
speaking, page 56 

78 Life circles Present Perfect and Past Simple after Language focus 1, 20-30
Practice Exercise 1, page 58 

7C Happy verb families Irregular past tenses and past after Language focus 1, 15-35
participles Practice Exercise 2, page 59 

Learner-training worksheet E Using the Minidictionary: after the Grammar analysis 15-25
irregular verbs - part 2 box, page 58 

Learner-training worksheet F Spelling with double letters any time after the end of 15-25
Module 7 
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Index of activities, 

Activity Language point When to use Time (minutes) 

SA Article snakes and ladders Use and nonuse of articles after Language focus 2, 25---40 
Practice Exercise 2, page 68 

Learner-training worksheet G Noticing and remembering any time after the end of 20-35
prepositions and articles in Module 8 
phrases 

9A In the 2020s will, won't, may, and might after Language focus 1, 25-40
(for future possibility ) Practice Exercise 2, page 75 

98 Worried parents Present tense after if, when, after Language focus 2, 20-30
as soon as, and other time words Practice Exercise 3, page 77 

Learner-training worksheet H Deducing meaning from any time after the end of 20-30
context - part 1 Module 9 

1 OA What can I do for you? Vocabulary: health after Reading, listening, and 15-25
problems vocabulary, page 82 

108 The Ghost used to and Past Simple after Language focus 1, 20-30
Practice Exercise 2 page 83 

1 OC Bob's night out Past Continuous and Past after Language focus 2, 25-45 
Simple Practice Exercise 3, page 85 

11 A The Lovebug Dating Gerunds; expressions for after Language focus 1, 25---40 
Agency liking and disliking Practice Exercise 2, page 92 

11 B Neither do I So do I, Me, too, Me, neither, after Real life, page 96 15-25
Neither do I, etc. 

Learner-training worksheet I Using the Minidictionary to any time after the end of 20-30
find constructions that Module 11 
follow verbs 

12A The Handbag Gang Past Simple passive after Language focus 1 , 24---45 
Practice Exercise 2, page 101 

128 What's this? Relative clauses with that, after Vocabulary, page 103 15-25
which, and who 

13A Century People Present Perfect Simple and after language focus 1, 20-30
Contir:iuous (for unfinished Practice Exercise 2, page 109 
past) 

138 Old friends Present Perfect Simple and after Language focus 2, 20-35
Continuous (for unfinished Practice Exercise 3, page 111 
past) 

Learner-training worksheet J Deducing meaning from any time towards the end of 
context - part 2 the course 25-35

14A The Hungry Hippo diner Quantifiers (some, any, much, after 'Language focus 1, 25-35
not enough, etc.) Practice Exercise 2, page 117 

148 Where's the nearest bank? Language for giving directions after Real life and 20-30
Writing, page 120 

14C Building y our dream Vocabulary extension (word after Reading, page 121 15-25
building, dependent 
prepositions, and collocations) 

1 SA Lottery winners Reported speech after Language focus 2, 25---40 
Practice Exercise 3, page 127 

1 SB Get Rich Quick! Vocabulary: money after Real life, page 130 25-35

Learner-training worksheet K Using the Minidictionary to any time towards the end 15-25
find dependent prepositions of the course 

16A Conditional squares Unreal and real conditionals after Language focus 2, 20-30
Practice Exercise, page 135 

168 Preposition pelmanism Review of prepositions any time in the module 15-30

Test one (modules 1-6 pages 179-181 Test two (modules 7-11) pages 182-184 Test three (modules 12-16) pages 185-187 
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Instructions for activities pages 107-117 Resource bank key pages 188-192 



Instructions 
1 A Get to know the Students' Book 

You will need: one set of cards for each pair of students 

• Shuffle each set of cards. Put students into pairs. Place

the sets of cards face down in piles at the front of the

class, and allocate one set of cards to each pair.
• One student from each pair comes up to the front of the

class, takes one card only from the top of their pile, and

goes back to their partner. Then they write the answer to

the question on their card.
• When a pair has completed a card they take it to the

teacher to check their answer. If the answer is correct,

they keep the card and take the next card from their pile

at the front of the class. If the answer is not correct, they

must work out the correct answer.
• The first pair to finish all the cards is the winner.

If it is not possible for students to move around the class 

freely, follow the following procedure: 
• Put students into pairs and give each pair a set of cards

face down in a pile. Students turn over the cards one by

one and write the answers on the cards.
• When a pair has finished, they hand their pile of cards to

the teacher for checking.
• The first pair to finish all the cards correctly is the winner.

Learner-training worksheet A 
(Using the Minidictionary: introduction) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

The Minidictionary helps students make the transition from 

bilingual to monolingual dictionaries (see Making the most of 

the Minidictionary on pages 13-14 for more details). This 

worksheet gives students an overview of the type of 

information contained in the Minidictionary. Before starting the 

worksheet check students understand that the Minidictionary 

only contains words and meanings used in the Students' Book. 

1 Students do a on their own, then discuss bin pairs. The 

aim is to show students that they don' t always have to 

understand the definition to grasp the meaning,

sometimes the example can be more useful. 

2 Students work individually before checking answers with 

the whole class (see Key). 

3 Students work individually or in pairs before checking 

answers with the whole class (see Key). Make sure that 

students understand the grammar terms and how verbs 

and nouns are marked in the Minidictionary (i.e. noun C, 

noun U, verb T, verb I). 

4 Students work individually, then check answers in pairs 

or with the whole class (see Key). 

5 Check that students understand what word stress is, and 

how it is marked in the Minidictionary before they do the 

exercise individually or in pairs. Check answers with the 

whole class (see Key). 

6 Students work individually before checking answers with 

the whole class. 

1 B Me, too! 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

• Preteach/check the following vocabulary: cousin; thriller;

comedy; horror movie. Give each student a copy of the

worksheet. Students work individually and make

sentences about themselves in the first column on the

worksheet.
• Students then work in pairs and, on a separate piece

of paper, write down the questions that correspond

to the sentences on their worksheet. Students must

write questions for "you" in the Present Simple, and

each one must begin with a question word (Who,

Which, How often, etc.). For example, for the first

sentence on the worksheet students should write:

What time/When do you usually get up on Sundays?

Do the first two as examples with the whole class

before they start.
• Students then move around the room asking the questions.

When they find someone who has the same answer as 

they have, they say Me too! and write the other student's

name in the second column on the worksheet. Students

cannot look at each other's worksheets. Encourage them

to talk to as many different people as possible and to ask 

follow-up questions where appropriate.
• Students discuss their findings in small groups or with

the whole class.

1 C Connected lives 

You will need: one copy of the Student A worksheet and 

one copy of the Student B worksheet for each pair of 

students 

• Divide the class into two groups, A and B. Give a copy of 

Student A worksheet to students in group A, and a copy

of Student B worksheet to those in group B. Tell students

that the other group has the information that is missing

from their worksheets.
• Students work individually, or with someone in their

group, and decide what questions they need to ask to

complete the worksheet. They must use the Present

Simple in their questions, either with How often ... ? or

with another question word plus an adverb of frequency.

Do the first question on each worksheet with the whole

class as examples before they start: (1) How often does

Lola sing at the Flamingo Club? (a) When/What time does

Lola usually finish work?
• Put students in pairs, so that one Student A and one

Student B are working together. Students then ask

each other the questions and complete their own

worksheets.
• When they have finished, students discuss in pairs how

many connections they can find between the six people

before sharing their answers with the whole class.
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Instructions 

Learner-training worksheet B 
(Using the Mini dictionary: irregular verbs - part 1) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

This worksheet helps students to find the infinitive of irregular 
past tenses in the Minidictionary, am:! introduces some new 
irregular verbs that appear later in the Students' Book. 
1 Students do the exercise individually or in pairs. Check 

answers with the whole class. 
2 Check that students understand how irregular verbs are 

written in the Minidictionary. 
3 Students do the exercise in pairs. Check answers with 

the whole class. Make sure that students understand the 
meaning of any new verbs and know how to pronounce 
the past tenses. 

4 Students work individually. Check answers with the 
whole class (see Key). 

2A Dead famous 

You will need: one set of cards per three or four students 
• Put students into groups of three or four. Give each

group one set of cards face down, and ask them to 
divide them equally among themselves. Allow time for 
students to read the information on their cards. They are
not allowed to look at each other's cards.

• Write the following question prompts on the board or on
a separate handout. If necessary, check that students
can make questions in the Past Simple from these 
prompts by doing an example with the whole class.
born in America/Europe? nationality?
live in 20th/19th century? live in Europel!l,sia?
married? wife/husband famous too? die young?
write something? discover something?
actor/politician/movie star/singer? rich/poor?
play a musical instrument? smart/talented/beautiful?

• Student A chooses one of his/her cards, and the other
students have to find out who the famous person on the
card is by asking questions, either based on the prompts
on the board or their own ideas. However, they are only 
allowed to ask questions which require a yes/no answer.
They can ask a maximum of fifteen questions.

• If they haven't guessed after ten questions, Student A
reads out the clue at the bottom of the card. If the other
students don't discover the person's identity after fifteen
questions, Student A can reveal his/her identity.

• Students take it in turns to be asked questions about a
famous person until all the cards are finished.

28 The Millionaire's Ball 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet and one role card 
per student 
• Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Tell them

that the line at the beginning of each sentence
corresponds to a person's name.

• Students work individually and complete the time
phrases by writing in, on, at, ago, on the dotted lines, or 
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by leaving the line blank. Check answers with the whole 
class (see Key). 

• Preteach/check the following vocabulary: to leave
someone money in a will; to play cards/poker; caviar.

• Tell students they are going to a party where everyone
is very rich! Review the following "getting to know
you" questions: What's your name? Where do you live?
What do you do? Are you married? Have you got any 
children?

• Give each student a role card in random order, and allow
time for them to read and understand the information.
They must not look at one another's cards. (If you have 
more than ten students, the cards can be duplicated 
without affecting the outcome of the activity.)

• Tell students that they must talk to all the other guests at
the party and write their names in the correct place on
the worksheet. Students mingle and have short
conversations with one another. Encourage them to
introduce themselves and use the "getting to know ydu"
questions to start the conversation, rather than just ask
the questions required to complete the worksheet.

• Students check answers in pairs or with the whole class.

2C Invent-a-story 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 
• Put students into pairs or small groups. Give each

student a copy of the worksheet and tell them that they
are going to invent a story. Students must include at
least four of the items or people at the top of the
worksheet in their story.

• The questions on the worksheet provide a framework for 
the story. Students discuss each question in turn and 
write their ideas in the appropriate box. Encourage them
to write notes rather than complete sentences.

• When they have made notes for all the questions,
students write their story in their pairs or groups.
Encourage them to use the linkers from page 22 of the
Students' Book (and, because, but, so. and then) when 
writing their story. Alternatively, the story can be written
for homework.

• Students can put their stories up round the classroom
and vote on which they like the most.

3A The secret of successful language 
learning 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student; a set 
of monolingual dictionaries (not the Minidictionary) 

• Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students
work through the exercises individually or in pairs before
checking answers with the whole class (see Key).

38 Parents and children 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 
• Preteach/check the following vocabulary: to dye your

hair; makeup; to do housework.



• Put students into pairs. If possible, pair one male student
with one female student. Give each student a copy of the
worksheet and tell them to write their partner's name at
the top of the second column.

• Explain that students have to give their opinion on ten
statements about parents and children. They also have
to guess their partner's opinion, too. Draw students'
attention to the scale at the top of the worksheet.

• Students work individually and circle numbers in both
columns. They are not allowed to ask their partner
anything at this stage.

• Students compare their answers in pairs and see how
many of their predictions are correct. Encourage
students to justify their opinions, particularly when they
don't agree with each other.

• Students tell the whole class how many of their
predictions were correct and discuss any differences of
opinion they had.

4A Party guests 

You will need: one role card per student; one copy of 
Student A worksheet or Student B worksheet per student 

• Tell students that they are at a party where they don't
know anyone. Elicit appropriate questions you could ask 
a stranger at a party and write them on the board.
(Useful ones for the activity are: Where do you live? Do
you live near here? What do you do? What do you do in 
your spare time? Are you enjoying the party?)

• Give each student a role card, and allow time for them to
read and understand the information. They are not
allowed to look at each other's role cards. (The activity
will work with any number of students, but a minimum of
eight is preferable. If there are more than twelve
students,. distribute duplicate role cards.)

• Give half the class Student A worksheet and the other
half Student B worksheet. Students must find out who
the people on their worksheet are by asking questions in
the Present Simple and Present Continuous based on the 
information provided. All four pieces of information
about each person must match before the student
writes down the name.

• Students move around the room having short
conversations and asking one another questions. When
they have found someone who completely matches the
description, they write his/her name in the appropriate
place on their worksheet. The activity continues until
students have found out who everyone is.

• Students can compare their answers in pairs/groups or 
with the whole class.

48 I'm having lunch with Madonna 

You will need: one datebook per student 

• Check that students know the following language in bold
for talking about and making arrangements:
What are you doing on Monday (afternoon)?
I'm having lunch with my sister. I Nothing special.

Instructions 

Would you like to go out for a drink? I Let's have lunch. I 
How about meeting for some coffee? 
Yes, I'd love to. I Yes, why not? I I'd rather not, thanks. 

• Brainstorm with the class the types of activities that
people arrange together and write them on the board.
Include the following: have lunch/dinner; go to the 
movies/the theater/a concert/a soccer game; go 
shopping; go/come to a party; come around for a meal; 
go out for a drink; meet for some coffee.

• Give each student one of the datebooks and tell them
that it contains their arrangements for next week. (If you
have more than eight students, use extra copies of the
datebooks.) Allow time for students to read the
information.

• Tell students that they have to make at least six new
arrangements with their classmates (using the language
and ideas previously highlighted) and write them in their
appointment books. These arrangements can be made at
any time of the day. Students move around the room
making arrangements. When two students have made an 
arrangement with each other, they must both write it in 
the appropriate place in their datebooks.

• Remind students to express their arrangements in full
sentences using the Present Continuous, and not just
read out the notes in their datebooks.

• If you have more than eight students, tell them to check
they have different datebooks before they start talking.
If they have the same datebook, they must find a
different student.

• When they have finished, students work in pairs or small
groups and tell each other about all the arrangements
they have made.

Learner-training worksheet C 
(Noticing and recording collocations) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

The aim of this worksheet is to raise students' awareness of 
collocation, and to provide them with some useful ways of 
recording collocations when they come across them in class. 
1 Go through the example with the whole class. 
2 Students work individually, then check answers with the 

whole class (see Key). 
3 Students work individually or in pairs, checking any 

answers they are not sure of in the Minidictionary. Check 
answers with the whole class (see Key). All the collocations 
are taken from Modules 1-4 in the Students' Book. 

4 Go through the examples of how to record collocations 
with the whole class. Students discuss the questions at 
the end in pairs or groups. 

SA Put these in order 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

• Preteach/check the following vocabulary: assassination;
to release somebody from jail; recent.

• Divide the class into teams of three or four. Give each
student a copy of the worksheet. Do the example at the 
top of the page with the whole class.
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• Set a time limit of ten or fifteen minutes, and allow

students to do the quiz in their teams. They should

discuss the answers together and come to a consensus

as a team. Encourage students to use comparatives and

superlatives while they are deciding on the correct order.

For example, Do you think that Sharon Stone is older 

than Brad Pitt? I I'm sure Robert DeNiro is the oldest. 

• Check answers with the whole class (see Key). Students

get one point for each item they have in the correct place.
They also receive a bonus point if they get all four items

correct (a completely correct answer is therefore worth five

points). The team with the most points is the winner.
• Students can go through the quiz again in their groups

and explain what they got wrong and why, using more
comparatives and superlatives: We thought that the Eiffel

Tower was older than the Taj Mahal, but it isn't.

SB An alien family 

You will need: one copy of Picture A and one copy of Picture 

B for each pair of students 

• Put students into pairs and give one student a copy of

Picture A and the other a copy of Picture B. Tell students

that all the aliens in the picture are members of the same

family. Students are not allowed to look at each

other's pictures.
• Students work in pairs. Student A describes one of the

aliens in his/her picture that hasn't got a name. He/she
must describe the alien's appearance (using the

language on page 42 of the Students' Book). not where

the alien is in the picture.
• When Student A has finished the description, Student B tells 

him/her the name of the alien, which Student A then writes 

in the correct space on the picture. If Student B is unsure 

which alien is being described, he/she should ask questions 

about the alien's appearance to clarify any doubts. 
• Students take turns until all the aliens are identified.

When they have finished, students may look at each

other's pictures and check their answers.
• Finally, each pair of students decides how all the aliens

are related, giving reasons for their choices. Their ideas

can be discussed with the whole class.

Learner-training worksheet D 
(Recording new vocabulary) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

When recording new vocabulary, students often make lists 

of new English words next to translations in their own 

language. The aim of this worksheet is to encourage 
students to include more information in their lists, therefore 

making them more useful. 

1 Students work in pairs or small groups and make notes 

on what extra information is included in the second list. 

Check answers with the whole class. (The second list 

includes the following extra information: part of speech 

(including putting to in front of a verb and a/an in front of 

a countable noun), word stress, regular/irregular verbs, 

dependent prepositions, transitive and intransitive verbs 
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(by writing someone or something after the verb), 

countable/uncountable nouns, common collocations and 

examples, common errors in student's own language, 

phonemic script.) 

2 Students rewrite the list in pairs or small groups. 

Encourage them to use the Minidictionary to add more 

information. Check answers with the whole class (see Key). 

3 Students work on their own before comparing their ideas 

in groups. Or, this exercise can be set for homework. 

6A Talk about the future 

You will need: one copy of the board per three or four 

students; one die and three/four counters per group 

• Put students into groups of three or four. Give each

group a board, counters, and die. If one student has a

watch with a second hand, make him/her the timekeeper.
• Students take it in turns to throw a number. When they

land on a future square, they have to talk about the topic

or question for twenty seconds without stopping. With a

less confident class, you can allow students twenty

seconds' thinking time before speaking.
• If a student can't think of any thing to say, or stops talking

before the twenty seconds are up, then he/she has to

move back to his/her previous square.
• The student who reaches the Finish square first is the

winner.

68 Vacation crossword 

You will need: a copy of each crossword for each pair of 

students 

• Divide the class into two groups, A and B. Give a copy of

Student A crossword to students in group A, and a copy

of Student B crossword to those in group B.
• Students work together in their separate groups to check

they know the meaning of the words on their half of the

crossword: All the vocabulary in this activity is taken

from the Vocabulary and speaking section on page 49 

and the Listening and.speaking section on page 50 of the 

Students' Book.

• Put students in pairs, so that one Student A and one

Student B are working together. They are not allowed to

look at each other's crossword.
• Students take it in turns to define the words on their half

of the crossword. The other student has to guess the

words and write them in his/her own crossword.

Encourage students to use collocations and examples

from the material in the Students' Book where possible.
• Students continue until they both have a completed

version of the crossword.

7 A Ambition dominoes 

You will need: one set of dominoes for each pair of students 

• All the collocations in this activity are taken from the

Vocabulary and speaking section on page 56 of the

Students' Book.



• Students work in pairs. Give one set of dominoes to each 
pair, and ask them to share them out equally. 

• One student places a domino in front of them, and the 
other student has to make a complete sentence by
placing one of his/her dominoes at either end of the first
domino. The students then take it in turns to put down 
their dominoes at either end of the domino chain. 
Encourage students to look at the words in bold and 
consider which words collocate with them. 

• If a student thinks his/her partner's sentence is not
grammatically correct or doesn't make sense, he/she can
challenge the other student. If the students cannot
agree, the teacher adjudicates. If the sentence is 
incorrect, the student must take back the domino and 
miss a turn.

• If a student cannot make a sentence, the turn passes to
his/her partner. 

• The game continues until one student has used up all 
his/her dominoes, or until neither student can make a
correct sentence. The student who finishes first, or has 
the fewest dominoes remaining, is the winner. 

• Students who finish early can test each other on the
collocations in bold on the cards.

78 Life circles 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

• Check/preteach the following'words: primary school;

recently; a personal possession.

• Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Encourage 
them to answer as many questions as possible, and 
make sure they write their answers in random order.
They should write single words, names, or short phrases,
not complete sentences. Set a time limit of five or ten 
minutes.

• Students work in pairs. They fold their worksheet in half 
and swap with their partner. Students then have to ask 
questions to find out why their partner has written the 
words in the circles: Why have you written "Italy" here?

Who's Michael? etc. The other student must reply using 
the correct tense: Present Perfect or Past Simple.

• For each circle, students must ask their partner two or
three suitable follow-up questions on the same topic. For 
example, for "someone you've known for over ten years" 
they could ask: Where did you meet him/her? What does 
he/she do? How often do you see him/her? etc.

• At the end, students report back on the most interesting
things they found out about their partner.

7C Happy verb families 

You will need: one set of cards for each group of three or 

four students 

• Put students into groups of three or four. Give each 
group a set of cards and ask them to deal out seven

cards to each player. The rest of the cards are then
placed face down in a pile in the middle of the group.

• The aim of the activity is for students to get rid of all
the cards in their hands. To do this, students must
collect "verb families" of infinitive, past tense, and past
participle, that they then place face up in front of them. 

• Student A begins by asking one of the other students 
(not the whole group) if he/she has a particular card that
Student A needs for a verb family. For example, if
Student A has cards that say wear and wore, he/she can
ask: Jaime, do you have a card that says "worn"?

• If the other student does have the card Student A has 
asked for, he/she must give it to him/her. If the other 
student does not have the card, Student A must pick up 
an extra card from the pile in the middle. The turn then 
passes to the next !;tudent.

• If a student is asked to hand over his/her last card to 
another student, he/she wins the game. So asking a
student for his/her last card is a very silly thing to do!

• When a student gets a verb family, he/she immediately
places it face up in front of him/her. The other students 
should check that the verb family is correct. Only the 
verbs in bold can be counted as part of a verb family. If 
necessary they can check with you or refer to the table 
of irregular verbs on page 148 of the Students' Book.

• If there are no extra cards left, students continue taking
turns to ask each other for cards until there is a winner.
The winner is the first person with no cards left in his/her 
hands. 

• Groups who finish early can shuffle the cards and play 
again. 

Note: it would be advisable to demonstrate this activity with 
the whole class before they start playing in groups. 

Learner-training worksheet E 
(Using the Minidictionary: irregular verbs - part 2) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

The aim of this worksheet is to raise students' awareness of 
how irregular verbs are written in dictionaries, and to 
increase students' speed at using the Minidictionary.

Go through the example dictionary entry. 
2 Students work individually and complete the table as fast 

as possible, using the Minidictionary when necessary. 
The student who finishes first, with all the answers spelled 
correctly, is the winner. Alternatively, students can do the 
activity in pairs. (Note: Students are not allowed to look at 
the table on page 148 in the Students' Book, since the aim 
of this exercise is to increase dictionary speed.) 
When they have finished, they can work in pairs to test 
each other on the verbs. One student says an infinitive 
and his/her partner has to say the correct past tense and 
past participle. 

Learner-training worksheet F 
(Spelling with double letters) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

The aim of this worksheet is to raise students' awareness of 
double letters in English, and teach them a simple spelling rule. 
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Instructions--------------- ----------------------

Check students know the meaning of vowel and 
consonant, then give out the worksheet. Allow students 
a minute or two to read the rules on their own. Go 
through the rule on the board if necessary. (Note that the 
term -ing word is used to avoid having to differentiate 
between present participles arrd gerunds.) 

2 Students work individually or in pairs. Check answers 
with the whole class (see Key). 

SA Article snakes and ladders 

You will need: one snakes and ladders board per group of 
three students; one set of Question cards per group; one die, 
and three counters per group 

• Put students into groups of three and give each group
a snakes and ladders board, a set of Question cards,
counters, and die. Tell a studentto shuffle the Question
cards before putting them face down in a pile.

• Students take it in turns to throw a number. When they
land on a square with a question mark on it, they must
take a Question card from the.top of the pile. The
student places the card down next to the board so all
the students can see it, then has to answer the
question. If the student answers the whole question
correctly, he/she stays on the square and the next
student takes his/her turn. If the student answers the
question incorrectly, he/she must return to his/her
original square.

• If students cannot agree on the correct answer, the
teacher adjudicates (see Key).

• If a student lands at the foot of a ladder, he/she must get
the question correct before he/she is allowed to go up it.
If a student lands on the head of a snake, he/she must
slide down the snake to its tail.

• The game continues until one student reaches the Finish
square (or until the group runs out of Question cards).

• At the end of the game students can discuss the cards
they got wrong, and/or go through the Question cards
they didn't answer.

Learner-training worksheet G 
(Noticing and remembering prepositions and articles 
in phrases) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 
(detach the picture from the worksheet before the lesson) 

The aim of this worksheet is to raise students' awareness of 
fixed and semifixed phrases containing articles and 
prepositions, and to encourage students to recognize, 
record, and remember these phrases. 
1 Students work in pairs. Give each pair a copy of the 

picture, and allow a few minutes for them to predict 
what the two teachers are saying. Students discuss their 
ideas with the rest of the class. 

2 Give each student a copy of the second half of the 
worksheet and allow time for them to check their 
predictions. Students compare their predictions in pairs 
or with the whole class. 
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3 Go through the example phrases with the class, then let 
students do the exercise individually or in pairs .. Check 
answers with the whole class (see Key). All the phrases 
in the conversation are taken from Modules 1-8 of the 
Students' Book. Note that some of the phrases in this 
activity are "fixed" (e.g. the other day), while others can 
change the tense or the pronoun (e.g. to be not very 
good at something). Some of the easier two-word 
phrases (e.g. on Friday) have not been included in 
subsequent exercises or the key. 

4 Students work individually. Suggest they cover the 
dialog. Students check answers in pairs, referring back to 
the dialog if necessary. Check answers with the whole 
class (see Key). Students can then practice the 
conversation in pairs. Two or three pairs can "perform" 
their dialog in front of the class. 

9A In the 2020s 

You will need: one copy of Survey A, B, C, or D for each 
student 

• Check/preteach the following vocabulary :  a survey; 3D;
to clone; to be extinct; IQ; to be homeless.

• Divide the class into four groups A, B, C, and D. Give each
student in group A a copy of Survey A, each student in
group B a copy of Survey B, and so on. Tell the class they
are going to prepare questions on what life will be like in
the 2020s.

• Students work in their groups and write down questions
based on their Survey sheets: for example for the prompt
people - have more free time?, students should write Do
you think people will have more free time (in the 2020s)?
When they have finished, encourage them to write one
or two more questions on the same topic.

• Rearrange the class so that one student from each of the
four groups, A, B, C, and D, is sitting together. If there are
students left over, have some groups of five.

• Write the following answers on the board: Yes,
definitely.'! Yes, probably. I Maybe. I No, probably not. I
No, definitely not. Students then as� each other the
questions in turn. When responding, students must use
one of the answers on the board, and give reasons for
their opinion if possible. All students must make notes
on what their classmates think, based on the five
answers on the board.

• Students return to their original groups and collate their
answers. The members of the group then add their own
answers to the survey, so that their results represent the
opinion of the whole class.

• Write the following prompts on the board: will definitely;
will probably; might/may; probably won't; definitely
won't. Each group presents their results to the whole
class, using the language highlighted on the board. For
example, group A might have found out that: Five
students think that people will definitely have more free
time in the 2020s, but four students think that they
probably won't. Alternatively, you can rearrange the
class into small groups again (one student from each of



the groups, A, B, C, and D) and students can report the 

results of their survey. 
• Students can write up their survey for homework and put

the results up round the classroom for others to read.

98 Worried parents 

You will need: one copy of Student A worksheet and one 

copy of Student B worksheet for each pair of students 

• Check/preteach the following vocabulary: to hitchhike; to ·

give somebody a lift; to get lost; to run out of money; to 

go camping; a tent; a guide; a sleeping bag; to be fully

booked (of a train).
• Divide the class into two groups, A and 8. Give a copy of

Student A worksheet to students in group A, and a copy

of Student B worksheet to those in group B. Explain that

they are going to do two role-plays: one where they are a

son/daughter going on a dangerous vacation, and
another where they are the son/daughter's worried
parent. Allow time for students to read and understand
the information on their worksheets.

• Students work individually or in pairs and, using the

prompts on the worksheet, prepare questions to ask

when they are the parent in the role-play. They should
use "you" as the subject of the questions. Do an example

with the whole class before they begin: call me/as soon 

as/arrive in Miami? = Will you call me as soon as you 

arrive in Miami? and what/do/if/get lost?= What will you

do if you get lost?
• Put students in pairs, so that one Student A and one

Student B are working together, and tell them to do role
play 1. Allow time for Student B to read the information

on his/her worksheet before they begin.
• When students have finished, they change roles and do 

role-play 2.

Learner-training worksheet H 
(Deducing meaning from context - part 1) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student; a set 

of Longman Active Study Dictionaries (optional) 

The aim of this worksheet is to raise students' awareness of 
the importance of context when faced with unknown 
vocabulary and to give them practice in deducing meaning 
from context. 
1 Students read the text individually, then discuss in pairs 

what they think really happened. Check ideas with the 

whole class. (The man had put ketchup on his shirt to 
pretend he was injured in order to trick a passerby into 

giving him some money.) 

2 Students work individually or in pairs. Check answers 

with the whole class. (Note that these words do not 
appear in the Minidictionary.) 

3 Students work individually. Set a time limit of five minutes. 
4 Students compare their answers in pairs or small groups. 

Check answers with the whole class. Although the 

success rate will vary, most students should be able to 

guess the exact meaning for a, b, d, e, f, and i, and the 

general meaning for c, g, and j. Students are unlikely to 
be able to guess the meaning for h. (Note that these 

words do not appear in the Minidictionary, but students 

can check the meanings in the Longman Active Study 

Dictionary if necessary.) 

1 OA What can I do for you? 

You will need: one set of role cards for each pair of students 

• Put students into pairs. Give one student a copy of the

Patient A role card and the other a copy of the Doctor A

role card. Allow a few minutes for students to prepare

their roles. (All the vocabulary used in this activity is

taken from the Reading, listening, and vocabulary

section on page 81 of the Students' Book.)
• Students act out the role-play in their pairs. If there is

space in the classroom, rearrange the chairs so that

students cire facing each other, with room for the doctor
and patient to stand up if they wish.

• When each pair finishes, give the Doctor B role card to
the student who was the patient in the first role-play, and

the Patient B role card to the student who was the

doctor. Again, allow a few minutes for them to prepare.
Students then act out the second role-play in their pairs.

• Finally, students report back to the whole class on the
advice/treatment their doctor gave them.

1 OB The Ghost 

You will need: one set of role cards for each pair of students 

• Preteach the following vocabulary :  to burgle/a burglar;

a burglar alarm; a criminal; to get caught.
• Divide the class into two groups and give one group The

Ghost role cards and the other group Journalist role
cards. Allow time for them to read the introduction at the
top of the cards, and check they all understand the 
situation. If there is an odd number of students, include
an extra journalist.

• Students with the Journalist role cards work individually
or in pairs to prepare the questions they need to ask.
Encourage them to use used to where possible in their
questions, as well as the Past Simple. Students with The

Ghost role cards work individually to prepare their
stories by filling in the blanks in the information on the
card. Allow about ten or fifteen minutes for this.

• Rearrange the class so that one student with the Ghost

role card is sitting next to one student with a Journalist

role card. The journalists then conduct the interview and
make notes of their answers.

• Journalists can write an article for the Famous Criminals

magazine in class or for homework, and burglars can
write their life story.

1 OC Bob's night out 

You will need: one set of pictures for each pair of students; 

one copy of the whole picture story per student (optional) 

• Before the class, cut up an� shuffle a set of pictures for

each pair of students.
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• Put students into pairs and give each pair a set of

pictures. Tell students that they have the complete story

of "Bob's night out." Students work together to decide

on the correct order of the pictures. Encourage them to

discuss their reasons for choosing each picture with their

partner while they are working.
• Check the correct order with the whole class (see Key).

Other orders may be possible, depending on the 

students' versions of the stories.
• Students work individually or in pairs and write the story

in the past, using the Past Simple and Past Continuous

where appropriate. The stories can be completed for

homework (students will need a copy of all the pictures

to take away with them in order to finish the story).
• Students can put up their completed stories around the

classroom for other students to read.

11 A The Lovebug Dating Agency 

You will need: one set of six Lovebug Dating Agency cards 

(either Men or Women) for each pair of students 

• Put students into pairs (or groups of three). You must

have an even number of pairs or groups for this activitv.
• Check that students understand the concept of a dating

agency, and give each pair/group a set of six Lovebug

Dating Agency cards. Give half the number of pairs/

groups the Men set of cards, and the other half the

Women set.
• Tell students to look at the pictures on the cards and fill

in the profile with information that they think suits the

person's character. Set a time limit of ten or fifteen

minutes.
• Group each pair that has Men cards with a pair that has

Women cards. Students tell one another about the

people on their cards, then the whole group decides

who should go on a date with whom, based on the 

information in the profile. Encourage students to pair up

all the men and women if possible, and give reasons for

their decisions.
• Students tell the whole class about their most promising

dates. Alternatively, the pairs of cards can be put up

round the classroom. Students walk around looking at all

the pairs of cards and decide which dates they think will

be the most successful.

11 B Neither do I 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

• Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students

work individually and fill in the blanks with their own

ideas. Set a time limit of five or ten minutes.
• If necessary, check which responses for agreement

(Neither did I, So am I, etc. - see page 96 of the Students·

Book) would be correct for each sentence before

students do the next stage of the activity.

• Students move around the room saying their sentences

to one another. They must try to find one person in the

class who agrees with each of their statements. When
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one student agrees with another student's sentence, 

he/she must respond using an appropriate expression, 

and the first student writes his/her name in the second 

column on the worksheet. For example, Student A says 

I really like playing tennis and Student B responds by 

saying Me, too I So do I. Student A then writes Student 

B's name on the worksheet. They do not need to have 

written the same sentence. 
• If Student B doesn't agree with the sentence, he/she

responds by saying what he/she has written for the same

prompt (e.g. Well, I really like going to the movies.), and

seeing if Student A agrees with the statement.

Encourage students to ask follow-up questions on each

topic of agreement if possible.
• When two students have both found something they

agree on (and written each other's _names on their

worksheets) they should move on and find new partners.

Each student should try to talk to as many different

people as possible. The activity continues until they have
all completed the second column on their worksheet.

• Students work in pairs and tell their partner what they

have found out, using Both (Miguel) and I ... or Neither

(Hiroko) or I ... to begin their sentences.

Learner-training worksheet I 
(Using the Minidictionary to find constructions that 
follow verbs) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

The aim of this worksheet is to show students how to use 

the Minidictionary to find out what grammatical 

construction follows a verb, as well as to review some of the 

verbs they have already met in the Students' Book. 

1 Go through the dictionary entries with the whole class. 

Check they understand what a gerund is. 

2 Students work in pairs or small groups. All the verbs and 

verb phrases are taken from Modules 1-11 of the 

Students' Book. Check answers with the whole clas:, 
(see Key). 

3 Students work individually before checking their answers 

with the whole class (see Key). 

12A The Handbag Gang 

You will need: one set of pictures for each pair of students; 

one copy of the Vocabulary worksheet per student; one 

copy of the whole story per student (optional) 

• Before the class, cut up and shuffle a set of pictures for

each pair of students.
• Put students into pairs and give each pair a set of

pictures. Tell them that they have the complete story of

the Handbag Gang. Students put the pictures in order,

giving reasons for their choices. Check the correct order

with the whole class (see Key), and discuss any 

variations to the suggested order.
• Give each student a copy of the Vocabulary worksheet.

Students work in pairs again and match the vocabulary

with the appropriate picture(s). Tell students that some



items of vocabulary can go with more than one picture. 
Check answers with the whole class. Make sure students 
understand all the words and expressions, and that they 
know the past participles of the verbs. 

• In their pairs, students tell the story orally, using the new
vocabulary. They should tell the main part of the story in
the Past Simple, and the verbs on the worksheet should
be used in the passive form.

• Tell students that they are journalists worki�g for the
local newspaper, and they have to write the story for
tomorrow's edition. Their report must include at least six
verbs in the Past Simple passive. Encourage students to 
think of a headline and lay out the report in newspaper
style.

• Students can either write the report in class or for
homework. (Note: students will need a copy of all the
pictures if they write the story outside class.)

• The finished versions can be displayed around the
classroom for other students to read.

128 What's this? 

You will need: one set of picture cards per three students

• Put students into groups of three. Give each group a set
of picture cards face down in a pile. Shuffle the cards
beforehand.

• Student A picks up the first card. He/she must define the
object or person to the student on his/her right (Student
B), using a sentence containing that, which, or who.

Student B must try to guess what or who Student A is
describing. (All the words included in this activity are
from Language focus 2 on page 102 and the Vocabulary

section on page 103 of the Students' Book.) Students are
not allowed to say the name of the object or person, or
mime in any way - they should fold their arms when they
are defining the words!

• If Student B guesses correctly, Student A gives him/her
the card. If Student B doesn't know the word, the turn
passes to Student C. If neither student can guess the
word, the card goes back to the bottom of the pile.

• Students continue taking turns defining the objects on the 
cards to the student on their right. The student who collects 
the most cards by the end of the game is the winner:

Note: it would be advisable to demonstrate this activity to 
the whole class before they begin working in groups. 

13A Century People 

You will need: one set of role cards for each pair of 

students 

• Divide the class into two groups and give one group Old

person role cards, and the other group Interviewer role
cards. Allow time for students to read the introduction
on the cards. If there is an odd number of students, .
include an extra interviewer.

• The old people work individually and fill in the blanks in
the information on the role card. Encourage them to be
as inventive as possible and to think of interesting details

to add to their life story. The interviewers work 
individually or in pairs and write down the questions 
they are going to ask in the interview. Make sure 
students use the Present Perfect Simple and Continuous 
in their questiOTis where appropriate. Allow the class 
about ten or fifteen minutes for this. 

• Rearrange the class so that one old person is sitting next
to one interviewer and allow students to do the role play. 

• When they have finished, the interviewers can tell the
whole class about the old people they have just talked
to, and the class can decide which old person has had
the most interesting life.

138 Old friends 

You will need: one role card per student 

• Tell students that they are at a party where there are lots
of old friends they haven't seen for ten years. Elicit
questions they could ask each other, and write them on
the board. Useful questions for this activity are: What

have you been doing since I last saw you? What do you 

do? Where do you live? Are you married? What does your

husband/wife do? What do you do in your spare time?

Also elicit a follow-up question with How long ... for each
of the preceding questions.

• Give each student a role card, and allow time for them to
read the information. They are not allowed to look at
each other's role cards. (Role cards 1 to 8 are needed
for all students to complete the activity; role cards 9 to
12 are optional. If you have more than twelve students,
distribute duplicate role cards.)

• Tell students that they have to find at least four old
friends they have something in common with. When they
find someone they must write down the name of the
person, and what they have in common, on their role
card. They should write n<>ies (e.g. architect- 7 years) in
the second column, not complete sentences.

• Students move around the room introducing themselves
and asking one another the questions elicited earlier.
Encourage students to ask as many How long ... follow
up questions as possible during the conversations.

• Finally, students work in pairs and tell each other what
they have found out , using the notes on their role card as
prompts. Again, encourage them to use Present Perfect
Simple or Continuous in their answers. For example Lisa

and I live in New York, and we've both been living there

since 1990. 

Learner-training worksheet J 
(Deducing meaning from context - part 2) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student; 

copies of the Longman Active Study Dictionary (optional)

This worksheet follows on from Learner-training worksheet

H and gives students more practice in deducing meaning 
from context. 
1 Allow students a few minutes to read the story 

individually, then put them into pairs to put the story in 
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order. Avoid answering questions about the words in 
italics at this stage. Check answers with the whole class 
(see Key). 

2 Students work in pairs and try to deduce the meaning of 
the words in italics from the context. Check answers with 
the whole class. Alternatively, provide the class with 
copies of the Longman Active Study Dictionary and allow 
them to check their answers themselves. (Note that 
these words are not included in the Minidictionary.)

3 Students ask and answer the questions in pairs. Encourage 
both students to answer each question. Students report 
back to the whole class on their most interesting answers. 

14A The Hungry Hippo diner 

You will need: one copy of Worksheet 1 or Worksheet 2 per 

student 

• Divide the class into two groups. Give copies of
Worksheet 1 to one group, and copies of Worksheet 2

to the other. Allow time for students to read the
information at the top of the worksheet, and check they
understand the situation.

• Students work in pairs with someone who has the same
worksheet. You need an equal number of pairs for this
activity, so have one or two groups of three if necessary.
Students must look at the menu and the pictures, and
make three lists: things they have too much I many of;
things they don't have enough of; things they don't have
any of. Allow about ten minutes for this.

• Group each pair that has Worksheet 1 with a pair that
has Worksheet 2. The students tell/ask each other what
they have too much of, not enough of, etc., and trade
items where possible. When they trade items, they check
them off their lists.

• Students report back to the whole class on how much
they have traded, and what they still need. (Note:
nobody has any ice cream or any silverware.)

148 Where's the nearest bank? 

You will need: one Map A and one Map B for each pair of

students 

• Check that students know how to ask for directions. For 
example: Excuse me, where's the nearest bank?

• Put students into pairs. Give a copy of Map A to one
student and a copy of Map B to the other. Students are
not allowed to look at each other's maps.

• Check that students know where they are on the map
(at the station). Tell them that the places that are shaded
(e.g. the bus station) are on both maps, so they can refer
to them when giving directions.

• Students take turns to ask for directions to the places
listed in the top right-hand corner of their map. (Students
can refer to the Real life and Writing section on page 119 
of the Students' Book for useful words and expressions.)
When a student has been given directions to the place
he/she wants to go to, he/she writes the name of the
place on his/her copy of the map.
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• When both students_have found all six places, they can 
compare their maps and see if they have marked the
places correctly.

14C Building your dream 

You will need: one set of cards for each pair of students; a

set of Longman Active Study Dictionaries (optional)

PROCEDURE 1 
• Put students into pairs. Place the sets of cards face

down in piles at the front of the class, and allocate one 
set of cards to each pair. Shuffle the cards beforehand.

• One student from each pair comes up to the front of the
class and takes one card only from the top of their pile.
They go back to their partner, read the question, and 
write the answers on their card, referring to the Building 

your dream text on page 121 of the Students' Book (or a
Longman Active Study Dictionary) to find the answers.

• When a pair has completed a card, they take it to the
teacher at the front of the class to check the answers
(see Key). If the answers are correct, the student keeps
the card and takes the next card from his/her pile at the
front of the class. If the answer is not correct, the
student has to return to his/her partner and find the
correct answer. 

• The first pair of students to finish all the cards correctly
are the winners.

PROCEDURE 2 
If it is not possible for your students to move around the 
class freely, follow the following procedure: 
• Put students into pairs and give each pair a set of cards

face down in a pile. Students turn over the cards one by
one and write the answers on the cards.

• When a pair has finished, they hand their pile of cards to 
the teacher for checking (see Key). The teacher gives 
back the cards that are not correct and the students
correct their mistakes.

• The first pair of students to finish all the cards correctly
are the winners.

1 SA Lottery winners 

You will need: one copy of the newspaper article per 

student; one set of role cards for each pair of students 

• Give each student a copy of the newspaper article to
read, and check they have understood the main points.

• Divide the class into pairs. Give half the pairs Lottery

winner role cards and the other half Reporter role cards.
You need an even number of pairs for this activity. If 
there are extra students, have extra reporters.

• Students prepare questions and answers in their
pairs/groups, following the instructions on the card.
Make sure that all the reporters write down the
questions. Allow about ten minutes for this.

• Rearrange the class so that each reporter can interview
one lottery winner individually. The reporters need to 
make brief notes during the interview in order to report
back later.



• At the end of the interviews, rearrange the class so that 

each reporter is sitting with another reporter who was

not his/her original partner. Similarly, place each lottery

winner with another lottery winner who was not his/her

original partner.

• The reporters and lottery winners tell their new partners

what was said in their interviews, using reported speech.
• Finally, reporters can work with the lottery winners they 

interviewed and write the newspaper article together.

158 Get Rich Quick! 

You will need: one copy of the board and one set of Money 

cards per four students; one die, four counters per group 

• Put students into groups of four. Give each group a copy

of the Get Rich Quick! board, a set of Money cards

(shuffled), die, and counters. Tell students to put the

Money cards face down in a pile in the middle of the

board, and their counters on the Start square. Check that

students understand what happens when they land on

the nonmoney squares on the board, and that every time

they pass Start they automatically receive $10,000.

• If you can make some fake money (in $5,000, $10,000 and 

$20,000 notes!), distribute it among the students and make 

one member of each group the "banker." If not, students 

can write down their running total as they play the game. 

• Students take turns to throw a number. If Student A

lands on a square with some money on it, another

student takes a Money card from the top of the pile and 

asks Student A the question on the card. If the student 

gets the answer right, he/she receives the amount of 

money on the square and adds it to his/her total. If

Student A gets the answer wrong, the other student tells 

him/her the correct answer, and Student A receives no

money. All the questions are based on the vocabulary in

Module 15 of the Students' Book.

• The game continues until all the Money cards are

finished. When the last Money card has been answered,

all the students count up how much money they have.

The student who has the most money wins the game.

• Groups that finish early can go through the Money cards

and test each other.

Learner-training worksheet K 
(Using the Minidictionary to find dependent prepositions) 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

The aim of this worksheet is to show students how to use 

the Minidictionary to find dependent prepositions that 

follow certain verbs and adjectives. 

1 Go through the dictionary entries with the whole class. 

2 Students work individually. They are not allowed to use 

their Minidictionary at this stage. Encourage them to 

guess if they don't know the answers (see Key). 

3 Students work in pairs and check their answers using the 

Minidictionary. 
4 Students work individually and check their answers in 

the Minidictionary if necessary. 

Instructions 

5 Students work in pairs and test each other. Encourage 

them to repeat the whole phrase (as in the example) 

since this will help them remember the whole 

expression. 

16A Conditional squares 

You will need: one copy of the worksheet per student 

• Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students

work individually and answer the questions. Make sure

they write their answers in random order, and 

encourage them to answer as many questions as 

possible. They should write single words or short 

phrases, not complete sentences. Set a time limit of five 

or ten minutes.
• Students work in pairs and exchange worksheets with

their partner. Students then have to try and guess why

their partner has written the words/phrases in the

squares. For example: Student A writes big house.

Student B asks Would you buy a big house if you won a

lot of money? Student B writes seaside. Student A asks

Will you go to the seaside if the weather's good this

weekend? Students must ask at least one follow-up

question on each topic. For example: What other things

would you buy? I Where do you usually go on the

weekend?

• At the end of the activity, students report back to the

class on the most interesting things they found out about

their partner.

168 Preposition pelmanism 

You will need: one complete set of cards per three 

students 

• Put students into groups of three and give each group a

set of cards. Shuffle the cards before the class. Tell the

students to spread the cards out in front of them face

down, with the bigger cards on one side and the smaller

cards on the other.
• Students take it in turns to turn over one big card and 

one small card. If the preposition is the correct one to fill

the blank in the sentence, they keep the cards as a

"trick" and have another turn. If the cards do not match,

they must put them back in exactly the same place. If

students cannot agree, the teacher adjudicates.

• The activity continues until all the cards are matched up. 

The student with the most tricks is the winner. 

• If one group finishes early, they can test each other on 

the prepositions.
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American Cutting Edge Level 3 Resource bank 

Get to know the Students' Book 

A 

Which two pages contain a summary of 
everything in the Students' Book?

Pages ............. and ............... . 

B 

Where con you find a pronunciation 
table? 

C 
! D

1 

What color are the Grammar analysis boxes What topic do you study in the Real life i 
in Module 2? section in Module 12?

I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
i 

E 
! F 

i 

On which page is the Language summary for What do you write in the empty box on 
Module 10? page 94? 

Page ................................. . 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r----------------------------------------···············--------------------·--·-·················· 

G 

On which page is the Do you remember? 
section of Module 8? 

Page ................................. . 

Which word is studied in the Wordspot 
in Module 4? 

H 

Where ore the tapescripts for 
Module 15? 

Pages ............. and 

How many Pronunciation boxes ore there in 
Module 5? 

K L 

What color is the Useful language box in On which page is there a list of irregular 
Module 6? verbs? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Page ................................. . 

l---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L·----------------------------------------------------------------. ---------------------------------i 
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American Cutting Edge Level 3 Resource bank 

Learner-training worksheet A 
Using the Minidictionary: introduction 

MEANING 

1 a) Look up the following words in your Minidictionary and reaCI the definitions and examples.

• to gamble • a witness • to interrupt

b) Do you understand from the Minidictionary what these words mean? What helped you most - the

definition, the example, or both?

2 The words underlined in the following sentences have more than one meaning. Look them up in the

Minidictionary and write down the number of the dictionary definition that is used in each sentence. 

a My mother keeps old Christmas cards in a box under the bed . ...................... . 

b They run a restaurant in the center of town . ...................... . 

c I dream of living on a beautiful tropical island . ...................... . 

GRAMMAR 

3 Match the words in bold in this paragraph with the correct grammatical description below.

Mark woke up and looked at the alarm clock next to his bed. It was 11 o'clock, and he was late for work. 

He jumped out of bed, quickly got dressed, then opened the front door and got into his car. Then he 

realized it was Sunday! 

a an adjective ....................... . 

b an adverb ...................... . 

c a countable noun ...................... . 

d an uncountable noun ...................... . 

e a transitive verb ...................... . 

f an intransitive verb ...................... . 

4 Look in your Minidictionary and find out what part of speech these words are.

a pullover ...................... . c protect ...................... . e fame ...................... . 

b spaoous ...................... . d hesitate ...................... . f immediately ...................... . 

PRONUNCIATION 

Word stress is marked like this in the Minidictionary: 

Stress mark 

5 Look up the following words in the Minidictionary and mark the stress.

• economics • official • independent

6 How do you pronounce these words? (There is a pronunciation table on the inside front cover of the

Minidictionary to help you.) 

• chaos • receipt • pigeon

ir Language. com 
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American Cutting Edge Level 3 Resource bank 

Me, too! 

Present Simple and question words 

YOUR Al\lS\\!JillS NAME 

1 I usually get � at .................... on Sundays. 

2 I �o to the movies onee I twiee I ............. times a 
week I month. 

3 � favorite food is .................................................................... 

4: My trip home from sehool takes ............. minutes. 

5 On the weekends I usually ................................................................ 

6 I want to leam Eng,lish beeause 
.............................................................................................................................• 

7 I have ............. eousins. 

8 I like aetion movies I thrillers I eomedies I romantie 
movies I horror movies I seienee-fletion movies. 

9 � favorite aetor is .................................................................... 

10 I usually go to bed at ....................... during, the week. 

11 I like winter I spring, I summer I fall the most. 

12 I go shopping, for new elothes onee I
twiee I ............. times a week I month I year. 
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American Cutting Edge Level 3 Resource bank 

Connected lives 

Present Simple questions with How often ... ? and adverbs of frequency 

Student A worksheet 

Lola is a nightclub singer, and sings at the 
Flamingo Club (1) .............................. . 

She usually finishes work at 3 a.m., and always 
takes a taxi home. She plays tennis with her best 
friend (2) ..................... times a week, but loses 
every time! She goes to the seaside once a year, 

. and stays in a hotel called The Sea View. 

Tim and Karen own The Sun Coffee Shop in the 
center of town. They get up early (5) ................... . 
and always open the coffee shop at 7 o'clock. They 
go on vacation (6) ..................... times a year, and 
usually stay in The Sea View Hotel. 

Bill is a taxi driver, and he usually works 
(9) ..................... . On Sundays he always gets up
at about lunchtime. In the afternoon he usually 
(10) .............................. . His sister is a dancing
teacher, and he sees her about once a week. 

PHOTOCOPIABLE © Pearson Education Limited 2004 

Molly is a student, and goes to college 
(3) ..................... days a week. On Wednesday
evenings she always goes to her dancing class. 
She meets her new boyfriend for lunch 
(4) ..................... , and plays tennis with her best
friend three times a week (Molly always wins!). 

Paul works for a computer company, and meets 
his new girlfriend for lunch in The Sun Coffee Shop 

(7) ..................... . When he's at work he emails
her twelve times a day! They go out together 
(8) .............................. , and usually go to the
Flamingo Club 
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Student B worksheet 
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Lola is a nightclub singer, and sings at the 
Flamingo Club three nights a week. She usually 
finishes work at (a) ..................... , and always 
takes a taxi home. She plays tennis with her best 
friend three times a week , but loses every time! 
She goes to the seaside (b) ..................... a year, 
and stays in a hotel called The Sea View. 

Tim and Karen own The Sun Coffee Shop in the 
center of town. They get up early every morning 
(except Sundays) and always open the coffee 
shop at (e) ..................... o'clock. They go on 
vacation three times a year, and usually stay in 
(f) ............................. .

Bill is a taxi driver, and he usually works at night. 
On Sundays he always gets up at 
(i) .............................. . In the afternoon he
usually watches soccer on TV. His sister is a 
dancing teacher, and he sees her Gl .................... .

Molly is a student , and goes to college four days 
a week. On Wednesday evenings she always 
(c) .............................. . She meets her new
boyfriend for lunch every day, and plays tennis 
with her best friend (d) ..................... times a 
week (Molly always wins!) 

Paul works for a computer company, and meets 
his new girlfriend for lunch in The Sun Coffee 
Shop every day. When he's at work he emails her 
(g) ..................... times a day! They go out
together every night except Wednesday, and 
usually go to (h) .............................. . 
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Learner-training worksheet B 
Using the Minidictionary: irregular verbs - part 1 

1 
Look at the following sentence and answer the questions below. When you have finished, check your

answers in the Minidictionary. 

Sally didn't want to go to school yesterday, so she hid under the bed. 

a What tense is the verb underlined? ...................... . 

b Is this a regular or irregular verb? ...................... . 

c What's the infinitive? ...................... . 

d Do you know the meaning of this verb? If not, can you guess? 

2 Notice how irregular verbs are written in the Minidictionary.

Infinitive 

Past tense 

see /si:/ (saw, have seen) verb 1 l,T to look at and notice 
things using your eyes: There's so much to see and do in 
London. • I saw her with another man yesterday. 2 T to 
meet or visit someone, or spend some time with them: 
When are we going to see each other again? • I haven't seen 
Chris for a few · weeks. 3 T to watch a game, television 

program, etc.: I've seen all their games this year. 4 1 to 
understand: Do you see how it works? 5 T to look at 

' something to find information: See the table on page JO. 

3 
What's the infinitive of these irregular past tenses? Use your Minidictionary to find the answers or

check your spelling. 

INFINITIVE PAST TENSE INFINITIVE 

brought 

fell 

left 

caught 

rang 

4 Fill in the bl
_
anks with one of the irregular past tenses from the table above.

a Last summer we ....................... around Europe in a BMW. 

b My grandfather ....................... English when he was younger. 

c Lots of people ....................... presents to his birthday party. 

d Last night Jane ....................... her favorite dress to the wedding. 

e I ....................... a new computer yesterday. 

I ....................... my leg when I ....................... off the roof of my house. 

g The phone ....................... ten times last night. 

h We ....................... the restaurant at 10:30 and ....................... the last bus home. 

PHOTOCOPIABLE © Pearson Education Limited 2004 

PAST TENSE 

taught 

wore 

drove 

bought 

broke 
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Dead famous 

Past Simple yes/no questions and short answers 

Name: John Lennon 
Born: 1940, Liverpool, England. 
Died: December 1980, aged 40. 

He was shot outside his New 
York home by Mark Chapman. 

Famous for: Member of the 
Beatles, and then a solo singer/ 
songwriter. One of his songs 
(Imagine) was voted "best song 
of the 20th Century." 

Lived in: Liverpool and New 
York. 

Name: Elvis Presley 
Born: 1935, Mississippi, USA. 
Died: 1977. He was found dead 

in the bathroom in his 
Graceland home. He died of a 
heart attack. 

Famous for: "The King of Rock 
and Roll." He sold millions of 
records around the world, and 
also starred in many 
Hollywood movies. 

Lived in: Memphis, Tennessee, 
USA. Family life: Married twice. His second wife was the 

musician and artist Yoko Ono. Family life: Married Priscilla (who starred in the TV 
series Dallas), but they separated in the 1970s. 

Clue: His first guitar cost him £17. 
Clue: He spent two years in the army. 

:t1�:�i·f t:�::�i:: ! �;l��t��J�I�i:;,� 
Famous for: He wrote 37 plays, boyfriend, Dodi Fayed, also 

including Romeo and Juliet, died in the crash. 
Hamlet, and Macbeth. Thought Famous for: Princess of 
to be the best English writer in Wales, wife of Prince Charles. 
history. He became very rich, She also did a lot of charity 
and lived in a big house in the work. 
center of London. Lived in: London. 

Lived in: Stratford and London. Family life: Married Prince Charles in 1981. They 
Family life: He married Anne Hathaway when he had two children, William and Harry. They 

was 18. separated in 1992. 

Clue: He used to be an actor. 

radioactivity and radium. 
Despite her discoveries she was 
poor all her life. 

Lived in: Paris. 
Family life: Married Pierre 

Curie, who was also a famous 
scientist, in 1895. 

Clue: She was the first woman to win the Nobel Prize 
twice. 
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Clue: She used to be a kindergarten teacher. 

scientist and mathematician. 
Discovered the Theory of 
Relativity, which changed 
how we see the world. 

Lived in: Zurich, Berlin, and 
the US. 

Family life: He was married twice. The second time 
he married his cousin Elsa. 

Clue: Math was the only school subject he was 
good at. 
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Name: Mahatma Gandhi 
Born: 1869, Porbandar, India. 

Died: 1948 in New Delhi. 

A Hindu who didn't agree with 
Gandhi's political view 

assassinated him. He was 79. 
Famous for: Non-violence 

leader of Indian Independence 

from British rule .. 
Lived in: India, England (he 

studied law in London), and 
South Africa. 

Family life: He married when he was 13 and had 

four children. 

Clue: He never wore any shoes. 

Name: Christopher Columbus 

Born: 1451, Genoa, Italy. 

Died: 1506, in Spain. He was 55.

Famous for: He was a sailor and 

explorer. He went on four long 

voyages by boat and was the 

first European to discover South 

America. He also went to Cuba 

and the Caribbean. 
Lived in: Italy, Portugal, and 

Spain. 
Family life: He was married and had one son 

named Diego. 

Clue: A country is named after him. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name: Mother Teresa 

Born: 1910, Albania. 

Died: 1997, of a heart attack. She 

was 87. 

Famous for: In 1950 she started a 

hostel for the sick and dying in 

Calcutta, India. She spent her life 

there and established The 

Missionaries of Charity, which 
looks after poor people in over 50 

countries. 

Lived in: Calcutta, India. 

Family life: She became a nun in 1931. She was 

never married. 

Clue: She won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979. 

Name: Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart 
Born: 17 56, Salzburg, Austria. 
Died: 1791, aged 35 of typhoid 

fever. 
Famous for: Composer and 

musician. He started composing 

music when he was five, and 

composed over 600 works 

durjng his short life. 
Lived in: Vienna, Italy. 

Family life: He was married, but had no children. 

Despite his talent, he never made any money and 
died a poor man. 

Clue: There is a movie about his life. 

w
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Name: Marilyn Monroe 

Born: 1926, Los Angeles, USA. 
Died: 1962, aged 36, from an 

overdose of drugs. Maybe she 

killed herself or someone else 

killed her. 

Famous for: Movie star. She 

made 29 movies in 16 years. 

Lived in: New York and 

Hollywood, US. 
Family life: She was married 

four times. Her second (and fourth!) husband was 

Joe DiMaggio, a famous baseball player. 

Clue: Her real name was Norma Jean. 

Name: Cleopatra 

Born: 69 BC, Egypt. 

Died: 30 BC, when she was 39. 
She killed herself by allowing a 

poisonous snake to bite her. 
Famous for: Queen of Egypt, 

and for being extremely 

beautiful and intelligent. 

Lived in: Egypt and Syria. 

Family life: She married her 

ten-year-old brother when she 

became Queen of Egypt. Later she was the lover of 

Julius Caesar and then Mark Antony. 

Clue: She liked cats. 
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The Millionaire's Ball 

Past Simple and time phrases 

WHO'S WHO AT THE MILLIONAIRE'S BALL? 

1 married someone very rich ............... New Year's Day this year. 

2 was a very successfid movie director ............... the 1970s. 

3 spent $200,000 011 a ring ............... yesterday afternoon. 

·4 sold his company for a billion dollars three weeks ................ 

5 became a millionaire at midnight ............... last night. 

6 bought an island i11 the Caribbean three months ................ 

7 won fifty million pounds ............... Sat1,1rday night. 

8 bo1,1ght the biggest ho1,1se i11 the world ............... March last year. 

9 i•wited 10,000 guests to his/her birthday party ............... Ja111,1ary 9th. 

10 sold 10 million copies of his/her first CD ............... 1996. 
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(you decide who he/she is!). You met him/her in movie director, and your most successful movie, 
a restaurant last year, where you worked as a Bus Driver, made over $100 million and won 
waiter/waitress. The wedding took place in seven Oscars. Now you live with your wife (who 
Hawaii on New Year's Day this year, and you was an actress in Bus Driver) and your three 
went to Paris on your honeymoon. children. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
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You are a famous actor/actress, and have three You are a very successful businessman/woman 
houses (you decide where). Last week you and live in New York. You aren't married. Ten 
started making your new movie and fell in love years ago you started a computer company 
with another actor/actress. Yesterday afternoon called Gray Box, and now it's one of the biggest 
you bought a very expensive ring (it cost companies in the world. Three weeks ago you 
$200,000!) and tomorrow night you're going to sold your company to Microsoft for $1 billion. 
ask him/her to marry you. 

Role card 5 Role card 6 
You live in a small apart:rpent and work at You are a famous tennis player, and last year 
McDonald's. Your grandfather owned an oil you won three big tennis tournaments. You 
company and was very rich. He died when you make a lot of money, of course, and three 
were a child, and left you a million dollars in months ago you bought an island in the 
his will - but he also said you couldn't have the Caribbean! Now you live on the island with 
money until you were 21. Today is your 21st your family, and spend the days swimming and 
birthday, so now you're a millionaire! sunbathing on the beach. 

i Role card 7 ! Role card 8 - i You are very rich and live in a big house in the You own a big auto company and have a lot of
1 south of France, but you've never worked in money. In March last year you bought the

your life! You make all your money playing biggest house in the world, where you now live
poker. Last Saturday you won fifty million with your wife/husband and six children. It has
pounds in one game! Tomorrow you're going 420 bedrooms (each with its own bathroom),
on vacation with your girl/boyfriend - to 80 living rooms, 65 kitchens, and 17 swimming
Las Vegas! pools!

! : 

- �=���::�L:�:::: :�:�,:��Ii:. in T �:i:a::�:f�::�: ::���,:n�yo: :::� :���:,: 
California with your husband/wife. It was your America. Your first CD, called I Want Lots of 

30th birthday on January 9th. You invited Money, sold 10 million copies in 1996. Your 
10,000 guests to your party, which cost over second album, I Love Being Rich, sold nearly 
$1 million. The guests drank 5,000 bottles of 15 million copies two years later. Now you live 
champagne and ate 100 kilos of caviar! by the beach, and have fifteen cars and three 

boats. 
-----------------------------············---··-·-··--·----------------·----·----····-···--···------l----····-----·-···--·-·················-···-·-···········---·----------------------------···-···-·-j 
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Invent-a-story 
Past Simple and linkers 

Invent a story which_includes at least FOUR of the following: 

A WOMAN CALLED KATE
AGUN $10,000 IN CASH 

A LARGE BROWN PACKAGE
THE POUCE PLANE TICKETS

A DIAMOND A FALSE PASSPORT A MAN CALLED DYLAN
Discuss the questions in groups and write your ideas in the box. Then write 

the complete story in groups, using and, so, because, but, and then. 

WRITE YOUR IDEAS HERE 

1 Why was Mark late getting home from 
work? How did he feel? Why? 

2 How did his wife Laura feel? Why? 
What did she do? 

3 What two things did Mark do when 
. .

he got home? 

4 Mark went into the bedroom and 
telephoned someone. Who was it? ) 

What did they say? 

5 How did Mark feel after the phone 
call? What did he decide to do? Why? 

6 What did he have in his briefcase? 
What did he do with it/them? 

7 Laura walked into the bedroom. 
Why was she angry? -. 

8 What did Mark say to her? Did 
she believe him? Why (not)? 

9 Somebody knocked at the front door. 
Who was it? What did he/she do or say? 

10 Mark left with the person at the door. 
Where did they go? Why? 

11 How did Laura feel after Mark left? 
Who did she telephone? Why? 

12 What happened at the end of the story? 

. . 
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The secret of successful language learning 
Vocabulary ex-tension (word building) 

1 
The following words all come from the magazine article What's the secret of successful language

learning? on page 25 of the Students' Book. Find the words in the text and underline them. 

a important (para. 1) 

b believe (para. 1) 

c imagine (para. 1) 

d enjoyable (para. 6) 

e successful (para. 6) 

2 Are the words above verbs, nouns, or adjectives? Write them in the correct column of the table.
(Make sure you keep the words in the same order as above.) 

b believable 

c 

d 

e 

3 Complete the rest of the table with the verb/noun/adjective forms of the words as appropriate.
Use an English-English dictionary to help you. Mark the stress on each word, as in the example. 

4 Fill in the blanks in the following questions with a word from the table. (Note that the questions do not
follow the same order as the words in the table.) 

a If you want to s .............................. in business, what do you hQve to do? 

b Can you think of something i.. ............................ you have to do tomorrow? 

c Do you b .............................. that UFOs exist? Why (not)? 

d Can you name someone who has a very good i.. ............................ ? 

e What was the most e .............................. thing you did last year? 

f Can you think of a movie or book that is very i.. ............................ . 

g Do you think it is important to marry someone with the same religious b .............................. ? 

h !... ........................... that you are 100 years old. What do you think the world will be like? 

What kind of things do you e .............................. doing in your spare time? 

Can you name a businessman or businesswoman who is very s .............................. in your country? 

5 Ask another student the questions above, and discuss the answers together.

-
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Parents and children 

can, can't, have to, don't have to, should, shouldn't 

Read these statements about parents and children. Decide whether you agree or disagree with the 

statement and circle a number in the first column. Then guess your partner's opinion about the same 

statement and circle a number in the second column. 

1 = agree strongly 2 = agree 3 = not sure 4 = don't agree 5 = disagree strongly 

You 
Partner's name: 

1 Children under 10 shouldn't watch more than 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

1 hour ofTV a day. 

2 Girls over the age of 12 can wear makeup 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 

if they want to. 

3 Children can get up when they want to on 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

weekends. 

4 Teenage boys can stay out later than girls of the 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

same age. 

5 Parents shouldn't tell their children what clothes 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

to wear. 

6 Teenagers can dye their hair without their 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

parents' permission. 

7 Girls should do more housework than boys. 
1 2 3 4 5 ·1 2 3 4 5 

8 Girls shouldn't go out on their own in the evening 
1 2 3 4 

before they are 18. 
5 1 2 3 4 5 

9 Children over 10 years old can decide what 
1 2 3 4 

time they go to bed. 
5 1 2 3 4 5 

10 Children over 16 years old don't have to tell 
1 2 3 4 

their parents where they're going at night. 
5 1 2 3 4 5 
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Party guests 
Present Continuous and Present Simple 

Role Card 1 Role Card 2 
You live in Amsterdam. You live in Amsterdam. 
You go to Paris every weekend. You're staying in a hotel around the comer. 
You're studying French in the evenings. You're doing a photography course. 
You're enjoying the party a lot. You like going to the gym. 

Role Card 3 Role Card 4 
You work for a television company. You work for a television company. 
You spend a lot of time surfing the Internet. You're learning how to play the guitar. 
You're writing a book in your spare time. You're doing a photography course. 
You're enjoying the party a lot. You're waiting for your wife/husband to arrive. 

I Role Card 5 Role Card 6 
i 

i You write for a national newspaper. You write for a national newspaper. 
You're studying French in the evenings. You're working in London at the moment. 
You go to Paris every weekend. You're writing a book in your spare time. 
You're waiting for a taxi -: you want to go You like going to the gym. 
home. 

Role Card 7 
You have a big house in the country. 
You're staying in a hotel around the comer. 
You spend a lot of time swfing the Internet. 
You're waiting for a taxi -·you want to go 
home. 

Role Card 9 
You live in Amsterdam. 
You're working in London at the moment. 
You spend a lot of time surfing the Internet. 
You're learning how to play the guitar. 

Role Card 11 
You write for a national newspaper. 
You're staying in a hotel around the comer. 
You're enjoying the party a lot. 
You're waiting for your wife/husband to arrive. 

Role Card 8 
You have a big house in the country. 
You're working in London at the moment. 
You're learning how to play the guitar. 
You're waiting for your wife/husband to arrive. 

Role Card 10 
You work for a television company. 
You're studying French in the evenings. 
You like going to the gym. 
You're waiting for a taxi - you want to go 
home. 

Role Card 12 
You have a big house in the country. 
You go to Paris every weekend. 
You're doing a photography course. 
You're writing a book in your spare time. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 
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Student A worksheet 

You have to find these six people at the party. When you find them, write down their names. Make sure 
that the person completely matches the description. 

Person A ................................. Person B ................................. 

. . . has a big house in the country. . .. works for a television company . 

. . . is staying in a hotel around the corner. . .. spends a Jot of time surfing the Internet . 

. . . spends a Jot of time sµrfing the Internet. .. . is writing a book in his/her spare time . 

.. . is waiting for a taxi - he/she wants to go home. .. . is enjoying the party a lot . 

Person C ................................. Person D ................................. 

.. . lives in Amsterdam. . .. writes for a national newspaper . 

. . . goes to Paris every weekend. . .. is studying French in the evenings . 

. . . is studying French in the evenings. . .. goes to Paris every weekend . 

.. . is enjoying the party a Jot. .. . is waiting for a taxi - he/she wants to go home . 

Person E ................................. Person F ................................. 

. . . writes for a national newspaper. . .. lives in Amsterdam . 

... is staying in a hotel around the corner . . .. is working in London at the moment. 

.. . is enjoying the party a lot. ... spends a lot of time surfing the Internet. 

.. . is waiting for his wife/her husband to arrive. ... is learning how to play the guitar . 

,:,-._I. 

Student B worksheet 

You have to find these six people at the party. When you find them, write down their names. Make sure 
that the person completely matches the description. 

Person G ................................. Person H ................................. 

. . . works for a television company. .. . lives in Amsterdam . 

. . . is learning how to play the guitar. . .. is staying in a hotel around the corner . 

. . . is taking a photography course. .. . is taking a photography course . 

. . . is waiting for his wife/her husband to arrive. .. . likes going to the gym . 

Person I ................................. Person J ................................. 

. . . writes for a national newspaper. .. . has a big house in the country . 

. . . is working in London at the moment. ... is working in London at the moment. 

, .. is writing a book in his/her spare time. .. . is learning how to play the guitar . 

. . . likes going to the gym. .. . is waiting for his wife/her husband to arrive. 

Person K ................................. Person L ................................. 

. . . has a big house in the country . . .. works for a television company . 

. . . goes to Paris every weekend. . .. is studying French in the evenings . 

.. . is taking a photography course. . .. likes going to the gym . 

.. . is writing a book in his/her spare time. . .. is waiting for a taxi - he/she wants to go home. 
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I'm having lunch with Madonna 
Present Continuous (for future arrangements) 

Monday 19th Thursday 22nd 

Tuesday 20th Friday 23rd 

Wednesday 21st Saturday 24th 

Monday 19th Thursday 22nd 

par-ty- wn.ardo Dieapru/, 8 p,.m,. Movm-p,remure,oj 
Hl)t,Ue, 8 p,.m,. WJH.MMf IWQ' HWVU, 

Tuesday 20th Friday 23rd 

Wednesday 21st Saturday 24th 

9 a,.m,. - breakfa.t -S/urai:o 
Hotel -Jo& Fo,ter 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Monday 19th 

8:30 a.m. - return from Bali 

Tuesday 20th 

9 a.m. - collect new Rolls-Royce 

Wednesday 21st 

Thursday 22nd 

10-12 - meet accountant

Friday 23rd 

7 p.m. dinner - US Embassy 
(with the President) 

Saturday 24th 

fly to Monte Carlo (7:40 a.m.) 

PHOTOCOPIABLE © Pearson Education Limited 2004 

Monday 19th 

Tuesday 20th 

Chinese class (evening) 

Wednesday 21st 

2-5 p.m. - take exam 
(nuclear physics) 

Thursday 22nd 

. 1 p.m. - lunch with 
Frank Einstein (Albert's 
eon) 

Friday 23rd 

9-12 - Philosophy class

Saturday 24th 

1-3 p.m. - visit National
Science Museum
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Monday 19th 

American Open tennis final 
(New York) 

arrive back 10:20 p.m. 

Tuesday 20th 

lunch - Maradona 
(Charlie's Restaurant) 

Wednesday 21st 

8a.m.ti\lm
run marathon 

Monday 19th 

afaernoon -30 shOffi113 -
Harro,ls! 

Tuesday 20th 

Break(:t at the Ritz with
Tol1J Blair} 

Wednesday 21st 

'fueen of �113la11d &om,n3 
aroun,I for tea 
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Thursday 22nd 

9-12 - play tennis with 
Andre Agassi (his house) 

Friday 23rd 

Saturday 24th 

3 p.m. soccer -
England v. Germany 

Thursday 22nd 

theater - 7:30 f,m. 
(with Prince Chade.s} 

Friday 23rd 

Of&ra - 8 f,IH. (with Chade.s 
a:1ai11} 

Saturday 24th 

Monday 19th 

10 a.m. -buy new clothes for 
Rome trip 

Tuesday 20th 

fly to Rome -6:30 a.m. 

in Rome all day -interview 
Pope 3-4 p.m. 

return 11 p.m. 

Wednesday 21st 

dinner party -my house - 8 p.m. 

Monday 19th 

elfjllj� party - !J f"-IH,,
-f4Yel!1:r' hoU4e-

Tuesday 20th 

re.rmuralfi; - A/,e,x. a.xa,
f4Yel!1:r - 7:30 f"-H(;, 

Wednesday 21st 

ajtulfl)Off, - fMfi'U'1 
(far M

IUjlH(,l)Off,) 

Thursday 22nd 

meet Russian president 
-1 p.m.

Friday 23rd 

Saturday 24th 

a.m. - do TV interview
with Tony Blair

Thursday 22nd 

Friday 23rd 

a,.H(;.-buy�
dYus/ruk 

Saturday 24th 

j« HUU'rid today!! 

party ar The-pa.!Aa, Hotet -
8f",IH;, 
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Learner-training worksheet C 
Noticing and recording collocations 

1 If you want to improve your vocabulary, learning single words is not enough. You often need to learn
words that "go together." These are called collocations. 

The Minidictionary includes many common collocations for you to learn. They are usually written in bold. 

holiday /'ha:hde1/ noun C I a day when people 

do not go to work or school, and businesses, 

stores, and banks are closed because of a 

national celebration: May 1st is a national 

holiday in many countries. 2 in British English a 

bank holiday 

2 There are many different types of collocations. Look at the collocations underlined in these sentences 
and match them with the grammatical descriptions. 

3 

1 I always listen to the radio when I'm getting up in the morning. 
2 Anne works hard all week, so she usually sleeps a lot on the weekend. 
3 Why don't we have a party this weekend? 
4 This is a true stor::y about life in the 1960s. 

a verb+ noun 
b verb + preposition 
c adjective + noun 
d verb + adverb 

One common type of collocation is verb + noun (e.g. to play soccer, to watch TV). Which words are 
missing in these collocations? Use your Minidictionary to help you. 

a to surf the _______ _ 
b to �--- a mistake 
c to rob a ___ _ 
d to _ _ your homework 

e to guess the _____ _ 
f to _____ your email 
g to _ _ _ _ _ for a meal 
h to ____ a video 

RECORDING COLLOCATIONS 

4 It is important to writ� down collocations when you see them. Look at the following examples
from students' notebooks, then discuss the questions below with another student. 

A 
B 

to have a party not te 111ake a 19a1-ty
to make a mistake not ts � 3 g A i@:tiake

• Which do you think is the most useful way to record collocations? Which methods do you use already?
• Find some examples of collocations you have written in your notebook on this course.

How did you write them down?
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Put these in order 

Comparatives and superlatives 

136 

Example: Put these animals in order, starting with the biggest.

D a cow ITJ an elephant D a mouse D a dog 

A Put these countries in order, starting with the 
smallest. 

D Peru D Japan D France D Spain 

B Put these oceans in order, starting 
with the largest.

D The Atlantic Ocean 
D The Pacific Ocean 
D The Indian Ocean 
D The Arctic Ocean 

F Put these planets in order, starting with the 
one farthest from the sun. 
D Earth D Mars D Pluto D Mercury 

G Put these world events in order, starting 
with the most recent.

D the first man on the moon 
D the assassination of John F. Kennedy 
D the fall of the Berlin Wall 
D Nelson Mandela's release from jail 

C Put these countries in 
order, starting with the 
one that has the 
highest population. 

D Poland D Spain 
D India D Brazil 

Put 

these 

H Put these movie stars 
in order, starting with 
the youngest.

D Julia Roberts 

ID 

order! 
D Put these fp.mous buildings 

in order, starting with the 
oldest. 

D The Colosseum 
D The Eiffel Tower 
D The Taj Mahal 
D The Sydney Opera House 

E Put these cities in order, starting with the one 
nearest to the North Pole. 
O London D New York D Moscow 

· 0Tokyo

D Robert de Niro 
D Brad Pitt 
D Sharon Stone 

Put these rivers in order, starting 
with the longest.

D The Mississippi D The Amazon 
D The Rhine D The Nile 

Put these movies in order, starting with 
the one that made the most money.

D E.T. D Titanic D Jurassic Park

D Star Wars
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An alien family 
Vocabulary: describing people's appearance 

Picture A 

ZORK 

TOO LA 
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Picture B 

NEEK 
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Learner-training worksheet D 
Recording new vocabulary 

1 Students often write new vocabulary in lists, with a translation into their own language. Look at these
two lists of words from Modules 1 and 2 of the Students' Book. What extra information about the English

words is included in List B? 

LIST A 

tol#A.J" rot 

Ya.ijueta, 

= e,xperto ( eJf.,) 
e,xp!icu
fflll!WfO = 

verijuar 
= bMura., 

= a.;wtar 

LIST B 

to ,wtbatlu,(r�) 
(*Mt 'to taf<:.e, ,Ult/!} 

a, (teN,J,,/ ,1ua.lt,) ra.dcet 
( a.uo ,peikd ''raqud') 

e,xfer� ( adj) 
(e,-3. a.Jt,e,xper�teack.r) 

toe,�,o�to 
,ouu/Jody 

HPl!Ou. ( adj) /n,%0 . . .  ir' ,1 
to be, I fed 11.Nl!Ou. a.bout 
fO� ( e,-3- a.Jt,e,)(.aut,) 

toclud,,o� 
(e,-3- &UWJ.JWtj oja,word) 

3arb
/Aj

e, (;wun, U) 

toUUtr ,ot 

e,xperto ( m) 

2 Look at this list of vocabulary a Polish student has made. Write the list again so that it is more useful.
Include as many points as possible from Exercise 1. Use your Minidictionary to help you if necessary, and

write the translations in your own language. 

ddectwe, = ktektyw-
rteal = ukra.,ff, 

rob = oh-adai, 

journ.ey = f0dr6i 

fuw 

e#WMYMfed = zakilJPotaltf 
drur Uf = prubieraL f/,f, 

etJ.YI'& = z.anwW,

3 Look in your vocabulary notebook (or your notes from this course) and see how you wrote down new

vocabulary. What extra information can you add to help you use the vocabulary correctly? 

w
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Talk about the future 

going to, would like to, would prefer to, wi/1/won't 

Which of these �i: 
somewhere places would you a country 

GO BACK 
prefer to go to? you'd like 

ONE SPACE 
you'd like to 

India Australia to visit go on holiday 
The Caribbean 

6 7 20 21 

GO 
how your five things that 

FORWARD what You'll buy 
town/city will your plans for definitely won't 

TWO change in the this evening happen to you next time you 

go shoPPing 
SPACES 

next ten years this year 

5 8 19 22 33 

GO 
a place where 

i 

something you'd FORWARD someone 
MISS.:A 

you'd like to live famous yottd 
' 

like to buy 
when you're old THREE like to meet TURN 

4 9 18 
SPACES 

23 32 

your plans for MISS A what the world something a how 31ou'll 

next month TURN 
will be like in a friend is going celebrate 31our 

hundred years to do soon next birthda31 

3 10 17 24 31 

what you think something a 

THROW your plans for your children (or THROW member of your 

AGAIN! next week grandchildren) AOAIN! family is going 

will look like to do soon 

2 11 16 25 30 

Which of these 
GO BACK jobs would you · something a job you 

a job you'd prefer to do? you're planning wouldn't like TWO 
really like to do doctor teacher to buy to do SPACES police officer 

1 12 15 26 29 

a movie or GO BACK Which of these places 

play you'd like THREE 
your plans for would you prefer to go 
the weekend to tonight? 

to see again SPACES restaurant dub theater 

13 14 27 28 
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Vacation crossword 

Holiday vocabulary 

--
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Ambition dominoes 

Verb/noun collocations 

r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·····-·:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�--: 
j 

... rock band when I'm going to start · j ... drive next People go to 
j i he was younger. learning how to . . . i weekend. college to get . . . i 

J 
�,·, ha,d

.
to get an ... job with outany Ma<ilyn M omoc _ 1nterest1ng . . . expenence. became ... 

�--------� 

... in the country when you're older? 

... children until they're in their thirties. 

Sidney wants to 
go to ... 

Would you like to 
go and live ... 

... college when he finishes school. 

. . . in an exciting city like London or New York? 

Nowadays many women don't want to have ... 

It was always Frank's dream to appear ... 
. It took Chris eight . ( , . . . . on TV before he died. . ... his first novel. Id like to go ... years to write ... 

�--------- �---------

... abroad in the If you want to become ... the guitar, you need summer. really good at . . . to practice �very day. 

... business on the Internet. We don't want to 
have ... 

. . . a large family. We think two children is enough . 

You don't need much money to start your 
own ... 

Michael Jackson 
became ... 

. . . a millionaire when David Beckham and . d . 1999 Jack and Sally 
h V. . Ad 

... marne m . b h e was a teenager. ICtona ams got . . . oug t ... 
: : --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: ... their own home When they first fell in ( ... poems to each Al Pacino appeared last year. love they wrote ... I other all the time. 

_·_·
n

_ . . _. _______ _ (-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------i ... all three Godfather Mark is really bad ( ... soccer. He always My Dad played

! ___ 
movies. 

____________________________________ 

at ... ------------------------------------l ____ misses .the.ball! ________________________ in_

a

_

.

_··----------------------------------
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Life circles 

Present Perfect and Past Simple 

Write down short answers to the following points in the circles below. Write your answers in any circle you 

want, but not in the same order as the points. You do not have to answer every question, but try to answer 

at least ten. 

• the name of someone you've known for over ten years (but not a family member)
• a movie you've seen recently (either at the movie theater or on TV/video)

• a place you went to on vacation when you were a child
• a persona( possession you've had for more than five years
• the name of your best friend when you were at elementary school
• a city or country you've been to that you didn't like
• something you received for Christmas la_e;t year
• a place you've been to that's very beautiful
• a job you've had in your life that you didn't like
• a movie you saw last year that you really enjoyed
• something you've wanted to buy for a long time
• the name of someone you've talked to on the phone this week

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------FOLD _____ _ 
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Happy verb families 
Irregular past tenses and past participles 
�-------;---------------------------------------------------------T-----------------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------------------------------�-, 

I'm going to wear my favorite dress tonight. 

I'm planning to make a cake for your birthday . 

Michael wore the same pair of socks all last week! 

All the students made a lot of mistakes in their homework. 

I've only worn these pants twice, and there's already a hole in them. 

My brother has made a lot of money chis year. 
. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------

My parents want to grow Rebecca grew over five ! These plants haven't grownveg«ables in ,hei, ganlen. cemimm,s Im yea... 
I 

much this summe,.
' -- ------- -- --

: i 
. , 

I'd like to become a doctor ! Kevin became sick when he ! He's become a very goodwhen I'm old«. I was on holiday. 
I 

<ennis play«, hasn', hei
i i \ Can you write it down for Shakespeare wrote over \ I've already written to the i me, please? forty plays. i electricity company. 

Please take your partner for George took a long time to I've taken two aspirin and now the dance? finish the exercise. I'm going to bed. 

You have to tell him abouc losing your job. On Thursday he told his girlfriend chat he was leaving her. Have you told your father about the car accident yet? 

They were planning to steal The boys stole candy from Help! Someone has stolen my the Mona Lisa! the store every day. handbag! 
,..------------------------------------------------------------------· ----------------------------------------------------------------- ·------------------------------------------------------------------, 

I l 
: : Will you send me a copy of Aunt Mary sent me a letter ! I've just sent Mr. Robinson an ! 

, .. .. t
he 

«p
oet?

·························........ ···-- • . .. <
wo 

.
weeks 

.
a
g

o.
·············-- ------ _ I ____ .. 

ema
a 

abo
"'_ ,

he m
m

in
g. ---···· .... i
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Be quiet for a minute. I need 
to think. 

She's planning to teach 
English in Japan. 

They all thought that Susan 
and Tim were married. 

I taught all my children how 
to swim. 

Have you ever thought of 
leaving your job? 

I've never taught children 
before. I'm scared! 

Tim cut the birthday cake Nancy cut herself while she I've never cut my own ha:ir. 

j 
into six pieces j was playing in the garden.· j Have you? j 

l i ! l 

I'm going to spend the Yesterday my girlfriend spent I haven't spent much money 
weekend with my parents. over $300 on a dress! this month. 

Can you put that bag on the Polly carefully put the injured Where have you put my 
table? animal on the table. glasses? 

I want to see Leonardo 
DiCaprio's new movie. 

Everybody saw that he was 
drunk when he arrived at the 
party. 

He hasn't seen his brother for 
years. 

j l :··--------------------------------------------------····------·--'------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------·----------------------------------------··: 
l : 

My sister is going to meet the Nick met his ex-girlfriend at a I've never met that man 
prime minister next week. party last weekend. before. 

I'd like to lose some weight Italy lost the 1994 Soccer 
this year. World Cup Final on penalties. Oh no! I've lost my keys! 

1------------------------------------------------------------------· -----------------------------------------------------------------,------------------------------------------------------------------,

j We're planning to leave on She left home at 10, and Laura has left her husband 
i Sunday. arrived at the office at 11. and married his best friend! 
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Learner-training worksheet E 
Using the Minidictionary: irregular verbs - part 2 

1 Notice how irregular verbs are shown in the Minidictionary. 

Past tense 

2 

Infinitive 
Past participle 

choose /tJu:z/ !chose, have chosen] verb T to decide to do or have 
the thing you like best: I chose the chocolate ice cream. • At our 

school you can choose between lots of different sports and 

activities. • Kim chose to go to college aµer finishing high school. 

Complete the table as quickly as possible to find out who's the fastest Minidictionary-user in the class! 
(Note: You must spell all the words correctly to win!) Then test your partner on the verbs. 

INFINITIVE PAST TENSE PAST PARTICIPLE 

shoot 

ring 

catch 

fly 

bring 

teach 

stand 

fight 

build 

wake up 

··-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�----------
Learner-training worksheet F 
Spelling with double letters 

1 
When you make past tenses and past participles of regular verbs, and -ing words of all verbs, you
sometimes need to double the last letter. Here's a rule to help you for one-syllable ver�s. 

a If the verb ends in consonant + vowel + consonant, you double the final consonant. 

• STOP � STOPPED • SWIM � SWIMMING

b All other one-syllable verbs don't double the final consonant. 

• CLEAN � CLEANED • WALK � WALKING

c Verbs that end in y and ware an exception to this rule. 

• SHOW � SHOWING • PLAY � PL AYED

d This rule is also true for comparatives and superlatives from one-syllable adjectives. 

•BIG� BIGGER •FAT� FATTEST but •LONG� LONGER •WEAK� WEAKEST

2 Look at �he following words and put a double letter if necessary. 

1 run_ing 5 beat_ing 9 shut_ing 13 shout_ed 17 cool_er 
2 steal_ing 6 hit_ing 10 start_ed 14 stay_ed 18 bright_est 

shop_ing 7 grow_ing 11 drop_ed 15 short_er 19 thin_est 
4 cut_ing 8 win_ing 12 pass_ed 16 slim_er 20 flat_est 
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Article snakes and ladders 

Use and nonuse of articles 

56 57 58 59 

32 33 34 

27 23 21 

14 18 20 

9 8 

�lf §) 

4 5 

� 
§) 

� � � 
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Question cards 

Tom is 13, and is still at 
a I the I 0 school, but 
Jim is now at a I the I 0 
college studying English. 

I live in a apartment 
downtown, very close to 
the Oxford Street. 

He went to Italy on 
................. vacation, and 
spent a week in 
. ................ north of 
................. country. 

----····························-···---··---·····················j········-······---···--······················-·--·····--····--···· ······················-·-·····-····--···························, 

4 Is this sentence right or 
wrong? (If it's wrong, 
correct it.) 

I usually go to work by 
the train, but yesterday 
I went by the bus. 

7 Is this sentence right or 
wrong? (If it's wrong, 
correct it.) 

In the US most people 
go to work by car. 

1 o Which is correct? 

I have two cars, a I the

Porsche and a I the

BMW. 
A I The Porsche is much 
faster, but I usually drive 
a I the BMW . 

5 Which of these should 
begin with the? 

Indian Ocean 
Mediterranean 
Lake Ontario 
Amazon 

8 Fill in the gaps with a, an,

t�e, or 0. 

I met ................. queen 
of ................. England 
when I was in ............... .. 
UK. 

11 Find two mistakes with 
articles and correct them. 

Madras is in the south ui

the India, on east coast. 

6 The or no article? 

He's usually at the I 0 

college in the I 0 
morning, and at the I 0 
work in the I 0 
afternoon. 

9 Is this sentence right or 
wrong? (If it's wrong, 
correct it.) 

El Paso is on border of 
Mexico and United 
States. 

12 The or no article? 

The I 0 Lake Titicaca is 
in the I 0 Peru, and it's 
the I 0 highest lake in 
the I 0 world. 

.....,., __________________________________________________________________ ._ __________________________________________________________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------
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Question cards 

13 Find two mistakes with 

articles and correct them. 

John is standing on len, 

and Susan is standing in 

the middle, next to 

principal. 

16 A, the, or no article? 

Mark couldn't find a I 

the I 0 job because he 

was in a I the I 0 jail for 

ten years. 

14 The or no article? 

The I 0 French people 

love going out at the I 0 

night, but the I 0 English 

people prefer staying at 

the I 0 home. 

17 Fill in the blanks with a,

an, the, or 0. 

When I was at ............... . 

school I lived outside 

................ London in 

. ............... suburbs. 

15 Which is correct? 

Sally lives at the I 0 top 

of an I the apartment 

house in a I the I 0 

center of the I 0 Madrid. 

18 Is this sentence right or 

wrong? (If it's wrong, 

correct it.) 

I think dogs are more 

intelligent than cats, but 

horses are the most 

intelligent animals 

I know. 

: : : 

19 Which is correct? 

They found a I the I 0 

Titanic at a I the I 0 

bottom of the I 0 

Atlantic Ocean. 

20 Find two mistakes with 

articles and correct them. 

I bought a picture and a 

rug this morning. I've 

put a picture on the 

bathroom wall and the 

rug on kitchen floor. 

21 Fill in the gaps with a, an, 

the, or 0. 

He lives in ............... . 

center of town, on 

................ Park Road, 

and his house is on 

. ............... left. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------;-------------------------------------------- .---------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------:

22 Which of these should 23 Is this sentence right or 24 Find two mistakes with 

begin with the? wrong? (If it's wrong, articles and correct them. 

correct it.) 

Andes I really hate the mice, 

Mount Everest Loch Ness is most but I love spiders. 

Himalayas famous lake in Scotland, I have a tarantula at 

Mount Fuji because of Loch Ness home, and it lives on 

Monster. ceiling! 

.. ______________ ----------------------------------------------------�----------------------------------------------. ___________________ L ____________ ----------------------------------. ------------------ : 
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- Learner-training worksheet G
Noticing and remembering prepositions and articles in phrases

1 Look at this picture of two English teachers having a break in the teachers' room. What do you think 

they are talking about? 

----------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ::><::;-----

2 Read the following conversation and see if your predictions were right.

MATTHEW: Hi Jill, have you got a light? 
JILL: Yes, here you are. Are you feeling OK? 
MATTHEW: Yes, I'm just tired, that's all. I went to a party downtown, and didn't get home until three. 
JILL: So that's why you didn't arrive on time this morning! 
MATTHEW: Er, yes. But you were late for work the other day. 
JILL: That was because I went to the doctor, not because I stayed out late! 
MATTHEW: Yes, well, I'm not very good at getting up early. 
JILL: That's probably why you're always in a bad mood! 
MATTHEW: I'm not! Anyway, what are you doing on the weekend? 
JILL: I'm going out for a meal with some friends on Saturday. On Sunday I might go for a walk in the 

country. 'What about you? 
MATTHEW: I have the day off on Friday, so I'm going to visit an old friend who lives on the coast. 
JILL: That sounds fun. Look, we're going to be late for our classes. Let's go. 
MATTHEW: What, already? Where did I put my books ... ? 

3 There are lots of phrases in English that are always the same, or only change a little. These phrases 

often include articles (a, an, the) and prepositions (e.g. to, for). Look at the conversation above again 

and underline all the phrases that contain articles and/or prepositions. The first three are done for you. 

4 It is useful to write down and learn these phrases as one item of vocabulary. Here are some of the

phrases in the conversation. Write in the missing words. 

150 

a .......... .......... .......... .......... light? 
b .......... .......... feeling OK? 
c to arrive .......... ......... . 
d to be .......... .......... work 
e .......... .......... day 
f to go .......... .......... doctor 
g to stay .......... late 
h to be (not very) .......... .......... doing something 

to get .......... early 

j to be .......... .......... bad mood 
k .......... .......... weekend 

to go .......... .......... .......... meal 
m to go .......... .......... walk 
n .......... .......... country 
o to have the day ......... . 
p .......... .......... coast 
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In the 2020s 

will, won't, may, and might (for future possibility) 

SURVEY A 

VACATIONS AND FREE TIME 

Write questions based on the following prompts. 

In the 2020s ... 

• people - have,more
free time?

• people - have longer
vacations?

• all movies - be in 30?
• people - still read

books?
• everyone - spend more

time watching TV?
• people - be able to go 

on vacation to the 
moon?

• computer games - be
more popular than
television?

�

';/t'� 

When you are finished, add one or two questions 
of your own. 

SURVEY C 

FAMILIES AND CHILDREN 

Write questions based on the following prompts. 

In the 2020s ... 

• people - have smaller
families?

• parents - be able to
choose the color of their·
baby's eyes?

• parents - be able to
choose their baby's IQ?

• a lot more people - live
to be over 100 years old?

• fewer people - get
married?

• men - be able to have babies?
• governments - make laws about how many

children you can have?

When you are finished, add one or two questions 
of your own. 

© Pearson Education Limited 2004 

SURVEY B 

HOMES AND LIFESTYLES 

Write questions based on the following prompts. 

In the 2020s ... 

• robots - do all the
housework?

• people - still shop in
supermarkets?

• everyone - have
videophones in their
homes?

• more people - be
homeless?

• cars - use water
instead of gas?

• clothes - look
completely different?

• students - have robot teachers?

When you are finished, add one or two questions 
of your own. 

SURVEY D 

WORLD NEWS 

Write questions based on the following prompts. 

In the 2020s ... 

• scientists - be able to
clone human beings?

• tigers - be extinct?
• there - be a nuclear

war?
• a woman - become

president of the US?
• we - make contact

with life on other
planets?

• China - be the most
powerful country in
the world?

• we - have enough
food to feed the world?

When you are finished, add one or two questions 
of your own. 
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Worried parents 
Present tense after if, when, as soon as, and other time words 

Student A 

ROLE-PLAY 1 

Your son/daughter is planning, to hitchhike across the US. He/She is flying to Miami, then traveling to New 

Orleans, Las Vegas, and San Francisco. You are very worried about him/her and have lots of questions to ask. 

1 call me I as soon as I arrive in Miami? 

2 what I do I if I nobody I give I you a lift? 

3 what I do I if I get lost? 

4 where I stay I when I get �o New Orleans? 

5 what I do I when I run out of money? 

6 what I do/ if / lose all your money in Las Vegas? 

7 where I stay I when I arrive in San Francisco? 

8 visit me I as soon as I get back home? 

ROLE-PLAY 2 

You're going to the north of India. You're flying to Delhi - you've already booked a hotel room there - then 

getting a train (or a bus) to the Himalayas. You want to go camping in the mountains, and you're planning to 

find a local guide to come with you. You're going to bring a lot of medicine, a tent, some chocolate for 

emergencies - and a very good sleeping bag! 

Your mother/father is very worried about you and is going to ask you lots of questions about the trip. Use the 

information above (or your own ideas) to answer the questions, and try to make him/her feel more relaxed! 

Student B 

ROLE-PLAY 2 

Your son/daughter is planning to go camping in the north of India. He/She is flying to Delhi, then going by 

train to the Himalavas. You are very worried about him/her, and have lots of questions to ask. 

1 where I stay I when I arrive in Delhi? 

2 how I get to the Himalayas I if I the trains / be I fully booked? 

3 what I do f if I get I very cold in the mountains? 

4 what I do I if I get lost? 

5 what I eat I if I can't find any food? 

6 call me I as soon as I get back to Delhi? 

7 what I do I if I get sick? ;; 

8 buy me a gift I before I leave India?! 
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Learner-training worksheet H 
Deducing meaning from context - part 1 

1 Read the following text and decide what really happened!

When Mark was walking home, he noticed a man sitting on the sidewalk with his head in his hands. 
Mark saw that there was blood all over the man's shirt, so he walked over to him and tapped him on 
the shoulder. 

"Are you OK?" asked Mark. 
"Three men have just beaten me up and stolen all my money," said the man. "Can you lend me five 

dollars so that I can get home?" 
"Of course," said Mark, and he took out his billfold and gave the man a five-dollar bill. 
"Thanks a lot," said the man with a grin. He stood up and handed Mark a brown paper bag. "This is 

for you," he said, then sprinted across the road before Mark could say anything. Mark watched him 
disappear, then shrugged his shoulders and opened the bag. The only thing inside was an empty 
bottle of tomato ketchup ... 

2 Look at the words in bold in the text above, and answer the following questions.

a Can you guess the meaning of these words from the context? 
b Which words can you guess the exact meaning of, and which can you only guess the general meaning? 

c What other words in the text helped you guess the meaning? Are there any words in bold that you can't 
guess the meaning of? 

d When you find a word you don't know in a text, do you always have to know the exact meaning, or is 
the general meaning sometimes enough? 

3 Look at the vocabulary underlined in the following sentences.

Which words • can you guess the exact meaning of? 
• can you guess the general meaning of?

• can't you guess the meaning of?

a He walked down the stairs to the cellar and came back with two bottles of red wine. 
b I went to a party last week and bumped into an old friend from school. 
c I didn't like him at all I thought he was very arrogant and unfriendly. 

d Sally blushed when her brother started telling his friends about the silly things she did when she was a 
little girl. 

e Frank decided 1Q_ilig a big hole at the bottom of the garden and put the dead body in it. 
f Nobody slept very well because the dogs barked all night. 

g Wilf drank nearly a whole bottle of whiskey, then staggered out of the bar to look for a taxi. 
h Tim walked into the store and bought a new hammer. 

The bomb went off at exactly 3:47 p.m. 

Tom walked into the room wearing a T-shirt and flares. 

4 Discuss your answers with another student. Do you both agree? Which words in the sentence helped

you guess the meaning? 

.. 
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What can I do for you? 
Vocabulary: health problems 

Patient A 

You have these health problems. Write down what 
they are in the boxes. 

Decide when you get problems D and E, and how 

long you've had all your problems. 

You also cut yourself! (You decide what happened.) 

You saw your doctor about problems A and B last 
week. He told you to stay in bed and keep warm, 
but didn't give you anything to take. Now you are 
going to see him/her again. 

Tell the doctor about your problems one at a time. 

Decide when you get problems C and D, and how 

long you've had all your problems. 

You also burnt yourself this morning! (You decide 
how and where you burned yourself.) 

You think you are very sick and want the doctor to 
send you to the hospital (or at least give you a letter 
saying that you don't have to go to work 
tomorrow!). 

Tell the doctor about your problems one at a time. 

154 

Doctor A 

This patient came to see you last week with a bad 
cold and a headache. You told him/her to stay in 
bed and keep warm, but didn't give him/her 
anything to take. Now the patient is back and 
doesn't look very well! 

Look back at the quiz in the Students' Book on 
page 81 and try to remember all the different 
treatments and advice you can give. 

· "You should .... 

sometimes you think the patient is telling lies so 
that he/she doesn't have to go to work! 

You canno't tell the patient that you think he/she is 
lying, but you must ask lots of que�tions about the 
illnesses to make sure that they are real. 

Look back at the quiz in the Students' Book on 
page 81 and try to remember all the different 
treatments and advice you can give. 

"Hello, what can I do for you?" 

"How long have you had (this problem)?'; 

"Have you taken anything for it?" 

"You should ... " 

"You must ... " 
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: 108 The Ghost

used to and Past Simple 

The Ghost role card 

You are a world-famous burglar called The Ghost. 

You've spent your life stealing from the houses of 

rich and famous people all over the world, but last 

year the police caught you in the middle of a 

robbery. Now you're in jail! A journalist from the 

magazine Famous Criminals is coming to interview 

you. Look at the following information and prepare 

your life story. 

The first thing you stole in your life was .................................... (what?) when you were .................. years old. 

You started burgling houses in .................. (when?). You used to sell burglar alarms to rich and famous people. 

Then you went back to the house at night, switched off the burglar alarm, and stole anything you wanted! 

You used to steal .................................... , ..................................... , and .................................... (what kind of 

things?) from the houses. 

You always used to wear .................................... and .................................... . 

You used to leave .................................... (what?) in every house to tell them The Ghost was there. 

You burgled ................................... .'s house two years ago, and you stole .................................... from it. 

You spent all the money on .................................... and .................................... . 

One night you got caught! You went to burgle ................................... .'s house - but they had a new burglar alarm!! 

When you're finished, think of some more houses of famous people that you burgled, and what you stole 

from them! 

Journalist role card 

You are a journalist from the magazine Famous Criminals. You are going to interview The Ghost, a world

famous burglar. The Ghost used to steal from the houses of rich and famous people all over the world, but 

last year the police caught him/her in the middle of a burglary. Now he/she is in jail. 

Look at the following ideas and write down the questions you are going to ask The Ghost in your interview. 

Use both used to and the Past Simple in your questions. 

• the first thing I steal in your life? Age?

• when I start burgling rich people's houses?

• how I get into I the houses?

• what I steal?

• what I wear?

• what I leave I in the houses you burgled?

• whose house I you burgle two years ago?

• what I steal from him/her?

• what I do with all the money?

• how I get caught?

When you're finished, add some more questions of your own. 
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Bob's night out 
Past Continuous and Past Simple 

r--------------··---·······-------········---·--··-···-········---····························--····T·-----····,-···-----···················-·····----·---········-----··-··············�---··-·• 
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The Lovebug Dating Agency 
Gerunds; expressions for liking and disliking 

Men cards 

Client A Name: ....................................................... . 

"I really like .......•...........•............. 

and ..•..•...................................... , 

and I'm very enthusiastic 

about ..........•.... . 

................. 1 think ....................... . 

.................................................. is 

good fun, and I quite like ........................................... . 

I don't mind ............................ , but I can't stand 

·················•·•·•••••··········· I" 

Client C Name: ....................................................... . 

"I'm crazy about ....................... . 

I also like ............................. and 

.................................. . I also find 

............................. very relaxing. 

I think ....................... can be fun, 

but I don't like ........................... . 

And I really hate ......................................... !" 

Client E Name: ........................................................ . 

"I'm very fond of ..................... . 

and ...........•.................... . I also 

love ................................ , and I 

really enjoy ............................. I 

think ....•.......•.......................... is 

very relaxing, and I don't mind 

.................................................. J 

but I really hate ..........•...................................... . " 
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Client B Name ......................................................... . 

"I love ................................... and 

...................................... ,and I'm 

very interested in ..................... . 

I really enjoy ............................ , 

and I quite like ...... , ................... . 

.....................••.........••..... too. 

I don't mind ........................... , but I absolutely loathe 

•••••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1" 

Client D Name: ....................................................... . 

"I'm nuts about ........................ , 

. ........................ and I also enjoy 

............................................. and 

. ................... . I find ................... . 

......................... very interesting, 

and I like ............................ too. 

........................................... can be really boring, and I 

can't stand ................................................................ . " 

Client F Name: ........................................................ . 

"I'm crazy about ........................ . 

and ................................. . I also 

really like ................................ . I 

think ................................ is very 

interesting, but I find ................. . 

....................... incredibly boring . 

I don't mind ...................................... , but I absolutely 

loathe ......................................................................... !" 
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Women cards 

Client 1 Name: ........................................................ . 

"I don't really like ...................... , 

but I love ............................. . I'm 

also very interested in ............... . 

....................... and ..................... . 

.................... . I find ..................... . 

relaxing, but I loathe ................. . 

......................... . Oh, and I'm crazy about .................. . 

················································· '" 

• 1!out:.bu9 :Datin9 c:lf-9t:.nc}j •

Client 3 Name: ........................................................ . 

"I really enjoy ..................... and 

................................. , and I find 

............................................ very 

interesting. I'm also fond of 

............................... , and I quite 

like ........................... too. I think 

................................................ is good fun, but I really 

hate .................................................. !" 

• 1!out:.bu9 :Datin9 c:lf-9t:.nc}j •

Client 5 Name: ........................................................ . 

"I'm very enthusiastic about 

and I also really like 

I find ........................................... . 

very relaxing, and I quite like 

....................... and .................... ............. . I don't 

mind ................ ............................ , but I really hate 
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Client 2 Name: ........................................................ . 

"I'm nuts about ...................... , 

and I love ............................... on 

the weekends. I also really like 

. ............................................ and 

I think ............................. can be 

a lot of fun, and I don't mind ............................... - but 

I can't stand ........•..................................................... . " 

• 1!out:.bu9 :Datin9 c:lf-9t:.nc}j •

Client 4 Name: ........................................................ . 

"I like ............................•.......•...... 

and ................................... , but I 

can't stand ............................... . 

I'm mad about ......................... , 

and I really enjoy ..................... . 

I think .................................. can 

be very boring, and I absolutely loathe ..................... . 

····················································· . 

• 1!out:.bu9 :£)atin9 c:lf-9t:.nc}j •

Client 6 Name: ........................................................ . 

"I'm mad about ......................... , 

and I really like .......................... . 

also. I think ................................. . 

can be fun, and I also enjoy 

. ...................... and .................... . 

I don't really like ........................ . 

and I find ....................................... incredibly boring." 
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Neither do I 

So do I, Me, too, Me, neither, Neither do I, etc. 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

160 

YOUR IDEAS 
STUDENT'S 

NAME 

I'm ······················································ tomorrow evening. 

I don't usually ................................... on the weekends. 

When I was a child I really hated ................................. !

l really like ............................................................................... . 

I didn•t ................................................................. last weekend. 

I'm not too crazy about ·············································· . 

I love .................................................. in my spare time 

I'm not very interested in ············································· .

When I was a child I didn't like ..................................... •

I'm very ...................................................... at the moment. 

I went to ........................................................... last month. 

I don't like ................................................................ very much. 
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Learner-training worksheet I 
Using the Minidictionary to find constructions that follow verbs 

1 Notice how the Minidictionary shows which grammatical construction follows a verb.

2 

3 

love /!Av/ 1 verb T to like something very much: "Do you like beer?" "Yes, I love it." • Lucy 
loves singing. 2 verb T to have a strong feeling of love for someone: He told her he loves 
a woman. 3 noun C the man or woman you love: Yes, my love. 4 love from used at the 

nd of a letter to a friend or someone in your family: Love from Mom and Dad. 5 give someone 
your love say this to send friendly greetings to someone: Give my love to Helen. 

try /1ra1/ [tried, have triedj verb I, T to make an attempt to do something: I try to learn a 
few new English words every day. • She tried hard to forget about Rob. • Ms. Wood always 
tri s to make the lesson interesting. 

should /Jud/ modal verb used to give someone advice and say what is the best thing to do: 
You should stop smoking. • Do you think I should call the doctor? 

Look up the following verbs and verb phrases in your Minidictionary, and put them in the correct 

column in the table below. 

stop 

learn 

have to 

might 

intend 

enjoy 

hate 

don't mind 

would prefer 

would like 

plan 

arrange 

could 

must 

VERB + GERUND VERB + INFINITIVE VERB + INFINITIVE 

WITH TO WITHOUT TO 

want 

Are the following sentences correct? If not, can you correct them? 

a I've arranged meeting my brother this evening . ............................................................................................. . 

b I must to go to the dentist this afternoon . ....................................................................................................... . 

c Stop watching television and do your homework! ......................................................................................... .. 

d Do you enjoy play tennis? ............................................................................................................................... . 

e Would you prefer have Chinese food or Indian food? .................................................................................... . 

f Jim is learning to drive at the moment. .......................................................................................................... . 

g I'd like to live in France when I'm older . ......................................................................................................... . 

h I hate get up early. ........................................................................................................................................... . 

We're planning go to New York for our vacation . ........................................................................................... . 

I don't mind looking after the children tonight . ............................................................................................. . 
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.... ., The Handbag Gang 
Past Simple passive 
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The Handbag Gang - Vocabulary 

Match these words and expressions with the correct pictures. There could be more than one 

correct answer. 

1 to pull out a gun ................. . 

2 to steal money ................. . 

3 to rob a bank ................. . 

4 to arrest someone ................. . 

5 a wig ................. . 

6 a teller ................. . 

7 to order someone to do something ................. . 

8 to send someone to jail ................. . 

9 to be disguised as women ................. . 

10 a license plate ................. . 

11 a shopping cart ................. . 
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What's this? 

Relative clauses with that, which, and who 

-------------------------------------------------, -------------------------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------.. ·------------------------------------------------
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.&:.Mii' Century People 
Present Perfect Simple and Continuous (for unfinished past) 

Old person role card 

You are over 100 years old! You are going to be interviewed for a TV program called Century People. Before 
the interview, fill in the blanks in the information below. Use your imagination! 

You are .............. years old! 

You live in ..................... (where?). 

You moved there in ........................... (which year?). 

You got married in ........................... (when?) 

to ........................... (name?). 

He/She is .............. years old. 

You have .......... children, .......... grandchildren, and ......... . 

great-grandchildren (how many?). 

Your oldest friend is ........................... (who?). 

You met him/her in ........................... (when?). 

Your favorite hobby is ............................................ (what?). 

You started doing this in ........................... (when?). 

You are studying ........................... (what?) in the evenings. 

You started this ........................... (when?). 

Your oldest possession is ........................................... (what?). 

You were given it in ............... (When?) by ............... (who?). 

What is the secret of long life? ............................................. . 

When you're finished, add more details to the topics above 
to talk about in the interview. 

Interviewer role card 

You are an interviewer for the TV program Century People, which every week looks at the life of someone 
who is over 100 years old. You are going to interview someone for next week's program. Look at the 
information below and write questions to ask him/her. Be careful of the tenses you use. 

• how old ?

• where I live? how long I live there?

• married? how long I be married?

• children? grandchildren? great-grandchildren?!

• oldest friend? how long I know him/her?

• what do I spare time? how long I do'that?

• study anything now? what? how long I study it?

• what I oldest possession? how long / have it?

• what I be I the secret of a long life?

When you're finished, think of three or four more 
questions to ask. 

--
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Old friends 

Present Perfect Simple and Continuous (for unfinished past) 

"'"° 
�a 

Role card 1 Role card 2 

You've been an architect for seven years. You've been an architect for seven years. 
You live in New York, and you've been living there You live in Rome, but you've been staying at the 
since 1990. Ratz Hotel this week. 
Your wife/husband has been an elementary school Your wife/husband is a waiter/waitress in an 
teacher for five years. Italian restaurant, and he/she has worked there 
You study Chinese, but you've only been studying since January. 
it for two weeks. You go horse riding, and you've had your horse 

since last April. 

Name What we have in common Name What we have in common 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Role card 3 Role card 4 

You're a lawyer for a computer company. You've You're a lawyer for a computer company. You've 
been working for them since 1998. been working for them since 1998. 
You've been living in London since 1997. You live in an apartment in the center of town. 
Your wife/husband has been an elementary school You've had the apartment for eight years. 
teacher for five years. Your wife/husband is a waiter/waitress in an 
You do yoga, and you've been doing it for nearly Italian restaurant, and he/she has worked there 
three years. since January. 

You love sailing. You've been sailing since you were 
a child. 

Name What we have in common Name What we have in common 

--·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------t------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Role card 5 Role card 6 

You've been studying to be a doctor for three years. You've been studying to be a doctor for three years. 
You want to become a GP. You want to become a GP. 
You live in New York, and you've been living there You live in Rome, but you've been staying at the 
since 1990. Ratz Hotel this week. 
You've been married for exactly one year - it's your You're getting married tomorrow, but you've only 
wedding anniversary today! known your boyfriend/girlfriend for a few weeks! 
You love sailing. You've been sailing since you were You do yoga, and you've been doing it for nearly 
a child. three years. 

Name What we have in common Name What we have in common 
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�ro 
I - 0 

Role card 7 Role card 8 

You're an actor/actress. You've been appearing in You're an actor/actress. You've been appearing in 

Romeo and Juliet since last March. Romeo and Juliet since last March. 

You've been living in London since 1997. You live in an apartment in the center of town. 

You've been married for exactly one year - it's your You've had the apartment for eight years. 

wedding anniversary today! You're getting married tomorrow, but you've only 

You go horse riding, and you've had your horse known your boyfriend/girlfriend for a few weeks! 

since last April. You study Chinese, but you've only been studying 

it for two weeks. 

Name What we have in common Name What we have in common 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------. ---. --------------�---. ---------------------------. -----. --------------. ------------------------. ----.. ------------

Role card 9 Role card 10 

You've been an architect for seven years. You're a lawyer for a computer company. You've 

You've been living in London since 1997. been working for them since 1998. 

You're getting married tomorrow, but you've only You live in Rome, but you've been staying at the 

known your boyfriend/girlfriend for a few weeks! Ratz Hotel this week. 

You love sailing. You've bee'n sailing since you were You've been married for exactly one year - it's your 
a child. wedding anniversary today! 

You study Chinese, but you've only been studying 

it for two weeks. 

Name What we have in common Name What we have in common 

Role card 11 Role card 12 

You've been studying to be a doctor for three years. You're an actor/actress. You've been appearing in 
You want to become a GP. Romeo and Juliet since last March. 
You live in an apartment in the center of town. You live in New York, and you've been living there 
You've had the apartment for eight years. since 1990. 
Your wife/husband has been an elementary school Your wife/husband is a waiter/waitress in an 
teacher for five years. Italian restaurant, and he/she has worked there 
You go horse riding, and you've had your horse since January. 
since last April. You do yoga, and you've been doing it for nearly 

three years. 

Name What we have in common Name What we have in common 
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Learner-training worksheet J 
Deducing meaning from context - part 2 

1 
Put the following story in order, starting with paragraph D.

2 

3 

168 

THE BOX 
A "Michael!" said Jennifer when she opened the door. "What are you doing here?" 

Michael took off his hat and undid his coat. "It's Sally," he said. "She found the letters. Not surprisingly, 
she was furious." 

B "I ... I can explain .. ." began Michael. 
"Get out, and don't ever come back!" yelled Sally. Then she slammed the door and ran to the bedroom. 

C "This is going to be a wonderful vacation," she thought as she started packing. 'Soon she had everything 
she needed, except for one thing - sunscreen. She went to the bathroom to look for some, and when she 
pulled open the bottom drawer she found a small box. 

D One afternoon Sally was getting ready to go on vacation. She was going to 
Jamaica with her husband Michael to celebrate their tenth wedding 
anniversary, and was looking forward to lying in the sun on a beautiful 
beach. 

E She took the box out of the drawer and opened it. It was full of letters. She 
lifi:ed the box to her nose and sniffed - the letters smelled of expensive 
perfume! Sally sat on the edge of the bathtub and starred reading. 

F Michael stood outside the house for a few minutes, then started walking 
downtown. It was raining hard, and when he arrived at Jennifer's house he 

was completely soaked. 

G "Oh no!," said Jennifer. "What are we going to do now?" 
Michael put his arms around her and hugged her. Then he put his 
hand into his coat pocket and took out a white envelope. Inside the 
envelope were two plane tickets. 
"Let's go to Jamaica," he said with a smile. 

H Two hours later Michael carhe home from work. "Hello darling!" he 
said as he opened the front door. Sally was waiting for him. 
"I came across these when I was packing," she said, and threw the box 

of letters it him. "I know all about you· �nd Jennifer." 

With a partner, try to work out the meaning of the words in italics, from the context. 

(Don't use a dictionary.) 

Ask and answer these questions in pairs or groups. 

a What do you always pack when you're going on vacation? 

b Who was the last person you hugged? 

c What do you keep in the drawers in your house/apartment? 

d Think of two reasons why people sniff. 

e Think of three things that have edges. 

f Have you ever come across some old letters or photos in your house? 

g Think of two reasons why people yell. 

h If someone slams the door, how do they feeJ7 

When was the last time you were soaked? 

Think of three things you can undo. 
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The Hungry Hippo diner 
Quantifiers (some, any, much, not enough, etc.) 

Worksheet 1 

1HE HIPPODINER 
NORTH STREET BRANCH 

You are the new managers of this branch of the 

Hungry Hippo diner. You want to open the diner 

tomorrow! Look at the menu and the pictures, and 

decide: 

• what you have too much/many of

• what you don't have enough of

• what you don't have any of.

PHOTOCOPIABLE © Pearson Education Limited 2004 

DRINKS 

Tea 

Coffee 

Coke 

Orange juice 

SANDWICHES 

Egg 

Cheese 

MENU 

HOT FOOD 

$ .80 Hamburger $2.40 

$1.00 Cheeseburger $2.90 

$ .90 Pizza $3.20 

$1.00 French fries $1.20 

DESSERTS 

$1.30 Chocolate cake $1.70 

$1.60 Ice cream $1.50 
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Worksheet 2 

1HE 
SOUTH STREET ,BRANCH 

You are the new managers of this branch of the 

Hungry Hippo diner. You want to open the diner 

tomorrow! Look at the menu and the pictures, and 

decide: 

• what you have too much/many of

• what you don't have enough of

• what you don't hav� any of.

DRINKS 

Tea 
Coffee 
Coke 
Orange juice 

SANDWICHES 

Egg 
Cheese 

MENU 

HOT FOOD 

$ .80 Hamburger $2.40 

$1.00 Cheeseburger $2.90 

$ .90 Pizza $3.20 

$1.00 French fries $1.20 

DESSERTS 

$1.30 Chocolate cake $1.70 

$1.60 Ice cream $1.50 
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148- Where's the nearest bank?

Language for giving directions ir Language. com 

Map A 
r-��y---,-�-,--,.��r--...-���.--...-�����"T'T'T"T'""�-r-��--,.....-��������--, 

11./E 
PLAZA 
OOJ"fl 

Map B 

PHOTOCOPIABLE 

posr 

OFFIC/; 

PARKR.OA!> 
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BANK Ask your parfner for 
diredions fo : 
a) Tl-IE NEAREST DINER
b) THE ABC ™WER
c) tH£ UNIVERS/1tf
d) ,HE HOSPrrAL
e) BULL ROA[) ( No. 16)
f) THE POSTOFRCE

PARK ROAD 

Ask !10Ur parfner for 
directions +o: 
a) 71-1£ LJBRAR"1
b) RICHARI>S RD (11033)
C) 1HE PLA7A HOTEL 
di 71-1£ O!>EON T�EAiER
e) THE N€AREST BANK
fJ THE MOVIE ™WER

A8C. 

rnooER 

PARK ROAD 
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imlli-. Building your dream 
Vocabulary extension (word building, dependent prepositions, and collocations) 

1 a Which preposition is used in paragraph 1 
with this expression: 

to find the right combination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

(something and something else) 

b What is the verb from combination? 

Write it in the space below. 

3 Which prepositions are used with these verbs 

and phrases in paragraph 2? 

a to be made ....................... something 

(e.g. metal) 

b ....................... the press ...................... a button 

c east ....................... a town or city (e.g. Madrid) 

d to be similar ....................... something 

2 a Find a noun in paragraph 1 which means the 

ability to form ideas in your mind. 

Write it here ................................... . 

b Complete the "word family" for this noun. 

verb .................................. . 

adjective .................................. . 

4 a Is surprisingly (at the beginning of 
paragraph 3) 

-a noun?
- an adjective?

-an adverb?

b What is the verb? 
Write it in the space below. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------�---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 Which prepositions are used with these verbs 

and phrases in paragraph 3? 

a to be surrounded ....................... something 

b ........................ the top floor 

c compared ....................... something 

d to spend money ....................... something 

7 a Which verb in paragraph 6 means to make 

the inside of a building more attractive? 

Write the infinitive here .................................. . 

b What is the noun from this verb? 

Write it in the space below. 
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6 a Find a verb in paragraph 6 which means to 

make people want to visit a place. 

Write the infinitive here .................................. . 

b What is the noun from this verb? Write it in 

the blank in the following sentence. 

The Pyramids are the most popular tourist 
................................... in Egypt 

8 Match a word from column A with a word from 

column B. If you aren't sure, look back at the 

text. 

A B 

a dream bathroom 
to turn off field 
a soccer presents 
to wrap visitors 
to attract home 

an upstairs the TV 
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Lottery winners 
Reported speech 

FIRST TIME LUCKYI 
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE in Britain buy a 

lottery ticket every week, but never win a 

penny. 
Some people, however, are just born lucky. Last 

Saturday Chris Simpson and Alex Kelly bougj:Jt a 

lottery ticket for the very first time - and won £5 

million! Yesterday afternoon Chris and Alex were 

presented with the check by Ivor Lott, the Managing 

Director of the Con-a-Lot Lottery Company, outside 

the Bank of England. They said it was the happiest day 

of their lives! 

Tomorrow we will have an exclusive interview with 

one of the lucky winners - only in the Daily Planet! 

Reporter's role card 

You are going to interview Chris Simpson or 

Alex Kelly. With your partner(s). write down 

some of the questions you are going to ask. Try 

to write at least twelve questions. 

Make sure you include questions to find out the 

following information. Remember to ask about 

the other lottery winner too! 

• personal details (age, where they live,

married/single, etc.)

• relationship with other lottery winner

• jobs I where they work

• how they chose the lottery numbers

• how they heard about the win

• what they did to celebrate

• what their family I work colleagues think

• what they will do with the money

• other plans for the future

• try lottery again next week?!

PHOTOCOPIABLE © Pearson Education Limited 2004 

Chris and Alex celebrating their lottery win in 

London yesterday 

Lottery winner's role card 

You are Chris Simpson I Alex Kelly, and you're 

going to be interviewed by a reporter from the 

Daily Planet. With your partner, make brief 

notes to help you in your interview. 

Here are some things you could be asked 

about. Remember that the reporter will ask you 

about each other too! 

• personal details (age, where you live,

married/single, etc.)

• relationship with each other

• jobs I where you work

• how you chose the lottery numbers

• how you heard about the win

• what you did to celebrate

• what your family I work colleagues think

• what you will do with your money

• other plans for the future

• try lottery again next week?!
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Get Rich Quick! 
Vocabulary: money 

ss,ooo 

$20,000 

$15,000 

ss,ooo 

$25,000 

Ss,ooo 
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Money cards 

1 Q: What's the word for someone 

who bets on horses or goes to 

casinos? 

A: a gambler 

2 Q: Which preposition? 

"I'd like to change a hundred 

pounds ....... .... dollars." 

A: into 

3 Q: If you owe somebody money, 

what should you do as soon as 

possible? 

A: pay him/her back 

---------------------------------------------------------' ------� --------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------

4 Q: Which wo�d is missing? 5 Q: Which verb is correct? 6 Q: Which of these three verbs 

"I'd like to go to Italy on "I win I earn about SZ,000 a is irregular, and what is the past 

vacation, but I can't month." tense and past participle? 

it." 
A: waste bet earn save 

A: afford 
A: bet (bet, bet) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - . 

(·, 

7 Q: Which verb is correct? 

"If you buy that car, you're 

spending I wasting your money. 

It's over 20 years old!" 

A: wasting· 

10 Q: Which of these three verbs is 

irregular, and what is the past 

tense and past participle? 

borrow lose change 

A: lose (lost, lost) 

13 Q: Which preposition? 

"Excuse me, could you tell me 

the price ..... ........ that 

computer?" 

A: of 

8 Q: Which preposition? 

"He invested all his money 

................ a new Internet 

company." 

A: in 

11 Q: What do you call money that 

is round and made of metal? 

A: coins or change 

14 Q: Which of these three verbs is 

irregular, and what is the past 

tense and past participle? 

invest win earn 

A: win (won, won) 

9 Q: Which word is missing? 

(at a restaurant) "Excuse me, 

is the service charge ............ 

A: included 

12 Q: Which verb is correct? 

15 

"Could you borrow I lend me 

some money until tomorrow?" 

A: lend 

Q: Which preposition? 

"Frank bets .............. soccer 

games every weekend." 

A: on 

?" 

---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ... ______________________________________________________________ _ 

16 Q: Which preposition? 17 Q: Which preposition? 18 Q: If you move to a new country 

"I spend a lot of money "John is always very careful and want to put your money 

.............. clothes." .............. money." in a bank, what do you need 

to do? 
A: on A: with or about 

A: open a bank account 

-----------------------···--···-------·-------------------------,-------------------····-------------·····-··----------------·-·· ---···-·-·-·--···-···-···-···--·····-·······-------···--··-···-

19 Q: Which two words are missing? 20 Q: Which preposition? 21 Q: Which of these three verbs is 

22 

"Can I pay for this "I borrowed $10. . .... my irregular, and what is the past 

.............. card?" brother." tense and past participle? 

A: by credit A: from lend pay owe 

A: lend (lent, lent) 

Q: What do you call the money 23 Q: Hciw do you spell 24 Q: Which of these can't be used 
you leave for a waiter at the "businessman"? with the word "money"? 
end of a meal? 

A: B-U·S·f·N·E·S-S-M-A-N earn spend can't afford 
A: a tip win 

A: can't afford 
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Learner-training worksheet K 
Using the Minidictionary to find dependent prepositions 

1 Notice how the Minidictionary shows which preposition follows some verbs and adjectives. 

depend /d1'pend/ verb I 1 if one thing depends 
�
on

��
o

�
t
�
h

:
er

�
, 
�

it

�
c

�
a

�
n

�
c

�
h

�
a

�
ng

:
e

�
,
:
o

�
r

:;

b

�
e

�
d

�
e

�
c
�
id

�
e

;
d

�----
-by the second thing: There are lots of clothes to choose rom, 

money you have to spend. 2 it depends say this when you are not sure whether to say 

2 

3 

"yes" or "no," because your answer may change according to the situation : "/ want to 

play tennis tomorrow but it depends on the weather." • "Are you going to watch that 

movie tonight?" "It depends if I have time." 

frightened /'fra,tnd/ adjective feeling worried and afraid about something: Jack is 
frighte ogs. • The passehgers were frightened when they heard a loud bang in 

Circle the correct prepositions in the following sentences. 

a Do you ever worry for I about I on getting old? 

b Put this hat on. It'll protect you by I of I from the sun. 

c I'm very annoyed about I with I from what happened yesterday. 

d He Jost control of the car and crashed against I into I onto a tree. 

e Her opinion of the movie was very similar for I to I about mine. 

f If you click on I at I onto this, then you can save your document. 

g How much have you spent with I on I for food this week? 

h She's always arguing with I to I for her boyfriend. 

Jack's aunt died with I of I in a heart attack last weekend. 

My son is very good for I at I in playing tennis. 

Check your answers using the Minidictionary. How many did you get right? 

4 Fill in the gaps with a preposition from the box. Check your answers in the Minidictionary if necessary. 

5 

a If you eat chocolate every day, you'll put ................. weight. 

b You should eat more fruit. It's very·good ................. you. 

c Don't talk to Tom, he's ................. a bad mood at the moment. 

d Lots of children are afraid ................. the dark. 

e I saw a great movie ................. video last night. 

f In England lots of people complain ................. the weather. 

g What's the difference ................. British English and American English? 

h Bruce wrote to me last month, but I haven't replied ................. him yet. 

Who did you vote ................. in the last election? 

What are the disadvantages ................. working at home? 

Test your partner on the prepositions in Exercises 2 and 4, like this: 

[R 
i r Language ,om 

on for 

of to 

about in 

between on 

for of 
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Conditional squares 
Unreal and real conditionals 

Write short answers to the following questions in the squares below. You can write your answers in any 
square you like, but not in the same order as the questions. Answer as many questions as you can. 

• If you won a lot of money, what would you buy first?

• What will you do this weekend if the weather's good?

• If you could go anywhere in the world tomorrow, where would you go?

• If you have enough money for a vacation this year (or next year), where will you go?

• If you could choose one famous person to have dinner with, who would it be?

• If you study English next year, which school will you go to?

• If you could change one part of your body, what would you change?

• If there was a fire in your house, what would be the first thing you'd take outside?

• If you could have any job in the world, what would you like to be?

• If the teacher gives you homework tonight, will you definitely do it?

• If you could only watch one movie again in your life, which movie would it be?

• What would you do if the doctor told you that you only had two days to live?
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Preposition pelmanism 
Review of prepositions 

He invested all his money 
................... his friend's 
business. 

IN Sometimes it's really nice to be 
................... your own. 

. . . 

ON

----------------------------------------------------------------
i

·---------------------------------.1. ---------------------------------------------------------------;----------------------------------

: When we were in London we !Hello, doctor. I've got a terrible : IN : ON . . : went ................... a tour of :pam ................... my knee. the city. 

He didn't get married until he IN Is your new coat made OF was ................... his forties. . .................. leather?
································································1··································1································································1·································

Can I change these yen 
7 

! INTO ! I'm l'.eally fri�htened 1 OF ................... dollars, please. 
I I ............... · · · · spiders. 

I 
Mark's really bad................... AT We're going out ................... FOR speaking Spanish. a meal this evening.

Their address is ................. ,. AT I often go ................... a walk
the top of the letter. after lunch. FOR 

································································t·································-i-·······························································;··································
Stop looking-................... the 1 OUT 1 Iborrowed$100 BROM window and pay attention! ! 0 F ! ................... my brother.

' . . . . . . . . .
I I 

• 
I 

. . . . . ' 

:EJ : : Email is a good way of ! ! , 1 k" £ d i. . : : I m oo 1ng .orwar :keeping 1n touch .................. : WITH : . . : TO fri d h 1. b d : : ................... gomQ on vacat10n. :en s w o 1ve a roa .
! ! ! 

The best thing .................. .
living here is the park
opposite.

Susannah knows a lot
.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . computers.
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ABOUT 

ABOUT 

What are you doing the day
................... tomorrow?

I went to the theater the day
................... yesterday .
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Test one 

O Present Simple/Continuous and Past 
Simple 

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with 
the correct form (Present Simple/Continuous or 
Past Simple) of the verb in parentheses. 
For example: 
The average American .W.f!f.�!r.f!§. (watch) more than three 
hours television a day. 

1 I ................... (send) Stuart a card last Tuesday. 
2 Josh normally ................... (practice) tennis for about 

four hours r:i day. 
3 I'm sorry, I can't send you an email now because my 

brother ................... (use) the computer. 
4 All of the students ................... (take) the exam next 

week. 
5 Anna isn't here. She ................... (go) out about an 

hour ago. 
6 A good teacher always ................... (correct) our 

mistakes. 
7 Joan Lloyd ................... (have) lunch with the Korean 

president the day after tomorrow. 
8 David ................. ,. (live) with some friends.this 

month, but next month he's going to move into his 
new apartment. 

C, Vocabulary 

�the correct verb in the following sentences. 
For example: 
�Igo tennis

1 do I make a mistake 
2 go I do shopping 
3 miss I lose a bus 
4 pass I succeed an exam 
5 say I tell a story 
6 have I go a party 
7 lose I miss your billfold 
8 earn I win a competition 

TIME: 45 MINUTES 

modules 1--6 

C9 Comparing things 

Four of the sentences below are correct. Check (v') 
the correct ones and correct the others. 
For example: 
She's Hl.BFe slEl than me. older 

1 It's the biggest city of the world. 
2 Ruth's more organized than me. 
3 My English is badder than Paolo's. 
4 Vanessa's friendlyer now than she was a year ago. 
5 That man looks as Tom Cruise! 
6 German is very different from Italian. 
7 Her computer is the same like mine. 
8 I'm going to spend more time with my children. 
9 Which is better, videotape or DVD? 
10 My surname's similar than yours. 

0) Prepositions

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with 
a preposition from the box. 

Hi 
with 

with 
out 

For example: 

at off 
on 

She started her job .... h:r.. ... 1989. 

down 

1 It happened ........... Thursday afternoon. 

at 

2 Rachel spends a lot of time ........... her new boyfriend. 
3 Jim had three weeks ........... work last month because 

he broke his leg. 
4 I'm sure I wrote ........... Sally's telephone number, but 

now I can't find it. 
5 Your driver's test will be ........... the beginning of June. 
6 You shouldn't stay ........... late during the week 

because you have to get up to go to school. 
7 Carmen and Hans communicate ........... each other by 

email. 
8 I'll be home ........... about seven o'clock tonight. 
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O Questions CB Vocabulary

Look at the answer and write the question in the Fill in the blanks with the missing word. 

correct tense. Pay attention to the underlined part For example: 
of the answer and use a question word from the box Did you buy any ,?__ Q 11 x f. !J _i _r ..§ of your vacation? 

� Which When How often Why 

How many What kind How long What ... like? 

For example: 

Where dti:lyou !JO last ni_jht? 
We went to the movies last night 

1 I like rock and jazz music. 

2 Karen goes to Spain once a month. 

3 Nicolai speaks three languages. 

4 I prefer the black boots. 

5 Sylvie's going home because it's late. 

6 It will take about five minutes to find the 

information. 

7 It was very snowy. 

8 I last used my credit card yesterday. 

O Pronunciation

Put the words below in the correct column of the 

table according to their word stress. 

il'Bf:iFS e enjoy appearance relaxed Internet 

crowded prefer embarrassed frightened 

relative ambition foreign photograph 

surprised attractive scenery happened 

oe eo eoo oeo 
imfYOVe 

180 

1 I don't have a pen. Can I ______ yours? 

2 A: Who's your _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ actor? 

B: Tom Hanks. What about you? 
3 A: Did you do much ___________ while you 

were in Moscow? 
B: Yes, we went to Red Square and we visited lots of 

museums. 

4 A: What's the matter? 

B: I feel really _______ because I have a 

history exam this afternoon. 

5 I'm sorry I can't hear you because the baby is 

6 A: How was your flight? 

B: Terrible. The plane was _______ by five 

hours and we didn't leave the airport until 2:00 

in the morning. 

7 Could you ______ the phone, Pat? I'm taking a 

bath. 

8 I'm so sorry. I feel really ___________ , but I 

can't remember your name. 

CD will I won't I going to I planning to I
would like to I would prefer to 

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with of 

a phrase from the box. 

'd like to 'ffl �siR� ts '11 have to 'd prefer to 

won't 'm planning to '11 be able to 

For example: 
I 

• t, I .mjP.i>:tj..l?. call my baby Louise. 

1 I .......................... speak to Miss Stacey please. 

2 I'm sure you .......................... find a hotel easily. 

3 I .......................... to travel the world after 

college. 

4 Just a minute. I .......................... be long! 

5 A: Would you like to go out for a drink? 

B: Actually, I .......................... go for a meal. 

6 I'm afraid you .......................... wait. There are ten 

people before you. 
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O Phrases with articles

Complete the following phrases with a, an, the, or 
nothing. 
For example: 

She's .!Y.1. architect. 

1 Jenny started playing .......... piano when she 
was very young. 

2 Wayne genera)ly goes swimming three times 
.......... week. 

3 You should never look directly at .......... sun. 
4 Laurence is slim and has .. ... .. ... dark hair. 
5 There was .......... beautiful beach right outside 

the apartment. 
6 The children stayed with their grandmother 

.......... last week. 
7 .. .. .. .. .. first time Pablo went to a soccer 

game was when he was seven. 
8 What kind of entertainment was there 

in the hotel? 

O can I have to I should I shouldn't

@the correct form in the following sentences. 
For example: 

e Do I have to I Should I smoke in here? 

1 I'm sorry, Sir, but you don't have to I can't I should 

go through that door. It's private. 
2 A: I have a terrible headache and I feel sick. 

B: I think you should I can I have to go to bed. 
3 You don't have to I can I have to wear jeans or 

pants at work if you want to. 
4 You shouldn't I can't I don't have to speak English 

for this job, but it's very useful when you're 
traveling. 

5 You shouldn't I don't have to I can smoke if you want 
to be healthy. 

6 Passengers can I have to I should go through security 
before they get on the plane. 

PHOTOCOPIABLE © Pearson Education Limited 2004 

9 Irregular verbs

Write the Past Simple tense of the following 
irregular verbs. 
For example: 

write .. Y!.r.f/.f!! .. 

1 meet ..................... .. 6 cost ............................ . 
2 wear ...................... . 7 think ......................... . 
3 feel ........................ . 8 ride ........................... .. 
4 steal ...................... . 9 buy ............................ . 
5 tell ........................ .. 10 lose ........................... .. 

9 Opposites 

Fill in the blanks with the opposite word. 
For example: 

to lose money to ... Y!.!!1. ... money 

1 a dry day 
2 a polite woman 

I'm interested 
to spend money 

a .................... day 
a .................... woman 
I'm .................. .. 
to .................... money 

3 
4 
5 
6 

to have an awful time to have a .................... time 
to be tidy to be ................... . 

fl Pronunciation 

Look at the underlined sounds in these words. 
Match a word in column A to a word with the 
same sound in column B. 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

6 
7 

A ru,,mally
� 

a 
guess b 
windy c 
fgmous d 
height e 
wear f 
meet g 

B 

�pica! 
hair 
course 
hfQlthy 
entertainment 
year 
line 

Dill 

TOTAL I 11001 
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modules 7-11 

O Present Perfect or Past Simple? 

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with 
the correct form of the verb in parentheses. 
For example: 

Patrick ..... ?.flJf.. ... (send) me an email yesterday. 

1 Luke Harker .......................... (work) for Unifax from 

199 3 to 2000. 

2 Oh no! I .......................... (not buy) a present for 

Philip yet. 

3 When .................. Julie and Pierre ......................... . 

(get married)? 

4 The plane to Mexico .......................... (leave) ten 

minutes ago. 

5 .................. you .......................... (ever go) to China? 

6 This looks delicious! I .......................... (never eat)

sushi before. 

7 How long .................. you .......................... (live) in 

your present apartment? 

8 Where .................. (be) your children born? 

G Pronunciation: word stress 

Put the words below in the correct column of the 
table according to their word stress. 

Rte9efH temperature stomachache bandage 

disease cathedral electrical degree facilities 

politics mountain canal deliver 

eo oe eoo o eo oeoo 
modern 

8 Vocabulary 

Read the definitions below and complete the 
puzzle to find the hidden word. 

1� 

2 
, . 

9-

1 In the fall, ................... drop from trees. 

2 A job you do for many years: She had a successful 

................... in banking. 

3 You get this piece of paper when you buy something 

in a store. 

4 You often give this extra money to a waiter or a taxi 

driver. 

5 If you go to another country, you go ................... . 

6 A long hot bath is very ................... . 

7 Islam, Buddhism, and Christianity are all types of 

8 That ice-cream looks nice! What does it .................. . 

like? 

9 The areas near a city where a lot of people live. 

10 Hidden word is .................. . 

0) Agreeing
Put the dialog in the correct order.
a Good idea, but I don't want anything too 

expensive. 

b I'm feeling hungry now. 

c So did I.

d OK, there's a pizza place over there. 

e That was a great movie! I really liked it. . ... L. 
f Neither do I. How about a pizza? 

g So am I. Shall we go somewhere to eat? 
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8 Verb forms

�the correct verb form in the following 
sentences. 
For example: 
I used to see!@! was seeing Abdul at the station today. 

1 Jerry and Meg used to go I have been I went to 
Goa for their vacation last year. 

2 Debra was playing I played I used to play tennis 
when she slipped and broke her leg. 

3 I was living / 've lived I used to live in Seattle all my 
life, and I'm not going to move now! 

4 Did you used to like I Were you liking I Did you use 
to like Oasis when you were younger? 

5 The hotel gave us dinner as soon as we 
have arrived I arrived I were arriving. 

6 Mikako has had / was having I used to have long 
hair when she was a child. 

7 The soccer game wasn't finishing I didn't finish I
hasn't finished yet. 

8 Mark cut his hand while he has cooked I
was cooking I cooked. 

O will I won't I may I might

Reorder the words to make sentences. The first 
word is underlined. 
For example: 
you/night/may /I/tomorrow I see 
I maysee)'.ou.tomorrow nljht. 

1 will/race/Coulthard/ definitely /win/the 

2 might/late/I/tonight/be 

3 probably/down/Computer/go/will/prices 

4 rain/ll/definitely/tomorrow/won't 

5 to/may/Jayne's/not/come/�party 

6 ten/won't/father Io' clock/�/probably /before/ arrive 

0 Articles

Fill in the blanks with the, a, an, or nothing. 
For example: 
I can't put pictures on ... f.hr;; .... wall in my room. 

1 Budapest is on ............ River Danube. 
2 What time are we having ............ breakfast? 
3 Gary's working as ............ waiter in Copenhagen. 
4 In London you should stand on ............ right on 

escalators. 
5 It's easy to book tours on ............ Internet. 
6 What's ............ best movie you have ever seen? 
7 Do you want to fly or go by ............ boat? 
8 Max lives in ............ apartment in Madrid. 

G, Gerunds and infinitives

�the correct form in the foilowing sentences. 
For example: 
Chris mights/ to phone I phoning tonight. 

1 You can't smoke / to smoke I smoking in here. 
2 Does your sister enjoy teach I to teach I teaching? 
3 I can't stand drive I to drive I driving in the city. 
4 You shouldn't put I to put I putting butter on a burn. 
5 Sarah says she'd like go I to go I going dancing. 
6 Anna usually plays computer games instead of do I 

to do I doing her homework. 
7 A: How would you like pay I to pay I paying? 

B: By credit card. 
8 When did Alan learn sing I to sing I singing so well? 

O Vocabulary

�the word that doesn't belong in each group. 
For example: 
headache cold toothache� 

1 river beach ocean canal 
2 cathedral island monument castle 
3 resident customer healthy patient 
4 friendly suddenly eventually immediately 

� 
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O Prepositions

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with a 
preposition from the box. 

1-eH- at down about at of into on in 

For example: 
We have a summer house . ..tm .. the coast. 

1 I used to be quite good .................. athletics. 
2 Are you interested .................. modern art? 
3 Pablo and I were .................. school together. 
4 You should put a Band-Aid .................. that cut. 
5 I'll just change .................. something more 

comfortable. 
6 My son Rick is crazy .................. football. 
7 A lot of people are frightened .................. snakes. 
8 William fell .................. and hurt himself. 

4 When the movie is ending, why don't we go for a 
meal. 

5 Yasmin wants to go back to India before she will die. 
6 Could you email me the report when you finish it? 

41 Vocabulary: collocations

Complete the following sentences with a word 
from the box. 

I � keep become get change start take 

For example: 
I want to .... chanJt:···. my email address. 

1 When did you ...................... your bus"iness? 
2 When I ...................... famous, I'm going to buy a 

muc)1 bigger house. 
3 What are you going to do after you ..................... . 

� a bath? 
4 I'd like to ...................... my mind about the car. I'll 

O Past participles

Write the past participles of the following words. 
For example: 
bring I teach . hmHj./.tl. 

1 make ...................... . 
2 win ......................... . 
3 break ...................... . 
4 drink ...................... . 
5 read ....................... . 
6 catch ...................... . 
7 write ...................... . 
8 know ...................... . 

9 pay ......................... . 
10 do ........................... . 
11 take ........................ . 
12 think ...................... . 
13 say ............•............. 
14 buy ......................... . 
15 eat .......................... . 
16 fly ........................... . 

Q if I when I before I as soon as

Three of the sentences below are correct. Check (V) 
the correct ones and correct the others. 
For example: 
If it snows tomorrow, we'll probably stay in. t/ 

1 We can leave as soon as Kevin will find his car keys. 
2 If you want to, we could go to the beach tomorrow. 
3 Before you leave, don't forget to give me your 

telephone number. 
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take it in blue, not green. 
5 You should go to bed and try to ...................... warm. 
6 Go home and ...................... these pills three times 

a day. 

4D Missing words

There is one word missing from each of the 
sentences below. Put one word from the box 
in the correct place in each sentence. 

HT for jus! already yet last ago when 
never 

For example: 
The first men walked on the moon ... ft! .... 1969. 

1 Jose started learning English four months. 
2 Oh no, I've lost all my work on the computer! 
3 I've used a DVD player before. Can you help me? 
4 We spoke on the phone week. 
5 Lee and Oliver have. known each other ten years. 
6 A: Julie, this is John. 

B: Actually, we've met. Hello again! 
7 Chris finished school he was sixteen. 
8 Mel hasn't heard the results of her exam. 

[liJ 

TOTALI 11001 
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Test three TIME: 45 MINUTES

modules 12-16 

O Vocabulary 

Fill in the blanks with the missing word. You are 
given the first letter of each word. 
For example: 
If the weather is a.w.f«!., it's very bad. 

1 You can keep money in a b ........................ . 
2 If you have a problem and someone listens and is 

very kind, he or she is s ........................ . 
3 You can use a t.. ...................... to dry yourself after 

taking a shower. 
4 If someone lends you $10 then you 0 ....................... . 

them $10. 
5 There are nine p .................. that go round the sun. 
6 If children are playing with paint anct water they 

usually make a m  ........................ . 
7 If you disagree with the government you can go on 

a d ........................ on th� street. 
8 In the US, when a man gets married his best friend 

usually makes a s ........................ at the party. 

C, Verb forms: Past Simple I Present Perfect I
Present Perfect Continuous 

�the correct verb form in the following 
sentences. 
For example: 
Shakespeare�/ has Written over thirty plays. 

1 Yesterday it rained I has rained all .day! 
2 Tom and I are good friends. We have known / 

have been knowing each other for six years. 
3 Hi! I tried I 've been trying to phone since 

three o'clock. How are you? 
4 How long have you had I have you been having your 

car? 
5 Between 1998 and 2000 The Juice Bar opene1/ has

been opening over 200 new stores around the world. 
6 I shopped I 've been shopping all morning! Let's have 

lunch. 

--
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8 Quantifiers 
Four of the sentences below are correct. Check (V) 
the correct ones and correct the others. 
For example: 
Are there any special celebrations on May Day? v' 

1 Henman didn't win no matches in the last 
championship. 

2 There aren't many beaches in the south. 
3 A lot people play computer games just to relax. 
4 We had to cancel the concert because not enough 

people bought tickets. 
5 People shouldn't spend too many time on their 

computers without a break. 
6 A few students knew the answer, but not many. 
7 I'm having days off next week. 
8 There's some beautiful scenery in Tuscany. 

6) Active or passive?

Put the verb in parentheses in the correct active or 
passive form. Make sure that you use the correct 
tense (Present Simple, Past Simple or the future 
with will).

For example: 
The movie Gladiator .�t:!f..'!l!.�f.��.tf. (direct) by Ridley Scott. 

1 The new art gallery .......................... (finish) before 
the end of next year. 

2 We .......................... (tell) Redman the bad news 
yesterday. 

3 In Japan, kimonos .......................... (wear) for special 
occasions, for example when a woman gets married. 

4 Two people .......................... (hurt) when their car 
went over a bridge last night. 

5 My parents remember where they were when John F. 
Kennedy .......................... (kill).

6 The government .......................... (build) three new 
hospitals next year. 

7 I'm sorry I'm late. My train .................... (delay).

8 Thanksgiving Day .................... (celebrate) in the 
US in November every year. 
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9 Sentences with that I which I who

Match the beginnings of these sentences to the 

endings and join them with that, which, or who. 

1 A customer is someone a you give to waiters 
and taxi-drivers 

2 A souvenir is something b is not polite 
3 A tip is extra money c you get when you buy 

something in a store 
4 A ruler is a thing d buys things in stores 
5 A rude person is someone e you take when you 

are sick 
6 A receipt is a piece of paper f wears very modern 

clothes 
7 Medicine is stuff g helps you to draw a 

straight line 
8 A passenger is someone h you buy from another 

country to help you 
remember it 

9 A fashionable person is travels on a bus, a 
someone plane, or a train 

1 . . . . . . . .  w.h.Q.......... 2........................ 3 ........................... . 

4 ........................ 5 ........................ 6 ........................... . 

7 ........................ 8 ........................ 9 ........................... . 

O Pronunciation

Put the words below in the correct column of the 

table according to their word stress. 

e@€Q6e afford accountant religion honest 
protest (noun) divorced well mannered account 
suitable qualified tragedy pregnant balcony 
exchange designer borrow 

eo oe eoo oeo 
tleuu.le 

Ci) Past Perfect or Past Simple?

Look at the Past Simple verbs in bold in the text. 

Some of them should be in the Past Perfect. Check 

(V) the ones that are correct, and change the

others into the Past Perfect.

Last year we 1 went on vacation to Buenos Aires. We 
z were very tired and quite dirty when we 3 arrived 
because the plane 4 left six hours late. When we s got 
downtown we 6 looked at the map which the travel 
agent 7 gave us in London. We s walked along the 
street and 9 found our four-star hotel. 

"McDonald," I said to the receptionist. 

"No," she said. "Go out of the hotel and take the sec
ond street on the left. McDonald's restaurant is on the 
right." 

When she realized she10 made a mistake shell was 
very embarrassed! 

1 ......... tt ............ 2 ......................... 3 ........................ .

4 ......................... 5 ......................... 6 ........................ . 

7 ......................... 8 ........................ , 9 ........................ . 

10 ........................ 11 ....................... . 

C, Prepositions

Fill in the blanks with a suitable preposition. 

Do not use in or on. 

for example: 
A lot of people put their televisions .i«.th(:.1l!OJ.t!r. of their 
living rooms. 

1 You shouldn't leave your dog ···--r-············· a car on a 
very hot day. 

2 In the alphabet, B is .................... A and C. 
3 The temperature is two degrees celsius, just 

.................... freezing point. 
4 At the start of a chess game the black pieces are 

.................... the white ones. 
5 The Titanic was found .................... ................... . 

.................... .................... the sea. 
6 In Switzerland there's snow .................... ................... . 

.................... some mountains in summer! 
7 If you are standing in a line there are people 

..................... you and ....................... ........................ . 

..................... you. 
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8 Vocabulary: word formation

Complete each sentence with the correct form of 
the word in capitals. 
For example: 
People in America were very ... /:rt;{pfoL.. HELP 

1 Sam Taylor doesn't have very much ..................... . 
IMAGINE 

2 Has anybody seen my ..................... license? DRIVE 
3 It's very ..................... here by the ocean. PEACE 
4 Have you got a can ..................... ? OPEN 
5 People have too many ..................... . POSSESS 
6 Lianne is an ..................... teacher. EXPERIENCE 
7 Robin is a ..................... . He works in Chicago. LAW 
8 She died because she wanted ..................... for her 

people. FREE 

O Pronunciation

Are the underlined sounds the same (5) or different 
(D)? 
For example: 
furniture waste D 

1 patient ti�ues 
2 violent license 
3 enough stQry 

8 Prepositions

4 h�ven jgweler 
5 building profit 
6 purse gg_rn 

�the correct preposition in the following
sentences.
For example: 
How about going out@tp a meal? 

1 The World Health Organization spent $20 million 
dollars on/for AIDS research last year. 

2 Don't ask me! I'm not very good inf.with numbers. 
3 I lent my copy of the book to/from John. 
4 It took our grandparents twenty years to save up 

with/for an apartment. 
5 We don't think this job would be suitable for/to you. 
6 Mary often borrows things from/to me but she never 

gives them back! 
7 Chris is applying for/on a new job. 
8 The supermarket is in/on the right, next to the bank. 

G Conditionals 

Fill in the blanks with a suitable form of the verb in 
parentheses. Think about whether the situation is 
real or imaginary. 
For example: 
If I ./:r«J.. (have) more money ... f.fl..rr!l!.r.{:., .. (move)

1 If you .................. (give) me your email address, 
I .................. (send) you the information. 

2 If I .................. (have) my cellphone with me 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( call) them now. 

3 What .................. you .................. (do) if you 
.................. (win) the lottery? 

4 If I .................. (knew) the answer I .................. (tell)

you! 
5 If you .................. (leave) your telephone number 

I .................. (ask) Steve to call you later. 
6 If I .................. (not be) so tired I .................. (go out)

tonight. 
7 If I .................. (be) seventeen again I .................. (do)

a lot of things differently. 
8 If we .................. (wake up) early tomorrow, we 

.................. (go) swimming. 

e Reported speech 

Rewrite the following sentences in reported speech. 
For example: 
"I'm at Tom's bouse." 
You told me .J<'H .. w.t:r.�nt.lilm'J.lwl#.� .. 

1 "I'll call you." 
He told her ............................................................... . 

2 "I lost all my money on the train." 
I told him ................................................................. . 

3 "I have a lot of homework." 

4 

5 

6 

She told me .............................................................. . 
"I don't want to watch television." 
You told me .............................................................. . 
"I didn't speak to Mr. Clinton." 
He told them ............................................................ . 
"I won't be late." 
You told me .............................................................. . 

TOTAL I 

cm 

11001 
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Resource bank key 

1 A Get to know the Students' Book

A pages 4 and 5 B in the front of the 
Minidictionary C pink D making suggestions 
E page 154 F personal vocabulary 
G page 71 H pages 167 and 168 I day 
J three K pink L page 148 

Learner-training worksheet A 

2 

3 

4 

5 

a meaning 1 b meaning 2 c meaning 3 

a late b quickly c bed d work e open 
f woke up 

a countable noun 
b adjective 
c transitive verb 

economics 

d intransitive verb 
e uncountable noun 
f adverb 

indepe�dent 

1 B Me, too! 

1 What time/When 'do you usually get up on 
Sundays? 

2 How often do you go to the movies? 
3 What's your favorite food? 
4 How long does your trip home from school 

take? 
5 What do you usually do on the weekend? 
6 Why do you want to learn English? 
7 How many cousins do you have? 
8 What kind of movies do you like? 

9 Who's your favorite actor? 
10 When/What time do you usually go to bed 

during the week? 
11 Which season do you like the most? 
12 How often do you go shopping for new 

clothes? 

Learner-training worksheet B 

4 a drove b taught c brought
e bought f broke; fell g rang 

d wore 
h left; caught 

2B The Millionaire's Ball 

188 

1 on 2 in 3 - 4 ago 5 - 6 ago 
7 on 8 in 9 on 10 in 

3A The secret of successful language 
learning 

2and3 

4 

VER8 

• 
. 

b believe 

c imagine 

d enjoy 

e succeed 

a succeed 
b important 
c believe 
d imagination 
e enjoyable 

NOUN ADjLCl IVL 

--
. 

importance important 

belief believable 

. . 

imagination imaginative 

. 

enjoyment enjoyable 

success successful 

f imaginative I important 
g beliefs 
h imagine 

enjoy 
successful 

Learner-training worksheet C 

2 1 b 2d 3a 4c 

3 a Internet b make c bank d do 
e answer f check g go out h rent 

SA Put these in order 

A 1 Japan (377,000 sq km) 
2 Spain (505,000 sq km) 
3 France (551,000 sq km) 
4 Peru (1,285,000 sq km) 

B 1 The Pacific Ocean 
2 The Atlantic Ocean 
3 The Indian Ocean 
4 The Arctic Ocean 

C 1 India (1 billion) 
2 Brazil (160 million) 
3 Spain (40 million) 
4 Poland (36.6 million) 

D 1 The Colosseum 
2 The Taj Mahal 
3 The Eiffel Tower 
4 The Sydney Opera House 



E 1 Moscow (latitude 56°) 
2 London (latitude 51.5°) 
3 New York (latitude 41 °) 
4 Tokyo (latitude 36°) 

F 1 Pluto (5,900 million km from the sun) 
2 Mars (228 million km from the sun) 
3 Earth (150 million km from the sun) 
4 Mercury (56 million km from the sun) 

G 1 Nelson Mandela's release from prison 
(February 1990) 

2 the fall of the Berlin Wall (November 1989) 
3 the first man on the moon (July 1969) 
4 the assassination of John F. Kennedy 

(November 1963) 
H 1 Julia Roberts (born 28th October 1967) 

2 Brad Pitt (born 18th December 1963) 
3 Sharon Stone (born 10th March 1958) 
4 Robert de Niro (born 17th August 1943) 
1 The Nile (6,741 km) 
2 The Amazon (6,440 km) 
3 The Mississippi (3,780 km) 
4 The Rhine (1,390 km) 
1 Titanic ($515 million) 
2 Star Wars ($460 million) 
3 E.T. ($399 million) 
4 Jurassic Park ($356 million) 

Learner-training worksheet D 

2 Example answer 

a detective = 

(also "a detective story") 
to steal something (steal/stole/stolen) = 
(you steal things and money) 
to rob someone/somewhere (reg) = 
(you rob people and banks) 
a journey /d33:ni/ = 
(to go on a journey) 
a wedding= 
(to go to a wedding) 
embarrassed (adj)= 
to be/feel embarrassed about something 
to dress up (reg) (e.g. for a party, to go out for 
a meal)= 
to earn /3:n/ (money by doing a job) (reg) = 

Learner-training worksheet F 

2 1 running 8 winning 15 shorter 
2 stealing 9 shutting 16 slimmer 
3 shopping 10 started 17 cooler 
4 cutting 11 dropped 18 brightest 
5 beating 12 passed 19 thinnest 
6 hitting 13 shouted 20 flattest 
7 growing 14 stayed 

SA Article snakes and ladders 

1 0;0 
2 I live in an apartment downtown, very close to 

tlte Oxford Street. 
3 0; the; the 
4 I usually go to work by tlte train, but yesterday 

I went by tlte bus. 
5 The Indian Ocean; The Mediterranean; 

The Amazon 
6 0; the; 0; the 
7 The sentence is correct. 
8 the; 0; the 
9 El Paso is on the border of Mexico and the 

Unit�d States. 
10 a; a; The; the 
11 Madras is in the south of tlte India, on the 

east coast. 
12 0; 0;°the; the 
13 John is standing on the left, and Susan is 

standing in the middle, next to the principal. 
14 0; 0; 0; 0 
15 the; a; the; 0 
16 a; 0 
17 0; 0; the 
18 The sentence is correct. 
19 the; the; the 
20 I bought a picture ana a rug this morning. I've 

put the picture on the bathroom wall and the 
rug on the kitchen floor. 

21 the; 0; the 
22 The Andes; The Himalayas 
23 Loch Ness is the most famous lake in Scotland, 

because of the Loch Ness Monster. 
24 I really hate tlte mice, but I love spiders. 1 

have a tarantula at home, and it lives on the 
ceiling! 

Learner-training worksheet G 

3 MATTHEW: Hi Jill, do you have a light? 
JILL: Yes, here you are. Are you feeling OK? 
MATTHEW: Yes, I'm just tired, that's all. I went to a 

party downtown, and didn't get home 
until three. 

JILL: So that's why you didn't arrive on time 
this morning! 

MATTHEW: Er, yes. But you were late for work 
the other day. 

JILL: That was because I went to the doctor 
not because I stayed out late! 

MATTHEW: Yes, well, I'm not very good at 
getting up early. 

JILL: That's probably why you're always 
in a bad mood! 
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MATTHEW: I'm not! Anyway, what are }'.OU doing 
on the weekend? 

JILL: I'm going out for a meal with some 
friends on Saturday. On Sunday_ I might 

go for a walk in t_he country. What 
about you? 

MATTHEW: I have the day off on Friday, so I'm 
going to visit an old friend who lives 
on the coast. 

JILL: That sounds fun. Look, we're going to be 
late for our classes. Let's go. 

MATTHEW: What, already? Where did I put my 
books ... ? 

a Do you hove a light? 
b ore you feeling OK? 
c to arrive on time 

d to be late' for work 
e the other day 
f to go to the doctor 
g to stay out late 
h to be (not very) good at doing something 

to get up early 

j to be in a bad mood 
k on the weekend 
I to go out for a meal 
m to go for a walk 
n in the country 
o to have the day off 
p on the coast

1 OC Bob's night out 

The correct order is: E, C, I, A, H, F, D, J, B, G. 

Learner-training worksheet I 

2 
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enjoy 

stop 

hate 

don't mind 

\Villi I<! \Vl111UL!T 7() 

would prefer have to 

arrange might 

would like could 

learn must 

iritend 

plan 

3 a I've arranged to meet my brother this evening.
b I must go to the dentist this afternoon. 
c correct 
d Do you enjoy ploying tennis? 
e Would you prefer to hove Chinese food or 

Indian food? 
f correct 
g correct 
h I hate getting up early. 

We're planning to go to New York for our 
vacation. 
correct 

12A The Handbag Gang 

The correct order is E, H, B, F, J, A, D, I, G, C. 

Learner-training worksheet J 

The correct order is: D, C, E, H, B, F, A, G. 

14C Building your dream 

1 a of b to combine 
2 a imagination b to imagine; imaginative 
3 a of b at; of c of d to 
4 a an adverb b to surprise (someone) 
5 a by b on c to d on 
6 a to attract b attraction 
7 a to decorate b decoration 
8 a dream home; to turn off the TV; a soccer 

field; to wrap presents; to attract visitors; 
an upstairs bathroom 

Learner..;training worksheet K 

2 a about f on 
b from g on 
c about h with 
d into of 
e to at 

4 a on f about 
b for g between 
c in h to 
d of for 
e on of 



Test one (modules 1-6) 

A 

1 sent 
5 went 

B 

1 make 
7 lose 

c 

2 practices 3 is using 
6 corrects 7 is having 

2 go 
8 win 

3 miss 4 pass 

1 It's the biggest city in the world. 
2 correct 
3 My English is worse than Paolo's. 

4 are taking 
8 is living 

5 tell 6 have 

4 Vanessa's friendlier now than she was a year ago. 
5 That man looks like Tom Cruise. 
6 correct 
7 Her computer is the same as mine. 
8 correct 
9 correct 
10 My surname's similar to yours. 

D 

on 2 with 3 off 4 down 
6 out 7 with 8 at 

E 

1 What kind of music do you like? 
2 How often does Karen go to Spain? 

5 at 

3 How many languages does Nicolai speak? 
4 Which boots do you prefer? 
5 Why is Sylvie going home? 
6 How long will it take to find the information? 
7 What was the weather like? 
8 When did you last use your credit card? 

F (half a mark each)

oe enjoy, relaxed, prefer, surprised 
eo crowded, frightened, foreign, happened 
eoo Internet, relative, photograph, scenery 
oeo appearance, embarrassed, ambition, attractive 

G 

1 borrow 2 favorite 
4 nervous 5 crying 
8 embarrassed 

H 

3 sightseeing 
6 delayed 7 answer 

1 'd like to 2 '11 be able to 3 'm planning 
4 won't 5 'd prefer to 6 will have to 

1 the 2 a 
7 The 8 -

J 

3 the 4-

1 can't 2 should 3 can 
5 shouldn't 6 have to 

Sa 6-

4 don't have to 

K 

1 met 2 wore 
7 thought 8 rode 

L 

3 felt 4 stole 
9 bought 

5 told 
10 lost 

6 cost 

1 wet 2 rude 3 bored 4 save 5 won�erful 
6 untidy 

M 

2d 3a 4e Sg 6b 

Test two (modules 7-11) 

A 

7 f 

1 worked 2 haven't bought 3 did ... get married 
4 left 5 Have ... ever been 6 've never eaten 
7 have ... lived 8 were 

B (half a mark each)

eo bandage, mountain 

oe disease, degree, canal 
eoo temperature, stomachache, politics 
oeo cathedral, deliver 
oeoo electrical, facilities 

c 

1 Band-Aid 
6 relaxing 
10 accidents 

2 career 
7 religion 

3 receipt 
8 taste 

4 tip 5 abroad 
9 suburbs 

D 

a5b3 c2 d7elf6 g4 

E 

1 went 2 was playing 3 've lived 
4 Did you used to like 5 arrived 6 used to have 
7 hasn't finished 8 was cooking 

F 

1 Coulthard will definitely win the race. 
2 I might be late tonight. 
3 Computer prices will probably go down. 
4 It definitely won't rain tomorrow. 
5 We may not come to Jayne's party. 
6 My father probably won't arrive before ten o'clock. 

G 

1 the 
8 an 

H 

1 smoke 
6 doing 

2- 3a 4 the 5 the

2 teaching 3 driving 
7 to pay 8 to sing 

6 the 7-

4 put 5 to go 
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1 beach 2 island 3 healthy 4 friendly 

J 

1 at 2in 3 at 4 on 5 into 6 about 

7 of 8 over 

K 

1 made 2won 3 broken 4 drunk 5 read 
6 caught 

10 done 
14 bought 

7 written 

11 taken 
15 eaten 

8 known 

12 thought 

16 flown 

9 paid 

13 said 

L 

1 We can leave as soon as Kevin finds his car keys. 

correct 
correct 

2 

3 

4 

5 

When the movie ends, why don't we go for a meal? 

Yasmin wants to go back to India before she dies. 

6 correct 

M 

1 start 

6 take 

N 

2 become 3 get 4 change 5 keep 

1 Jose started learning English four months ago. 

2 Oh no, I've just lost all my work on the computer! 

3 I've never used a DVD player before. 

4 We spoke on the phone last week. 

5 Lee and Oliver have known each other for ten years. 

6 A: Julie, this is John. 

B: Actually, we've already met. Hello again! 

7 Chris left school when he was sixteen. 

8 Mel hasn't heard the results of her exam yet. 

Test three (modules 12-16) 

A 

1 billfold 
5 planets 

B 

2 sympathetic 3 towel 

6 mess 7 demonstration 
4 owe 

8 speech 

1 rained 2 have known 3 've been trying 

4 have you had 5 opened 6 've been shopping 

c 

1 Henman didn't win any matches ... 
2 correct 

3 A lot of people play ... 
4 correct 

5 People shouldn't spend too much time ... 

6 correct 

7 I'm having a few days off ... 

8 correct 
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D 

1 will be finished 2 told 

4 were hurt 5 was killed 

3 are worn 

6 will build 
7 was delayed 8 is celebrated 

E 

2h that / which 3a that I which 4g that I which 

Sb who 6c that I which 7e that I which 

8i who 9f who 

F (halfa mark each)

eo honest, protest, pregnant, borrow 

oe afford, divorced, account, exchange 

eoo suitable, qualified, tragedy, balcony 

oeo accountant, religion, well mannered, designer 

G 

2 ti 

8 ti 

H 

3 ti 

9 ti 

4 had left 5 ti 

10 had made 

6 ti 

11 ti 

7 had given 

1 inside 2 between 3 above 

5 at the bottom of 6 on top of 

7 behind, in front of (2 marks) 

4 opposite 

1 imagination 

5 possessions 
8 freedom 

2 driving 3 peaceful 4 opener 

6 experienced 7 lawyer 

J 

1 S ZS 30 40 SS 6S 

K 

1 on 2 with 3 to 4 for 5 for 
7 for 8 oh 

L 

1 give, 'II send 2 had, would ring 

3 would ... do, won 4 knew, 'd tell 

5 leave, 'II ask 6 wasn't, would go out 

7 were, would do 8 wake up, 'II go 

M 

1 he would call her 

2 I had lost all my money on a train 

3 she had a lot of homework 

4 you didn't want to watch televisioP 

5 he hadn't spoken to Mr. Clinton 
6 you wouldn't be late 

6 from 
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Introduction 
Grammar terms 

1 
b possessive adjective h noun (countable) 
c pronoun article (definite) 
d modal verb j noun (uncountable) 
e adverb k preposition 
f auxiliary verb I article (indefinite) 
g main verb 

2 
b sweet g fun, love 
c a (secret) h want, see, love, stop 

can, might 
., 

d a secret 
e me, you 

never, always 

module 1 
Question forms 
Word order 

1 a) 
2 Is your family here with you? 
3 Does your wife enjoy athletics? 
4 Do you like life here in Italy? 

your, my 

5 Are you worried about the Italian champion, 
Giacomo Zanetti? 

6 Do you have any advice for young athletes? 

Question words 

2 
b Which 
c Where 
d What 

e When h How 
f Who 
g How many 

Subject and object questions 

3
b won 
c do you want 
d knows 

e do you already know 
f told 
g do you live 

Present Simple 
4 b

)

How long 
Why 

h lives· 
smokes 

L broke 

2 They don't live in the same country: they live in different 
countries. 

3 She doesn't live in the United States, she lives in London. 
4 She doesn't work in the evening, she works in the morning. 
5 She doesn't play golf, she plays tennis. 
6 She doesn't stay in a hotel, she stays with her sister. 
7 They don't see each other every weekend, they see each 

other ,two or three times a year. 

C) 

2 What time does she get up? 
3 What time does she finish work? 
4 Where does Rosemary Wilson live? 
5 How often does she visit England? 
6 Why does she visit England? 
7 Who does she stay with? I Where does she stay? 

Short answers 

5 c
)

1 No, they don't. 
2 No, they don't. 

Frequency 
Phrases 

7 

3 Yes, they do. 
4 Yes, they do. 

b three times a year 

c once a week 
e four times a week 
f twice a day 

d twice a year g once a month 

Vocabulary booster: sports 

8 a) 
2 
3 
4 
5 

biking 6 horse riding 10 
skiing 7 table tennis 11 

swimming 8 basketball 
ice skating 9 boxing 

c) 

2 baseball, table tennis, basketball, volleyball 
3 skiing, swimming, ice skating 
4 horse riding, biking 
5 gymnastics, boxing 

Vocabulary 
Phrases with go and play 

9 go go to the play 

shopping gym chess 
skiing movies soccer 
ice skating park table tennis 
dancing beach computer games 

Pronunciation 
The !::ii sound 

1 Q a) 
never 5 entertain 9 

/;,/ /;:;/ 
2 ambition 6 professional 

/;:;/ /;,/ /;,/ /;,/ 
3 computer 7 leisure 

/;,/ /;;,/ /;,/ 
4 exercise 8 soccer player 

/;;,/ /;;,/ ' /;;,/ 

gymnastics 
volleyball 

play the 
, 

guitar 
violin 
trumpet 
piano 

popular 
/;:;/ 
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Improve your writing 
Punctuation (1) 

1 1 "Everybody thinks I'm a typical Englishwoman," actress
Kate Thomson told Go! magazine. "I really don't know 
why ... " When she was 18, Kate left England. She lived 
first in Canada, then Morocco, where she met French 
movie producer Serge Roux. The couple now live in 
Paris with their three children: Patrick, James, and 
Lucie. "We're so happy here. It's nice to have children 
who can speak both English and French." 

module 2 
Past Simple 
Regular and irregular verbs 

1 
appear - appeared 
drive - drove 
go -went 
make -made 
begin -began 
eat -ate 
happen - happened 
meet - met 

2 
b was g 
c began h 
d played 
e went j 
f died k 

met 
fell 
was 
knew 
found 

buy-bought 
fall - fell 
know-knew 
play -played 
come-came 
feel -felt 
live - lived 
read- read 

m 
n 
0 

p 

got 
had 
cost 
made 
was 

Negatives and affirmatives 

3 

cost - cost 
find- found 
look - looked 
take - took 
die - died 
get- got 
lose -lost 
write -wrote 

q wrote 
looked 
read 

b It didn't begin in October 1936, it began in October 1946. 
c It wasn't about a rich farmer who moved to New York, it 

was about a rich woman who moved to the country. 
d The woman didn't fall in love with her cousin, she fell in 

love with a handsome young farmer. 
e Her lover wasn't married to her cousin, he was engaged to 

her cousin. 
The producers of the program didn't have a lot of money, 
they had very little money. 

g The assistants didn't write the words on pieces of paper, 
they wrote them on chalkboards. 

did, was, or were in questions and answers 

4 
2 wa,s 7 did 12 didn't 17 did 
3 did 8 were 13 wasn't 18 was 
4 Was 9 Were 14 didn't 19 did 
5 wasn't 10 was 15 was 20 did 
6 was 11 weren't 16 Did 

Time phrases often used in the past 
in, at, on 

6 
b at, c -, d at, e on, f at, g in, h in 
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Vocabulary 
'Words to describe feelings 

7 
b fed up f guilty 
c excited g in a good mood 
d relaxed h bored 
e disappointed surprised 

Listen and read 

8 a)
1 - a, 2 - a, 3 -b, 4 -c, 5 - c, 
6 -b, 7 - c, 8 -c, 9 -c, 10 -b 

Spelling 
-ed endings

9 
b)

1 believed 4 
2 cried 5 
3 continued 6 

dropped 
hurried 
used 

Pronunciation 
-ed endings

10

7 married 
8 phoned 
9 stopped 

j 
k 
1 

m 

frightened 
embarrassed 
angry. 
nervous 

10 studied 
11 tried 
12 danced 

2 listened (2) 
3 wanted (2) 

6 used (1) 
7 loved (1) 
8 hated (2) 

10 stayed (1) 
11 acted (2) 

4 compared (2) 
5 tried (1) 

12 enjoyed (2) 
9 remembered (3) 

Linkers: but, so, because, then 

1 1 
b because 
c so 

d then 
e but 

f 
g 

module 3 
can I can't 

1 a)

but 
so 

2 My sister can speak three languages perfectly. 
3 I'm sorry, you can't bring your dog in here. 

h because 
then 

4 Nowadays, you can buy cheap airplane tickets on the 
Internet. 

5 Bad news: Renate can't come to the party on Saturday. 
6 Can you read Russian? I don't understand this·. 
7 "I'm sorry we can't answer the phone at the moment: 

Please leave a message ... " 
8 "Can we have a table by the window?" 

can I can't I have to I don't have to 

3 
b Can g Can Can 
c can't h can't m have to 
d don't have to have to n can't 
e have to j has to 
f can k can. 



should I shouldn't 

4 
NB: Some answers may be different in different cultures! 
b should e shouldn't h . should 
c shouldn't f shouldn't 
d shouldn't g should 

Short answers with modal verbs can, ·should, 
have to 

5 
b) 

2 No, you don't. 
3 Yes, we should. 
4 Yes, you can. 

Prepositions 

6 

5 Yes, you should. 
6 Yes, you do. 
7 No, I don't. ' 

8 Yes, I can. 

b of, c out, d to, e down, f for, g in/at, h in, i on, j to 

Vocabulary booster: things in a school 

7 a
) 

1 VCR 

2 whiteboard 
3 pencil case 
4 overhead projector 
5 bookcase 
6 hole punch 
7 board eraser 

c) 

Uses electricity 

cassette player 

overhead projector 

VCR 

Vocabulary 
Wordbuilding 

8 a) 
improvement 
imagination 
advice 

b) • 
improvement 
ima,l:Jin�tion 
advice 

c) 
2 communication 
3 imagination 
4 advice 

8 eraser 
9 cassette player 

10 ruler 
11 pencil sharpener 
12 notebook 
13 file 
14 wastebasket 

Doesn't use electricity -

usually metal 

hole punch 

pencil sharpener 

wastebasket 

file 
' 

interruption 
practice 
pronunciation 

interruption 
practice 
pronunciation 

5 interruptions 
6 practice 

pronunciation 

Doesn't use electricity -

not metal 

eraser 

bookcase 

ruler 

whiteboard 

board eraser 

notebook 

pencil case 

explanation 

explan�tion 

8 explanation 

Collocations 

9 
b work h read 
c get listen 
d make i forget 
e understand k praise 
f have I bec9me. 

Pronunciation 
How to pronounce the letter 'a' 

1 ob, 
Ire! e.g.: have to 

have to 

practice 

exam 

Spanish 

understand 

lo:/ e.g.: mark

mark 

hard 

far 

lei! e.g.: make

make 

communicate 

take 

game 

mistake 

education 

Improve your writing 
Writing a paragraph 

11
1 >

The best order is: 
le 2a 3d 4b 

2)

I 

a paragraph c 
b paragraph a 

c paragraph d 
d paragraph b 

Spelling 
Finding mistakes 

12 a) 

Stefanie is very pleased - she has won a 
competition at her college. The prize is 
a two-month language course in New 
York. She will have English lessons for 
three hours every morning, but she 
wants to know the best way to improve 
her English outside her lessons. 
Her friends, family, and teachers have 
lots of advice! 
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module 4 
Present Continuous 

1 
b am I driving? I you are 
c are you doing? I I'm not watching 
d I'm lqoking for I Are you sitting 
e isn't working I is spending 

Present Simple or Present Continuous? 

2 
b are you doing 
c you're listening to 
d are you reading 
e Do you smoke 
f are you laughing 
g Does your brother play 
h Are you listening 

State and action verbs 

3 
3 I'm not believing you! )( 

I don't believe you! 
4 Do you want a drink? t/ 
5 I'm not understanding him. )( 

I don't understand him. 
6 I'm hating cold weather! )( 

I hate cold weather. 
7 I don't understand Turkish. t/ 
8 I'm not knowing her name. )( 

I don't know her name. 

Present Continuous for future 
arrangements 

4 

Example sentences 
Steve isn't working on Monday. 
He is going to Manchester for the day on Tuesday. 
He is taking/catching the train at 6:45. 
Judy is working on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. 
She is meeting Alison for lunch (at one o'clock on Friday). 
Steve and Judy are going to the movies on Thursday. 
Steve's mom is coming to babysit. 
Oliver is playing soccer on Tuesday at four o'clock. 
He is going to Tom's house after school on Wednesday. 
Florence is going swimming on Monday. 
Oliver and Florence are meeting their cousins in the park at 
2:30 on Friday. 
The ·whole family is going to the grandparents' house for 
lunch on Sunday at twelve o'clock. 

Vocabulary booster: special occasions 

5 
a) 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

6 

cards 
decorations 
the host and hostess 
guests 
glasses 
sandwiches 
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7 presents 
8 someone making a wish 
9 candles 

10 birthday cake 
11 paper plates 
12 paper cups 

Vocabulary 
Things people do on special occasions 

6 t. 

b send g buy 
c stay h make 
d visit, give have 
e go j have 
f take k spend 

Listen and read 

7 a) 

1 Diwali 
2 Easter in Poland 
3 Ramadan 
4 Easter in Poland 
5 Ramadan 
6 Diwali 
7 Diwali 

b) 

1 No 

2 The ninth month of the Islamic calendar. 
3 colored eggs, bread, salt, and white sausages. 
4 breakfast 
5 India 
6 five days 
7 Laxmi 

Improve your writing 
A letter of invitation 

8 

October 7th 

Dear Tony, 

10 Fife Road 
Norton 

Sorry I haven't written for so 
long, but I've been really busy 

with the new job . I hope you 're 
well and still enjoying life at 
college. 

The main reason I'm writing is to 
tell you that Valerie and I are 
staying at Uncle Frank's villa in 
Spain for a winter vacation . Would 
you like to come and stay for a 
few days? The villa is in a really 
beautiful place, very near the 
beach. You can fly to Malaga air
port and get a bus from there. 

Can you give me a call to tell me 
if you 're interested? Our new phone 
number is 01804 742 3812. We'd love 
to see you! 

See you soon, 
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Spelling 
-ing forms

9 
celebrating 
cooking .I 
driving 

getting .I 
giving 
inviting 

Pronunciation 
lot and /8/ 

1 Q a)

/()/ 

Mother's Day 
Father's Day 
.the other day 

living 
putting .I 
studying .I 

/fl/ 
bir.thday 
twenty-fiflli 
four.th 
.thirty-first 

taking .I 
wearing 
writing 

.the day before yesterday 
.these days 
in .those days 

your good heal.th 
Thanks for coming! 

module 5 
Comparatives and superlatives 
Comparative forms 

1 a)

Prepositions in compc;1rative phra·ses: as, 
than, from, like, in; to . · 

4 
b as 
c than 

d than 
e like 

in 
g Jrom 

Describing what people look like 
Questions about appearance 

5 
b 
c 
d 

e 
f 

What does she look like? 
How' tall is she? 
Is she black or white? 
What's her hair like? 
What color are her eyes? 

is or has got? 

6 
a has I has I doesn't have 
b are I are I have 
c is I has 
d has I doesn't have 
e 's I 's. 

Vocabulary 
Describing appearances 

h like 

2 younger - Paul is younger than Mike. 7 3 taller - Paul is taller than tvfike. 
4 faster - Paul is faster than Mike. 
5 more experienced - Mike is more experienced thap. Paul. 
6 slower - Mike is slower than Paul. 
7 heavier - Mike is heavier than Paul. 
8 more aggressive - Mike is more aggressive than Paul. 
9 more powerful - Mike is more powerful than Paul. 

10 more popular - Paul is more popular than Mike. 

Superlative forms 

2 
a oldest 
b fastest I quickest 
c richest I wealthiest 
d most popular I most important 
e shortest I longest 

3 
b "The reason I wanted to be an actress was to play people 

much more interesting than I am, and to say things much 
more intelligent than anything l could think of myself." 

c "All animals are equal, but some are more equal than 
oth.ers." 

d "Good, better, the best 
Never let it rest 
Until good is better 
And better is the best" 

e "It was the best of times, it was the worst of times." 
f "Being funny is much more difficult than being clever." 

look 

8 
2 -looking 
3 have a look 
4 look for 

5 Look! 
6 look like 
7 looking forward to 

8 look out (ot) 
9 look up 

10 look at 
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Vocabulary booster: p,arts of the face 
and body 

9 a)

1 head 6 chest 11 hair 16 face 
2 shoulder 7 fingers 12 nose 17 teeth 
3 arm 8 leg 13 mouth 18 neck 
4 hand 9 feet 14 eye 
5 back 10 toes 15 ear 

c) 
1 

2 
10 
32 

head, neck, face, mouth, nose, back, chest 
ear, eye, leg, hand, feet, arm, shoulders 
fingers, toes 

,. 

teeth 
Uncountable!: hair 

Improve your writing 
Writing a description 

10 a)

2 - A, 3 - C, 4 - B, 5 - D, 6 - F 

Pronunciation 
Different ways of pronouncing the letter "o" 

1 1 
3 different 
4 the same 
5 different 

Spelling 
Double letters 

12 

6 the same 
7 different 
8 different 

The incorrectly ·spelt words are: 

9 
10 

the same 
the same 

slimmer, pretty, different, biggest, atfractive, middle-aged, 
well-dressed, glasses, tanned, appearance, 

mo·dule 6 
Intentions and wishes 
going to and planning to 

1 
b Lucy says she's going to spend the summer with her family. 
c John and his wife aren't planning to have any more 

children. 
d Caroline is planning to look for a job after she.finishes 

her exams. 
e Which movie are you going to see this evening? 
f Is it true that the president is planning to retire soon? 
g Is the school going to organize a barbecue this Sunday? 

going to, planning to, would like to, would prefer to 

2 
b prefer to 
c not planning 
d He's 
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e planning to 
f to retire 
9 I'm planning 

h is going 
!would 

Predictions 
wilt and won't 

3
b Do you think we'll be able to buy tickets when we get 

there? 
c I'm sorry; but there won't be any time for us to have 

lunch. 
d Will you be all right if I go out for a couple of hours? 
e I'm going to Michelle's party on Sunday. Will you be there 

too? 
Don't worry. I'm sure there won't be any problems getting 
a visa. 

g How long will it take for tis to get there? 
h Will there be any food at your party? 

Short answers with wilt, won't, and going to 

4 
b 

c 

d 

e 

No, I'm not. f 
Yes, it is g 
No, I won't. h 
No, they're not. 

Pronunciation. 
'II, wilt, and won't 

5 b) 

2 We'll 5 

3 Will you 6 
4 I will 7 

Vocabulary 
Vacations 

6 a) 

2 luxurious 7 
3 boiling 8 
4 disgusting 9 
5 lively 10 
6 relaxing 11 

b) 
2 tasty 7 
3 popular 8 
4 wet 9 
5 windy 10 
6 crowded 11 

Listen and read 

7 

Yes, I am. j No, it isn't. 
No, it won't. k No, they won't. 
Yes, I I we will. 
No, he' isn't. 

Will she 
she won't 
They'll 

polluted 
windy 
tasty 
terrible 
fantastic 

lively 
boiling 
relaxing 

8 She won't 

12 crowded 
13 peaceful 
14 sandy 
15 wet 

12 luxurious 
13 sandy 
14 terrible 

polluted ·15 disgusting
peaceful 

a Lille, b 020 7938 3366, c seven nights, 
d the Midtown Hotel, e $395, f March 24th, g no, 
h in Granada (Spain), i seven days, j $179, 
k Bargain in Boston, 1 nine 



Vocabulary booster: things you take on 
vacation 

8 
a) 

He has forgotten his toothbrush. 

c) 

Things you need 

during a trip 

Things you need 

for the beach 

Things you need 

in a strange town 

Other 

passport, plane tickets, 

travel sickness pills 

sunscreen, sunglasses, 

swim trunks, towels 

guidebook, phrasebook, 

credit cards 

shaving cream, toothbrush 

Improve your writing 
More postcards 

9 
Postcard A 
1 Gill and Ruth, from Bangkok. 2 colleagues 
3 Yes, they are. 
Postcard 8 
1 Tanya's mother, from the seaside. 2 Mother and daughter. 
3 Not very much. 
Postcard C 
1 K, from the desert. 2 (Probably) They were boyfriend and 

girlfriend. 
3 Yes, but s/he says s/he misses Jo. 

Spelling 
> 

Words with -ed and -ing 

10 
b plan planning planned 
c disgust disgusting disgusted 
d surprise surprising surprised 
e relax relaxing relaxed 
f stay staying stayed 
g ride riding rode 
h move moving moved 

enjoy enjoying enjoyed 
hope hoping hoped 

module 7 
Present Perfect 
Positive, negative, and question forms 

1 
2 Have 5 has 8 haven't 11 hasn't 
3 has 6 's 9 have 
4 haven't 7 hasn't 10 've 

Present Perfect and Past Simple with for 

2 
b lived 
c have been 
d thought 

e have lived 
f have only known 
g was 

12 

h 

's 

has been 
has been 

Present Perfect: short answers 

3 a)

3 Yes, he has. 6 
4 No, he hasn't. 7 

5 No, she hasn't. 8

No, she hasn't. 
Yes, they have. 
No, they haven't. 

9 Yes, they have. 

Present Perfect with just, yet, already, and never 

4 a) 

2 I've just heard that my cousin is COII!irig to stay!! 
3 I don't know. I've never tried it. 
4 No, he hasn't arrived yet. 
5 Not really, I've ·already seen it twice. 

Present Perfect and Past Simple with time phrases 

5 
b Have you been I haven't had got married I were 
c took off g has been 
d 've never seen h arrived / hasn't written 
e 's been I haven't had went 

been or gone 

6 
b been d gone 
c gone e been 

Present Perfect and Past Simple 

7 a
)

2 has been 
3 left 
4 married 
5 had 
6 continued 

7 was 
8 got 
9 married 

10 lasted 
11 has not married 

Past Participles Wordsearch 

8 
a) 

sat -sit 
made-make 
told -tell 
sold - sell 
sung-sing 
put-put 
chosen - choose 

run -run 
drunk -drink 
got -get 
won-win 
paid-pay 
written - write 
eaten -eat 

Vocabulary 
Ambitions and dreams 

9 

f been 
g gone 

12 has had 
13 won 
14 has returned 
15 became 

lost- lose 
brought - bring 
seen -see 
found-find 
cost -cost 
spoken - speak 

b learn, c get, d become, e have, f p}ay, 
g write, h buy 

Pronunciation 
The sounds /re/ and IA! 

1 o
c>

sat /re/ 
come /11./ 
won /A/ 

done /11./ 
drank /re/ 
drunk /11./ 

Improve your writing 
A minibiography 

11 
a)

2 � 3 � 4 D, 5 A, 6 C 

sang /re/ 
sung /11./ 
run /A/ 

become /11./ 
ran /re/ 
had /re/ 
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module 8 
Articles 
Zero for general statements 

1 a)
2 
3 
4 

It's not true that English people drink Ille tea all the time. 
Drinking Ille coffee helps me to wake up in the morning! 
People in Ille Argentina often have a barb.ecue on the 
weekends. 

· · 

=l=he Japanese tea isn't the same as English tea. 5

6 Have you heard the news? The price of Ille gas· is going up 
again! 

7 
8 

Marco says that the best ice cream tomes from Ille Itali 
In Ille some parts of the United States, you can't drive 
until you're 18. 

For general and specific statements 

2 
b Swiss people, The Swiss people 
c books, the books 

e the salt, Salt 
f the fish, fish 

d the weather, cold weather g the music, music 

With geographical features 

3
b the, c -, d -, e -, f -, g -, h -, i the, j -, k the, � 
l -, m -, n the, o the, p -, q -, r the, s the, t -

Phrases with the: location 

4 
b They're in the north of Japan. 
c It's on the coast of Japan. 
d They're in the middle of Japan. 
e They're in the southwest of Japan. 
f It's in the north of Japan. 

Phrases with the: time 

5 
b in the evening 
c in the evening 
d in the morning I in the evening I at night 
e in the evening 
f at night 
g in the afternoon 
h in the evening 

in the morning 
in the morning I in the afternoon I in the evening 

Other phrases with and without the

6
b at e on the h on k on the 
c by f on the in the l at 
d at g by in 
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Vocabulary 
Geographical features 

7
b deserts, c climate, d scenery, e the coast, f islands, 
g volcanoes, h ports, i cathedrals, j canals, 
k historical monuments 

Vocabulary booster: things you find 
in cities 

8 a) 

2 a square 
3 an art gallery 
4 a bus station 
5 a fountain 

6 a bridge 
7 a market 
8 a superhighway 
9 a mosque 

10 a park 
11 a church 
12 skyscrapers. 

C) 
Buildings 
a church 

Transportation 
a bus station 

Open Spaces 
a park 

Other 
a bridge 

an art gallery 
a mosque 
skyscrapers 

Spelling 
Plural nouns 9 b) 

a super highway a square a fountain 
a market 
a statue 

2 potatoes, 3 babies, 4 women, 5 watches, 6 men, 
7 tomatoes, 8 teeth, 9 countries, 10 lives, 
11 wives, 12 flies, · 

Listen and read 

1 o
b

> 
2 55 kph 
3 850 
4 60% 
5 on the island of Hawaii 

8 May 8th, 1902 
9 30,000 (less two) 

10 2 
11 1991 

6 79 A.O. 12 . more than 100,000 
7 in the Caribbean Sea 

Improve your writing 
Formal letters and informal notes 

He should apply for the "Italiano in Italia" course. 

b) 
2 11/15/01 
3 Dear Ms. McGowan, 
4 I read 
5 I am interested in 
6 Please send 
7 the above address 
8 Yours sincerely, 
9 Monday 

10 Hi, Antonella! 
11 Just a quick note to say 
12 I'm sure I'll really enjoy reading it! 
13 I'm sending you 
14 All my love, 
15 Colin 



) 

module 9 
may, might, will, definitely, etc. 
will I won't 

1 a) 

2 People won't use cash: they will only use credit cards. 
3 Astronauts will visit the planet Mars. 
4 Great Britain won't have a king or queen. 
5 The whole of Europe will use the same currency. 
6 A powerful virus will destroy the world's computers. 

may! might 

2
b We may I might go abroad for our vacation this year. 
c They may / might not be able to finish the work until next 

week. 
d You should take your coat; it may I might get cold later. 
e Your mother may / might not want to go out this evening. 
f Martha may / might not be able to help you. 
g The prime minister may / might resign if things don't get 

better soon. 
h I always buy a lottery ticket: I may I might win $1 million 

one day! 

will I won't I may I might 

4
a) 

2 Leo, 3 Virgo, 4 Gemini, 5 Taurus 

b) 
Taurus 

You might have an argument with an important person 
today. If this happens, you'll need help A friend or partner 
will be very useful to you. And who knows ... you might 
win the argument!! 

Gemini 
This will be another busy work day for yoti: You'll have all 
the normal things to do, but there may also be an extra 
job or two. But don't worry, you'll succeed!! And think how 
happy you'll be when you finish! 

Cancer 

Leo 

You may have to choose between your public and your 
private life today. You won't spend much time with your 
loved ones until later in the week. Make sure they know 
you love them, or they may feel forgotten. 

This will be your lucky day for education! If you're still in 
school, it'll be a good day for study - something you've 
always thought was too hard for you will be easy. If you've 
already left school, think about going back to your studies 
- you won't regret it!

Virgo 
There wiU be some money worries today. Check what 
you're spending - you may need to spend some extra 
money on travel but if you buy something for a loved one, 
they may not thank you for it!! 

Present tense after if, when, before 
and other time words 
Present tense afterif 

5 
b If you work hard, you'll pass all your exams. 
c If you're late for the class again, your teacher will get very 

annoyed. 
d If you don't get up soon, you'll be late for the class. 
e If the train arrives on time, we'll be home before midnight. 
f If you don't take a map, you'll get lost. 
g If we see a restaurant, we'll stop and have lunch. 

Time clauses: if, when, before, as soon as 

6 
b If e if h as soon as 
c when f when when 
d before g Before 

Word order 

7
b There definitely won't be any snow tonight. 
c Stefan will definitely be at home tomorrow. 
d He probably won't know the answer to your question. 
e We will definitely be able to give you an answer next week. 

Vocabulary 
Modern and traditional 

8 a) 

electronic goods microwave, cellphone,· personal 
computer, cassette player, 
electronic organizer, photocopier 

places to eat fast food restaurant 

places where you 
go shopping mall, hypermarket, corner store 

things for cooking stove (microwave) 

things you can play computer game, compact disc (CD) 

things you can send email, letter, fax 

things you write in address book, diary, appointment 
book 

b) 
2 diary, 3 address book, 4 hypermarket, 5 photocopier 

Vocabulary booster: technology 

9 a) 

1 answering machine, 2 keyboard, 3 laptop, 4 computer, 
5 mouse pad, 6 screen, 7 fax machine, . 8 mouse, 
9 VCR, 10 printer 

C) 

people often have 
at home 

you can carry 
around with you 

people use at work 

answering machine, VCR 

laptop 

computer, keyboard, mouse, mouse 
mat, screen, printer, fax machine 
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Workbook Answer key ______________________________ _ 

Pronunciation 
Different pronunciations of the letter "i" 

10 b)

2 traditional /II 8 competition 

3 survive /a1/ 9 mile 

4 public /II IO equipment 
5 silly /II 11 might 
6 bicycle /a1/ 12 deliver 
7 library /a1/ 

module 10 
Past Continuous 
Important moments in history 

1 

/II 

/a1/ 

/II 

/a1/ 

/II 

b was reading 
c was playing 

e were sitting h were singing 
f were watching 

d was becoming g was waiting 

Past Continuous and Past Simple 

2 
I was watching TV at home when someone came 
to the door. 

2 My mother phoned while I was preparing dinner. 
3 When we arrived home, some friends were waiting for us. 
4 As I was walking along the street, I saw an old friend. 
5 When I woke up, everyone was looking at me. 
6 Jane saw another guest who was wearing exactly the 

same hat! 

3 
b met k thought 
c was leaving 1 looked 
d invited m didn't say 
e told n asked 
f made 0 explained 
g was writing p was doing 
h was listening q invited 

rang r was making 
was standing s looked 

used to I didn't use to 

4 
b He used to have a mustache. 
c He used to wear an old T-shirt. 
d He used to have a very boring job. 
e He used to work in a hamburger joint. 
f He used to be poor. 

5 
b He didn't use to live in Scotland. 
c He didn't use to drive a Rolls-Royce. 
d He didn't use to have a private plane. 
e He didn't use to wear designer clothes. 
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was 
u arrived 
v told 
w opened 
x saw 

,y was waiting 
z fainted 

Vocabulary 
Accidents 

6 I 
a fell d broke g bleeding 

b cut e 
c touch f 

Other health words 

7 
b pain e 
c exercise f 
d prescription g 

Articles 

8 

hurt 
dropped 

medicine 
Band-Aid 
doctor 

h bumped 
burn 

h rest 

b a I -, c a I - I the, d -, e The I - I -, f a I a 

listen and read 

9 
a up to eighteen 
b eight 

d seven 

c It increases the chance of 
serious illness, people often 
die young and do less well 
at work. 

Pronunciation 

e No 

f No 

Different ways of saying the letter "c" 

1 o
b

> 
exercise /s/ 
backache /k/ 
chest /tf/ 
headache /k/ 

century /s/ 
children /tf I
cure /k/ 
electricity /k/ /s/ 

Improve your writing 
Adverbs 

1 1 
b eventually 
c Suddenly 

d immediately 
e fortunately 

crash /kl 
school /k/. 
accident /k/ 

certainly 



/ 

module 11 
Gerunds (-ing forms) 
Expressing likes and dislikes 

1 
Typical answers might be: 
Driving very fast is dangerous. 
Climbing mountains is hard work. 
Jogging is good for you. 
Traveling by plane is good fun. 
Working on a computer makes you tired. 
Walking in the country helps you to relax. 
Driving on a superhighway is very boring. 
Swimming in the sea is good fun. 
Going to the gym is good for you. 
Sunbathing is bad for you. 
Studying English is hard work I good fun, etc. 

Gerunds after prepositions 

2.a)
2 When I was young, I was interested in collecting stamps. 
3 I'm very sorry. I'm not good at remembering people's 

names. 
4 They left the restaurant without paying the check. 
5 Why don't you do something instead of just sitting there? 
6 Are you frightened of walking alone at night? 
7 Katrina's obsessed with making money. 
8 My father was OK about lending me the ccir. 
9 My sister is mad about shopping for clothes. 

Verbs of liking and disliking 

3 
c Joseph can't stand I absolutely loathes / really hates. 

singing, but Jessica is I likes it. 
d They both really love I both really enjoy I are both crazy 

about reading. 
e Joseph really loves / enjoys / is crazy about playing 

computer games, but Jessica doesn't really like I them. 
Joseph doesn't mind cooking, but Jessica really loves I
enjoys I is crazy about it. 

g They both like chocolate. 
h Joseph doesn't really like I homework, but Jessica doesn't 

mind it. 

Gerunds and infinitives 
like doing and would like to do 

4 a)

2 likes 
3 I'd. like to speak 
4 Would you like to go 
5 would love to go 

5 
b live f 
c smoking g 
d shopping h 
e eating 

6 she doesn't like walking 
7 would love to be 
8 I'd like to go 

drinking j 
buying k 
sleep 1 
shaking m 

Getting 
spending 
listen 
drinking 

•\ 

me too I so do I, etc. 

6 a)

Answer key 

2 Neither am I. 7 Yes, so was I! 
3 Yes, me too. 8 Neither did I. 
4 So did I. 9 Yes, me too. 
5 Me neither. 10 Neither can I.
6 Really? So am I. 

Vocabulary booster: -ed and -ing 
adjectives 

7 a) 

2 excited 4 frightened 6 
3 interested 5. worried 7 

d) 
2 relaxing 5 interested 
3 bored 6 relaxing 
4 surprising 7 exciting 

Spelling 
Words ending with -ion 

8 
a) 

2 decision 5 education 
3 description 6 explanation 
4 discussion 7 invitation 

b) 
1 fashion 4 conversation 
2 ambition 5 professional 
3 obsession 6 relationship 

Pronunciation 
Words ending with -ion 

9 a) 

2 education 6 converfil!tion 
3 di�sion 7 peQ'.Ifilsion 
4 re}Qtionship 8 tradi!ional 
5 deQsion 9 occasion 

module 12 
Passive forms 
Identifying Passive .forms 

1 
b p 

c A 
d A 

e P 
f A 
g p 

Present Simple Passive 

2 
a are made 
b is used 
c are bitten 

d are stolen 
e are spoken 
f is covered 

tired 8 relaxed 
bored 

8 

9 

10 

7 

8 

10 

11 

8 worried 
9 tired 

permission 
preparation 
pronunciation 

traditional 
nationality 

fashion 
nationruity 

h A 
A 

p 

g are killed 
h are lost 
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Past Simple Passive 

3 
b were bought was held j was murdered 
c was launched g were seen k was attended 
d were given 'h was known 1 was comforted 
e were filled 

Future Simple Passive 

4 
b will be joined f 
c will be solved g 
d will be done h 
e will be controlled 

Listen and read 

5
b) 

were worn 

will be made 
will be replaced 
will be chosen 

2 A £16.5 million diamond was sold in Geneva in 1995. 
3 Diamonds are found in many countries, including South 

Africa and Russia. 
4 Colorless diamonds are made into jewels. 
5 Black diamonds are used in industry. 
6 The Transvaal government gave the Cullinan diamond to 

King Edward VII. 
7 The diamond was cut into smaller diamonds. 
8 Peter Faberge made an egg that was sold for $5.5 million 

at Christie's. 

Active or Passive? 

6 
2 � 3 � 4 � 5 � 6 � 7 � 8 a 

Relative clauses with which, who, and 
that 

7 
b that c who d that e that f which 

8 
b Henry has a hat which I that is red, green, and blue. 
c Claire is a writer who is very famous. 
d It's a salad which I that tastes delicious. 
e This is a picture which I that was painted by Monet. 
f He's a teacher who is very popular. 
g It's a machine which I that makes pasta. 

Vocabulary 
Designer goods 

9 
b advertising f 
c save up for g 
d better quality h 
e waste of money 
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spend money on j 
just as good k 
costs far too 1 
can't afford 

own 
looks better 
possessions 

Everyday objects 

10 
b an umbrella 
c a pair of sunglasses 
d a can opener 
e a comb 
f an ashtray 

g a key 
h a flashlight 

a cigarette lighter 
a telephone 

Spelling I Pronunciation 
Silent g and gh 

11 b)

b laugh /f/ h enough 
c bright silent disgusting 
d bought silent j sign.a tu re 
e straight silent k height 
f frightened silent I grocer 
g sign silent 

Improve your writing 

/fl 

lg/ 
lg/ 
silent 
lg/ 

Joining sentences with which, who, and, because, 
and but 

12 a) 

2 It was my grandfather who gave it to me on my 18th 
birthday. 

3 It's made of gold and has the letters H.M. on it. 
4 I always think of my family when I look at it because it 

used to belong to my great-grandfather. 
5 I've had many presents since then but this has always 

been my favorite. 

module 13 
Present Perfect Continuous 

1 
b It's been raining for two hours. 
c They've been playing tennis for half an hour. 
d They've been walking for four hours. 

Time phrases with for and since 

2 
c for twenty minutes since this morning 
d since he was born j since you left school 
e since Thursday k for six months 
f since then I for an hour 
g since last week m for tw�nty years 
h since nine o'clock 

Present Perfect with for and since 

3 
b since then f 
c since you finished school g 
d since this morning h 
e since he was born 

since 1990 
for an hour 
for twenty years 



4 
b He has been working at the National Theatre for a year. 
c He has been working on Romeo and Juliet for two weeks. 
d She has been Jiving in England for four years. 
e She has been working at La Finca for two years. 
f La Finca II has been operating for a week. 
g She has been living in New York for almost twenty years. 
h She has been studying -yoga for about ten years. 

She has been teaching yoga for a year and a half. 

Present Perfect Simple or Continuous with stative verbs 

5 
e I've liked chocolate for years. 
f Have you known Sylvia for a Jong time? 
h I haven't seen Michael for years and years. 

Vocabulary 
Jobs and Personal Characteristics 

6 
b well qualified h sympathetic 
c patient imagination 
d experience j honest 
e neat k well mannered 
f latest methods 1 good with people 
g good with money 

Vocabulary booster: jobs 

7 
a pharmacist 
b tour guide 
c nurse 
d sales clerk 
e police officer 

Reading 

8 

1 

the job management 
trainee 

where Samui Island, 
is it Thailand 

dates July-
September, 
2004 

you speak fluent 
need English 
to ... 

salary 6,000 baht 
per month 

f taxi driver 
g flight attendant 
h waiter 

truck driver 
musician 

2 3 

Waitress Ground 
crew 

Island Europe: 
of Sark, France, 
Channel Italy, 
Islands Austria,. 

Switzerland 

end May- May 24-
mid-

-
October 30 

September 

experience be fit with a 
not essential cheerful 

personality 

- small salary 

4 

Chef 

Tallinn, 
Estonia 

6 month 

qualified 
chef 

$800-
$1000 

Pronunciation 
Some "hard to pronounce"words 

9 
honest- not 
patient - painting 
awful - offer 

health - fell 
architect - headache 

Improve your writing 
Error correction 

10 

374 Upper Road
] 

� 
Islington � L___....J 

London Nl ZXG 

Tel. 020 7359 1410 

�ay 26th, 2004 

�� 
mistake I hello Si([) I 

a job as a member of your 
@r@:illoon ground crew. I inclose a resume, ID photo, 
and photocopy of my driver's license as requested. 
I am avalable to start work immediatly. 

The correct version is: 

Dear Sir, 

374 Upper Road 
Islington 

London Nl ZXG 
Tel. 020 7359 1410 

May 26th, 2001 

I am writing to apply for a job as a member of I 
your Hot Air Balloon ground crew. I enclose a resume, 
ID photo, and photocopy of my driver's license as 
requested. I am available to start work immediately. 

Yours faithfully, 
Jean Guinard 
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Workbook Answer key ____________________________ _ 

module 14 
some, any, and quantifiers 
some, any, and no 

1 
b some 
c some 

d any 
e no 

no I some 
g some 

h any 

much, many, a lot of, a few, no 

2 
2 many 
3 a lot of 

4 a lot of 
5 a few 

too and not ... enough 

3 

6 no 
7 a I a lot of 

b was too cold I wasn't warm enough 
c isn't big E!nough I is too small 
d wasn't fast enough I was too slow 
e was too high I wasn't low enough 
f 's too small I isn't tall enough 

Prepositions 
Describing where things are 

4 
There's an egg behind the candle. 

no 

8 no 

There's an egg between the fireplace and the bookcase. 
There's an egg in front of the fireplace. 
There's an egg on top of the bookcase. 
There's an egg on top of the fireplace./next to the elephant. 
There's an egg opposite the bookcase. 
There's an egg at the bottom of the staircase.· 
There's an egg under the chair. 
There's an egg in the corner (stuck on the wall). 
There's an egg near the chair. 
There's an egg inside the vase. 
There's an egg outside the window. 
There's an egg inside the fireplace. 
There's an egg 'behind the mirror. 

Vocabulary 
Adjectives for describing places 

5 
b A private large weee@ft sunny 

c A(n) modern spacious attractive � 

d A(n) old- � wooden elegant 
fashioned 

e A(ri) colorful elegant simple � 

A � simple large lovely 

yard. 

kitchen. 

table. 

dress. 

meal. 

g A(n) �kFee siet=, old- dark attractive room. 
fashioned 

Prepositions 

6 
b on d at f in h in 
c on e at g on 
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Describing houses and apartments 

7 
b balcony fireplace j path 
c buildings g floor k rug 
d courtyard h kitchen 1 -suburbs 
e furniture living room m village 

Vocabu_lary booster: things in a house 

8 
2 1 
3 d 
4 e 
5 c 
6 a 

7 g 
8 b 

9 k 

10 o
11 n 

12 p 
13 
14 h 

15 m 

16 q 

Improve your writing 
Notes giving directions 

10 
b When you come out of the station, turn left. 

17 
18 

c Walk along Station Road for about fifty meters. 
d There's a bus stop on your right. Take a number 11 bus to 

Sandy Bay. 
e Get off when you see a large gas station on the corner. 

It takes about ten minutes. 
f Cross the road and walk about 100 meters. 
g Walk two blocks and turn left, where you see a sign saying 

"Vacation Apartments." 
h Go down the hill towards the sea - you'll see the "Vacation 

Apartments" office on your right. It's open from 9 to 5. 

Spelling 
Same pronunciation, different spelling (homophones) 

1 1 
2 here 
3 ate 
4 right 

5 road 
6 past 
7 see 

8 there 
9 by. 

10 eight 

module 15 
Past Perfect 

1 
2 had paid 
3 hadn't slept 
4 hadn't seen 
5 had broken down 

6 had won· 
7 hadn't flown 
8 had left 

Past Perfect and Past Simple 

2 
b was h didn't know 
c had arrested had bought 
d found j had sold 
e wasn't k had 
f had tried 1 died 
g had emigrated 



I 

Reported speech 
Direct to reported speech 

3 
b He said (that) the house had belonged to his grandfather. 
c He said (that) his grandfather had died the previous 

month. 
d He said (that) he didn't want to sell the house, but he 

couldn't afford to keep it. 
e He said (that) Mr. Taylor and his family would be very 

happy there. 
He said (that) the house was worth $100,000, but he'd sell 
it to him for $50,000. 

Reported to direct speech 

4 
b "I live with my mother at 43, Fountain Road, Denton." 
c "I spent the evening watching The Lion King at a movie 

theater." 
d "I fell asleep during the movie, so I can't remember the 

story." 
e "The movie finished at about 10:30." 
f II After the movie, I took the Number 85 bus home to 

Fountain Road." 
g "I went to bed at twelve o'clock, after my mom read me a 

story." 

Prepositions 

5
b in 
c on 

d into 
e in 

Irregular Past forms 

6 

f by 
g by 

b sang 
c driven 

d stole 
e written 

broken 
g seen 

Vocabulary 
Verb phrases to do with money 

7 
2 lent I Phil 5 

3 earn 6 
4 owe 7 

Listen and read 

8 a) 
2 pieces of paper 
3 a £10 bank note 
4 about 2,700 years ago 
5 began to appear 

wasted 
win 
save 

6 But they weren't used in Europe 
7 as people became rich 
8 a thing of the past 

C) 
1 Only in theory. 

8 
9 

10 

bet 
invest 
lost 

2 No - the government stopped exchanging them in 1971. 
3 a) precious shells b) jewelry c) blocks of dried tea
4 People in ancient Lydia (Turkey). About 2,700 years ago. 
5 In the eleventh century. In China. 
6 In the Middle Ages. 
7 "smart cards." 

• t • 

Pronunc1at1on 
The sounds /e1/ and /e/ 9 b)

2 They wasted all the money we gave them. 
/e1/ /e1/ /e/ 

3 You said you'd never played tennis until today! 
/e/ /e/ /e1/ /e/ /e1/ 

4 Have you read the book I lent you, by the way? 
le/ /el /e1/ 

5 She said she'd pay me back at the end of April. 
/e/ /e1/ /el

6 Jane made a terrible mistake. 
/e1/ /e1/ /e/ /e1/ 

say or tell 

10 
b told e said 
c said f say 
d tell g told 

Improve your writing 
Punctuation in direct speech 

1 1 

h Tell 

2 "I didn't play very well today," Peter Salmon said, 
"but I still think I can win tomorrow." 

3 "Where are you going?" the police officer asked us. 
4 "Two cups of coffee, please," I said to the waiter, "and can 

we have the check, please?" 
5 "Are you ready yet?" shouted Neil's mother. ''I'm waiting." 
6 "I've bought you a gift," said Christine, "I hope you 

like it." 

module 16 
would and wouldn't

1 
b wouldn't 
c would 

d wouldn't 
e wouldn't 

Second Conditional 

2
b didn't work I wouldn't have 
c would feel I didn't get up 
d could I would you like 
e would do I weren't 

f would 
g wouldn't 

f had I would take 
g spoke I would be 
h ,had I would get 

might or would in Second Conditional sentences 

3
2 She wouldn't go out with him if he didn't have so much 

money. 
3 If I could go on vacation anywhere in the world, I'd go to 

Florida. 
4 Robert might do better at school if he did his homework 

regularly. 
5 If you told her the truth, she might get very angry. 
6 If you didn't drink so much coffee before going to bed, 

you might sleep better. 
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First and Second Conditional forms 

4 
2 a 

3 a 

4 b 
5 a 

will or would?

5 
b I'll 
c I'd 
d will 

e wouldn't 
f I'll 
g I'll 

Short answers with will and would 

6 
b No, he won't. f No, I wouldn't. 

6 b 

7 a 

h would 
she'd 

c No, I wouldn't. 
d Yes, we will. 

g Yes, I do. I Yes, they will. 

e Yes, I would. 

Vocabulary 
Wordbuilding 

7 
b tragically 
c peaceful 
d strong 

h No, I wouldn't. 

e violent 
f freely 

Vocabulary booster: people in politics, 
religion, and public life 

8 a
) 

with a particular religion 
a Muslim a Buddhist 
a Protestant a Hindu 
a Christian 

2 with a religious "job" 
a priest 

3 with particular political ideas 
a communist
a social democrat 
a green 

4 in politics 
a mayor the president 
a government minister 
the prime minister 

a member of Parliament 
the vice president 

5 who is royal 
a king 
a queen 

6 who works with the law 
a judge 

d) 

1 Muslims 5

2 communist 6 
3 Catholic 7 
4 prime minister 8 
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a queen 
government minister 
Hindus 
the president 

• 

Spelling 
Silent "w" 

wrong 
whole 

C) 
1 wrong I wrote 
2 whole I whose 
3 answer 

answer 
songwriter 

Improve your writing 
Error correction 

1 1 
b) 

1 writing 12 name's 
2 unfortunately 13 Rene 
3 it's 14 that's 
4 different 15 who 
5 England 16 English 
6 and 17 sittii:ig 
7 boring 18 said 
8 which I that 19 ?

9 so 20 "Fine, thanks," 
10 doctor 21 getting 
11 France 22 friends 

whose 
wrote 

ffi irLanguage.,om 
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